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PREFACE 

THIS book makes no pretence of giving a complete account 

of Kordofan, nor can the materials from which it has 

been composed be said to shew the solidarity which is an 

essential qualification of a scientifically historical work. 

My aim has been to describe, however imperfect may be the 

result, the antecedents of the tribes at present inhabiting the 

province in so far as any information upon the subject can be 

gleaned from extraneous sources or from current native tradition. 

At the same time, while as a general rule planning to omit 

minute descriptions of people and places, and avoiding discus¬ 

sion of current questions, whether political or commercial, I have 

found it advisable to make occasional exceptions where under¬ 

standing of the conditions of the past and the links connecting 

it with the present would have been impaired by such unnecessary 

limitation in the scope of the work. In so far as the work 

purports to deal with some aspects of ethnology, I must plead 

in excuse for its manifold shortcomings that I am a mere tyro 

with no expert knowledge of the science whatever. 

One ethnological fact, however, is certain, and as the truth 

of it applies with varying force to every tribe in the country, it 

is of primary importance to bear it in mind:—breeding from 

slave-women captured from the numerous black tribes of the 

south and west has for centuries affected the racial characteristics 

and status of the so-called Arabs to a very marked degree. 

Many of the sedentary population and of the Bakkara could 

almost be called negroid in appearance; but the camel-owning 

nomads have preserved a greater purity of type. 
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Southern Kordofan (“ Dar el Nuba”), though now reckoned 

a part of the province for administrative reasons, is to all intents 

and purposes entirely distinct from it, and to the native is not 

included in the term Kordofan. My acquaintance with it and 

its inhabitants, except at second hand, is very slight, and I have 

only mentioned the Nuba incidentally and in so far as their 

affairs have influenced the course of events in Kordof&n proper. 

For similar reasons I have said little of the riverain people 

now under the White Nile Province. 

No separate chapter is devoted to the Danagla, of whom 

there are numbers settled in Kordofan, though allusions to them 

are frequent. Their history would more properly be described 

in a work upon the ancient peoples of the Nile valley; and 

indeed no inconsiderable amount of information concerning them 

is easily accessible in the literature of the last hundred years. 

Of the present condition of affairs it is sufficient to say that 

the greatest need of Kordofan is an increased agricultural and 

industrial population. Its revenue is consistently and con¬ 

siderably in excess of its expenditure, thanks to the wealth, still 

largely undeveloped, of its extensive gum forests. At present 

the less productive or more expensive provinces of the Anglo- 

Egyptian Sudan swallow the surplus provided by Kordofan ; 

but when they become self-supporting Kordofan will be able 

amply to justify a more generous expenditure upon its own 

necessities of the funds that it supplies. 

Though irrigated by no river, its natural resources are not 

inconsiderable. Cattle and sheep in immense numbers can be 

reared, and the wells can be greatly increased in number and 

improved : huge areas can be placed under cultivation by corn, 

sesame, ground nuts, “ senat,” and similar products: the trade 

in ostrich-feathers, which is already considerable, would offer no 

mean prospects if adequately organised and controlled under 

expert management; and the gum forests are capable of almost 

indefinite development. Hitherto the expense of transport to 

the river has been a serious drawback but in January 1912 the 
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railway reached El Obeid, and the effect of the changed conditions 

is already apparent. 

The reader may perhaps complain that undue prominence 

has been given in this book to native “ nisbas ” or genealogical 

tables, for they are admittedly inaccurate, vague, and incon¬ 

sistent—and, as Escayrac de Lauture remarks, “la genealogie 

des chefs arabes n’est pas du reste toujours tenue avec cet ordre 

merveilleux et cette rare exactitude qui caracterisent les genea¬ 

logies allemandes.” On the other hand, great store is set on 

them by the tribes concerned, and the belief in them, however 

misplaced, undoubtedly exercises considerable influence in inter¬ 

tribal affairs. Moreover, however inaccurate their details, certain 

glimmerings of truth appear here and there and cannot be 

neglected by one trying to find some dim light in the general 

darkness. 

One point may be noticed in this connection: the Kababish, 

Ddr Hamid, Hamar, and several other tribes of Northern and 

Central Kordof&n, claim ultimate descent from a certain ’Abdulla 

el Guhani of the tribe of Guhayna. No particulars of his life 

or times are forthcoming, and in fact the “fekis” ignorant of the 

Kahtanite origin of the tribe of Guhayna universally attribute to 

it a descent from ’Adnan the Ismd’ilitic ancestor of the Prophet. 

It is in one respect particularly curious that the Kaht&nite origin 

of Guhayna has thus come to be considered of insufficient 

nobility, and a connection with the Prophet invented to enhance 

it; for, on similar grounds, but on precisely contrary lines, Arab 

historians, realizing the superior purity of the Kahtanite blood, 

and unwilling to admit any inferiority in the ancestry of Muham¬ 

mad, credited Ism&’il with a fictitious wife of noble Kahtanite 

blood, and ignored the Jewish version, followed in other respects, 

that Ism&’fl took a wife from the land of Egypt. 

A word is perhaps necessary as to the scheme of trans¬ 

literation adopted. I have endeavoured to pursue a uniform 

and coherent system, but no doubt inaccuracies will be found, 

more especially in the spelling of the names of tribal subsections, 

which seldom appear in writing, and which when written are as 

often mis-spelt as not. In such cases one has to trust mainly to 
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the ear and to the probable derivation of the word. In the case 

of certain stereotyped words such as “Omdurman” (Um Durm&n), 

“El Obeid”(El Obayyid), “El Gleit”(El Kilayt), and “Khartoum” 

(Khartum) I have left the more usual spelling unchanged in order 

to avoid an appearance of undue pedantry. 

It only remains for me to express my great indebtedness to 

the books of the present Sirdar and Governor-General of the 

Sudan, Lieut.-General Sir F. R. Wingate, and the Inspector- 

General, Major-General Sir Rudolf Baron von Slatin, for infor¬ 

mation regarding the period of the Dervish revolt. So vague, 

disconnected, and often contradictory, are native accounts that 

the two historical works mentioned were of inestimable value to 

me. My thanks are also due to Professor William Ridgeway, 

Dr A. C. Haddon, and Dr C. G, Seligmann for their invaluable 

advice and help; to Mr S. A. Tippetts for information kindly 

given me by him about the Habbanfa, and certain sections of 

the Gawdma’a; to Captain W. Lloyd of the Scottish Rifles, 

late Governor of Kordofan, for various notes upon the tribes 

of Western Kordofdn ; to Mr H. R. Palmer, Commissioner for 

Revenue, Northern Nigeria, for several valuable notes on the 

tribes of the Western Sudan ; to Dr F. A. Bather of the British 

Museum and Mr G. W. Grabham of the Education Department 

of the Sudan Government for kindly assisting me in the 

identification of the objects found in the Northern Hills and 

at Faragab and depicted in the two plates; and to Captain 

H. R. Headlam for permission to use photographs taken by 

him of the “ nazirs ” of the Kabdbfsh and the Kawdhla. 

H. A. M. 

September, 1912. 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL HISTORY OF KORDOFAN 

The area at present known as Kordofan1 may very roughly 

be divided into three parallel latitudinal belts, viz.:—the southern 

mountains inhabited by sedentary autochthonous Nuba and in 

part by nomad Bakkara; the central and comparatively fertile 

district peopled by a mixed Arab and black race; and the rough 

open wastes of the north, the home of the nomad Arab. 

In the earliest days and for thousands of subsequent years 

the ancestors of the Nuba probably held the greater part of this 

country, excepting the northernmost deserts. Beaten back by 

other races that ruled the Nile banks in successive generations, 

or by tribes from the interior, and finally by the nomad Arabs, 

the Nuba have now retired to the mountains of Southern 

Kordofan. 

Of the circumstances prevailing in Kordofan in the time of 

the Pharaohs we know nothing and can guess but little. The 

data available for determining the state of the Sudan as a whole 

in those dim days is very scanty, but such as we have is often 

applicable to Kordofan as much as to any other part of the 

country2. In the fourth millennium B.C. the Pharaohs of the 

fourth, fifth, and sixth dynasties at intervals raided or traded 

with the Sudan. The power of Egypt in the Sudan then 

waned until about 2500 B.C. when the twelfth dynasty to some 

extent reasserted its power. 

1 For the origin of the word Kordofan see Appendix 1. 
2 The following remarks on the Pharaonic period are mainly abridged from 

Budge’s History of the Sudan. 

M. I 



2 GENERAL HISTORY OF KORDOFAn [CHAP. 

Of what happened in the Sudan in the days of the thirteenth, 

fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth dynasties next 

to nothing is known. Amasis I, first king of the eighteenth 

dynasty, invaded Nubia and probably penetrated Kordofdn. 

His son Amenhetep I, his grandson Thothmes I, and the 

latter’s two successors all had to cope with raids and rebellions 

by the wild nomad tribes of the Sudan. The nineteenth dynasty 

were chiefly concerned with Syria and their south-eastern 

border, and in the time of the twentieth dynasty the power of 

Egypt over her vassals was fast waning. 

When Shashanq I (the Shishak of the Bible) founder of the 

twenty-second dynasty drove the priests of Amen from Egypt 

they fled to Napata, and the native Nubian princes ruling there 

were encouraged to form an independent kingdom. So great 

did the power of these princes become that Piankhi king of 

Napata about 750 B.C. invaded and conquered Egypt, and his 

successor Shabaka some 40 years later completed the work of 

conquest. 

About 693 B.C. Tirhakah, who was acting as vassal king of 

Nubia, seized the throne of Egypt, but the power of the Nubians 

in Egypt lasted only about 88 years (c. 750-662 B.C.) and then 

declined. 

Psammetichus I of the twenty-sixth dynasty established 

garrisons at Assuwan and concerned himself with the strengthen¬ 

ing of his power to the north. 

It was in his reign that the “ Automoloi ” or “ Sembritae ” 

of the classical authors deserted their posts on the frontier and 

settled in the Sudan to the south of the junction of the White 

and Blue rivers, and there mixed with the native population. 

About 580 B.C. Heru-sa-atef, king of Napata, in nine 

expeditions conquered the Nile valley from near Haifa to about 

the latitude of Sennar. 

Nastasenen (died 517 B.C.) ruled a great part of the Sudan 

from Napata and it was in his time that Cambyses made his 

mad attempt to invade the country. From 517 B.C. there is 

a gap of over 200 years in our knowledge of affairs; and then 

in the reign of Ptolemy II (283-247 B.C.) we hear of a king of 

Nubia “bred up in Grecian discipline and philosophy,” who 
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abolished the barbarous customs of his predecessors and put 

to death the priests by whom the country was ridden1. About 

30 B.c. the Nubians first came into contact with the Romans, 

who in that year had established a prefecture in Egypt, and we 

hear that the nomad Blemmyes of the East in alliance with these 

heathen “Nobatae” were a continual source of trouble. So strong 

did they become that eventually Diocletian (284-305 A.D.) was 

reduced to the expedient of subsidizing them and entrusting 

the guardianship of his frontier at Assuwan to the Nobatae, 

who at that time extended as far north as the oasis of Kharga. 

About 540 A.D. these Nobatae (Nuba) were converted to 

Christianity and little more is heard of them until the Arab 

conquest of Egypt. 

From the conquest of Egypt onwards the Nubians were 

continuously engaged in wars, raids, counter raids, and rebellions 

against the Arabs with a decreasing measure of success, and 

Kordofan and the rest of the Sudan became gradually permeated 

by a constant influx of Semitic blood. 

It is true that in 1275 A.D. the Arabs annexed the Sudan, 

but until about the middle of the fourteenth century the Christian 

kingdom of Dongola formed a partial dam to the tide of 

Arab immigration along the river. It is not however to be 

supposed that it could impose any serious check on the southern 

movement of the nomads in the interior, nor on the unknown 

migrations of the non-Arab tribes to the south and west of its 

territories. 

In 1365 A.D. and again 20 years later the rebellious Awlad 

Kanz conquered Assuwan, and though defeated in 1412 by the 

Howara Berbers who had been forced southwards from Northern 

Africa by the Arabs, held the chief power in the Northern Sudan 

till 1517. During these years the power of the Nubians dis¬ 

appeared and the blacks to the south were practically left face 

to face with the Arabs : the result of the facts summarized was 

a general commingling of stocks and the conversion, often from 

political motives, of all but the Southern Sudan to Islam. 

From 1517, when Selim conquered Egypt, little is known of 

1 This king was called Ergamenes. He is alluded to as n€tcl<txvkws 'EM^ndJs 

ayuryrjs Kal (f>i\ocro(pr](ra$. See Diodorus Siculus, Bk III, pp. 174 et seq. 
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the affairs of the Sudan for 300 years. There were mercenary 

garrisons of “ Ghuzz ” scattered all over the country and the 

mixed tribes of Arabs Hamites and blacks were to some extent 

held in check. 

What part in the events described was played by Kordofan 

can only be determined by guesswork. That part of the country 

north of Gebel el Haraza we may be sure was from first to last 

no more than refuge for the untameable nomads, whatever their 

race, whose hand was against that of each successive ruler of the 

Nile banks. 

Central Kordofan, being fertile, was probably inhabited by 

various Nubian races and by the black races of the western 

kingdoms, until both were displaced or absorbed by the Arab 

immigrants. 

The mountains of Southern Kordofan may have been in¬ 

habited by Nuba or by negro races that gave place to the Nuba 

as the latter lost their power to the north and were forced 

southwards. 

Kordofdn has never, like Senndr, Darfur, Wadai, Bagirmi, 

Bornu, etc. itself been an independent kingdom, and consequently 

its records have not been kept continuously, as happened to some 

extent in the case of the above-mentioned states, whose rulers, 

for their own glorification and according to the common usage 

of all independent states, have preserved a more or less true, 

though highly coloured, account of their past history. 

Nor has Kordofdn, which has formed the only break in 

a chain of dynastic kingdoms stretching across Central Africa 

from east to west, obtained an equal share of attention from 

those who have been interested in unravelling the tangled skein 

of the early history of Africa. 

Consequently the history of Kordofan, from the time when 

it ceases to be guesswork until the Egyptian invasion in 1821, 

has to be collected from (1) the records of Sennar which formed 

a kingdom separated from Kordofan by the Nile, (2) the records 

of Ddrfur which bounds Kordofan on the west, and (3) from oral 

native traditions in Kordofan and elsewhere. Of antiquarian 

remains that would assist the enquirer practically nothing has 

been discovered. The history of Kordofan, in brief, is the 
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history of a buffer territory, now the prey of its eastern, now of 

its western neighbours. 

It is not impossible that Northern Kordofan may have been 

the early home of those mysterious Anag to whom any signs of 

human occupation previous to the coming of the Arabs is always 

attributed, and whose name is therefore used as practically 

synonymous with aborigines1. 

Another ancient people, of whom there are traces in Kordofan, 

are the Ddgu2. 

Very little is known about the latter but tradition speaks of 

them as being heathen and black and with a strain of Arab blood. 

Barth records a tradition that they came from Fazuglo and were 

known as “Nas Fara'on ” (“Pharaoh’s folk”). Assuming that 

they came from the east, possibly about the eleventh or twelfth 

century A.D., it appears that they did not settle in Kordofan 

to the extent to which they did in Darfur, where they seem 

to have lived side by side with the aboriginal Fur for some 

centuries and to have in time become the ruling power. 

To understand in the least what subsequently happened in 

Kordofan we must now follow the general trend of events in 

Darfur. 

Probably about the fourteenth century a race of pagan 

Arabs called the Tungur3 began immigrating into Darfur. 

They were of a more advanced civilization than the Dagu or the 

Fur but they intermarried with the Dagu ruling family, gradually 

gained in power and influence at their expense, and finally dis¬ 

placed them entirely and seized the reins of government. In 

time however the Tungur themselves began to lose their racial 

individuality and to coalesce with the old Fur inhabitants of the 

country; until, about the fifteenth century, there succeeded to 

the throne one Dali, whose mother was a Kera-Fur and whose 

father was only partly Tungur. 

At this time the Fur seem to have been more predominant in 

the east and the Tungur to have been gradually extending their 

power westward over Bagirmi, under pressure from the east. 

1 For the Anag see Chapter vi. 
2 See Chapter II. 
3 See Chapter II. 
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The Dali mentioned above is the ancestor of the two 

dynasties whom tradition invariably describes as having 

subsequently ruled Kordofan, and of whom mention will be 

made later, viz. the Kungara and the Musaba’at. 

In the meantime, about the date of the end of the Tungur 

dynasty in Darfur, events fraught with great importance to 

Kordofan in the future were taking place on the eastern side of 

Kordofan. About the close of the fifteenth century1 ’Amara 

Dunkas had united under his leadership the assortment of tribes 

known as Fung2, and, in alliance with the chief of the Keri 

district3 east of the Blue Nile, swept over the country between 

Fazuglo and Khartoum. The force led by ’Amara Dunkas was 

largely Arab, nominally at least of Muhammadan religion, and 

almost certainly included the forefathers of many sections of the 

so-called Arab tribes now in Kordofan. 

After conquering the Gezfra it appears that the Fung also 

extended their immigrations to Kordofan and that some of them 

settled there. 

It is known without doubt that of the tribes which at present 

inhabit Kordofan the earliest comers were the Ghodiat, the 

Bedayrfa, the Gawama’a, the Gima’a, the Gilaydat, and the 

Shuwayhat, and traditions say that they, more especially the 

Ghodiat, are connected with the Fung. 

It is therefore probable that their settlement in Kordofan 

dates approximately from the beginning of the sixteenth century. 

These tribes took up their abode for the most part in the 

neighbourhood of El Rahad, El Birka, and Gebel Kordofdn, and, 

to judge from probability, tradition, and external evidence, 

largely intermarried with the Nuba tribes. They appear to have 

been to some extent united under a sort of supreme arbitrator 

chosen from among themselves, who decided all important 

disputes. 

1 Bruce gives the date as 1504; Col. Stewart as 1493; Cailliaud as 1484; and 

the “ Sennar History ” as 915 a.H. (1509 A.D.). Tremaux shews how Bruce’s and 

Cailliaud’s dates came to differ ; he prefers 1504. Stewart calls the leader of the move¬ 

ment “ Amara Dunkas ”; Cailliaud “ Amarah Dounaqs ” ; Bruce “ Amru wad Adlan.” 

2 See Appendix 2. 
3 “Abdulla Gemaa-el-Kerinani ” (Stewart); “’Abdulla Gem£’a ” (“Sennar 

History ”). 
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The story that these tribes were the ancestors of the Bakkdra 

of Western Kordofan is not supported by the traditions: it is 

more likely that the Bakkara (i.e. Humr, Messina, Rizaykdt, etc.) 

arrived in Ddrfur and Kordofdn about the same time or rather 

later from the north and north-west via the interior. The con¬ 

fusion may have arisen from the fact that the Ghodiat, Bedayrfa, 

etc. were at first “ Bakkdra,” i.e. “ cattle-owners.” 

It is quite possible that from 1500 A.D. (or thereabouts) 

onwards the Fung kings of Senndr regarded Kordofan as a 

province of their kingdom, but whether they actually had any 

power there is extremely problematical. 

We must now return to Ddrfur1. 

King Dali was according to one tradition the great-grand¬ 

father of Tumsdh and Kuru the ancestors of the MusabaAt and 

the Kungara respectively: the two brothers quarrelled and 

Tumsdh migrated eastwards (“sobaha” [~^>] hence “MusabaAt”) 

to Kordofan. 

Another account says that Sulayman Solong, a descendant 

of Dali, had a brother called Musabbd to whom he gave Kordofdn 

after conquering that country, each engaging to respect the 

other’s sphere of influence. 

A third version of the story is that Solong and Selman were 

two brothers and that the former was ancestor of the Fur and 

the latter of the Musaba’dt. 

In any case this Sulayman Solong is practically the first 

historical personage who appears in Kordofan. 

He ruled Ddrfur from 1596 A.D. till 1637, and during that 

period conquered Kordofan—(presumably from the admixture 

of Fung and Arab who had immigrated since the time of ’Amdra 

Dunkas)—and temporarily extended his dominion over Senndr 

which was now in an enfeebled condition owing to a series of 

civil wars2. 

Sulayman’s mother is said to have been an Arab, and he 

himself took an Arab wife. He too was the first royal convert 

1 For an amplified account of the following see Chapter II. 

2 According to Bruce, Ounsa was deposed in 1606, ’Abd el Kddir in 1610, ’Adlan 

wad Ounsa in 1615, and Ba’adi wad ’Abd el Kadir died in 1621. 
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in Darfur to Muhammadanism1. His people, however, were not 

converted from heathenism at once, but only gradually adopted 

the religion of Islam, with which they were more and more 

closely being brought into contact by intercourse with Arab 

traders. This tendency was facilitated by the conquests of 

Sulayman, whose sway was extended as far as the Atbara2. 

It is probable that Southern Kordofan and the mountains of 

Ddir and Tekali from the time of ’Amara Dunkas, and perhaps 

earlier, had been more closely connected with Sennar than with 

Darfur and that Sennar was until about 1788 considered as the 

paramount power in those regions. In support of this is the 

fact that Sennar, at any rate previous to the date mentioned, 

seems to have been well supplied with slaves caught in Southern 

Kordofan, principally from Dair and Tekali3, and to have almost 

entirely recruited its army therefrom. 

It so happens however that the only actually recorded in¬ 

cident, happening comparatively early, which illustrates this 

theory is the attack made about the middle of the seventeenth 

century4 upon Tekali by Ba’adi abu Dukn (Ibn Rebat). Sulayman 

Solong had died in 1637 and the power of Darfur had waned : 

Ba’adi no doubt took advantage of this : he “ destroyed Kordofan” 

and subjected Tekali and made it tributary to Sennar, and, 

1 So Nachtigal, followed by Ensor and Schurtz (p. 544). Of Sulayman Solong 

Escayrac de Lauture says “son pere etait Toumourki, sa mere seule appartenait a la 

tribu des Bederieh, et c’est en Egypte qu’il connut l’Islamisme, dont les Bederieh 

savaient probablement & peine le nom.” 

2 See Schurtz, p. 545. 

3 Bruce says of these Nuba whom he met in Sennar “ Many of them that I have 

conversed with seem a much gentler sort of negro than those from Bahr el Aice, i.e., 

than those of whom the Funge or Government of Sennar are composed” (Vol. iv, 

p. 420). They were said also by Bruce to adore the moon but not the sun, and also 

a tree and a stone “ though I could never find out what tree or stone it was, only 

that it did not exist in the country of Sennar but in that where they were born.” 

See also Stewart’s Report..., p. 3. He thus accounts for the number of villages in 

Sennar with the same names as places in Kordofan. 

Bruce also heard it related in Sennar that the original home of the Fung race was 

near Dair and Tekali, whence they migrated “after having been preserved from 

a great deluge.” 

4 Stewart gives the date as 1635. The “Sennar History” gives the surname 

“ Abu Dukn ” to Ba’adi Ibn Rebat and describes his attack on Tekali and its results. 

Bruce gives the dates of Ba’adi Ibn Rebat as 1651-89 ; the “Sennar History” gives 

them as 1641-77 ; and Cailliaud as 1638-75. 1635 is therefore too early. 
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whatever may have been the case previous to Ba’adi’s time, 

Tekali and the surrounding country remained subject to Senndr, 

with interludes, until about 17881. 

Whatever power they may have had in the south the Fung 

were not at any time supreme in Central Kordofhn before about 

1748, and in Northern Kordofan never. It is true that after the 

decline in the power of Darfur following upon the death of 

Sulaymdn Solong, the Fung seem to have had more power in 

Kordofan than had Darfur, but the fortunes of both parties 

varied so greatly in proportion as their affairs were more or less 

prosperous at home, and the Musaba’at were by now so firmly 

established in Kordofan, that neither can be said to have been 

supreme. Each power seems to have regarded Kordofan as 

a province of its kingdom, though without adequate justification, 

and no doubt extorted whatever it could: the Musaba’at appear 

meanwhile to have considered themselves subject to neither. 

From the time of Ba’adi abu Dukn until the real Fung 

conquest of Kordofan we have no knowledge of any definite 

events that may have occurred. 

However in 17332, while ’Omar Lele was Sultan of Darfur, 

and the Musaba’dt predominant, if not independent, in Kordofan, 

Ba’adi abu Shilluk ibn el Nul came to the throne of Sennar. 

Soon after his succession he became involved in a prolonged war 

with Abyssinia, and we hear from Bruce that he was assisted in 

his councils by “ Hamis, Prince of Dar Fowr [who] had been 

banished from his country in a late revolution occasioned by an 

unsuccessful war against Sele and Bagirma and had fled to 

Sennar.” “Hamis” [Khami's?] also probably furnished a con¬ 

tingent of men3. After long years of fighting the Abyssinians 

were driven off. Some years later, having recouped his strength, 

Ba’adi engaged in a war with the Musaba’at4, possibly at the 

1 The “meks” of several of the southern gebels, e.g. Debatna, are said to be 

Fung to this day. 
2 1733 is the date given by Bruce. The “Sennar History” gives it as 1135 a.h. 

(1723 A.D.), and Cailliaud as 1721. 
3 The “ Sennar History” states that Sennar was aided by the Fur ; and gives the 

date of the defeat of the Abyssinians as 1743. Bruce (Vol. II, p. 635) dates the 

outbreak of the war about 1736 or 1737. 

4 The “Sennar History” gives the date of the war with the Musaba’at as 1747 

(x 160 A.H.), i.e., four or five years after the close of the Abyssinian war. 
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instigation of Hamis, for we are told that “ it was by his 

[Hamis’s] assistance the Funge had subdued Kordofan1.” Ba’adi 

was twice repulsed, but about 17482 the Fung general Muhammad 

1 Bruce does not describe the war with the Musaba’at, and from his remark when 

first mentioning “Hamis” as flying to Sennar that “it was by his assistance the 

Funge had (sic) subdued Kordofan,” one might suppose, but for the “Sennar History,” 

that the Musaba’at war preceded the Abyssinian, instead of vice versa. 

2 The date of the defeat of the Musaba’at is not given by Bruce, but is an 

important one as marking the beginning of the Fung supremacy in Kordofan. The 

following are my reasons for placing it about 1748 : 

Bruce gives Ba’adi abu Shilluk’s dates as 1733-66; the “Sennar History” as 

1723-62; Cailliaud as 1721-61. The “Sennar History” describes the campaign 

as beginning in 1747; but it is not said how long after the outbreak of the 

war Abu Lekaylak gained his victory. We will now refer to the popular account 

regarding the number of years that the several dynasties prior to the coming of the 

Turks lasted :—The “ Dongola nisba” says, “Kordofan was ruled by the Fung for 

seven years, then by the Ghodiat (who are Hameg by descent) thirteen years, then by 

the Musaba’at for seventeen years, then by the Kungara for thirty-six years, and it was 

from them that the Turks took it.” Now the Kungara conquered Kordofan about 

1784—(Tirab died in 1785 [vide Schurtz, p. 545] and El Tunisi mentions that his 

death was in the year following his victorious campaign. Budge however puts his 

death in 1787.)—the date of the Fung conquest will therefore be 1784 minus 37 

Muhammadan, or about 36 solar, years, i.e. about 1748. Allowing one year for the 

course of the war after its outbreak, this agrees so well with the date given by the 

“ Sennar History ” that it is probably fairly correct. 

Even if Bruce’s dates for the reign of Ba’adi are correct, the theory that Kordofan 

was conquered in 1748 is not impaired. 

Now Pallme (p. 12) says the cattle-breeding tribes round Gebel Kordofan 

“ became towards the middle of the last century [eighteenth] better acquainted with 

Sennaar. The king of Sennaar, namely, sent in the year 1779, the Sheikh Nacib, 

with 2000 cavalry, to take possession of the country, and the tribes surrendered, with 

a pretty good grace, to their fate, without offering much resistance. Thus they 

remained for about five years, under the government of Sennaar.” Petherick 

(Upper Egypt, p. 263) says, “Towards the middle of the last century the kingdom 

of Sennaar had been increased by various conquests until it stretched...to the White 

River....Its King Adlan,...having gleaned a knowledge of the tribes inhabiting the 

(sic) Kordofan...conceived the idea of subjugating them...,About the year 1770, under 

Sheikh Nasseeb, he invaded the country with 2000 horsemen....Nasseeb acquitted 

himself so much to the satisfaction of Adlan, that he named him his Melek or 

viceroy; and under his lenient administration the country prospered.” Both Pallme 

and Petherick speak of the Fur as reconquering the country later from “ Melek el 

Hashma” (i.e. Hashim the Musaba’awi), but both are apparently under the impres¬ 

sion that Hashim was one of the Fung. As a matter of fact Petherick plagiarizes 

freely and without acknowledgement from Pallme and adds flowery details of his 

own :—both are vague and very inaccurate. In spite of this the story of Nacib 

(Nasseeb) has occasionally been accepted. No one in Kordofan at present has ever 

heard of him though Abu Lekaylak and Hashim are well known names, nor is any 

such person mentioned by Bruce, Burckhardt, or Browne. It is almost certain that 

Pallme’s informants, vaguely as usual, spoke of the ruler of Sennar as sending 
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abu Lekaylak1 inflicted a crushing defeat on the Musaba’at and 

was appointed governor of Kordofan. 

He ruled justly and well and was long the hero of the people. 

His career however was most adventurous and chequered. He 

and his brother ’Adlan in 17642 rebelled against Ba’adi, deposed 

him, and raised Nasr his son to the throne of Sennar. Again in 

1769 Abu Lekaylak deposed and exiled Nasr, and when the 

latter tried to recover his throne he was slain. Nasr was succeeded 

in 1769s by Ismd’il, but the whole power remained in the hands 

of Abu Lekaylak and his brother ’Adlan the vizier, the latter 

residing near Sennar, and the former spending much of his time 

in his province of Kordofan4. 

Bruce has the following entry in his journal, dated August 1, 

1772 : “News brought that the people of Darfoor have marched 

with an army to take Kordofan, which, it is apprehended they 

soon will do, being about 12,000 horse, with Mahomet Abu Calec; 

who, it is thought, will fall back on Sennaar, if not surrounded.... 

The army of Foor was encamped at a place called Reel, south¬ 

west of Lebeid, about seven or eight days, where there is plenty 

of water. It is their place of rendezvous, about the same 

distance as Foor.” 

Since Bruce mentions too that at this time Kordofan was 

being frequently taken and retaken by Darfur, and since Abu 

Lekaylak must evidently have spent much of his time king- 

making in Sennar, we may suppose that his governorship of 

Kordofan was intermittent, and more especially so after his first 

few years there. 

“nasibu” (<*^,***3), i.e. his relative, and that Petherick merely copied Pallme. I do 

not know how they arrived at their dates. ’Adlan is not mentioned by Pallme: 

Petherick does mention ’Adlan (as king), but in 1770 Isma’fl was reigning and not 

’Adlan at all. There is probably a confusion between the ’Adlan who was the all- 

powerful vizier and brother (“nasib”?) of Abu Lekaylak, and the puppet King 

’Adlan (1776-88). 

1 Bruce calls him “Mohammed Kalec.” Browne calls him “ Abli calik.” 

Prudhoe (see Royal Geogr. Soc. Journal, Vol. V, 1835) calls him “Mohammed 

Ablee Keylik.” The last-mentioned author says Ba’adi’s father was put to death by 

“ Ablee Keylik,” who later deposed Ba’adi; but that on “Ablee Keylik’s death 

Baadi returned ”: this is probably not accurate. 

2 See Bruce, Vol. 11, p. 669. 
3 Bruce, the “ Sennar History,” and Cailliaud are in agreement as to this date. 

4 He was in Sennar at the time of Bruce’s visit to Sennar in 1772. 
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According to the traditional estimate the Fung ruled supreme 

in Kordofan for seven years only, and it would therefore seem 

that Abu Lekaylak after about 1755 retired frequently to Senndr. 

That he was, almost if not altogether up to his death in 1776, 

a power in Kordofan is suggested by Browne’s remark that 

“...a king of the name of Abli Calik is the idol of the people of 

Kordofan where he reigned about fourteen years ago [i.e. about 

fourteen years previous to 1793, the date of Browne’s arrival in 

Darfur], and is renowned for probity and justice1 2.” It is said 

that from about 1755 till about 1768 the Ghodiat, who, it will be 

remembered, were themselves a mixture of Fung, Hameg, Nuba, 

and debased Arab races settled in Southern Kordofan north of 

the mountainous country, were predominant: they most probably 

rose to the height of their power under the regime of their 

relatives from Sennar and succeeded them more or less peace¬ 

fully3. It is said that El Obeid was built and became the capital 

in their day3. 

When Abu Lekaylak died in 1776 he was succeeded as 

sheikh in Sennar by Ba’adi wad Ragab: this man had almost 

as much power as had been in the hands of Abu Lekaylak, and 

when Isma fl tried to shake off his yoke Ba’adi exiled him and 

raised ’Adlan II to the throne (1776). 

Now at some period in the second half of the eighteenth 

century, and probably between 1768 and 1776 (the date of 

Abu Lekaylak’s death), there came into prominence in Kordofan 

one Hdshim el Musaba’awi: he was Sultan of the Musaba’at in 

Kordofan and lineal descendant of that Muhammad Tumsdh 
• • 

1 1776 is the date given by the “Sennar History” for the death of Abu Lekaylak: 

it is probably correct since both Bruce and the “ Sennar History” agree in the dates 

they give for the reigns of Isma’il and ’Adlan II. See Browne, p. 352. 

2 The Ghodiat claim that the Fung on evacuating the country left them in charge: 

the Musaba’at make the same claim for themselves. Browne (p. 352) says, “ the 

Kings of Kordofan had been deputed by the Mecque of Sennaar till after the death of 

the son of Abli Calik, when it was usurped by the Fur, in consequence of the weakness 
and dissensions of the Government at Sennaar.” 

3 It is said that when the Ghodiat were setting about building a village on the 

banks of the Khor and could not decide what to call it, a white donkey belonging 

to a woman called Manfura died ; so the village was named El Obayyid (“ El 

Obeid”—Ar. Others say the Musaba’at built the town, but this is less 

probable. 
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who is mentioned above as the alleged founder of the Musaba’dt 

dynasty. Hashim is said to have warred with the Fung (or 

may be their successors the Ghodiat), and to have been driven 

by them to Katul in the north-west. From this point of vantage 

he raided the country to the south, and before long became the 

most powerful man in Northern and Central Kordofan. When 

the Fung retreated Hashim returned to El Obeid and regained 

his power. The entry from Bruce’s Journals, dated August 1, 

1772, may very probably refer to Hashim’s attack. As Bruce 

left Sennar on September 5 we do not know the result of the 

threatened invasion which he reports. At any rate, when once 

Hashim was established in power he became involved in a war 

with Ddrfur, now under the rule of Tirdb, who had succeeded 

in 17521. It is impossible and unimportant to decide whether 

Hashim or Tirab was the aggressor: the important fact is that 

war broke out about 1784-5. 

Before dealing with this war we will note that it was between 

1780 and 1788, and probably nearer to the latter date, that 

Senndr made its last effort to assert its disappearing power in 

Kordofan. 

In 17802 the sheikhs of Sennar revolted against Ba’adi’s 

power and made Ragab wad Muhammad sheikh and vizier in 

his stead. Ragab attacked Southern Kordofan, but, as the king 

’Adfan took advantage of his absence to murder most of the 

vizier’s relations, and Senndr was a prey to anarchy, Ragab 

hurried back from Kordofan only to be defeated and killed 

in 1788s. 

From now onwards Sennar was in too anarchical a condition 

to exercise any influence at all in Kordofan. In fact Ragab’s 

expedition was probably little more than an isolated raid for 

slaves and booty: the real power of the Fung in Kordofan 

ceased before the death of Abu Lekaylak. 

To return now to Hashim and Tirab:—Hashim collected an 

army of 10,000 men, chiefly Danagla Shai'kia Kababfsh and 

Rizaykdt4, and began a series of raids over the border (which 

1 So Schurtz (p. 545). Budge gives the date as 1768. 

3 So the “Sennar History.” 

3 See note 2, p. 68. 4 See El Tunis!. 
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at this time was probably not further west than Um Sumayma, 

since that place is mentioned by Burckhardt in 1814 as being 

the western limit of Kordofan and three days west of El Obeid). 

According to one story1 Tirab on Hashim’s approach wrote 

deprecating the invasion on the grounds that they two were of 

a common stock. A peace was made but on Tirab’s return his 

“amirs” were not satisfied and urged that Hashim had no right 

to Kordofan, which had been conquered by the ancestors of 

Tirab and therefore belonged to Darfur. Tirab then collected 

an army and sent it under one of the “ amirs ” against El Obeid. 

Hashim utterly defeated this force between Huoi, El Tina, and 

Abu Gu’ud. The Kungara sent another force, which suffered 

the same fate. Tirab was now thoroughly enraged and swore 

that in the dry summer he would march to El Obeid, and that 

he would take so great a force with him that the very drops of 

water leaking from the waterskins should make the grass grow 

high enough to give shelter to the guinea fowl. Tirab marched 

as far as El Doma with this gigantic force, and Hashim, after 

detaching all the old men women and children from his 

adherents and sending them on towards the river, himself 

followed and camped at Gebel Hinayk near Omdurman. 

Thence he retreated across the Nile, destroying all boats 

behind him. Tirab after taking El Obeid pursued Hashim to 

the river, and finding all the boats were gone spent several 

months choking up the river with trees, hoping by this ex¬ 

pedient to cross. Before he had carried out this project he 

was fortunate enough to capture a few boats, so crossed over 

in them. He soon returned however and started back for 

El Fasher. 

The narrative of El Tunfsi' is more circumstantial, and 

more likely to be true. He gives the following account of" 

the war between Hashim and Tirab:— 

When Hashim began raiding Darfur Tirab protested, but 

his protests were as a matter of fact insincere, since Darfur 

was in a state of discontent, and he was not sorry to adopt 

the common expedient of making a foreign expedition in order 

1 I.e. that of the Musaba’at, told by “ Sultan” Hamid Gabr el Dar, descendant of 
Hashim. 
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to relieve pressure at home, excite a common enthusiasm, and 

distract the popular attention. In addition, Tirab wished his 

son Ishak to succeed him, whereas under the terms of the will 

of his father, Ahmad Bukr, he should have been succeeded by 

his brothers, one after the other. Tirab hoped that if he left 

Ishak behind and sent his brothers to the front they might find 

the fate of Uriah the Hittite. 

There seems to have been some difficulty in collecting an 

army, as Tirab had hitherto only some 200 negro slaves and 

some unpaid levies of villagers; but he gradually raised an 

army of 2000 slaves (by levying contributions from merchants 

and accepting slaves in lieu of tribute) and 3000 Bedouin 

cavalry, and entered Kordofan by Kaga el Surrug. Marching 

south-east he met Hashim at the head of 1500 cavalry and 

2500 foot at “Farsha” in Dar Hamar and defeated him1. 

Hashim now fled eastward to Sennar to seek protection 

from the inveterate foes of Darfur and left vast stores of 

plunder to Tirab, who posed as the deliverer of Kordofan. 

Tirab led his victorious army across Kordofan as far as 

Omdurman, where he built those stone walls at the south 

end of the town, the ruins of which are still to be seen2. The 

people of Kordofan were treated with great leniency, and 

instead of being plundered were only required to feed the 

troops quartered on them. The Bedouin troops were granted 

three years’ remission of taxation and returned to Darfur, and 

a happy era commenced: taxation was light, and trade flourished 

with Arabia, Egypt, India, and Abyssinia. 

It was at this time too that Bara, built originally by Danagla, 

was beautified with trees and gardens3. 

The year following the conquest of Kordofan by the Kungara 

the troops demanded to return home. Tirab, however, not yet 

having got rid of his brothers, and preferring Kordofan to a 

disturbed Darfur, temporized. Before long a plot was hatched 

against him by his father-in-law, ’Ali wad Bargan, but the plot 

failed and ’Ali was killed by the guards. 

1 See Petherick, Upper Egypt..., p. 267 : but “ Ibn Fadl” was not the Sultan of 

Darfur as he states. “ Farsha” is Firshaha near Rihaywa. 

2 See Slatin, Chap. 11. 3 See Petherick. 
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Tirab’s next move was to pretend illness. Unfortunately 

the pretence became a reality, and Tirab seeing his end near 

sent to Ddrfur for his son Ishak, and laid upon his “amirs” a 

last injunction to acknowledge Ishak as his successor. Mean¬ 

while another plot was in process: Kinana, the chief wife of 

Tirab, hoping to secure the succession for her own son Habib, 

thought the safest method of doing so was to promise her 

support to ’Abd el Rahmdn el Rashid, the youngest brother of 

Tirab, on condition that he should marry her, succeed Tirab, 

and appoint Habib his successor. 

At this point Tirab died (1785). 

’Abd el Rahman, who had fallen in with Kindna’s plot, 

promptly seized the royal insignia and proclaimed himself 

Sultan. The “ amirs ” who had tried to conceal the fact of 

Tir&b’s death till Ishak had been proclaimed Sultan were now 

in a dilemma, and their hand being forced they agreed to 

abide by the terms of Ahmad Bukr’s will. There were various 

objections to the elder brothers, and by a process of elimination 

’Abd el Rahman was finally chosen Sultan of Ddrfur and 

Kordofan1. 

’Abd el Rahman, after popularizing himself by largess on a 

regal scale returned to Darfur, raiding Gebel Turn on the way. 

He took with him the Rizaykat and Messina Bakkara in order 

to suppress Ishak. This he successfully did ; and Ishak was 

utterly defeated and killed2. 

When ’Abd el Rahmdn retired from Kordofan he left a 

governor there, but Hashim about 17913 reappeared and chased 

him out. 

Now Browne was in Darfur from 1793 till 1796, and gives 

some information as to the course of events after Hashim’s 

return to Kordofan. During 1794 five important personages 

in Ddrfur were executed on the charge of having carried on 

treasonable correspondence with Hashim: again, towards the 

end of 1795 “a body of troops was mustered and reviewed, 

1 El Tunisi’s story is resumed from here. It was in this reign that Browne visited 
Darfur. 

3 Cf. Nachtigal. 

3 Browne arrived in Darfur in 1793 and says the Sultan “for about two years had 

been engaged in a very serious war with the usurper of Kordofan.” 
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who were to replace those that had died of the small-pox in 

Kordofdn, which it was said amounted to more than half the 

army.” The original levy was reported to have been about 

2000 men, and reinforcements had been frequently dispatched. 

The war had not ended when Browne left in 1796. 

For the close of the war we turn to El Tuni'sf. He visited 

Darfur in 1803 in the reign of Muhammad Fadl, and tells us 

that ’Abd el Rahman sent Muhammad Kourra1, who with Kin&na 

had been mainly instrumental in gaining him the throne, to 

eject Hdshim. 

This Kourra did2 and remained as governor in Kordofdn 

for seven years, ruling wisely and well, and periodically sending 

huge stores of riches to Ddrfur. However, intriguers in Ddrfur 

now poisoned the mind of ’Abd el Rahmdn against Kourra, and 

the “amir” Muhammad, son of ’Ali wad Gdma’i, was sent at the 

head of an army to arrest Kourra and bring him to El Fdsher. 

Kourra made no resistance, but adopted a calm and dignified 

manner and so appeared before his Sultan. ’Abd el Rahman 

was convinced by his demeanour and reinstated him in Kordofdn 

with even greater power than before, and showered honours upon 

him. 

In 1799 ’Abd el Rahmdn died and Kourra returned to Ddrfur, 

where he assured the succession to Muhammad Fadl, son of 

’Abd el Rahman, and after putting him on the throne, helped 

him to reorganize the two kingdoms3. We have little information 

1 Muhammad Kourra was known as “ Abu Sheikh,” the name given to the 

principal eunuch of the royal household (see Ensor, and Slatin, Chap. 11). 

2 So El Tunis! and Ensor. On the other hand Burckhardt (Nubia...) speaks of 

Hashemi “King of Kordofan” as being ejected by “Metsellim” from Kordofdn. 

This is probably incorrect. Musallem was, as Burckhardt says, ruling Kordofan in 

1814; but Browne was in Darfur from 1793 till 1796 while the war with Hdshim was 

in full swing and met Musallem at El Fisher (see Browne, page 216): he says of him 

that he had been a palace slave, was castrated for interfering with women, and was 

an ignorant and uneducated buffoon,—though| a principal minister. He may have 

succeeded Muhammad Kourra. He was known as El Mekdum Musallem; but 

Holroyd (R. G. S. Journal, Feb. 1839) ca^s him Towashi Emm Sellam. 
“Mekdum ” was a title only given to palace eunuchs—such as Darfur usually sent to 

govern tributary provinces (see Wingate, Mahdiism...). For the subsequent history 

of Hashim see note 3, p. 63. 

3 Muhammad Fadl reigned from 1799 till 1839. Muhammad Kourra eventually 
rebelled against him and was killed. 

M. 
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about this period in the history of Kordofan, but several in¬ 

teresting facts are mentioned by Burckhardt, who in 1814 visited 

Shendi, then the largest town in the Sudan with the exception 

of Sennar and Kobbe, while El Mekdum Musallem1 was with a 

bodyguard of 500 horsemen ruling Kordofan from El Obeid. 

A valuable part of Burckhardt’s narrative concerns the trade 

between Kordofan and Shendi. From Kordofan came red 

pepper, gum, “ allob ” nuts (from the “ heglig ” tree and eaten 

as a dainty and considered a remedy for flatulency), blue 

cambric, leather ropes, leather sacks of ox-hide, seamless water¬ 

skins, wooden bowls, and ostrich feathers. But the bulk of the 

trade consisted in slaves: few of these were Kordofanis: the 

merchants for the most part bought the slaves, who came from 

Dar Fertit (on the present French Congo border) and elsewhere, 

in Darfur, and thence proceeded to El Obeid, where they rested 

awhile with their families, after which they proceeded to Shendi, 

where they generally had a second family ready to receive them. 

These merchants on arriving at Shendi sold the slaves, and with 

part of the proceeds bought beads with which to purchase a 

second batch of slaves in Darfur. As 1000 beads would suffice 

to buy six female slaves in Darfur, the profits of these merchants 

can be imagined. Natron was also imported to Shendi from 

Darfur. The imports to Kordofan from Shendi were antimony, 

beads, spices, hardware, “dammur,” cotton stuffs, silk, coffee 

beans, and especially agate beads2. 

The events which led to the Egyptian conquest of Kordofan 

in 1821 may be very briefly summarized as follows:— 

Muhammad ’Ali had overcome the Mamluk dynasty in 1811, 

1 See note 2, p. 17. 

2 Bruce mentions three great caravan routes in Kordofdn between 1768 and 1773. 

(1) The Great Caravan route from the Niger to Cairo which passed about 

60 miles N. of G. el Haraza, coming from the S.W.; and which went to Cairo 

via a point some 50 miles west of the Nile and 30 miles south of the Tropic of 
Cancer ; and thence due north. 

(2) The Caravan route to Mekka via Su&kin ; which coming from the west 

passed 30 miles north of El Haraza to a point on the river 10 miles north of 

Halfaia (i.e. Khartoum North). 

(3) Number two is crossed from S.W. to N.E. (at a point 30 miles N. of 

El Haraza) by the Caravan road from Darfur to Mekka via Dongola. 

(See map appended to Bruce’s work.) 
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and wished to make himself independent of Turkish control. 

To the furthering of this purpose money and men were required, 

and the Sudan offered to him an opportunity of procuring both. 

His innate love of conquest and great enterprises also urged 

him forward. Accordingly he invaded and captured Dongola, 

and sent one army to attack Sennar, and the other to Kordofan 

under his son-in-law1, Muhammad Bey Defterdar. 

The Defterdar with 4000 cavalry and infantry, ten pieces 

of artillery and about 1000 Bedouins invaded Kordofan, now 

under Mekdum Musallem, by way of Kagmar2. To the 

north of Bara he was met by the raw Kordofan levies under 

Musallem3. 

To these latter firearms were unknown: the cavalry were 

clad in mail, their horses caparisoned with copper, and were 

armed with swords: the infantry, that is the bulk of the army 

of Kordofan, were armed with rude shields, spears, and axes, 

and were almost naked. However, they made a most gallant 

fight, and indeed the victory hung in the balance till Musallem 

1 Muhammad Bey Defterdar had married Ndzla Hanem, daughter of Muhammad 

Ali (see Wilkinson, Modern Egypt..., Vol. I, p. 199). 

2 It is said that the “Turks” travelled in the winter months and followed the 

following route from Dongola:—El Hafir, El Ordi, Khandak, Abu Kutsi, Debba 

(here leaving the river), Um Belila, El ’Amri, Hobagi, El Safia, Um Masarin, G. el 

Haraza, G. ’Atshan, Kagmar, El Kernaia (“ Um Nala”), Um Daioka el feki, Bara, 

Um Sot, El Ghabush, Kerita, Fula Kurbag, El Obeid. El Haraza, as Escayrac de 

Lauture points out in Le Desert... (p. 439), would have been the most advantageous 

position for the ruler of Kordofan to oppose the Defterdar’s advance. The author 

alluded to says, “ Le chef indigene auquel appartenait le commandement de ces 

montagnes demanda en 1821 au Sultan de Darfour les troupes necessaires a la 

defense de ces defiles, dans lesquels il s’engageait a arreter la marche victorieuse 

de l’armee egyptienne et a aneantir entierement cette armee. Le Sultan de Darfour 

ne comprit que trop tard l’importance strategique du djebel Haraza, qui fut franchi 

par les Fgyptiens, et dont le chef, abandonne a lui-meme, fut fait prisonnier et 

decapite.” 
3 Holroyd says “ Emm Sellam ” was aided by “ Ibrahim Idwir, a Sultan of 

Darfur.” Cailliaud calls Musallem “Salem.” 

Budge says that when Isma’fl passed through Nubia in 1820 the “ Kashef Hasln 

Suleiman” after trying to stop him “fled to Kordofan with 300 slaves and slew 

Makdum Musallim and took his harim and his treasury to the Sultan of Darfur, 

whose daughter he married.” He also, however, later speaks of the Defterdar as 

seizing Kordofan, then going to Shendi to avenge Isma’il’s murder by the Shafkia, 

and afterwards returning to capture El Obeid. It was undoubtedly the Defterdar 

who fought with Mekdum Musallem. 

2—2 
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was killed by a Gimi’abi sheikh: then the Kordofanis broke and 

fled. Bdra was pillaged and two days later the same fate befell 

El Obeid, where great wealth fell into the hands of the Turks. 

The last resistance from the Kordofanis was encountered in 

Ddr Hamar, where a further victory was shortly afterwards 

gained by the invaders. The whole of Kordofan, with the 

exception of the southern mountains, was now surrendered ; 

and Kordofan entered upon the blackest period of its history. 

Previously, it is true, Kordofan had seen wars and tumults, 

but taxation had been light and the rulers just according to 

the standard of the day. Now all was altered : a foreign race 

seized the country and administered it exclusively for their own 

benefit, and in defiance of every law of humanity and justice. 

The Defterddr was a monster of inhuman cruelty, and grue¬ 

some stories are told of the outrages perpetrated by him and 

his successors1. Money and the gratification of lusts were their 

only objects. Not only did they crush the native under a heel 

of iron, but they incidentally swindled their own government at 

the natives’ expense at every turn. 

A military despotism, with the power of farming out the 

administrative posts at its disposal to the highest bidders, can 

hardly tend to the welfare of the natives under the most favour¬ 

able circumstances: when the despots are utterly unscrupulous 

and the successful bidders the same, the results are wholly 

deplorable. This was the case in Kordofan. The existence of 

a code of laws, regulations whereby matters of importance 

should be referred to headquarters, and a more or less qualified 

“Kddi” is to give judgement in judicial cases, are of little use 

where the code is with impunity ignored, when the only test 

of the merits of an administrative measure is the amount of 

money it will produce at once, where the “ Kadi ” is a puppet 

and the governor in supreme power is a wanton tyrant. Yet 

this was the condition of affairs in Kordofan for the greater 

part of the nineteenth century. 

The province, of which the administrative boundaries were 

Gebel el Hardza on the north, Gebel Kadero on the south, and 

1 E.g. see Pallme, pp. 17-26 and Petherick, Upper Egypt, pp. 276-281. 
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a line from K£ga to Huoi on the west1, was divided into four 

districts, viz. Khorsi, Bara, El Taiara, and Abu Haraz2. 

After the recall of the Defterdar in 1822 the governor of the 

province was generally the colonel in command of the troops 

in El Obeid3. Under him were the “ kashefs,” officers in charge 

of the districts. Under the “ kashefs ” were subordinate officials 

distributed in the more distant localities. The governor and 

the “kashefs” were Turks, their clerks usually Copts, the 

subordinate officials generally lettered persons of influence 

belonging to the riverain tribes, or sometimes natives of the 

country. Between the native and this horde of adventurers, 

all anxious to enrich themselves before outbid by a rival 

aspirant to the governor’s favour, stood only the local sheikhs; 

and the system of tax collecting, the only affair of any 

importance, usually involved the fleecing of the native for the 

1 Burckhardt (Nubia) speaks of Um Sumayma, three days west of El Obeid, as 

on the frontier of Kordofan and Darfur in 1814. Pallme (p. 1) says, “ Kordofan 

extends in the North from Haraza to Kodero, in the South from the Nuba mountains, 

and eastwards from Caccia [? Kaga] to the Shilluk or Shillook mountains, about four 

degrees of longitude.” Again he says (p. 2), “Kordofan has no townships on the 

Bahr-Abiad, or White Nile, for the village nearest to this river is situate at a distance 

of about four hours’ march from its banks. The nomadic tribes, inhabiting the 

western shore, belong to the realms of Sennaar, and are entirely distinct from the 

natives of Kordofan.” 

Huoi (“El Khoei ”) is mentioned as being on the Darfur frontier by Baron von 

Muller (1847-9): village of Markab was in Darfur. Prout (1876) remarks that 

the western boundary ran near Kaga (to the north) and Abu Haraz (to the south). 

In all probability the western boundary was never exactly fixed and varied at 

different times ; but the tendency obvious throughout has been for the expansion of 

Kordofan at the expense of Darfur. It appears too that a traditional boundary for 

some years previous to 1877 was a line drawn north and south through Gebel 

Ba’ashom; and in 1902 the Sultan of Darfur still claimed this as operative. 

The present approximate boundary which runs west of Um Badr, Kaga el Surrug 

and the districts of Mumu and Muglad was very roughly fixed in 1877, after the 

conquest of Darfur by Zubayr. It has been readjusted and corrected in minor 

particulars since the reoccupation. Disputes arose on the subject in 1903 and after 

the settlement the boundary was defined. At present it runs west of Um Badr 

through Gebels Darasani and Sukunja. Thence southwards to Abu Tog: thence 

south-westwards to the east of Um Shanga through Gebel el Kebsh, and on south¬ 

wards, west of Zalata district, to Hafir Ogr. Thence it runs southwards and very 

slightly eastwards to the Bahr El ’Arab. 

2 Kagmar was not a district as Pallme says but only a military post for the 

collection of tribute from the nomads. 

3 This account of the province is mainly gathered from Pallme. 
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private benefit in different degrees of every person in authority 

over him, including his own sheikhs. 

The taxes and customs duties were on no fixed scale or 

proper proportion, and were collected by “ kashefs ” and their 

subordinates, in money, in slaves, or in kind, and always in 

excess, at a rate fixed by the governor, or by summary con¬ 

fiscation. If one district was milked dry and yet had not 

provided the amount at which it was rated, the deficit was 

extracted from another district. 

Justice was but a name: tortures were used to extract con¬ 

fessions : barbarous punishments were inflicted for ill-doing or 

non-complaisance. 

The following passages from Pallme’s Travels in Kordofan 

give some idea of the state of affairs:— 

i \ “ The revenue is collected partly in money, partly in 

kind, i.e., in products, or slaves; there is no systematic arrange¬ 

ment in the mode in which the contribution is levied....In the 

year 1838, the country was obliged to contribute, in addition 

to the imposts in money, beside cattle, butter, and slaves, 

4000 ardeb (about 118,000 sacks) of doura, or millet; and the 

Bakkara nomadic tribes, 12,000 oxen, and kine. Cattle is only 

received from the villagers when they cannot produce cash; a 

large ox is then taken by the government to the value of 

35 piasters, (...about 9 shillings sterling). During several 

years, 8000 heads of horned cattle were annually sent to Cairo, 

the greater part of which perished on the road....It is im¬ 

possible to describe the cruelty with which the taxes and 

contributions are collected ; and it is really wonderful that it 

should be yet possible to drain a country, where so little trade 

is carried on, of such large sums annually...the people will, 

in fact, eventually be obliged to emigrate, as they have already 

from several parts, or a general insurrection will be the result.... 

Droughts, or excess of rains, may cause the harvest, in many 

districts, to fail, or the locusts may totally devour it; the cattle, 

moreover, may fall a prey to epidemic diseases ; but none of 

these circumstances is ever taken into consideration, and the 

1 PP* 37-39* 
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contributions are levied without mercy or compassion. ...When 

a village has nothing left wherewith to pay its taxes, it is 

obliged to find a certain number of slaves, who are drafted as 

recruits into the various regiments, or publicly sold ; in the 

former case, the government receives these slaves at a value 

of 150 to 300 piasters (...from 30 shillings to £$. iox.) a 

head ; children at 30 piasters, or more; but always below the 

market price, in order that Mehemed Ali, the great slave 

merchant, may gain something by the bargain, at the expense 

of his oppressed subjects. A great portion of the imposts is 

even now paid in slaves.” 

21. “ The Viceroy of Egypt institutes annually, once or 

twice in the course of the year, an actual hunt in the mountains 

of Nuba, and in the bordering countries, and seizes upon a 

certain number of the negroes by stratagem or force, in order 

either to pay the arrears due to his troops in Kordofan with 

these unfortunate men, instead of with ready money, or to 

increase his revenue by the sale of his fellow creatures....The 

burden of this sanguinary fate falls most heavily upon the 

miserable inhabitants of the Nuba mountains. In the year 

1825, four years, therefore, after the conquest, the number of 

slaves which had been led away into captivity was estimated 

at forty thousand ; and in the year 1839 the total number 

amounted at least to two hundred thousand, without reckoning 

the thousands stolen by the Bakkara and bought by the Djelabi.” 

The force taking part in these slave hunts usually numbered 

1000 to 2000 regular troops, 400 to 800 Moghrabin, and 300 

to 1000 natives. Grain and meat for the force were of course 

seized where found without any payment. 

Of actual events that took place in Kordofan from 1821 till 

the expulsion of the Turks little can be said. 

In October, 1822, while the Defterdarwas engaged in ruining 

Kordofan for his own amusement, Isma’il the son of Muhammad 

’Ali, after conquering Sennar, was murdered at Shendi by Nimr 

the “ mek ” of the Shdiki'a. The Defterddr at once marched 

en force to Shendi, put it and Metemma to the sword, pursued 

1 PP* 3°6 et seq. 
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the rebels to Tuti Island, again defeated them, and returned to 

Kordofan1. 

Almost immediately afterwards he was recalled to Egypt 

by Muhammad ’Ali, who had been warned by the number of 

complaints he had received and the news of several small out¬ 

breaks that there was a limit beyond which it might not be 

wise to drive the natives. 

The Defterdar died in Egypt in 1883—it is said poisoned 

by his father-in-law2. 

The removal of the Defterdar did not effect much change 

in the methods employed by him in administration. Some slight 

amelioration in the condition of affairs may have temporarily 

been effected, but rapine and embezzlement remained the watch¬ 

words of the rulers of Kordofan. During these years nothing 

out of the ordinary seems to have happened3. Central Kordofan 

was in a state of abject subjugation, and was gradually being 

depleted of all its wealth: many of its inhabitants migrated to 

Darfur and the southern mountains. The northern nomads 

paid as much tribute as could be extorted from them, and were 

swindled in their transport contracts. In the south a heavy 

toll was taken yearly from the Bakkara and the “ gebels ” were 

raided by government and Bakkara, together or by turns, 

for slaves. 

Two “gebels” however, of which previous mention has been 

made, repelled all attempts to subdue them entirely. These 

were Dair and Tekali. The former was never subdued though 

assaulted time and time again. Its sturdy inhabitants lived 

by robbery and raided successfully as far north as Melbis : even 

the “ gellaba ” hesitated to visit it. 

1 See Stewart. 

* An account of the Defterdar is to be found in Sir G. Wilkinson’s Modem Egypt 

and Thebes, Vol. r, p. 199. 

3 It is worth noting that Major Denham and Captain Clapperton when at Socoto 

in August 1824 received a letter from a sheikh in Bornu saying “ the news from the 

interior is that...the ruler of Foor also sent an army against the Turks who are in 

Kordafal or Kordofal and it is reported that they had a battle at a place called Kajah 

which ended in the defeat of the army of the Foor and the death of three of their 

grandees besides what fell of the troops, but that the said chieftain is gathering 

a larger army and means to send it against them” (see Narrative of Travels..., by 

Major Denham, &c....). 
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Tekali on the other hand paid tribute at the conquest of the 

country, but when the usual extortion was attempted it reverted 

to a state of passive revolt, and a series of expeditions against 

it effected nothing for about twenty years1. 

Its inhabitants were Muhammadans and had a large admix¬ 

ture of Fung and Fur elements, and were joined from time to 

time by turbulent spirits from Central Kordofan. They lived 

under an absolute Sultan, and were altogether in a more advanced 

state of civilization than any other of the southern hills. Their 

refusal to pay tribute never prevented their trading freely with 

the “gelldba,” chiefly in slaves, captured from neighbouring hills, 

and ivory2. 

Some time in the middle of the century while Nasr was 

“ mek ” they are said to have been subjugated and ordered to 

pay 90 adult slaves and 380 oz. of gold per annum3, but the 

result seems to have been much the same as before: they 

continually evaded payment and defeated all attempts to coerce 

them. 

To revert now to Kordofan proper :— 

Matters continued in their evil state, and about 1838-9 

Muhammad ’Ali went to Khartoum and made enquiries into 

1 Khurshid Pasha when Governor General, between 1826 and 1834, himself 

conducted an expedition against Tekali. 

2 Baron J. W. von Muller the Austrian Consul General in Central Africa (1847-9) 

puts the annual importation of ivory from Tekali at 60 to 100 cwt. and says the usual 

price of ivory of the best quality per “Kantar” was 850 to 900 piastres in ready 

money; 1050 piastres if paid for half in ready money and half in merchandize; 

12,000 piastres if paid for one-third in ready money and two-thirds in merchandize 

(see/?. G. S.J. Vol. xx). 

3 Pallme was in Kordofan in 1839 and speaks of Tekali as still independent. 

Petherick in 1863 says, “Tekkela has been subjugated, and although not invested 

with a garrison is tributary to Egypt by a payment of an annual tax of slaves and 

gold,” see Travels in Central Africa, Vol. 11, p. 7. Escayrac de Lauture writing 

between the dates of Pallme and Petherick describes (p. 453) how the governor of 

Kordofan, Mustafa Pasha, captured Nasr the brother of the ruling “mek” in a raid 

and imprisoned him. Nasr promised that if Mustafa would place at his service 

a company of infantry he would take Tekali and pay a tribute of 4000 slaves annually. 

This plan succeeded to the extent that Nasr actually seized Tekali and killed his 

brother: his next move, however, was to settle Mustafa Pasha’s black troops at 

Tekali in the enjoyment of lands and wives and cut the throats of the officers. He 

paid, it is unnecessary to say, no tribute at this time; and successive governors 

attempted without success to dislodge him. 
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the many abuses of which he had heard from his numerous 

spies. The governor of Kordofan, Muhammad Bey—a rascal 

of the worst order—was deposed1, and all the staff-officers and 

nine other officers and Copts were brought to trial: but the 

outcome was still of no advantage to the people, because con¬ 

viction of the offenders merely resulted in the confiscation of 

their plunder by Muhammad ’Ali. 

At the same time the Viceroy summoned several of the 

sheikhs to Khartoum: among these was the head sheikh of 

the Kabdbfsh. This tribe was particularly aggrieved : their 

complaint was a typical one: much of the transport of gum 

was in their hands, and they were expected to deliver the 

same weight at the end of the journey as had been delivered 

to them, no account being taken of loss of weight due to the 

heat. Even so, the deficiency which they were compelled to 

make good was rated according to the prices in Alexandria. 

Again 45 piastres only was the hire paid by government for 

a camel carrying goods from El Obeid to Debba, and this 

sum, subject to various arbitrary deductions, was often paid in 

cotton goods grossly overestimated in value. 

The sheikh of the tribe was held personally responsible 

for all losses, and in one case when the Kabdbfsh abandoned 

17 camel-loads of gum and hides in the road the authorities 

at El Obeid compelled the sheikh to pay 30,000 piastres, 

although the value of the goods was about IOOO piastres, and 

both gum and hides were subsequently delivered safely at 

Dongola. 

Muhammad ’Ali conciliated the Kababi'sh by raising the 

rate of freightage from 45 to 80 piastres: the abuses however 

continued, and the 45 to 60 piastres paid in cash by “ gellaba ” 

was always preferable to the nominal 80 piastres promised by 

the government. 

Muhammad ’Ali’s reforms on the whole were valueless to 

1 See Pallme, pp. 42, 114, and 264-266. Muhammad Bey was colonel of the 1st 

regiment of the line and a Circassian by birth. He was brought to Egypt as a slave, 

was uneducated, dense in wit, pompous and superstitious. He succeeded Mustafa 

Bey as governor of Kordofan in 1835 or 1836 (see Holroyd). In 1827 one Rustum 

Bey was governor (see Linant), but the dates of his appointment and transfer are 
not known. 
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everyone except himself. He left the system of slave raiding 

unaffected,though compelled by European representations period¬ 

ically to make pretence of forbidding it. In 1838 he demanded 

and obtained 5000 slaves from Kordofan. 

An account of El Obeid as it appeared in 1838-9 is given 

by Pallme, and repeated by Petherick in part. The following 

are the chief points of interest:— 

After the Turks took the place they rebuilt it in the form 

of six sections (“Hara”): one was inhabited by Danagla and 

merchants, one (“ El Orta ”) included the government buildings 

and the “suk,” one consisted of blacks from Darfur, one of 

Fellata pilgrims, one of Kungdra, one of the irregular troops 

(“ moghrabin ”). In the Kungara quarter lived Sultan Tayma, 

the official castrator of slave boys. These were in great request 

as eunuchs for harems in Egypt. The fee for castrating a boy 

was about 150 pt., but about half generally died under the 

operation. 

The total number of inhabitants was about I2,0001. 

The natives lived in straw huts closely packed together, and 

the whole place was dirty and ill-kempt. 

There were four straw mosques and one of brick. The 

public buildings and officials’ houses were of mud. 

Opposite the government buildings was the gallows, and 

near by was the “ suk.” In the latter provisions and animals 

seem to have been very cheap:—a large sheep cost 15 to 

18 piastres, and in the villages outside could be bought for 6 ; 

the best camels averaged 150 piastres ; ordinary ones 40 to 802. 

Every day the traffic in slaves was conducted by auctioneers, 

and boys and girls of from 10 to 15 years cost only 100 to 

300 piastres : the price of other slaves varied with the demand. 

1 Holroyd (1836-7) estimated the inhabitants at 30,000. Every year the popula¬ 

tion in the dry season is nearly double that in the rainy season when the people have 

cultivation and plenty of water in the neighbouring villages. Hence probably the 

variation in the estimates of Pallme and Holroyd. In 1908 it was calculated that 

the maximum population of El Obeid was 12,000, i.e. as it was in Pallme’s time. 

2 In 1847 Petherick found the following prices usual at El Obeid (see Upper 

Egypt* P> 285) : a full grown camel 150, a cow or bullock 45, a heifer 25 to 35, 

a sheep 5, a bushel of corn 3 piastres. The value of a piastre as used by Petherick 

was the same as it is now, viz. 5 piastres = is. 
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Pallme states that about 15 years before his visit water was 

found at 20 feet below the surface at El Obeid, but that in his 

time it was 50 feet down. Petherick, who spent from 1848 to 

1853 in the country, says “the wells, and there are many in 

Lobeid, are sunk to a depth sometimes exceeding one hundred 

feet....With two or three exceptions, these wells produce hard 

and brackish water...1.” 

As regards the troops, Pallme says that they consisted of 

three battalions of 1000 Sudanese, 800 Moghrabin irregulars, 

about 40 artillerymen, and about 200 Bashi Bazuks (irregular 

Turkish cavalry):—“Among all Mehemed ’Ali’s troops...I 

never met with a regiment so wretchedly equipped, so badly 

drilled, and so utterly deficient in discipline2.” Their arms 

were in a disgraceful condition, insubordination was rife, and 

general laxity prevailed. Their pay was 20 paras (2d.) a day 

and a ration of food ; " but for their actual pay they have to 

wait frequently a whole twelvemonth, and their arrears are then 

liquidated with slaves or camels. It frequently happens on 

these occasions that a son receives his father or his brother 

instead of payment.” Soldiers’ children were paid from the 

date of their birth, and when old enough enlisted as drummers 

or pipers. However, Pallme states that a new commandant 

had lately been appointed and some measure of reform was 

being effected. The Moghrabin irregulars had to find them¬ 

selves in clothing, horses, and equipment, without any prospect of 

compensation in the event of loss. They were armed with a 

long gun, two pistols, and a sabre. Most of them were quartered 

in El Obeid, and the rest distributed in the districts. The 

hospital arrangements for the troops can only be described as 

vile:—“The Egyptian doctors and apothecaries, scarcely escaped 

from the elementary schools and placed on their own footing, 

treat the sick soldiers like cattle, never dream of diagnosis, 

prescribe whatever enters their heads, and care very little 

whether they save a man’s life or murder him.... Every order is 

1 See Upper Egypt, p. 306 et seq. In 1911 the average depth of wells in the 
town was about 18 metres. There were also among them a few poor wells of 
13 metres, and, on the higher ground, a few of 28 metres. Most were sweet. 

2 See Pallme, p. 200. 
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given on the principle of ‘ Allah Kerim.’ ” Camels for transport 

of troops were chiefly supplied by the Hamar, who at that time 

were the largest camel owners of the country: the same tribe 

was also in charge of the defence of the Darfur frontier, and 

were frequently given a loan of horsemen by the government 

to assist in raids into Darfur to capture animals wherewith to 

pay their tribute. 

The wealthiest and best educated of the tribes were the 

Danagla, who were proteges of the Turks, and largely employed 

by them in the administration. Practically all the export trade 

was in their hands, and they also traded for slaves and ivory 

with the southern mountains. Pallme brands them as utterly 

dishonest, gross liars, and overfond of brandy. The Bakkdra, 

until shortly before Pallme’s visit, when the export of cattle to 

Egypt had been forbidden, suffered greatly at the hands of the 

Turks. Tribute in kind was always collected from them by the 

troops, and apart from the 8000 or 9000 head of cattle usually 

extorted, they had to submit to the depredations of the official 

tax-collectors. 

On the other hand they were allowed an entirely free hand 

to raid for slaves among the Nuba hills. 

The best that Pallme can find to say of the state of affairs 

is that Yusef Bey, who succeeded Muhammad Bey in 1839, 

attempted to improve the discipline of the troops and ameliorate 

their lot; that he was rather more lenient and less arbitrary in 

his methods; and that European travellers were in little danger. 

Of the climate Pallme can say nothing sufficiently bad. 

Of the eight Englishmen who had come to the country to 

work mines, six died in two months. Fevers, dysenteries, 

boils, dropsy, small-pox, jiggers, and syphilis (imported by the 

Egyptian troops) were rife:—“ In all my travels I never met 

with any country where the climate is so unhealthy and where 

there is such a variety of disease as in Kordofan.” Since 

Kordofan to the north of the southern mountains is now far 

from being generally unhealthy except perhaps in September, 

it is to the lack of sanitary methods and the dirty condition 

of living adopted by a thick population that we must attribute 

the conditions described by Pallme. 
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Of commerce he says :—“ The monopoly enjoyed by the 

Egyptian government in this province totally impedes trade in 

general. The chief articles of commerce are not only bought 

by the authorities, who are, moreover, protected by a law 

prohibiting any private person from bringing them into the 

market; but the immense duties levied on the goods render 

it impossible to transport them to Egypt; this rule especially 

applies to ivory. Everyone therefore is compelled to sell to the 

government.” And again :—“ The articles of export are : gum, 

hides, senna leaves, ivory, rhinoceros’ horns, cattle, tamarinds, 

ostrich feathers, ostrich eggs, gold in rings and in grain, water- 

bags, salt, tobacco, sesame, and slaves. The first three articles 

named are the most lucrative in a commercial point of view, 

and monopolized of course by the government. The gum 

arabic is collected in the forests a few months after the rainy 

season, and we may say by force; for the government pays 

the cantaro of 44 oock’ckahs, equivalent to no pounds, with 

15 piastres (4^. 4d.) only_Kordofan yields, in average years, 

from 3500 to 4000 loads of this product, or from 10,000 to 

14,000 hundredweight, at 44 oock’ckahs. I have been assured 

by many persons that an addition of 6000 hundredweight might 

be made to this quantity, if the labour of the persons employed 

in the collection were but better remunerated.” 

Ivory, which formed the tribute paid to Darfur by its 

tributary provinces, was sent thence in considerable quantities 

to El Obeid and Bara: much was also brought from Shaybun 

and the Shilluk country. The price of a “kantar” in Kordofan 

was ;£io. i8s.y including the duty. Practically the whole supply 

was forwarded to Suakin and little to Egypt, although nominally 

Muhammad ’Ali held the monopoly of the trade. 

The import trade was carried on by caravan from Cairo, 

Sennar and Suakin, and was attended with very heavy expense, 

partly on account of the transport, and chiefly of the exorbitant 

duties. 

A consignment of goods paid duty at Alexandria, Cairo, 

Dongola, and El Obeid. A camel load of cotton stuffs paid 

300 piastres duty at El Obeid, of rice 150 piastres, of wine 

100 piastres. Most of the trade goods came from Austria, 
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viz. spikenard, cooking pans, razors, swords1, camel bells, 

antimony, arsenic, iron and brass wire, matches, Bohemian 

products, cloths, mirrors, rings, beads, etc. Calicos were im¬ 

ported from England ; coffee from Abyssinia; narghilehs, 

ablution jugs, syringes, etc. from the Levant. The list of 

articles imported also included cloves, pepper, sugar, sulphur, 

rice, soap, chintz, wines, oil, amber, etc. from Prussia. 

Less than a decade after Pallme left Kordofan it was visited 

(in 1847) by John Petherick as a mining engineer to report on 

the numerous iron ore deposits, and during 1848-53 Petherick 

was trading in gum in the province. Whether because he was 

of a more cheerful disposition, or because he was more hardened, 

he gives a rather less gloomy view of affairs. Many of his facts 

and anecdotes he borrows unacknowledged from Pallme. 

Petherick travelled from Khartoum up the Nile to Tura el 

Khadra, and thence by camel via Abu Garad, where was a large 

“ suk ” and a customs house under charge of an officer in the 

1st regiment of the line, Hashaba, El Dom, Zarzur, and Bara 

to El Obeid. 

The system of overtaxation and unprincipled methods was 

still in force, and Petherick says2: “From the governor and his 

wakeel, or charge d'affaires, down to the servant of the meanest 

official, by the whole string of employes, including the military 

officers, whose services are frequently employed in levying the 

taxes, a system of extortion and pillage is so systematically 

carried on against the tax-paying community, that the sum paid 

by the people is more than double the amount of the net 

income, as shewn in the government books.” Although raiding 

for slaves had by now been discountenanced as a method of 

gaining recruits, they could be bought for that purpose at £6 

to £8, and the El Obeid slave market still throve. 

1 Pallme says, “Two edged swords of Austrian manufacture are 36^ inches in 

length, and if inches in breadth, of equal diameter throughout, and rounded off 

inferiorly. 7^ inches and marked t with a lion. The scabbards and hilts are made 

in the country....Those [swords] marked with a death’s head from the workshops of 

Peter Knell in Solingen are preferred” (p. 298). The import of these swords has 

ceased now. They were used to a great extent by the Dervishes from 1881 to 1899 

and have lasted well. 

2 See Upper Egypt (p. 245). 
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The release of the gum trade from the government monopoly 

had, however, been of great benefit to the natives, and enabled 

most of them to pay their taxes in cash1:—the western and 

southern tribes still paid in kind. Nor were the same gross 

cruelties perpetrated by officials as those for which the Defterddr 

and his successors had become notorious. 

The governor of Kordofim in 1847 was Mustafa Pasha, a 

good natured, comparatively honest, and popular man. He was 

by birth a Cretan, and had been kidnapped and sold to a Turk. 

After enlisting he worked his way up to the rank of Colonel. 

He resided at Bdra, and let his chargt d'affaires at El Obeid do 

most of the work. 

In 1847 he conducted an expedition with a force of 1500 

infantry, 1000 Hamar horsemen, 400 Bashi Bazuks, and some 

Hawdzma, to collect arrears of tribute from the Selim Bakkdra 

on the White Nile. Thousands of cattle were captured, and the 

troops got 10 months’ arrears of pay. 

Mustafa Pasha was recalled in 1848. 

In 1854 Muhammad ’Ali died. One of the first acts of his 

successor, Sa’fd Pasha, was to visit the Sudan in 1855 and 

effect a number of reforms3. The most important of these, as 

they affected Kordofdn, were the prohibition of the custom of 

collecting taxes by means of soldiery; the order that the taxes 

were only to be collected after the harvest, when the people 

were in a position to pay; and the abolition of slavery (in 1857). 

This last reform was the result of the storm of indignation 

1 At first when Muhammad ’Ali abandoned the monopoly of trade in general he 

retained that of gum, senna, and ivory, arguing that they were natural products which 

belonged to whoever collected them, and as such his perquisite. During this period 

the official price of gum sold to Muhammad ’Ali or accepted by him in payment was 

50 pt. a “kantar” of 120 rotls: the seller, however, would usually prefer a more 

certain 40 pt. or 45 pt. from the merchants. When the trade was finally freed from 

the monopoly the output increased enormously and prices dropped. In March and 
April 1850 gum was down to 27 pt. a “ kantar.” 

The cost of transporting a load of five “kant^rs” (600 rotls) from El Obeid to 

Cairo via Dongola was about 150 pt., and if the cost price at El Obeid be added it 

generally could be reckoned that the “kantar” could be delivered in Cairo at a cost 

of 80 pt. As 220 pt. a “kantar” was obtainable in Cairo it is obvious that profits 

were considerable: the buyer paid the import duty (see Escayrac de Lauture, Le 
DJsert.,.). 

3 See Stewart. 
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roused in Europe by the reports of missionaries and explorers. 

Egypt was compelled to yield to the pressure, but the prohibi¬ 

tion of the trade and of official slave raids into the country 

of the blacks deprived the officials of much of their income, 

and a consequence was that the trade “ if more dangerous 

was also more lucrative, and...the officials covered their loss of 

income with bribes and hush money1.” A brief account may 

here be given of the system of local administration in vogue 

under the superintendence of governor and “ kdshefs ” during 

the period from 1821 to 1881, and the modifications through 

which it passed2. 

The Turks found in force the usual Arab tribal system: each 

tribe of nomads was under a head sheikh, under whom were 

the sheikhs of the various sections. The sedentary people had 

likewise their head sheikhs, and under them were both sheikhs 

of sections and sheikhs of villages. In the tribe the authority 

of the sheikhs of sections and the sheikhs of villages overlapped, 

as is unavoidable where a people is in process of transition 

from the nomad to the settled state, and as is still the case. 

Upon this system the Turks at first superimposed another by 

appointing a “ sheikh mashaikh ” with authority over all other 

sheikhs. Head sheikhs of sedentary tribes were henceforward 

called “mashaikh akhtat” (singular “sheikh khatt”) and the village 

sheikhs were left under them. The heads of the great nomad 

tribes were of course practically free from the control of the 

“ sheikh el mashaikh.” 

In addition there were “ muowins,” i.e. native officials 

residing at headquarters, and liable to be dispatched in any 

direction to assist in collecting taxes. 

This system was followed for about 40 years. The last 

to hold the position of “ sheikh el mashaikh ” was Muhammad 

Yasfn a Dolabi of Khorsi, of a powerful Dongola family. His 

father, Yasfn Muhammad Dolfb, held the same position before 

him for many years3. 

Musa Pasha when governor about i860, found it more 

1 See Schurtz, p. 558. 

2 The following has been gleaned from native sources. 

3 See the genealogical tree of the Doalib given in Chapter vi. 

M. 3 
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convenient to abolish the post of “sheikh el mashaikh,” and 

distribute the duties among four local “ nazirs,” with similar 

duties and powers, one “ndzir” being appointed to each district. 

Muhammad Yasfn was therefore made a “muowin” at 

headquarters, Mahmud Doh'b Nesi appointed “n£zir” of Khorsi, 

one Salah, of the Gawabra Danagla at As’haf, “ ndzir ” of Bara, 

El Tahir el feki Bedawi “nazir” of Abu Haraz, and a fourth 

“ndzir” of El Taiara1. 

Each of these “ndzirs” had under him two “’uhdas” 

(“ ’uhad ”—singular “ ’uhda”) as assistant tax collectors. 

All these persons were as a rule Danagla or members of 

riverain tribes. To each “’uhda” a certain group of tribes was 

apportioned : these tribes were generally the settled ones : other 

tribes had as “ ’uhdas ” their own sheikhs, who paid taxes direct 

to headquarters, and whose status was practically that of the 

“ndzirs” of the present day. This system continued until 

Hasan Pasha Helmi el Guwaizer (subsequently governor of 

Ddrfur) came as governor to Kordofan. He abolished the four 

“nazirs” and reverting to the older system appointed ’Abd el Hddi 

Subr as “ndzir” of Bdra, Khorsi, El Taiara, and the country 

near the White Nile: Abu Haraz however was left under its 

own “nazir.” Just before the Mahdfa Giegler Pasha again 

reinstituted the system of a “n£zir” for each district2. 

To revert now to the course of events :—1865 was a year 

of terrible famine, and is still remembered as “Sannat el 

1 Muhammad Yasin subsequently succeeded ’Abd el Hadi Subr (successor of 

Mahmud Dolfb Nesi) as “nazir” of Khorsi. 

2 As the result of insistent complaints against ’Abd el Hadi he was removed by 

Giegler Pasha shortly before the outbreak of the Mahdfa (see Slatin, Chap. iv). 

The “nazirs” then appointed were:—Bara, Muhammad Agha Sheddad; Khorsi, 

Muhammad Yasfn; El Taiara, Sulayman Agha; Abu Haraz, (remained in office) 

’Abd el Rahfm el feki abu Soff’a. The following were the various “nazirs” of Bara 

district:—(i) Salah, (2) El Taib, (3) ’Othman Ahmad, (4) ’Othm£n Hamid, 

(5) Ahmad Yasfn,—all these were Gawabra of As’haf—(6) ’Abd el Hadi Subr 

(general “nazir”), (7) Muhammad Sheddad. The last named was objected to by the 

As’h£f people and Gabir wad Taib a Gabri acted in his place until the Mahdfa. 

Gabir and Sheikh el Dardfri a Ddlabi of Khorsi had previously been “’uhdas” to 

Muhammad Sheddad; the former with charge over the nomads’ portion of the 

tribute of the tribes apportioned to him, and the latter over the tribute of the settled 

population of these tribes. The tribes that paid through the “ ’uhdas ” of Bara were 

the Meramra, the Hababfn, the Gilaydat, some of the Nawahfa and of the ’Arffia— 

(all sections of Dar Hamid)—and various other scattered sections. 
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FatAsha.” In 1874 Ddrfur was annexed by Egypt, and Colonels 

Purdy and Colston were sent into Darfur and Kordoffin respec¬ 

tively to make reconnaissances. In the following year too a 

survey was made by F. S. Ensor, C.E., for a proposed line of 

railway from Dongola to El Fasher along the Wddi el Melik. 

In 1877 Gordon was appointed Governor-General of the 

Sudan, and on August 4 a convention was concluded between 

Great Britain and Egypt by which all public traffic in slaves 

was prohibited. In 1879 Gordon resigned his post, and the 

slave trade was at once covertly renewed with the connivance 

of the Egyptian officials—in fact it cannot be said that the 

slave trade had ever been completely stamped out. 

The country was now ripe for rebellion. The limit of 

endurance had been reached : what reforms had been effected 

were insufficient, and the greatest of them all, viz. the prohibition 

in more than name of the slave trade was by the irony of fate 

intensely unpopular. 

The officials were for the most part corrupt and unprincipled 

as ever; the country had been robbed of all its wealth; and 

justice was a farce. It was the Bakkara in particular who were 

furious at the spasmodic attempts of the government to put 

a stop to their immemorial custom of raiding for slaves. 

The following extract from the work of Messrs Wilson and 

Felkin gives some idea of the efficacy of so-called reforms. 

The incident occurred at Um Shanga in 1881 :— 

“ The camels could go no farther. Mr Wilson rode off in 

search of fresh ones, and found a certain Woad Ali Effendi 

Bimbashi, who promised that he would try to secure some for 

us. After we had gone to bed his cavass, a Circassian, came to 

see us, and said he had been ordered by his master to get the 

camels, and asked if we had any slaves to sell, for he was in 

great want of some. He said he had bought a girl and a 

woman the week before for $43. The bimbashi had been dis¬ 

missed from the government service at Obeid, and, as the 

officials there had no money with which to pay his salary, he 

was sent to levy a small tax on his own account. The sum 

due to him was between $200 and $300, and the cavass told us 

that he feared he would not be able to get more than $1000, as 

3—2 
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the people in that district were very poor. The next morning 

we saw one way in which he collected his dues. Twenty camels 

were requisitioned, and first one owner and then another re¬ 

deemed his beast by from $1 to $5, which went into the pocket 

of the bimbashi 

In 1881 Muhammad Ahmad (“the Mahdi ”) quarrelled with 

the head of the Sammanfa “ tarfka ” and established himself as 

a religious teacher on Abba Island. He adopted the role of 

an ardent revivalist, and preached against the gross corruption 

of the times much as Muhammad ibn ’Abd el Wahhab a century 

before had done with such overwhelming success in Arabia. 

The all-important difference between the two men lay in the 

fact that the Wahhabi was an honest single-minded zealot, 

while Muhammad Ahmad after tasting of success shewed him¬ 

self no more than a licentious, brutal, and ambitious fanatic. 

His first act was to make a short tour through Kordofan 

and gauge his chances of success there. Some months later at 

Mesallamfa he was joined by ’Abdullahi Muhammad of the 

Guberat Taafsha, known later as the “Khalifa.” 

This man was a most valuable adherent, for he was thoroughly 

acquainted with the restless Bakkara tribes, and had great in¬ 

fluence with them. It was at his suggestion that Muhammad 

Ahmad again made a tour through Kordofan,—this time with 

the definite design of fomenting the discontent that was rife. 

Passing through the Gima’a country he visited El Obeid and 

secured the support of El Sayyid el Mekki, the head of the 

Isma’flfa “tarfka,” and many others. Thence he went to Tekali 

and sounded Mek Adam Deballu. The latter had lately refused 

to pay his tribute to Elias Pasha wad Um Berayr, a Ga’ali 

whom Gordon had appointed governor of Kordofan in defiance 

of local prejudice; but he was too astute to commit himself 

as yet. 

From Tekali Muhammad went back via Sherkayla to Abba 

Island. 

By this time the government at Khartoum had realized 

the danger of allowing him to remain unmolested and sent 

Muhammad Bey abu el Sa’ud to bring him to Khartoum. 

Muhammad Ahmad flatly refused, and seeing that the time 
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was ripe openly proclaimed a “jehad,” and declared himself 

the Mahdi expected of all true believers. 

Ra’uf Pasha, the governor-general, now sent an expedition 

to capture him, but the attempt ended in the discomfiture of 

the government troops and a corresponding impetus being 

given to the Mahdi’s cause. As the true Mahdi of Islam is to 

come from Gebel Mdsa, it now seemed politic to the pretender 

to give that name to his next destination, and from there to 

start his campaign in earnest. The place he decided upon was 

Gebel Gedfr in Southern Kordofan, and thither he moved by 

way of Tekali with a band of Kenana and Deghaym through 

the Gima’a country, collecting adherents as he went. At Tekali 

he was disappointed in his hopes of support, though nothing 

was done to hinder his progress to Gedfr. 

On December 9, 1881, near Gedfr, the Mahdi was attacked 

by Rashid Bey, the governor of Fashoda, but he dispersed the 

over-confident government troops and killed their leader. An 

expedition of some 4000 men was now organized at Khartoum, 

and placed under command of Yusef Pasha el Shellali: a 

battalion of infantry and some volunteers under ’Abdulla wad 

Dafa’alla was also to cooperate from Kordofan. 

The Khartoum expedition started on March 15, 1882, and 

waited at Kawa for the Kordofan contingent. The latter had 

to cope with considerable difficulties, as ’Abdulla Dafa’alla was 

hampered at every turn by the intrigues of his enemy, Elias 

Pasha, the ex-governor, who had now been succeeded by 

Muhammad Pasha Sa’fd. However, 2000 odd troops from 

Kordofan eventually got to Kawa, and the joint force under 

Yusef Pasha proceeded in May to Fashoda, and thence marched 

inland to Mesdt near Gebel Gedfr. Here on June 7 they were 

attacked and practically annihilated. 

This success of the Mahdi placed all Southern Kordofan 

in his hands, and also provided him with munitions of war. 

At the same time his lieutenants farther north had not been 

idle. In May, 1882, Muhammad Pasha Sa’fd had sent a force 

of 1200 men from El Obeid to relieve El Birka, then a fortified 

government post, which was being besieged by ’Abdulla wad 

el Nur and a mixed horde of Bedayrfa, Hawazma, Ghodidt and 
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Humr. On May 13 the Dervishes were defeated near Kashgfl, 

but on the withdrawal of the government troops the siege was 

resumed and the town fell soon after: 2000 of the garrison 

were put to death, and about 1000 escaped to El Obeid. In 

May, too, the Bedayria attacked and wiped out the people of 

Abu Hardz and killed the “ ndzir.” Again on May 19 the 

Dongoldwi village of As’hdf, which had provided the Turks 

with so many tax-collectors, was attacked by a medley of 

Hamar, Ddr Hdmid and Shuwayhdt under El Summdni, and 

most of the inhabitants were put to the sword. The troops 

dispatched from Bdra for the relief of As’haf were defeated. 

The Gawdma’a under Rahma Manofal now began to close 

in on Bara and cut off its supplies. Early in June Rahma 

suffered a check, but the cordon of Dervishes was continually 

reinforced, and the success of the garrison was only temporary. 

Bdra at this time had a garrison of 2000 men, with eight guns : 

on June 23 it was attacked by the Dervishes in force. The 

attack was repulsed, and Rahma retired to collect reinforce¬ 

ments. About July 7, 1882, a mass of rebels under El Nur 

assembled at Shattura to the south-west of Bdra, and a force 

was detached from Bara to cope with them. The government 

troops repelled the Dervish attack, but found their return to 

Bdra cut off: however, reinforcements from El Obeid arrived, 

and the combined forces dispersed the enemy, and were shortly 

afterwards recalled to El Obeid. 

On July 17 Rahma appeared with a fresh force in front of 

Bdra, and for the rest of the year the town was closely invested. 

Late in August there arrived there reinforcements from the 

river under Muhammad Pasha Imam : these had been urgently 

summoned, for the Mahdi had now moved northwards in person 

against El Obeid, and at the same time had detailed a force 

to assist in the investment of Bdra. Part of the reinforcements 

were therefore kept at Bara, and the rest sent on to El Obeid1. 

After the defeat of Yusef Pasha near Gedfr on June 7 the 

1 It is said that a favourite gibe directed at such Dervishes as were caught and 

made to work on the trenches was “ you call yourselves Ansar el Din [‘ Helpers of 

Religion ’—the Prophet’s name for his early converts of El Medina], I call you Ansar 

el Tin [‘ Ground Helpers’]; yella yi Kel£b [‘get along with you, dogs’].” 
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Mahdi had entered into negotiations with the religious leaders 

and the chief merchants of El Obeid, and especially with the 

traitorous ex-governor, Elids Pasha, who headed the faction 

opposed to Muhammad Bey Sa’Id and Ahmad Bey Dafa’alla 

(the brother of the ill-fated ’Abdulla). 

On September 3 the Mahdi, at Elids’s invitation, left his 

uncle Mahmud Sherif at Gedir and marched to El Obeid and 

demanded its surrender. The government buildings at this 

time were strongly fortified by a quadruple ring of trenches, 

and eight forts had been built on the walls. The troops 

consisted of about 8000 regulars and Bashi Bazuks, and a 

crowd of newly enlisted irregulars under Ahmad Bey Dafa’alla. 

Muhammad Pasha therefore declined to surrender, and hung the 

Mahdi’s messengers. 

Notwithstanding this Muhammad Pasha Imam, a part of 

the garrison, and the bulk of the townspeople deserted the same 

night to the Mahdi. On September 8 the Dervishes attacked 

El Obeid in the morning, but were repulsed with the loss of 

about 10,000 men, including the Mahdi’s brother Muhammad 

and the Khalifa’s brother Yusef, and 63 banners. Only 300 odd 

of the garrison were killed. The Mahdi now retired for a mile 

to await more arms and ammunition that were expected from 

Gedir: on their arrival he closely besieged the town. Two 

battalions of regulars and 750 Bashi Bazuks as reinforcements 

for El Obeid and Bara were now (September 24) sent off from 

Khartoum under ’Ali Bey Lutfi. 

The Gawama’a under Rahma fell on these at Kawa and 

killed over 1100 of them. About 200 escaped, and their entry 

into Bara was effected by means of a sortie under El Nur 

’Angara. 

About the same time El Taiara, defended by two companies 

of Bashi Bazuks, was besieged by El feki Minna Isma’il of the 

Gawama’a at the head of a host of Gawdma’a, Gima’a, Bedayria 

and Hawdzma, and after a short resistance capitulated. The 

reinforcements sent from El Obeid to relieve it were annihilated. 

To the south again Father Bonomi’s missionary establish¬ 

ment at Dilling was besieged from April to September, and 

was then captured by Mek ’Omar. 
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In November a treacherous attempt was made by Ahmad 

wad Malik, one of the notables of Bara, to set fire to the town 

during an attack by the enemy : the attempt did not succeed 

entirely, but most of the grain was burnt and the garrison 

reduced to great straits for food. El Nur ’Angara now deserted, 

and on January 5, 1883, the garrison of 2000 men surrendered 

to ’Abd el Rahman el Negumi with their arms and ammunition, 

and joined the rebels. 

El Obeid was still holding out, but under the greatest 

difficulties. Thirty or forty men a day were dying of starvation: 

not only all the corn (of which an insufficient supply had been 

laid in) but the very dogs had been eaten, and no better food 

could now be found than palm fibre, gum, and skins. Finally, 

on January 16, 1883, it was decided to surrender on condition 

of the lives of the garrison being spared. The Mahdi accepted 

these terms, and took possession of the town on January 17. 

Of the officers of the garrison Muhammad Pasha was 

subsequently sent to ’Alloba, where he was killed with axes 

by El Minna Isma’fl; ’Ali Bey Sherff was sent to El Birka, 

and there beheaded by Nawai of the Hawazma; and Ahmad 

Bey Dafa’alla and Muhammad Yasin deported to Shakka, and 

put to death by the Rizayki sheikh Madibbo on their arrival. 

Others were exiled to the Nuba mountains or Dar Humr. 

The garrison of about 3500 men were compelled to join the 

Dervishes; about ;£ 100,000 in specie was captured, and about 

6000 rifles with their ammunition. The town was given over 

to pillage, and all government records were destroyed. 

About now El Minna Isma’fl, who had got into trouble for 

looting too freely at El Obeid, quarrelled with ’Abdullahi the 

Khalifa, and attempted to make himself independent. Abu 

’Anga, ’Abdulla el Nur, and Wad el Negumi were sent against 

him, and he was seized suddenly and executed. 

The Mahdi now set about securing his position and ex¬ 

tending his power by sending out emissaries in every direction. 

The fame of his exploits, crowned by his capture of El Obeid, 

rallied practically the whole native population of the Sudan to 

his cause, but his attempts in one direction were unavailing: 

the Sennussi sent a delegate to El Obeid, but disgusted at the 
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accounts of rapine and violence that he heard, he warned 

his people in the west to have no truck with the canting 

impostor at El Obeid, who, apparently so zealous and high- 

minded, was living in luxurious vice. The Egyptian Govern¬ 

ment meanwhile were not entirely idle. ’Abd el Kadir Pasha, 

the governor-general, had wisely advocated a policy of segre¬ 

gating the Mahdist revolt in Kordofan and Darfur by a line 

of strong garrisons along the White Nile. The authorities at 

Cairo were more ambitious, or less sensible, and ’Abd el Kadir 

was recalled, and preparations made for the reconquest of 

Kordofan. 

General Hicks was appointed for the task. It was from 

the outset a hopeless one: the troops provided were an utterly 

incapable rabble, undisciplined and cowardly; Hicks had not 

sufficient European officers, and he was hampered at every step 

by intrigues and jealousies. 

By March, 1883, Hicks was at Khartoum, and after a month 

of drilling his unwilling recruits, and effecting a clearance of 

the country between Khartoum and Sennar, he prepared for the 

expedition to Kordofan. 

Intrigues delayed him till September, and he then started 

with about 7000 infantry, 400 Bashi Bazuks, 10 mountain guns, 

500 cavalry, 100 cuirassiers, and 2000 camp followers, and 

reached El Dueim. From here Hicks had intended to go 

via Bara to El Obeid, but he was persuaded to take a more 

southernly route by ’Aid el Din Pasha, his second in command, 

who had succeeded ’Abd el Kddir Pasha, and who feared that 

there was not sufficient water for the troops on the northern road. 

Hicks therefore advanced slowly with his whole force and 

guides to Sherkayla, which he reached on October 14, marching 

via Shatt, Zerayka, Derayfisa, Serakna, Nurabi, Geleben Har, 

and ’Akayla. He was unable, as he wished, to keep up a line 

of communications with Dueim by a series of military posts, 

because in the first place there was not enough water, in the 

second he could neither spare nor trust the men, in the third 

the Arabs would have been able with ease to annihilate post 

after post of the miserable Egyptian recruits. It was also 

highly improbable that the garrisons of these posts would so 
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much as venture to attempt the forwarding of any supplies 

that might reach them. As a matter of fact a force of some 

3000 Bakkara under ’Abd el Halim Musayyid, Muhammad 

abu Girga, and ’Omar the son of Elids Pasha, and a medley of 

Gima’a and Gawdma’a under ’Asakir wad abu Kalam were 

dogging Hicks’s footsteps the whole way, cutting off his retreat 

by closing all wells, and sweeping the country clear of food. 

On October 20 Hicks reached El Rahad: ’Abd el Halim 

now went and met the Mahdi at El Obeid, and the latter sent 

off all the fighting men he could muster to join the “ amfr’s ” 

forces. The two bands, about 40,000 strong, met at ’Alloba, and 

then lay in waiting for Hicks at Shekan. Relations between 

Hicks and ’AH el Din, meanwhile, were becoming very strained, 

and the prospects of the expedition were proportionately en¬ 

dangered. The army moved on to ’Alloba and there halted, 

and Hicks sent a letter to the Mahdi. The latter replied with 

threats and demanding the surrender of the troops, and on 

November 1 left El Obeid to join his adherents at Shekdn. 

On November 3 Hicks advanced with a two days’ water 

supply. The following day Abu ’Anga attacked his rear, and 

a number of his men were killed and waterskins destroyed. 

The enemy now completely encircled Hicks’s army, and on 

November 5 at Shekdn they fell upon it with fanatical fury. 

Wad el Negumi led the attack supported by ’Abdullahi the 

Khalifa, the latter’s brother Yakub, ’Ali wad Helu and other 

“amfrs”; while Abu Girga and ’Abd el Halim fell upon 

the rear. 

Hicks’s troops, who were marching in a formation of three 

squares at the time of the attack, immediately broke in utter 

confusion, and began firing at random in every direction. They 

were massacred like sheep, with a loss to the Dervishes of 

not more than 500 men. Hicks himself made a most gallant 

stand, but was speared by Muhammad Sheri'f. Only 300 of the 

luckless army escaped. The Dervishes captured all the stores 

and arms and, with the exception of some 12,OCX) who remained 

with the Mahdi to enter El Obeid in savage triumph, dispersed 

to their homes. As soon as the news spread abroad the Mahdi 

became all powerful from Dongola to the Equator and from 
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the Red Sea to Wadai, and it only remained for him to take 

possession. He sent his cousin Muhammad Khalid (Zogal) to 

take over Darfur, where Slatin Bey had been compelled to 

surrender after a strenuous resistance; Karamalla was supreme 

in the Bahr el Ghazdl; and Egyptian troops had been annihi¬ 

lated in the Eastern Sudan. 

Gordon in the meantime had been sent out by consent of 

the British Government, and had arrived in Khartoum on 

February 18, 1884, on his last fateful mission. He at once 

entered into negotiations with the Mahdi and acknowledged 

him as Sultan of Kordofdn: but the latter was in a position to 

ignore his advances and merely replied, as he had done to 

Hicks, with a demand for surrender. 

The Mahdi now turned his attention for a time to the 

unquiet Nuba hills. Mek Adam of Tekali had submitted and 

come to El Obeid, but Gebel Dair was, as ever, stubborn, and 

Abu ’Anga was sent against it. 

As the water at El Obeid was insufficient for the vast horde 

of Dervishes, the Mahdi in April moved en force to El Rahad, 

leaving his relative, El Sayyid Mahmud, at El Obeid. 

The campaign against Khartoum was now begun in earnest, 

and Abu Girga was sent to besiege it. Wad el Negumi followed 

him shortly afterwards. At the end of Ramaddn Abu ’Anga 

was recalled from G. Ddir, and the Mahdi proclaimed that he 

was going to Khartoum. Every “amir” was made to collect 

his people, and the most dire penalties threatened to the laggard. 

The greater part of the population of Kordofan marched north¬ 

east on August 22, leaving a small garrison under El Sayyid 

Mahmud at El Obeid. 

The camel-owning tribes took the northern road by Khorsi 

Helba and Tura el Khadra; the bulk of the settled population, 

of whom the Gawdma’a were the most numerous, marched with 

the Mahdi, the chief “ amirs,” and El Sayyid el Mekki, by El 

Taidra, Sherkayla, Shatt and Dueim; and the Bakkara, with a 

large proportion of their cattle, took the better-watered southern 

road. 

This great migration was popular enough at first, but before 

long it became the chief cause of discontent. The natives had 
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supposed that with the destruction of the government troops 

and the capture of the country their labours were ended, and 

they could settle down and enjoy the spoils. They soon found 

they were grievously mistaken, and now and time and time 

again they were compelled to leave their beloved herds and 

cultivation, and live for an indefinite period in the barren 

country round Omdurman, where diseases broke out among 

them, food was dear or even unprocurable, and the way of life 

strange to them,—the only alternative being sudden death or 

at least complete spoliation if they lagged. To the nomads, 

camel-owners and Bakkdra, this was particularly irksome. 

We may leave the Mahdi and his “amirs” before Omdurman 

and Khartoum, and only say that Omdurman fell on January 15, 

1885, and Khartoum eleven days later. From the time the 

Mahdi left Kordofan till January, 1885, had been quiet in 

the central and northern districts, for the country was practically 

desolate. 

When Khartoum had fallen Abu ’Anga was again sent by 

the Mahdi with a large force to Southern Kordofdn to quell the 

Nuba, send slaves to Omdurman, and collect any laggards he 

could find, and send them to swell the Mahdi’s army. Shortly 

afterwards the Mahdi died and was succeeded by ’Abdullahi 

Muhammad of the Ta’afsha as “Khalifa.” 

In Southern Kordofan Abu ’Anga met with only partial 

success in his efforts to storm the mountain fastnesses, and 

the Khalifa soon after his accession sent ’Othman Adam, his 

cousin, to join him. At the same time he sent Yunis wad 

el Dekaym against the Gima’a, many of whom had not left 

their country for Omdurman as ordered. Their head sheikh 

’Asakir wad abu Kalam had already been imprisoned at Om¬ 

durman. Yunis collected about 7000 Gima’a and transported 

them to Wad el ’Abbas opposite Sennar: others he sent to 

Omdurman. 

Meanwhile El Sayyid Mahmud had left ’Abd el Hashimi as 

his “ wakil ” at El Obeid and gone to Omdurman. Almost at 

once there broke out in El Obeid a mutiny of the black troops, 

who were chiefly conscripts from the NOba hills, and ’Abd el 

Hashimi was killed. Fights ensued between the blacks and 
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the Dervishes in the town and neighbourhood and the former 

were victorious and decamped joyfully to their hills. 

El Sayyid Mahmud at once returned to El Obeid and disre¬ 

garding the Khalifa’s instructions followed up the rebels to Gebels 

Gulfan and Nyima. He was there defeated and lost his life (No¬ 

vember 1885) in an attempt to storm Gulfan. Abu ’Anga was at 

this time in the vicinity : he had been employing himself for most 

of 1885 in trying to compel “ mek ” Kumbo of Dair to surrender, 

in capturing slaves, and raiding the country-side. In the first of 

these ventures he was unsuccessful owing to the natural strength 

of the mountain. In the other two he succeeded to excess. 

The Humr, Messina and Hawazma, who had not gone in 

full strength to Omdurman, broke into revolt in September and 

annihilated one of Abu ’Anga’s raiding parties between Gedir 

and Talodi : however, when they ventured to attack Abu ’Anga 

himself they were utterly broken and lost some 10,000 men. 

Abu ’Anga would now have liked to avenge El Sayyid 

Mahmud, but the Khalifa wanted him for another work:— 

Muhammad Khdlid (Zogal) in Darfur was under the Khalifa’s 

suspicion—as were all the close adherents of the late Mahdi— 

and had been summoned to Omdurman. Abu ’Anga was 

ordered with all speed to Bara in March 1886 to intercept Zogal 

and arrest him. He did so, threw him into chains, and sent 

him to El Obeid, where he lay in chains for a year before being 

sent to Omdurman. The whole of Zogal’s force comprising 

about 1000 cavalry and a great host of Dervish footmen was 

enrolled in Abu ’Anga’s army. Various of the western “amirs” 

were allowed to proceed to Omdurman and were there received 

with great honour by the Khalifa;—an omen not unnoticed by 

the rest of the tribes who found themselves gradually being 

subjected more and more to the domination of the western 

Bakkara of the Khalifa’s own race. 

Abu ’Anga with a greatly strengthened force was now 

allowed to proceed against the Gulfan rebels. Some of them 

surrendered, others had already dispersed, and the remainder 

were killed. During these events ’Othman Adam was residing 

at El Obeid and acting as governor of Kordofan. In this 

capacity and by his subsequent exploits he earned the fame of 
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being a bold and manly youth—for he was not yet 20 years of 

age—honourable and considerate and a type of Arab chivalry. 

He had some trouble with the Humr and Messirfa, but the 

greater part of the province was cowed and quiet: up in the far 

north however Salih Bey Fadlulla with a handful of loyal 

Kababfsh of his own section, the Nurdb, who had never like the 

bulk of the tribe broken away and joined the Mahdi, had entered 

upon a chequered career of alternate victory and defeat. After 

the battle of Ginis in 1885 he had been in correspondence with 

Sir F. Grenfell and had done good work in cutting off small 

parties of Dervishes. By June 1885 he had collected a moderate 

force of Kababfsh and was installed at Gebel el ’Ain. In the 

following month he suffered a defeat that kept him quiet at 

Gebel Audun for the rest of the year. 

During 1886 too he achieved nothing, but early in 1887 he 

renewed his activities and captured 500 camels that were on 

their way north to join Wad el Negumi. In March he actually 

inflicted a reverse upon Wad el Negumi and was sent the 

Khedive’s thanks and a supply of arms and ammunition from 

Sir F. Grenfell: unfortunately, few of them ever reached him. 

In May ’Othman Adam by the Khalifa’s orders sent a force 

under Fadlulla ’Agl&n, some Beni Gerar under Wad Nubdwi1, 

and some Ma’alia and Meganfn under Sim&wi Um Beda2 (whose 

father and uncle had both been killed by Salih’s father Fadlulla) 

to capture or kill Sdlih. An engagement took place at Um Badr, 

and on the first day Salih was successful. On the next day his 

brother Gdma’i was killed and a number of Kababfsh deserted. 

S£lih then fled to the north-east but was cut off and killed. 
• • 

In June 1887 Abu ’Anga returned to Omdurman via Tura el 

Khadra with a force of about 20,000 men and a great store of 

booty. He was shortly afterwards dispatched to the Abyssinian 

campaign, never to return. In El Obeid he left ’Othman Adam 
as before. 

In the same year a revolt had broken out in Darfur under 

the Sultan Yusef whom Z6gal had left as “amfr” in El Fdsher, 

1 The Kababfsh later revenged themselves on the Beni Ger£r by killing 

Muhammad wad NuMwi near Gebel el Haraza. 

Nicknamed “Giraygfr”: (Slatin’s “Grieger”). 
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so the Khalifa dispatched ’Othnfan Adam with a large army, 

composed chiefly of Kordofan tribes, to take over the supreme 

command and re-establish his authority. No garrison was left 

in Kordofan, for the Gima’a country was deserted, the Kab^bfsh 

had been reduced to impotency, the Gawama’a were all in 

Omdurman, the strength of the Nuba had been broken by Abu 

’Anga, and the rest of the tribes either marched with ’Othnfan 

Adam or had been sent to Omdurman. 

Although the bulk of every tribe had been collected at 

Omdurman, in some cases there was left a section of them in 

Kordofan under ’Othman: for instance, of the Ddr Hamid tribes 

a large proportion remained under their “amir” Simawi Um 

Beda in Kordofan and Darfur with ’Othnfan, while others under 

their respective sheikhs were at Omdurman with the Khalifa1. 

’Othman Adam and his army at once joined the “amir” 

Karamalla in Ddrfur, defeated the adherents of Sultan Yusef, 

and captured Shakka. In December of the same year they also 

defeated Yusef’s ally Zayd near Dara. 

On January 8, 1888, Zayd’s troops were again dispersed and 

El Fasher, the capital, taken. 

’Othman Adam was now master of Ddrfur and for a short 

time peace reigned there and in Kordofan. Not so on the river, 

for at this juncture the Khalifa, determined to have about him 

an invincible bodyguard whom he could trust implicitly and 

who would raise no objections to his gradual supplanting of the 

Mahdi’s old adherents in favour of his own, decided to bring to 

Omdurman the whole of his own tribe, the Ta’afsha. Tempted 

by the prospect held out to them some 24,0x10 of these fierce 

Bakkara marched across Kordofan to Omdurman laying waste 

the country as they went, and others, Tafafsha and Habbam'a 

for the most part, followed in their train. ’Othnfan Adam 

ruled Darfur with a rod of iron, and the latter half of 1888 

was marked by the revolt of the fanatic Abu Gemmayza 

of the Masah't tribe. He proclaimed himself the Khalifa 

’Othnfan and obtained immediate and whole-hearted support 

from a host of Fur, Bedayat, Zaghawa, and other Darfur tribes. 

1 The names of the “ amfrs” of the Dar Hamid tribes and some particulars will 

be found in Chapter ix on Dar Hamid. 
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On October 16 he cut to pieces the army of ’Abd el Kadir Delil 

and a week later won a second victory over Muhammad Bishara. 

It was not till February 1889 that ’Othman succeeded in com¬ 

pletely defeating the rebels near El Fasher. 

From now until his death later in the same year ’Othman 

was supreme in Darfur and Kordofan ; while on the river the 

Ta’afsha insolently robbed and pillaged either bank and terror¬ 

ized the other tribes to an extent that even the Khalifa, when 

willing, could do little to check. 

The immense concourse of Dervishes at Omdurman and the 

abandonment of all peaceful pursuits in the desolated provinces 

now caused a shortage of corn, and a terrible famine ensued 

over the whole country: its full force was of course felt at 

Omdurman, where the population perished of hunger and disease 

by the thousand. 

The troops in Darfur also felt the force of the famine, for 

no cultivation had been prepared, and the tribes to the west 

prevented all importation of grain to El Fasher. ’Othman 

Adam finally decided in 1889 to attack these western tribes, but 

he met with a stout resistance and before reinforcements arrived 

he was carried off by typhoid fever at the early age of twenty. 

His successor, Mahmud Ahmad, was a very different type of 

man; debauched, sensual, grasping and incapable, though daring 

and ambitious withal. Until the end of 1892 Mahmud remained 

as master in the west: he was then summoned to Omdurman 

with some 5000 troops; but soon afterwards returned to Darfur. 

All trade west of the Nile during these years was, needless 

to say, at a standstill and the greater part of the land lay 

uncultivated while its inhabitants led a freebooting existence 

with Mahmud. That “amir” was for some years entirely 

engaged, with varying success, in wars with the Dar Gimr, 

Masalft, Dar Tama and other western tribes; but at last, late 

in 1896, when the final British advance had begun and Dongola 

fallen, Mahmud and all the other “ amirs ” were summoned to 

the great gathering of the hosts at Omdurman. 

It was Mahmud’s march to the river with his army that 

finally ruined Kordofan. With some 10,000 men he commenced 

his terrible march of devastation: every town and village and 
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every paltry patch of corn in his course was utterly destroyed 

to prevent the possibility of desertion, and every man, woman 

and child that could be caught and that could not obtain exemp¬ 

tion by bribery was reft away to join the host;—and this too at 

the hands of the very tribes that had owned the country. 

In May 1897 Mahmud arrived at his destination and in the 

following month he was sent to Metemma to overawe the 

wavering Ga’aliin and prevent the further advance of the British 

troops. On July 1st Mahmud attacked Metemma where the 

Ga’aliin had defied him and almost exterminated its defenders. 

There he now lay for some time, for the Khalifa would not 

allow him to advance further. In July Abu Hammad fell before 

the British troops and in September Berber was occupied. 

In October, and again in November, a flotilla came up the 

river and reconnoitred Mahmud’s position at Metemma, shelled 

the town and withdrew. At the end of the year the Khalifa 

ordered a general advance from Omdurman, but dissensions 

arose and the project failed. It was not till February 1898 that 

Mahmud was allowed to advance towards Berber. 

On April 8th was fought the battle of the Atbara. Mahmud 

was captured, his troops were almost wiped off the face of the 

earth, and the last hopes of the Khalifa were dashed to the 

ground. 

Omdurman now fell and the Khalifa fled via Homra to 

Sherkayla: the Humr and Rizaykat and other Bakkara de¬ 

camped through Dar Hamid. Those who were not waylaid by 

the Dar Hamid tribes and the Nuba of Katul were seriously 

harassed by a remnant of Messina and Hamar who had evaded 

all attempts to inveigle or force them to Omdurman, and only 

reached their own country in a state of discomfiture and destitu¬ 

tion. In one case however the fugitives were successful: Musa 

Madibbo the Rizayki inflicted a heavy defeat upon the Hamar 

near Mafura and killed their leader Muhammad el Sheikh. 

For the winter of 1898-9 the Khalifa remained at Sherkayla, 

a stronghold of the Habbania, who with the exception of the 

Ta’aisha had been his chief favourites. Early in 1899 he went via 

Gedir to Fungor. In September the Sirdar, Sir H. Kitchener, 

moved up the river, and the Dervishes retired again to Sherkayla, 

M. 4 
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hard pressed all the way by the Nuba who were eager for 

plunder and had scores to settle for the dealings of Abu ’Anga 

with them in the past. On November 24th Colonel Wingate, 

after defeating the Khalifa at Abu ’Adel and destroying his 

army, inflicted the coup de grdce at Urn Dibaykerat. 

The whole country was now reoccupied, except Darfur, 

and in December Colonel B. Mahon was appointed governor 

over the desolated wastes of Kordofan. Gradually the broken 

remnants of the Dervishes, and with them a few of their old 

foes the Danagla who still survived, came unobtrusively back, 

settled in their own haunts, and began again the peaceful life 

from which they had been so rudely swept by the blind fury 

of fanaticism. 

Few incidents have occurred in the last ten years to disturb 

Kordofan : the province, thanks to a just administration and its 

own great natural resources in the form of gum forests, has 

gradually attained to a comparatively large measure of pros¬ 

perity, and the population, so grievously depleted by war and 

famine, has steadily increased. 

In none but the outlying quarters of Kordofan have any 

disturbances occurred, though several expeditions against the 

savage and unruly Nuba of the south have been rendered 

necessary at different times. 

In October 1904 Gebel Dair was subdued: in May 1906 the 

half-caste blacks of Gebel Talbdi attacked the government gar¬ 

rison there but met with no support from the surrounding tribes 

and were speedily subdued; and in subsequent years various other 

refractory hills have brought retribution upon their own heads. 

With the Arabs there has been little trouble, though the wild 

Humr in the south-west have now and then come into conflict 

with the Dinka to their south or delayed the payment of their 

tribute: small religious outbreaks have once or twice occurred 

but proved abortive; and wild nomads from the far north, 

subject to no man, have occasionally raided the camel-owning 

Arabs of Northern Kordofan and Dongola. The two riverain 

districts of Dueim and Gedfd were in 1905 cut away from 

Kordofan and incorporated in the White Nile Province, and in 

1907 a part of the Nuba country was made into a sub-province. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DAGU, TUNGUR, KUNGARA, AND MUSABA’At 

Part I. 

The Dagu (or Tdgu) in Kordofan are but a miserable 

remnant of a great race. They are not Arabs but blacks. The 

traveller Browne, about 1794, gathered from native tales in 

Ddrfur that “ the Dageou [Dagu] race came originally from the 

north, having been expelled from that part of Africa...under the 

dominion of Tunis.” Others say they came from the east, and 

that their first king was one Kosber1. 

So old an authority as Ibn Sa’i'd (quoted by Ibn Khaldun)2 

says:—“Adjoining them [i.e. the Nubians of Dongola] are the 

Zaghdwa, who are Muhammadans, and one of whose tribes is 

called TAjuah. Next comes al-Kanem....” 

Barth’s opinion is to the contrary: he says they are of 

entirely different stock from the Zaghawa, and seem to have 

originated from Fazuglo. The Zaghawa of the present day 

disclaim all connection whatever with the Ddgu. 

Our chief sources of information about the Dagu are short 

references in the works of Browne, Barth, Nachtigal, and Slatin. 

From them we hear that at some very early date the Dagu 

conquered Darfur, and ruled the country from the fastnesses of 

G. Marra. Little more is known of them3. Browne relates that 

1 See Schurtz, p. 544. 

2 Ibn Sa’id lived from 1214 (or 1208) till about 1286. See Ibn Khaldun’s 

Histoire des Berbtres... (de Slane), Bk II, pp. 105 et seq. Cp. also Cooley, 

pp. 116 et seq. 

8 Barth says they dominated Darfur in the tenth century of Islam, but they may 

have been there for ages previously. Schurtz (p. 544) says the number of their kings 

is variously given as 21, 13, or only 5. Browne erroneously speaks of Sulaymdn 

Solong (“Solyman”) as a “Dageou.” He also speaks of “Bego or Dageou” as 

though they were the same. 

4—2 
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they are said to have had a custom whereby at the inauguration 

of a king they lighted a fire which was never allowed to go out 

until the king’s death. It is said that it was in the reign of 

a king called Kor that the Dagu were dispossessed in their turn 

by the invasions of the Tungur1. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Dagu were 

still to some extent independent in Darfur and had Sultans of 

their own, but they were by no means powerful, and were 

regarded as tributary vassals2. 

In Kordofan there are a number of Dagu in what are known 

as the Messina Gebels near Abu Zubbad, but they are regarded 

as Nuba and of no account whatever. Another small colony 

of them lives at G. Ddgu, close to the east of El Obeid. All 

knowledge of their former power in Darfur is now utterly 

forgotten by these latter: they connect themselves with the 

Fung (and the Ghodiat) and say they came from the east. 

They have no pedigree, but were thinking of hiring a fiki for 

60 pt. to invent one3! 

Part II. 

Like the Dagu the Tungur no doubt were at one time a 

great tribe, though little is known of their history or whence 

they came. At present they are almost extinct or merged in 

other races. 

The following is Barth’s account of them4:—The Tungur are 

reported to have come originally from Dongola where they had 

separated from “the Egyptian tribe of the Batalesa,” once 

settled in Benese. When they moved westwards in the sixteenth 

century they found the Dagu in power in Darfur, and vanquished 

them5. They then extended their empire from Darfur westwards, 

1 See Slatin, Fire and Sword.Bk II, Chap. 2. 

2 See Browne; Ensor; El Tunis!; and Barth, Vol. ill, pp. 543 et seq. 

3 The “Dongola nisba” alludes to the D^gu in passing as “Anag,” i.e. abori¬ 

ginals. Slatin says the only small settlements left of the Dagu in Darfur are near 

Dara and in Dar Sula in the west. (See Slatin, Chap. 2.) 
4 See Barth, Chap. 51, p. 429. 

5 This would be soon after Leo Africanus had made his tour as a young man 

with trading caravans through the negro kingdoms in 1513—1515 A.D. He makes no 
mention of the Tungur. 
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thus forming a strong barrier to Islam, and made Kddama 
their capital. They failed however to maintain their rule in the 
east at the same time, and Kuro the Fur, the third predecessor of 
SHmdn1, defeated them there and founded a pagan kingdom. 
In Waddi they are said to have held their dominion for 
99 years2; but they were overthrown in 1020 A.H. (i.e. 1611 A.D.) 

by ’Abd el Kerim ibn Yam£, the founder of the Muhammadan 
empire of Wadai3. 

Dr Schurtz, following Nachtigal in the main and Slatin4 in 
part, says the Tungur were a race of superior civilization and 
came to Ddrfur from the east, supplanted the Dagu in power, 
and gradually spread over Wadai, and that their first ruler in 
Ddrfur was Ahmad el Ma’akur. Their last ruler there was 

• • 

Shau. The first king of the dynasty of the Kera, who had 
fused themselves with and gradually supplanted the Tungur, 
was Delil Bahr, or Dali, the law-giver, Shau’s own half-brother5. 

1 I.e. Sulayman Solong, or “Seling Solong” as he is sometimes called now,— 
the first Muhammadan king of Darfur. Cp. p. 7. His date is given as 1596-1637 
by Dr Helmolt. 

2 99 is the favourite Arab number to represent any large figure. 
3 Helmolt (p. 584) however gives his date as 1635-55, and the name of the Tungur 

king (a heathen) at Kadama as Da’ud:—this “chiefly after G. Nachtigal’s Sahara 
undSudan, Part in.” 

4 Fire and Sword..., Bk I, Chap. 2. 
6 Dr Helmolt gives the following table :—(see The IVor/cTs History, Vol. Ill, 

Unknown chief of the Kera 

(1) (*) 
Kuroma = Fora = Ahmad el Ma akur 

I 
Shau 

of the Tungur Dali (Delil Bahar) founder of the Kera dynasty 
(last ruler 

dynasty on 
Mount SI) 

Sabun Bahar 

r 
Bahet Idrisdjal Uru Tinsam Terendim 

(ancestor of 
the Musaba’it) Kuru 

Sulayman Solong 
(1596-1637) 

Compare the names on this tree with some of those in the “nisbas” of the 
Musaba’at and Tungur given in note 1, p. 55. 
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Schurtz says :—“ This [Dali’s] government may have fallen in the 

middle of the fifteenth century.” 

Slatin in his Fire and Sword..} relates that according to 

tradition the Tungur came from the north from Tunis under the 

leadership of ’Ali and Ahmad, two brothers, about the fourteenth 

century, and scattered over Bornu and Wadai, eventually reached 

Ddrfur, and settled near G. Marra. These two brothers quarrelled 

about a woman,and ’Ali wounded Ahmad in the tendon Achilles:— 

hence the latter’s surname of “ El Ma’akur.” ’Ali then moved 

westwards, leaving two of his slaves to look after Ahmad: the 

slaves took Ahmad to the village of King Kor, the last of the 

Dagu dynasty and a heathen. Kor was much impressed by 

Ahmad’s superior civilization, and gradually promoted him in 

power and married him to his favourite daughter. On Kor’s 

death, Ahmad succeeded him ; and this event was followed by 

a large influx of Tungur to Darfur. These Tungur mixed freely 

with the Ddgu, but to a large extent displaced them. Ahmad’s 

great-grandson was Ddli, whose mother was a Kera-Fur. The 

points of resemblance and difference in these accounts are clear, 

but it is noteworthy that in none of them is there any reference 

to the Beni Hildl. 

At present every Kordofdn tradition of the conquest of Darfur 

by the Arabs and the fusing of the Arab and black elements 

into a single race gives great prominence to the Beni Hilal. For 

instance, the few Tungur in Kordofan, though vague and hap¬ 

hazard, say Ahmad el Ma’akur was a Hilali (and “younger 

brother of Abu Zayd el Hilali”) and had three children, namely 

’Abd el Rahman, Kinna (a daughter), and another: of these 

’Abd el Rahman was ancestor of the Tungur; Kinna and the 

other of the Kungdra and Musaba’dt. I am told too that the 

present Sultan ’Ali Dfndr on similar lines claims descent from 

the Beni Hilal1 2. 

The Tungur explain their name by saying that when 

El Ma’akur was left lamed in Ddrfur, he made a living as a 

1 Bk I, Chap. 2. 

2 R is said that the ancestors of the mek’s family at Tekali were Beni Hilal 

who immigrated from Darfur and provided rulers for the blacks. 
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carpenter and the people who wished a job done by him 

came saying [“ tungur, tungur ”]. 

A much fuller account is given by the Musaba’dt of Darfur1: 

1 I.e. by Hamid Gabr el D£r, himself the lineal descendant of the old Musaba’at 

Sultans. The following are the traditional pedigrees of the Tungur and Musaba’at 

respectively as given by them. The former is the less reliable of the two. 

Tungur 

Ghalib 
I 

MusabcCdt 

Khuzaym 

1 
Luai Kenan 

Ka’ab Nudr 

Hashim 
| 

| 

’Abd el Saldm el Asmar (Im^m of Basra) 

’Abd el Muttalib 

| 

Hilal 
| 

’Abbas 

| 

Idris 
1 | 

’Abdulla 
1 

Mdmun 

1 
.? 

SaLd 
1 

’Isa 

1 , 
Nagil 

El Gerdh 
I 

’Agab 
T 

, 1 
’Amir 

1 f 
Batnan 

Ishak 
I 

■j 

Rufa’a 

I 
Mdmun 

| 

Kas 
1 

’Agab 
1 

1 
Sultan Ga’afir Gurmun 

1 f 
Batnan 

'i 

| 

Sufian 
1 1 

Kusayr 
i 

Rizik 
1 1 

Germun 
1 

1 
Ahmad el Ma’akur 

1 1 
Serhan 

1 
Sultan Muhammad D£li 

1 
Sufian el Ma’akur 

' | 

Sultan Hubaya (?) 
' j | 

’Abd el Rahman el Hilali Sultan Muhammad Sdbun Ga’al 

Ishak 
\-;—1- ~i 

Muhammad Tumsah Ahmad Kuru 
(ancestor of 
Kungara) 

Nul 

1 
’Awamil 

Sultan Idris Guruwabaht 

1 
Sultan Bahr 

Serih 

| 

Sultan Muhammad Gunkul 
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They say that Ahmad el Ma’akur was brother of Abu Zayd el 
Hildli, but according to them the Tungur were in power in 

Ddrfur when the Beni Hilal invaded it. After Abu Zayd 

proceeded north leaving Ahmad behind, the latter married the 

Tungur Sultan’s daughter and his descendants were the Kungara 

(of whom the Musaba’^t are a branch). 

While the Tungur Sultan was absent fighting on a foray in 

the south Ahmad was left as regent and took the opportunity to 

usurp the throne. He was succeeded by his son Muhammad Dali. 

Again the Takdrir from the west have related to me that when 

the Arabs (including their own ancestors of course!) migrated 

south to Borgu they found the Tungur in power and drove most 

of them out: this, they say, was “ before the time of the Beni 

Hildl and Ahmad el Ma’akur el Hildli.” 
• • 

Yet again, the “ Dongola nisba ” says :—“ the Tungur are of 

the Hilala, and ruled Darfur.” It also adds that the Musaba’at 

are descended from the Hildla. 

Now who were these Beni Hildl, and what grounds are there 

for supposing that they ever invaded Darfur, and what is their 

connection with the Tungur? The first question is easily 

answered, the second and third not so. The authentic Beni 
Hildl, in brief, were a great and famous Arabian tribe who 

invaded Africa in the eleventh century and warred for years 

Tungur MusabcCat 

Kun 
l 

Sultan ’Is£wi 
1 

1 
Batt 

1 
Sultan Hashim 

| | 

Rufa’a 
1 

Sultan Ahmad el Ga’ali 

Shau 

*| 

Sultan Muhammad Gabr el 
| 

’Amr 

| 

Sultan Hamid 

1, 
Isma’il 

1 
Bukr 

1 
Nur 

1 , 
’Othman 

1 
Nafr 

1 
Yusef 

(present generation) 

(present generation) 
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with the Berbers of the north. Their exploits under the hero 

“Abu Zayd” form a whole cycle of legends which were, till 

lately at least, rife all over Egypt1. 

I know of no historical evidence that the Beni Hildl ever 

came so far south-west as Darfur or Kordofan, but on the other 

hand the natives appear to believe that they did, and relate 

many stories of them and “Abu Zayd2.” All these stories may 

be pure invention or echoes of the old Beni Hilal cycle of Arab 

legends, but the following is also perhaps a possible theory:— 

that a number of Arabs migrated westwards from the Nile and 

Upper Egypt about the fifteenth or sixteenth century or earlier, 

and that among them were a certain number of the ubiquitous 

Beni Hildl. That these Arabs, known at a later date as Tungur, 

passed through Kordofan and overcame the Dagu as described 

by Barth and others3. Having at first been probably a hetero¬ 

geneous medley of many tribes they soon set about consolidating 

1 See E. W. Lane’s Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, Chap. 21, 

pp. 397-406, and Clement Huart’s Arabic Literature, p. 405. 

2 These stories are given in Appendix 3. Escayrac de Lauture in his earlier 

work (1853) says that south of the deserts of the Tibbu, from the Senegal to the Blue 

Nile are the Arabs Abu Zayd (“Arab-abou-Zett ”), whose ancestors according to 

universal tradition came from Yemen in Islamic days under Abu Zayd by way of the 

Red Sea, and crossed the White Nile, and spread over the Sudan. In this way were 

formed the Awlad Rashid, Salamat, Rizaykat, Beni Helba [i.e. Bakkara tribes], and 

the Arab tribes of Senegal, Bornu, and Wadai; and also, in Kordofan, the Kababish, 

Beni Gerar, Hababin, Gawama’a, Meganin, etc. However, in a later brochure 

published in 1855 Escayrac de Lauture recants somewhat and admits he laid too 

much stress upon Abu Zayd’s wanderings: he has now discovered a fresh theory, 

viz. “que presque toutes les tribus arabes du Darfour, du Waday, du Baguermi, etc., 

sont d’origine koreychite,’’ and their forbears found their way into Africa over the 

Red Sea. From these tribes “d’origine koreychite” he nevertheless specifically 

omits the Kababish, Humr, Hamar, and Tungur and various others. 

3 Note that when the Sultan Sayf el Din Kalaun in 1287-9 sen* an army to 
invade Nubia, there were a number of Beni Hilal among the troops (see Quatremere’s 

Mtmoires 11, pp. 101 et seq.). Some of these may have settled in Nubia and pushed 

westwards at a later date. See also Chapter v, on the Gawama’a. There is a 

large section of the Gawama’a called Ga’afiria settled near Um Dam in Kordofan. 

There was a section of Beni Hilal called Ga’afiria; and there was an Arab tribe of 

the same name that settled between Esna and Assuwan after the Arab subjugation of 

the Nile banks. The connection between these various mentions of Ga’afiria may be 

more than coincidence and support the theory advanced as to the identification of 

Tungur and Beni Hilal. I know of no mention in any writer of a tribe of the name 

of Tungur or any name resembling it in Egypt or on the Nile or in Northern Africa 

at any time. Nachtigal judged the Tungur to be of Arab descent. 
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their power, and while intermarrying with the natives of the 

country, at the same time flattering their own vanity by inventing 

a noble lineage for themselves; and, on the strength of their 

including some Beni Hildl, members of a famous and noble tribe, 

they chose to usurp to themselves the pedigree of Beni Hilal. 

This device, common almost to generality, succeeded to the 

extent that to this day the invaders are known in Kordofdn 

as Beni Hildl. There are a few local traditions that give colour 

to this theory, but not enough in any way to prove it: if it has 

any recommendation at all, it is that it might serve to account 

for and to reconcile some of the discrepancies in the different 

versions that are to be found of the origin of the Tungur and 

the Arab conquest of Darfur. 

To specify these “local traditions”:— 

1. There is the desire of the Fur and Tungur to prove that 

Ahmad el Ma’akur, the ancestor of the Tungur in Darfur, was a 

Hilali, as has been mentioned. The Hawazma Bakkara, and the 

Takarfr (as remarked) also speak of Ahmad el Ma’akur as a 

Hildli. 

2. Some 30 miles north of Bara, in Central Kordofan, is a 

small hill called Gebel el Zenati: it is popularly supposed that 

the Beni Hildl under Abu Zayd here defeated a party of Zendta 

Berbers under one “Khalifa1.” 

3. The people of Katul, in Northern Kordofan, say that Abu 

Zayd and the Beni Hilal ruled Katul for a time, and point out 

the house of the former (a rude rubble of stones) on G. Katul. 

4. The shallow part of the Nile south of Dueim has long 

been known as “Muhatta abu Zayd2,” and it is said that 

1 “ El Zinati Khalifa ” figures in the cycle of B. Hilal legends as the ruler of 

Tunis when Abu Zayd and the B. Hilal immigrated to the west. See Huart, 

p. 408. 

2 Cp. Petherick, Travels in Central Africa..., Vol. I, p. 911:—“March 28 [1862] 

...came to the ford Mochada [Muhatta] aboo Zaet—so called from its having been 

crossed by Aboo Zaet, an Arab chief, who with his tribe from Arabia passed over, 

and formed a settlement to the West.” Cp. also Escayrac de Lauture (p. 259), who 

says the “ Arab-abou-Zett ” crossed the Red Sea under “ abou-Zett,” “et suivi une 

route dont la trace semble etre perdue, ils arriverent sur les bords du fleuve blanc ; 

les eaux de ce fleuve etaient basses, ils le passerent a un gue qui porte encore le nom 

de gue d’abou-Zett (Maadiat-abou-Zett).” It happens that the Bedayrla, one of the 

oldest tribes in Kordofan, include a section called Awlad Hilal: I do not know if 

this is a reminiscence of the Beni Hildl or not. 
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Abu Zayd and the Beni Hifal crossed the Nile at that point. 

The various places at which they camped on their journey from 

the east can, it is said, be specified. 

5. The Gawdma’a of Faragab (east of Bara) say that the 

first Arabs to cross Kordofan were the Beni Hilal: they 

extirpated the Anag, or aboriginals, and were in their turn 

pushed westwards by the Fung dynasties of Sennar. 

Now had so well-known a tribe as the Beni Hilal really 

invaded Kordofan and Darfur it is very probable that some 

record of the fact would be obtainable—but there seems to be 

none. Nor do travellers in Ddrfur appear to have heard of it: 

in addition the Tungur conquerors of Ddrfur are said to have 

been pagans. On the other hand local legends, as shewn, affirm 

that an Arab tribe did at some early date invade the countries 

in question from the east, before the immigration of the present 

tribes. Since we have some reason to believe that the Tungur 

were the tribe in question [see Barth], it is at least possible that 

many of the stories of the Beni Hilal and Tungur in Kordofan 

and Ddrfur relate to the same people. 

A second and perhaps more satisfactory theory, that would be 

easily reconciled with both Barth’s and Slatin’s accounts of the 

Tungur, is that the Tungur were related not so much to the Beni 

Hifal as to the Berber and cognate tribes whom the Beni Hifal and 

other Arabs dispossessed of N. Africa in the centuries succeeding 

the invasion of ’Amr ibn el ’Asi. The Bafalesa, from whom 

Barth says the Tungur split away, were, I believe, properly a 

section of the Zendta Berbers1, and it is undisputed of course 

that Arab and Berber not only fought but blended their races 

to a remarkable extent by intermarriage; and the subsequent 

tendency was invariably to claim an Arab rather than a Berber 

descent. 

The Tungur then may represent a mixture of Zenata Berbers 

and their Arab conquerors, the Beni Hifal (not to speak of other 

Arab or half-Arab people that may have been represented in 

the medley), and have migrated to Ddrfur either direct from the 

north or else by way of Dongola2. 

1 See Leo Africanus, Hakluyt Soc. Edition, Vol. II, Bk in, p. 645 (note). 

2 Lejean thought the Tungur were Tibbu. See Keane, Manp. 71. 
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It is even possible that the Tungur were almost exclusively 

Zenata and merely chose to claim connection with the Beni 

Hilal for their own glorification. 

At present there are a few Tungur among the MusabaAt at 

Gikka close S.W. of El Obeid, and a few more near El Rahad1. 

These people mention the following among the subdivisions of 

the tribe:— 

Karwa Kirdn 
Kardsi Bur Gellab 
Rishaydat Nafar Bahr 
Hashim el Khalla Nafar Abu Tarus 
Awldd Milayk 

Part III. 

We will now turn to further mention of the Kungara and 

Musaba’at. 

Dali (or Delil) has been mentioned as the first king of that 

composite race which is known generally as Fur, and which 

sprang from the union of the Dagu and other old races and the 

immigrating Tungur. These Fur very soon lost whatever little 

trace of the Arab they may have had in them2. They were 

divided into three large divisions, viz. Kungara, Karakrit, and 

Temurka: of these the first group provided Darfur with its 

Sultans3. With the Karakrit and Temurka we are not con¬ 

cerned ; but from among the Kungara there rose into prominence 

the people called Musaba at who later ruled Kordofan, until they 

gave way still later to their kinsfolk the Kungara proper. There 

are various stories of the rise of the Musaba’dt, and these will be 

given. 

After Dali’s death the country for some generations became 

a prey to civil war. Dali had two grandsons4 called Tonsam 

1 Some Zaghawa from Darfur say the Tungur were once great workers in iron, 

and it may be that some of the old iron-workings, whose sites are still to be seen in 

Northern Kordofan, are traceable to the Tungur. Iron smelting is now a forgotten 

art in N. Kordofan. Cp. p. 95. 

2 See Nachtigal (quoted by Ensor) and El Tunfsf. The latter says that G. Marra 

was in his day (1803) inhabited by pure Fur who were entire strangers to Arab 

language and customs. 

3 See El Tunfsf. 

4 So Nachtigal. The Musaba’dt say they were great-grandsons: see p. 55 (note). 
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and Kuru1; the former the ancestor of the Musaba’at, the latter 

the father of Sulayman Solong and ancestor of the Kungdra. 

The account of the separation of the Musaba’at from the 

Kungara, as given by the former is as follows:—The Sultan 

Muhammad Sabun, grandson of Dali, had two sons, Muhammad 

Tumsah and Ahmad Kuru. Great jealousy existed between 

these two brothers, and the ill feeling culminated when they met 

one day as the guests of a lady, who offered to Kuru red wine 

in virtue of his greater riches and power, and to Tumsah gave 

white wine only. Tumsah rose from the mat on which he 

was sitting, and swore he would no longer be in a position of 

inferiority, but would migrate eastwards to Kordofan. This 

intention he carried out. He collected a motley retinue from 

various Arab tribes and Kungara, and migrated east. The bulk 

of the people, who remained in Darfur, nicknamed Tumsah’s 

followers “ Musabahat ” (OU^u) i.e. “ people that go to the 

east” or “easterners”; and gradually “Musabahat” has become 

“ Musaba’at.” 

A different account is that given by El Tunfsf. He states 

that trustworthy people told him that Sulayman Solong2 had 

a brother Musabba: these two shared the kingdoms of Darfur 

and Kordofan, which had originally formed one government, 

each engaging to respect the other’s sphere of influence. 

Nachtigal again (as quoted by Ensor) says that after the 

death of Deli'l (Ddli) war broke out between Tonsam and Kuru, 

and that the former was at first successful, and drove Sulaymdn 

“ the son of Kuru ” to the Musaba’at in East Darfur3. Sulayman 

however returned and drove Tonsam from G. Marra [presumably 

to Kordofan], and “from this time dates the separation from the 

Furowi stem of the Messabat, who had lost their native language 

and adopted the manners and customs of the Arabs.” 

1 “Tonsam” or“Tinsam” or “Muhammad Tumsah”: “Kuru” (Barth’s“Kuro”) 

or “Ahmad Kuru.” See the Musaba’at “nisba” on p. 55. The forms Muham¬ 

mad Tumsah and Ahmad Kuru no doubt represent efforts to arabicize the older 

heathen names. 

2 El Tunis! calls him “Saloun or Soleiman ”—the first ancestor of the true 

Sultans of Darfur. Cp. note j, p. 53. Sulayman may be an arabicized form of the 

name Seling or Saloun. Solong was a title applied to those who thought themselves 

of Arab descent (see Slatin, Chap. 2). 

I.e. Kordofan, no doubt. 
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Schurtz, finally, says1 that after the fall of Dali’s government 

there was civil war, and Sulayman Solong was the first to grasp 

the reins of government firmly and successfully. He had fled 

as a child to Waddi and “returned to war against his great- 

uncle Tinsam ; established himself in the Marra Mountains, and 

from this point subdued and extended the territory of Darfur.” 

Schurtz also says that the “Massabat” (Musaba’at) were a standing 

menace to Musa (the son and successor of Sulayman—1637-82) : 

“ Their Sultan Djongol2 laid claim to the throne on the strength 

of his relationship to the ruling dynasty.” From now onwards 

Kordofdn became more and more independent. 

The Musaba’at were continually fighting against the Sultans 

of Ddrfur, who no doubt expected them to pay tribute. Their 

power probably fluctuated considerably, but did not reach its 

height for about a century after Sulayman Solong’s death. 

Not only were the Musaba’at worried by Ddrfur, but in 

addition the rulers of Senndr on the east and south were 

periodically claiming Kordofan to belong to them. About the 

middle of the seventeenth century3, after the death of Sulayman 

Solong, Sennar had been particularly active in Kordofan, and 

the southern part of the country was made tributary to it, and 

about 1748 it made war upon the Musaba’dt and conquered 

them. The rule of Sennar lasted nominally for over a decade, 

but in fact the Ghodiat gained the upper hand in the south 

about 1755. It appears that these Ghodidt were themselves 

more than half Fung by race originally, but had settled in 

Kordofan permanently and, so to speak, taken upon themselves 

the mantle of the Fung, when the latter fell into the throes 

of civil war in Sennar and abandoned Kordofan to a great 

extent. 

The Ghodiat intermarried largely with the Musaba’at4, now 

powerful in Northern and Central Kordofan. After the Ghodiat 

had been supreme, with intervals of struggle, for some thirteen 

years the chief power passed to the Musaba’at (i.e. about 1768). 

1 P- 544- 
2 Probably the Muhammad Gunkul of note i, p. 55. 

3 For the following see Chapter 1, p. 8. 

4 So say the Ghodiat themselves. 
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It was about now that the famous Sultan Hashim el Musaba’awi 

lived. He was the grandson of Muhammad Gunkul and direct 

descendant of Tonsam (Tumsah). He was engaged in wars 

with the Fung or Ghodiat for some 17 years and was driven 

to Katul1, remained there for some years, and then returned 

to power when the power of the Fung was weaker. Finally 

he became involved in a war with Tirdb the Kungari Sultan 

of Ddrfur2. In 1785 he was defeated and expelled from 

Kordofan. 

Tirab however died the same year in Kordofan, and his 

successor, ’Abd el Rahman, retired to Darfur leaving a Kungdri 

governor there. 

About 1791 Hashim returned, ejected the governor, and for 

a further period of years continued a desultory war against the 

Kungara. 

He was finally routed by the Kungari general and fled to 

Shendi, where he was eventually put to death. 

Sennar being now rent by civil war, the Kungara remained 

as unquestioned rulers of Kordofan until the country was 

conquered by the Turks in 18213. 

The capital El Obeid was then divided into quarters, the 

1 See Chapter vi, on the northern hills. 

2 For details see Chapter I. 

3 The tradition repeated by his descendants is that at Gebel Hinayk, whither 

Hashim had fled, he was well received by the Hasama, but that the rest of the 

people raised the cry of a Furawi invasion and attacked him. He escaped over the 

Nile into the Gimi’ab country, and when they refused to let him pass he swore he 

would kill at least 100 of them. Accordingly he killed all he could, but on adding 

up the corpses found there were only 99; so he killed a dog to complete the number. 

Hashim then proceeded to west of the Shaflda country to the “Gezfra Nasri,” where 

he married his daughter the princess Sherfffa to Malik Sabfl of the Shaikfa. After 

staying here for some years he proceeded to Metemma and married another of his 

daughters—the princess Ga’alfa—to Malik Zubayr the Shafki. Hashim now formed 

alliances with the Shaflda, Ga’alifn, and Danagla and at last decided to reconquer 

Kordofan. Accordingly he wrote to “the Effendfna ” in Egypt and requested their 

aid. Muhammad ’Ali promptly sent the Defterdar who took El Obeid. Hashim, 

the story runs, unfortunately died at Metemma and so was never reappointed Sultan 

of Kordofan. As a matter of fact Burckhardt relates that Hashim after being ejected 

from Kordofan took refuge in the hills west of the Nile and south of Berber until, 

hard pressed by the Shaflda, he fled to Shendi, where after a time he was put to 

death by the “mek” Nimr on a charge of conspiracy. The tomb of El feki Abu 

Kurun in El Obeid is said to mark the site of Hashim’s house before his deposal. 
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remnant of the Kungara in one, the Musaba at under Hdshim’s 

son Adam Deballu in another. 

In 1836 we hear from Holroyd that both the Kungara and 

the Musaba at, “the tribe properly belonging to Kordofan,” 

were very numerous; and two or three years afterwards Pallme 

could say the same: in the time of the latter the Kungara 

quarter was under Sultan Tayma, who was the official castrator 

and the proud possessor of two immense drums given him by 

Muhammad ’Ali1. 

During the Turkish regime however many of them returned 

to Darfur, and in 1876 there were at El Obeid and the vicinity 

only a few hundred Kungara and Musaba’at left2. 

Their numbers have not increased since, and with the excep¬ 

tion of a few small villages (e.g. at Gikka) and some scatterlings 

in El Obeid the tribe is almost confined to Darfur. 

1 See Pallme, p. 275. 2 See Prout. 



CHAPTER III 

THE GHODlAT, BIRGED, TOMAm AND TUMBAb 

The Ghodiat, Tomam, Birged and Tumbab live, roughly 

speaking, between the southern Nuba hills and the latitude of 

El Obeid, and this topographical position, with Blacks to the 

south and mixed Arabs to the north, fairly accurately represents 

their ethnological place among the tribes of Kordofan. 

In the Ghodiat the Arab blood is far from predominating. 

That they were in Kordofan before the arrival of the majority 

of the Arabs is certain1, and though they no doubt contain some 

Arab and much Nuba and even Fur blood, they, more than any 

other people in Kordofan, are closely allied to the Fung of Sennar, 

who from the sixteenth century until the latter half of the 

eighteenth were predominant in Southern Kordofan. They 

themselves say that the word Ghodiat is connected with the 
a j * 

Arabic —a part or portion—since those Fung who first came 

to Kordofan split away from the rest of their people and settled 

there. They probably first entered Kordofan early in the 

sixteenth century, i.e. soon after ’Amara Dunkas had united the 

Fung and commenced his conquests, and they relate that they 

settled round Gebel Kurbdg and Melbis close to the present site 

of El Obeid, the Nuba then being predominant and ruling the 

country from Gebel Kordofan and the surrounding hills. The 

Nuba “mek” they say was Kuldu, and from him Gebel Kordo¬ 

fan, and later the whole district, took its name, Kordofan 

being a corruption of “ Kuldu far i-e- “ Kuldu boiled 

with wrath2.” The Ghodiat say they lived for a time in amity 

1 Every tradition admits it. See also Pallme, Petherick, and Prout. 

2 See Appendix I. 

M. 5 
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with the Nuba and then enticed them from their hills to a 

“diluka,” cut off their retreat, and murdered them: after this the 

Ghodiat were supreme for a time1. They lived under the rule 

of a Sovereign called a “ mangil ” : this term is said in Fung 

to denote an absolute ruler with the most complete autocratic 

powers, but a “ mangil,” it is added, was not honoured post¬ 

humously but relegated to oblivion as soon as dead: his successor 

became “ mangil ” while he himself after death was only spoken 

of as “ sheikh.” 

As has been noted before, most of Southern Kordofan, 

including a large part of the “gebel” district, was for some time 

previous to the nineteenth century under Fung (or “Ghodiat”) 

dominion, and at the present day several of the important 

“ meks ” in the eastern “ gebels,” such as Zeibak of Rashad have 

much Fung blood in them. During the sixteenth, seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries Southern Kordofan was repeatedly 

invaded by the Fungs as a source of recruits and slaves, and no 

doubt the numbers of the Ghodiat and other tribes who had also 

immigrated—e.g. the Bedayria and Gawama’a—were materially 

increased thereby. 

In the northern parts of Kordofan, especially in the “gebels” 

of Kaga, about this time and previous to the wars between 

HAshim the Musaba’awi and the Fung, the Birged are said to 

have been supreme. At Kaga and Katul traces of their old 

dwellings on the hills are still to be seen. They were in part 

ousted by the Bedayria under the “ Sultan Balul ” who was in his 

turn conquered by HAshim. 

These Birged (“ Birkit ”) are mentioned by Barth2 as among 

the “negro” tribes near the frontier of Wadai with Darfur “in 

which country they are more numerous.” 

DArfur traditions3 say that the ancestor of the Birged was a 

slave of one of the leaders of the Tungur invasion of DArfur. 

In the eighteenth century the Fung were involved in wars 

with the Musaba’At of DArfur who were migrating eastwards in 

1 The remains of Ghodiat buildings on Gebel Kordofan point to their having 

made that hill one of their strongholds. 

2 See Barth, Vol. Ill, pp. 543 et seq. 

3 See Slatin, Fire and Sword, Chap. 2. 
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considerable numbers. Dilatory hostilities, as we have seen, 

continued for some years, but the Ghodiat, though so closely 

related to the Fung and though they no doubt favoured the 

Fung cause rather than the Musaba’at, are said to have inter¬ 

married with the latter very freely after the Fung had been 

finally expelled. 

Closely connected with the Ghodiat are the Tomam: it is 

said that after one of the Fung attacks upon the country under 

the leadership of one Abu el Di's, and for a few years previous 

to the Musaba’at era, the Ghodiat and Tomam alternately paid 

the whole tribute required from the country to Sennar. This 

tribute was not paid in money, as there was none, but either in 

cattle or in iron “ Hashash Um Henana1.” 

1 These “hashash” are alluded to by Burckhardt (Nubia...) and by Palhne. 

The word means literally a hoe. Burckhardt says there was an iron currency in 

Kordofan (though “dura” and cows were the usual medium of exchange), and that 

these iron coins were made into spear-heads and other implements. Pallme writes 

that in addition to the Turkish currency “there is a small coin of iron, named 

‘hashias’ in circulation, struck during the reign of the Sultan of Darfur, which has 

continued in currency since that period: it is a small piece of iron, from two to three 

inches in length, and of the form of an obtuse bibrachial anchor. 150 of these pieces 

were formerly considered equivalent to one dollar; they subsequently fell in value to 

250, and their present currency is 800 to the dollar, or one ‘para’ each” (see Pallme, 

p. 303). At first sight it would appear that Burckhardt and Pallme did not know 

the word “hashash” for a hoe and that iron hoe-heads were merely used as a 

medium of exchange. I doubt however whether this is the only explanation, because 

some people still remember these “hashash” being used exclusively as coins and 

some I have found at Gebel el Haraza (see Chapter vi) were too small to have been 

any use for hoeing. It therefore appears that hoe-heads, which were chiefly of Darfur 

manufacture or made by blacks from Darfur who had settled in the northern hills 

where there is iron, were at first used as currency, and when the need for further 

differentiation of articles of currency arose, the people made smaller hoe-heads for 

use as coins exclusively and not of any use for cultivation, or in other words, in 

making their first coins they adhered to the shape of the familiar hoe-head currency 

instead of making round or square coins. Worthy of remark in this connection is 

the following quotation from Schweinfurth (Chapter iv)—“the ‘loggoh Kullutty’is 

the circulating medium of the Bongo, the only equivalent which Central Africa 

possesses for money of any description. According to Major Denham, who visited 

the Central Sudan in 1824, there were at that time some iron pieces which were 

circulated as currency in Loggon on the Lower Shary, answering to what is now in 

use among the Bongo....The ‘loggoh Kullutty’ is formed in flat circles, varying in 

diameter from 10 to 12 inches. On one edge there is a short handle; on the opposite 

there is attached a projecting limb, something in the form of an anchor. In this 

shape the metal is stored up in the treasures of the rich, and up to the present time 

it serves as well as the lance-heads and spades for cash and for exchange....” The 

market appellation of these “loggoh Kullutty” was “melut.” I believe the Jur also 

5-2 
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The Ghodiat by common consent are related by intermarriage 

to the Tomam, Birged, Bedayria and Tumbab, but of the group the 

Ghodiat approximate most nearly to the Fung. The Bedayria 

have mixed most with the Arabs, and the Birged are the most 

closely related to the black races. 

The days of Ghodiat predominance in central Kordofan were 

from about 1755 to 1768, but they had considerable power south 

of El Obeid until about the beginning of the nineteenth century 

and they claim that much of the land now occupied by those of 

the Gawama’a who are in the south was granted to that tribe by 

the Ghodiat chief ’Ayad wad Um Bilayna1. This chief is said 

to have been a contemporary of the Abu el Dis mentioned 

above and to have resisted his invasion : he was overcome by 

him, but when Abu el Dis returned to Senndr, owing to internal 

dissensions there, he left ’Ayad as his regent over the tribes 

lying south of El Obeid2. The Turkish conquest in 1821 found 

’Omar wad el Dow chief over these tribes, but complaints 

against him led to his deposition and the separation of the 

various tribes into distinct “ ’omadfas ” each under its own 

sheikh3. 

The Tomam are divided into fifteen sections, viz.:— 

Fadirgin 

Angura 

Nar Fa’ 

Shoma 

Nafar ’Ugla 

Nafar el Fll Nafar ’Ali 

„ „ Nusr „ abu Hammad 

„ Sherba „ Bugl' 

„ Hasabulla (2 others) 

„ ’Omar 

to the present day use the “melut” both as a hoe and as a medium of exchange, in 

the latter case the “melut’’being hoe-shaped but too small to be of use as a hoe. 

{For the phrase “Um Henana” see Chapter vi, on the Northern Hills.) 

1 Impressions from the great seal of ’Ayad are said to exist still in possession of 

some of the Gawama’a to whom he granted land. His position seems to have 

corresponded to that of the “nazir” or supreme arbitrator over the Ghodiat des¬ 

cribed by Pallme (p. 12). 

2 Abu el Dis is said to have been sent by “ Muhammad wad Ragab of Sennar, 

father of ’Adlan.” The allusion is probably to Ragab wad Muhammad, King ’Adldn’s 

vizier, who, we saw, attacked Southern Kordofan between 1780 and 1788 (see 

Chapter 1). 

3 The Ghodiat, Bedayria, Tomam, etc. have nominally remained separate, but the 

Hawazma Bakkara are at present very largely composed of a compound of them. 

Previous to the reoccupation of Kordofan in 1900 ’Abd el Summad of the Bedayria 

was reckoned “nazir” of so many of these tribes as had not joined the Hawdzma or 
kept entirely separate. 
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The Ghodidt are divided into about twenty sections of which 

the following are some :— 

Nafar el Mar£d 

„ ’Omar 

„ Safei’ 

,, Sa’Id 

Nafar abu Khadra 

Salamdt1 

El Buruh 

I day rat 

El Ku’uk 

El Megabda2 

Serdrir 

The commonly accepted “ nisba ” for the Bedayrfa, Ghodidt, 

Tomam, etc. traces their descent to Kerdam the reputed ancestor 

of the Ga’alifn. Some say that Hamid and ’Ali the forefathers 

of the Ghodidt and Tomam respectively were sons of Samayra 

son of Serrar son of Kerdam ; others say Tomam was the son 

of Kerdam, and Samayra the ancestor of the Ghodiat, Batahfn, 

Kunan and Kusds, the Bedayrfa being descended from Samra the 

brother of Samayra, and the Gawama’a and Gima’a from Mismar 

his other brother. The only allowable inference is that these 

various tribes are dimly related to one another3. 

In the “ Mahdfa” Elias wad el Kununa was “amfr” of the 

Ghodidt and at the Khalifa’s bidding took the bulk of the tribe 

to Omdurman. 

At present the Ghodidt reside in practically the identical 

places which they occupied on their first advent to the country, 

namely round El Rahad and El Birka. 

1 An offshoot of the Bakkara tribe of the same name in Borgu, Darfur, etc. 

s A section originally Bedayrfa by race. 

3 See Chapter iv, on the Bedayria. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE BEDAYRIA 

The Bedayria are a sedentary and debased tribe that have 

long inhabited Kordofan. 

As the Ghodiat represent the old immigrant Fung stock, 

so the Bedayria are degraded offshoots of the once powerful 

Ga’aliin and Shaikia of the riverain districts. 

They claim that they and the Shaikia are of common stock 

with the Ga’alim, and the commonly accepted pedigree which 

shews the connection is as follows1: 

1 The extent to which the Ga’alifn and the Shafkfa themselves are descended from 

Arab and non-Arab elements respectively has been learnedly discussed by several 

travellers whose works are easily available, e.g. Hartmann held that they belonged 

in reality to a Nuba stock. The “ Dongola nisba” notes “The Bedayrfa in the Sudan 

include some ’Abbasfa [i.e. Beni ’Abbas] and some Anag” [i.e. Autochthons]. This 

probably is vaguely correct. It will be noticed that one Bedayr or Muhammad 

Bedayr is given as the ancestor of the tribe. Some say this person is buried in 

Dongola. One wild story, from Dar Hamid, relates that Bedayr came as a Kadi 

with Abu Zayd el Hilali when he drove the Zenata Berbers southwards from North 

Africa. 

Sir C. Wilson says the name of the tribe is derived from “Bedayr” the diminu¬ 

tive of “Bedr” (the full moon). The full moon, however, being to the Arab 

symbolical of beauty, the diminutive “Bedayr” is an obvious name to give to a 

child, and the argument is not advanced. 

An earlier chapter in the “ Dongola nisba” than that in which the note quoted above 

occurs, and written by a different hand, says: “The true Bedayria are descended from 

Badr son of ’Amr son of Gufa son of Ardhan son of Tha’aliba son of ’Adi son of 

Fezara, and they are a subsection of Fezara.” (For Fezara see Chapters xv and 
XVIII.) 

In the genealogical tree given, many names of persons and of tribes are omitted. 

It was made in Dongola for El Sayyid el Mekki the great religious sheikh who was 

among the Mahdi’s foremost adherents. El Sayyid el Mekki was rightly not a 

Bedayri nor a Dahmashi, but of partly Takruri origin; but since the Dahmashfa 

of Dongola claim to be Ashraf (see Chapter vi), and there were some of them among 

the Bedayrfa living with El Sayyid el Mekki, he thought this a suitable connection 
to establish. 
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’Abbds (uncle of the Prophet) 

’Abdulla 

j 
Fadl 

f 
Sa’ad 

I 
Ibrdhfm el Ga’ali1 (ancestor of Ga’alim, etc.) 

! 
Muhammad el Yemeni 

' I 
Ahmad el Hegazi 

' i 
Masrag 

I 
Harkdn 

I 
Budd’a 

I 
Abu el Dfs 

Kerdam 

Delh Tomdm Serrdr2 
(ancestor of the Tomdm) 

Samra Samayra (ancestor of 
Ghodidt, Batahm, Kunan, 

and Kusas) 

i--1-1- 
Bedayr ’Abd el Rahmdn Terayf 

(ancestor of abu Ishayh (ancestor of 
Bedayria) (ancestor of Terayfia3) 

Shuwayhat) 
Dahmash |-1-,- 

• Sa’ad el Fend Rubat Nebih 
• • • 

• (ancestor of 
• Gima’a, Gawd- i- 

ma’a4, Ahamda, Hammad el Akrat 
: Gawdbra, etc.) 

(18 gene¬ 
rations to 
the present) 

-1 
Mismar 

-1 
Ahmad abu 

Rish (an¬ 
cestor of 
Ridsh) 

Subuh abu Merkha 

Hdmid Hamayddn 
(ancestor of 
Shdikfa, and 

Gamu’ia, etc.) 

1 Of Ibrahfm el Ga’ali the author of the genealogical tree says, “As regards Ga’ai 

[i.e. Ga’alim] they belong to Beni ’Abbas and should not be called a tribe but rather 

one of the branches of Beni Hashim; and they are only known as Ga’ai because 

their ancestor [i.e. founder] was known as Ga’ai from the fact that he was a generous 

man, and in the time of the famine the feeble folk flocked to him, and he said to 

them [ga’alnakum, i.e. ‘we have made you’]; so they were surnamed 

Ga’ai. Now the forefather of all the tribes of Ga’ai was Kerdam son of Abu el Dis, 

and whoever is not among his descendants is not a Ga’ali: his home was in the land 

of Hegaz.” 

For notes 2—4 see page 72. 
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It is only certain that in the eighteenth century, on the 

river at least they were subject to the Shaikia; and so late 

as the outbreak of the “ Mahdi'a,” Sir C. Wilson spoke of them 

as “a Nuba people with an admixture of Arab blood, who still 

speak Rotana (i.e. Nuba) among themselves5.” Many Ga’aliin 

and Shaikia (including the Bedayria, whatever their status may 

have been) and other tribes entered Kordofan either with or 

on the heels of the first Fung immigrants during the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, settled round the present site of 

El Obeid, and largely intermarried with the Nuba. As a result 

we have the present Bedayria, Gawama’a, and other smaller tribes. 

Thus, too, among the Bedayria we find remains of other 

distinct tribes, as will be shewn. 

The present Bedayria in Kordofan consist of two main 

sections, viz. the Dahmashia and the Awldd Na’amia: 

The Dahmashia include 

Awfad Hilayb Shuwayhdt Awfad Shihdda 

Zenara Rfash „ Hifal 

Ayadga Kaduma Husayndt 

Awfad Muhammad Awfad ’Ali 

The Awldd Na’amia consist of 

Awfad Hamdulla Awfad Melki Awfad Musa 

„ Mate’ye Aynania 

Of these sections more must be said :— 

Many of the Dahmashia are said to be descended from 

Dahmash, great-grandson of Ghulamulla ibn ’Aid, who was 

the ancestor of a large part of the Rikabia, including the 

Doalib of N. Kordofan—i.e. they have Dongolawi blood in 

them6: this is probable, as we know from Burckhardt and others 

that Bedayria were settled many years ago, as now, in Dongola. 

2 Serrar is said to have personally brought his family to Kordofan and to have 

given his name to Bir Serrdr, a well and mountain a day’s journey north of Bara, 

now belonging to the Gawama’a (Awfad Murg). 

3 For the Terayfia see Chapter v, on the Gawdma’a. 

4 See Chapter v. It will be noticed that the Gawama’a themselves mostly say 

they are descended not from Sa’ad el Ferid but from Subuh abu Merkha. 

5 See Burckhardt’s Nubia and Sir C. Wilson’s paper. 

6 See Chapter vi, on the Northern Hills. The genealogical tree given in the 

text inserts Dahmash as a son of Bedayr the ancestor of the Bedayria. This is pro¬ 

bably an invention of the writer of the tree, for reasons explained above. 
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The Zenara are relics of a very old tribe, probably of Berber 

origin. Zenara are mentioned by Mas’udi1 (d. 956 A.D.), and 

by Makrizi2 (c. 1400 A.D.) and Ibn Khaldun3 (d. 1406) as nomad 

Berbers in Egypt and Morocco : the last named calls them a 

branch of the great Luata section of Berbers. A parallel case 

is that of the Gellaba Howara, who are an offshoot in Kordofan 

of the Howdwir, who again are of Berber origin4. The Zenara 

were also one of the minor tribes that with five others helped 

to form that section of the Hawazma now known as the Halafa. 

The Shuwayhdt generally allege that they are closely related, 

but not subject to the Bedayria, and the “ nisba ” that is given 

above rather bears out their contention. The little “ gebel ” of 

Shuwayh in the “ akaba ” between Hashaba and the river is 

named after them. 

The Husaynat are only Bedayria by marriage. On their 

fathers side they belong to the Husayndt on the Nile. One 

of them—’Abd el Rahman—married the daughter of Musa el 

Safi’a, the Bedayri chief whose grave is at El Obeid : their son 

was named Bedowi. The “nazir” ’Abd el Summad3, a famous 

Dervish, belonged to this section. 

The Mate’ye are mentioned by Burckhardt among the 

principal tribes of Kordofan, but no one else, I think, mentions 

them. 

The Bedayria are not by any means confined to Kordofan. 

There are still numbers of them on the river as far north as 

Assuwan. It will be seen from the “ nisba ” too that so closely 

are the Bedayria in Kordofdn connected with the Gawdma’a and 

other tribes that it is hard to draw any distinct line between 

them. It is even said that the whole of the Terayfia section of 

Gawama’a and the Asirra section of the Hawazma, as well as 

many smaller families, should properly be classed as Bedayria. 

Now Sir C. Wilson also says: “possibly at an early period 

some numbers of the Bedayriah tribe, now N.N.W. of Kordofan, 

may have established an overlordship, which was afterwards 

1 See Barbier de Meynard’s translation, Vol. ill, pp. 240 et seq. 

2 See Quatremere. 

3 See Ibn Khaldun (de Slane), Bk 1, pp. 9-11 and 235. 

4 See Chapter xix, on the Howawir and Gelldba Howara. 

5 See Chapter in, on the Ghodi£t, etc. 
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wrested from them by the Shagi'a.” The Darfur boundary 

being now further west than it was at that time (c. 1885), 

“N.N.W. of Kordofan,” i.e. E.N.Eastern Darfur, corresponds 

to the present N.N.Western Kordofan, and until some time 

not later than the middle of the eighteenth century the range 

of hills, in N.N.Western Kordofan, including Kaga el SurrOg, 

K£ga, and Katul, was inhabited by blacks, partly Nuba and 

partly Birged. Then began a movement northwards by the 

Bedayria, who had previously been settled west and W.S.W. of 

the present site of El Obeid and had probably been under the 

GhodHt overlordship. Their leader in this northern expedition 

was one Balul. He conquered Kaga el Surrug and made his 

headquarters at G. Bishara Taib, that being a convenient base 

for raiding purposes. This “ gebel ” was in his time and for 

some time later known as Kab Balul (Balul’s Fort). Now there 

were at this time no wells near G. Bishara Taib1, and the people 

of Kaga el Surrug then, as now, drank from the stores of rain¬ 

water preserved among the rocks. The art of digging “ sawani’,” 

i.e. wells cut through the rock stratum, had not been achieved, 

but was introduced by the Musaba’at shortly afterwards, as 

will be seen. Balul therefore it is said made an arrangement 

whereby, in the dry season, daily relays of 100 camels brought 

water sufficient for his people from Abu Haraz, nearly 150 miles 

to the E.S.E., there being no nearer wells then open. 

While “ Sultan ” Balul was thus ensconced with his Bedayria 

round “ Kab Balul,” Hashim the chief of the Musaba’at moving 

eastwards from Darfur asked for permission to settle in these 

parts. Balul presented Hashim with Kaga el Surrug, and the 

two chiefs swore an oath of brotherhood. This oath was abused 

by Hdshim, who having gathered together large stores of arms 

at Kaga el Surrug, sent word to Balul asking for assistance 

against an imaginary foe advancing from the west. Balul at 

once set forth with his host, and pending the imaginary enemies' 

arrival, Hdshim asked him to stay in his house and allow the 

Bedayria likewise to be each the guest of a Musaba’dwi. 

In the night, the Musaba’at having taken the precaution of 

1 There were many fine wells at Foga in the nineteenth century, close to the 

west of the “gebel.” These are now dry: see Chapter xii, on the Hamar. 
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making all the Bedayrfa drunk, murdered them. Hashim now 

took possession of G. Bishara Taib and fortified it1, and dug 

wells at Foga. 

He then moved further east and dug wells at Kaga Soderi, 

and other places2. After this it is said he pushed south and 

conquered El Obeid3. 

A number of the half-castes at Kaga are descendants of 

refugees from Balul’s adherents and other Bedayrfa who settled 

thereabouts ; e g. the Serar Fdr section of Kagawis count them¬ 

selves true Bedayrfa, and their claims are not denied by the 

Bedayrfa in the south. When, in the “ Turkfa,” the district of 

Abu Haraz, which was chiefly peopled by Bedayrfa, failed to 

pay its full tribute, the arrears were heaped upon Kaga and 

Katul: this is evidence of the fact that many Bedayrfa had 

migrated to the latter hills. 

In 1882, on the first outbreak of the Dervish revolt, the 

Bedayrfa took the opportunity of attacking Abu Haraz, whence 

they had been ousted by aliens from the river, and mercilessly 

butchered the inhabitants, including the government “’uhud,” 

and the “nazir” ’Abd el Rahfm el feki Bedowi the Husayni. 

The “ amfr ” of the Bedayrfa in the times that followed was 

the ’Abd el Summad mentioned above: he and most of his 

tribe migrated to Omdurman, while the remainder stayed in 

Kordofan under ’Ebayd wad el Hag, Wad el Sangak, and 

El Nusri el ’Alim. The last mentioned was a notorious free¬ 

booter. These three were subsequently sent under the “amfr” 

Abu ’Anga to the Abyssinian campaign, and only ’Ebayd 

returned alive. The present ’omda of the Shuwayhat, Sulaym^n 

el Zdki, also acted as an “ amfr ” over his people. 

At present the Bedayrfa have a large number of villages close 

to the south, west, and north of El Obeid, and are much mixed 

with the Hawazma Bakkara. 
• • • 

1 The stone fortifications, in the form of long stone walls are still to be seen, 

though ruined. Some attribute them to Balul instead of to Hashim. 

2 See Chapter VI, on the Northern Hills. All the wells mentioned are “sawani’ ” 

and the Arabs and Nuba reopen a number of them yearly. See p. 98. 

3 For his career in Kordofan see Chapter 1. 



CHAPTER V 

THE GAWAMA’A AND GIMA’A 

Part I. 

The Gawama’a are a much debased race and are flattered to 

an even greater extent than usual in the Sudan by the denomi¬ 

nation of Arab. It is true they have Arab blood in their veins, 

but they have mixed so largely with other races that they are 

uniformly dark in colour and in their features present many 

characteristics of the blacks. This is due to the fact that their 

ancestors on the Arab side were among the first Arab or semi- 

Arab immigrants to Kordofan from the east, and being in a 

minority became largely absorbed by the indigenous races of their 

adopted country. In origin they claim to be ’Abbasfa and allied 

racially to the Ga’alifn; but the latter tribe are themselves of 

very mixed descent and the pretentious pedigrees of both 

Gawama’a and Ga’alifn have little to recommend their claim to 

accuracy1. 

It is admitted by the bulk of the more educated of the tribe 

that the name Gawdma’a (sing. Gama’i) is derived from “gama’a’1 
+ + + 

“ to collect,” and signifies a collection of members of 

various tribes, just as on similar lines it is alleged that the origin 

of the word Ga’alifn (sing. Ga’ali) is from “ ga’al ” ( “ to 

make,” and that one Ibrahim of the stock of the ’Abbasfa in a 

time of famine expended his wealth in charity and so collected 

around him a medley of adherents who were “ made men ” 

through his generosity2. 

The Arab forbears of the Gawama’a almost certainly immi¬ 

grated into Kordofan in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

1 See Chapter iv, on the Bedayria, and notes thereon. 2 Ditto. 
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at the time when the power of the mixed race known vaguely as 

Fung was predominant in Senndr. This was a time of expansion 

and conquest westwards, and just as the Ghodiat of the present 

represent the Fung element in the invaders, so the Gawama’a 

and other tribes, such as the Gilayddt, Gima’a, and Bedayri'a, may 

be said to represent the Arab allies of those Fung, with the 

addition at frequent intervals of batches of immigrants (prob¬ 

ably Ga’aliin and other nondescript communities) from the 

river. 

Fung and Arab, or Ghodiat and Gawama’a etc. as they 

became, settled together in the neighbourhood of El Rahad and 

El Birka close to the north of the main ranges of the mountains 

of Southern Kordofan in a country suitable for cultivation and 

for rearing the cattle which they either brought with them or, as 

tradition relates, acquired from Fellata pilgrims coming from 

the west. They intermarried with one another and with the 

Nuba and gradually displaced the latter from what land they 

held north of Gebel Dair and forced them southwards to the 

mountainous country which they still inhabit. 

The Ghodiat seem to have been at first the controllers 

of the confederacy and the Gawama’a subject to them, but 

before very long the Gawdma’a certainly became powerful 

enough to rank as their equals if not superiors, and the two races 

(together with other subsidiary and allied tribes) ruled as far 

north as the country held then, as now, by the Dar Hamid 

tribes; and when later immigrants arrived and wished to settle 

in Central Kordofan it was from either Dar Hamid or from the 

Ghodidt and Gawama’a that they had to request a grant of land1. 

It cannot be said at what time the various people that went 

to form the Gawama’a adopted that name, so to speak, officially, 

for themselves. Some of them at some time pushed westward and 

settled in the country of which the remainder was later overrun 

by the Hamar, and their descendants—called Gawama’a (Ga’afirfa 

section)—are still there, round El Sa’ata, in considerable numbers2. 

1 See Chapter ill, on the Ghodiat, etc. The Gellaba Howara living N.E. of 
El Obeid obtained their land from the Gawdma’a: likewise various villages round 
Um Arba’a to the east of Gebel Um Shidera. There are many other cases also. 

3 These Gawama’a mostly migrated to Darfur to the vicinity of Um Shanga in the 
eighteenth century and returned in the “ Mahdia.” 
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A few others established themselves east of Gebel Um Shidera 

on the S.W. borders of Dar Hamid near the present Um 

Arba’a; but the great bulk of the tribe, if tribe they can be called 

when one recollects the many diversified elements they contain, 

leaving the Ghodiat, Bedayri'a, and others a little to the west, and 

the Gima’a to the east, took up their abode in the comparatively 

rich lands that surround the present sites of Um Dam, El Taidra, 

and El Rahad, and have never been displaced. They and the 

Hamar now form the bulk of the sedentary inhabitants of the 

province. 

The following are the divisions and subdivisions of the 

Gawdma’a at present: it will be seen that the tribe is divided 

into two main sections, the Homran and the Gima’i'a, each of 

which is further subdivided:— 

I. 

Homran. 
A. Awldd Gama’i 

I. Ashkar 12. El Ma’indb 
0 
M • El ’Awag J3- Awlad Nilayt 

3* El Bakhit 14. El Nakdrmfn 

4- El Mulkdb 15- El Turkab 

5- El Keramsha 16. El Mashaikha 

6. El Masikh 17- El Ferarin 

7- El Dushdsh 18. El Shibrawm 

8. Awldd Sherayki 19. El Beluh 

9- Awldd abu Sulaymdn 20. El Karko 

10. Awldd Zfddn 21. El Hagu 

11. El Khatrab 22. El Tuk 

El Terayfia1 

1. El Harrdnfa (<?) Awldd Zayd 

(a) Awlad Shdik (/) Ferdgfa 

(b) El Ketdtfl {g) Awldd abu Mukhayra 

(c) El Selfmfa 2. El Zerdzfr (or Awldd Zarzur)2 

(d) El Timu 3- Awldd ’Imayr 

1 Some subsections of the Terayfia trace descent to “’Ali Walad Terayf” and 

some to his brother “Ma’alla Walad Terayf.” E.g. subsections number 8 and 12 

claim descent from the former and numbers 5 and 17 and 18 from the latter. The 

greater number however say that ’Ali and Ma’alla’s elder brother Shaik were their 

ancestors. 

2 Awlad ’Akoi (Dar Hamid) by origin. 
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c. 

4. Awldd ’Abd el Ahad 

5. Um Gurta 

6. El Na’amdnfn 

7- Awldd Abid 

8. Awldd ’Ali 

9. El Sheldlifn 

10. El ’Udusa 

(a) Um Bdrak Herayhfr 

(b) Um Barak Hamma- 

dowfn 

11. El Hiadba 

{a) Awldd Alwdn 

(b) El Shadwdnfa 

(c) Um Tilayg 

(d?) Um Tilayg Haydobi 

12. Awldd Mdga 

13. Awldd Sihayl 

14. El Hilayga 

15. El ’Arada 

16. El Kidil 

El Serayhdt1 

1. El Dekashma 

2. Awldd Musa 

3. Awlad abu Gindia 

4. Awldd abu Sunnud 

5. Awldd abu Ghulman 

6. El Kura’dn 2 

7. Awldd Gimay’a 

8. Awldd Gamd’a 

9. El Balulii'n 

10. El Habaysia 

11. Awldd Ferag 

12. Awlad Bakkari 

13. Awldd el Hurr 

14. Awldd el Sheikh 

15. El Keldh'm 

16. Awldd Ligdm 

17. El Hamdan fa 

18. Awldd ’Awali 

19. El Shibldwifn 

20. El Busdt 

17. Um Doda 

18. Um Wadfd 

19. Awldd Sirayr 

20. El ’Alayka 

21. El Merdzfk (or Awldd 

Marzuk) 

22. El Osmdnifn 

23. El Rahahfl 

24. Awldd Kasim 

25. Awlad Mikayl 

26. Awldd ’Aruk 

27. Awldd ’Afuna 

28. Awldd Sheraffa 

29. Awldd Sherak 

30. Awldd Tutu 

31. Awldd Gamf’ 

32. El Nimrdfa 

33. Awldd Nur 
/ 

34. Um Adam 

35. Awldd abu Gin 

21. Awldd Um Kot 
• 

22. El Merdkfb 

23. El Kadobsi 

24. El Ba’dshfm 

25. Nas el Ahmar 

26. El Gedadfn 

27. El Gabrinfn 

28. El Ramaddni 

29. Awldd Habfla 

30. Um Ismd’fl 

31. Awldd ’Agub 

32. Awldd Rufd’a 

33. Um Kilman 

34. Awldd abu Sin 

35. Awldd Surur 

36. Awldd ’Alwan 

37. Awldd abu Howa 

38. El ’Arid 

39. Um Tidim 

1 For note see page 80. 

'2 Blacks from N. W. of Darfur. See Appendix 4. 
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D. Awldd Murg2 

1. Um Kelayb 

2. Um Barakat 

3. Um Dhidb 

E. El Gamria2 

1. Awlad Malik 

2. El Biday 

3. Awlad abu Timam 

4. Ebay’a 

5. Awlad Hasan 

6. El ’Adlin 

4. Um F&ris 

5. El Nugara 

7. ’Abd el Gibar 

8. Abu Halirna 

9. Awldd Suk 

10. Awlad Mumin 

11. El Kerdfit 

1 The following is given as the genealogy of the Serayh£t:— 
Subuh abu Merkha (said to have been buried at Gebel 

Hamaydan 

Muhammad Ghanim 
I 

Idas 

Arashkol on the White Nile) 

Serayh (ancestor of the Serayhdt) 

Mahmud 

Muhammad ’Aid 
fT 

Sellama 

Mansur (ancestor 
of subsections 

7 and 8) 

1 
Nasir Nusr (ancestor of subsections 11, 12, 16, 17) 

Bugha (ancestor 
of subsections 3, 9, 
10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 

I i9> 23) 
Musa (ancestor of 2 and 5) 

-,-1 
’Abd el Rahfm Rahma 

(ancestor of (ancestor of 
subsections 
4s 22, 24) 

subsection 25) 

Bukr 

Dukshum (ancestor of 1) 

Issayd (the first to settle inland from the river, i.e. near Um Dam. His 
fathers lived on the river) 

Rahma 

Muhammad 

Manofal (died 1830) 

Muhammad (died 1865) 
‘ I 

Rahma (see Chapter 1) 

’Ali ’Abd el Kddir 

For Subuh abu Merkha, see Chapter iv, on the Bedayria. 
2 The Awlad Murg and the Gamria were originally a subtribe of the Serayh£t or 

of the Awlad Gama’i: opinions differ on the point. The Awlad Murg live north of 
Bara on the confines of Dar Hamid. The Gamria are S.E. of the AwUd Murg 
round Baharia. 
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F. El Ghanaymfa1 

1. Awldd Sdlih 

2. Awlad ’Isa 

3. Um Shikil 

G. El Fadaylfa 

1. El Ba’fgab 

2. Awldd Turi 

3. El Fatahdwi 

4. El ’Abi'di'a 

5. El Mahmudi 

6. El Tunuwi 

7. El Bedlawi 

4. El Merdmra 

5. El Magidfa 

6. Awldd Hammayd 

8. El Tibrdwi 

9. El Berdkft 

10. El Magaylisdb 

11. El Halimab 

12. El Azayrikab 

13. El ’Agdki, or, ’Agagik 

El Gimctia. 
A. El Ga’afiria2 

I. Awldd ’Adi 10. El Shikayt 

2. Awldd Um Rahmdn 11. El Shibaylia 

3- El Ndlia 12. El Nukdria 

4* El Botrania 13- El Ridaysdb 

5- El Hawdmda 14. Zurkdb 

6. A wield Kadim !5- Awlad Rahuda 

7- Awldd Zuayd 16. Awldd Merri’i 

8. El Gerdrdb3 17. Awldd Hdshim 

9- El Masikhab4 18. El Danaksi 

1 The Ghanaymia were originally a subtribe of the Fadaylia. It is said that they 

afterwards joined the Terayffa. They are now independent of either. 

2 The Ga’afiria section claim descent from the same Subuh abu Merkha whom 

the Serayhat claim as ancestor; thus:— 

Ga’afir (great-grandson of Subuh abu Merkha) 

Bishr Muftah 

1-i—;-1-1—1-1 r7-1-r”-1 
Hasabulla Hamid Nali ’Adi Zuayd Haysinna Rahuda Hashim Merri’i 
(ancestor (ancestor (an- (ances- (an- (ancestor (ancestor (ancestor (an- 
of sub- of 5) cestor tor of cestor of 19, 20) of 15) of 17) cestor 
sections of 3) 1) of 7) of 16) 

4> 8, 12) 

For the Ga’afiria settlement on the Nile banks from Esna to Assuwan see Burck- 

hardt’s Nubia. The original Arab Ga’afiria appear to have been a subdivision of 

the Beni Hilal (see Lane, Manners and Customs..., Chap, xxi, pp. 397-406). 

Cf. note 3, p. 57. 
ml 

3 The name “Gerarab” is derived from j^ “to drag”:—the ancestor of the 

section found a dead body and dragged it along the ground and buried it. He was 

accused of being the murderer (and probably was). The origin of the name of the 

tribe Beni Gerar is similar. 

4 The Masikhab are called after their ancestor who was “a bully.” He 

was the only boy among a family of girls and used to bully his sisters. 

M. 6 
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19. El Haysinna 22. El Bishr 

20. El Kotdkft1 • • • • 23- Awldd Hdshi 

21. El Muftdh 24. El Hantushi 

El Gemamla 

1. Awldd Matlut (e) Awlad Shdkhi 

(a) Awlad Rahayma (f) El Adhuna 

(b) Awlad Musa 3- El ’Abi 

(^r) Awldd Adam 4- Awldd abu Sharr 

(1d) Awldd Muhammad 5- El Sha’dlibi 

(e) Awldd Timsah 6. Awldd Bishdra 

(/) El Subayh 7- Awldd el Hosh 

(g) Awldd 5Abd el Hamid 8. Awldd Habud 

2. Awldd el Feki el Atrash 9* Awlad Gafun 

{a) Awldd ’Abdulla 10. Awldd Rikdb 

(b) El Gakfmfa 11. Awldd ’Afan 

{c) El Helaywin 12. El Dishayndb 

{d) Awldd el Muluk 

Awldd Bika 

1. El Tuaymdt 3- El ’Anakar 

(a) El Fatdha 4- Awlad Shayn 

((b) Abu Ashay’ 5- El ’Atur 

((c) ’Atftulla 6. Urn Kudi 

(d) Awldd Manna 7- Awldd Masakh 

2. El Ghubayshdb 8. Um Shenab 

The above sections of the Gawama’a with very few excep¬ 

tions probably all belong originally to the same group— 

namely that comprising the Bedayrfa, the Ga’alim and the 

Gima’a, but they are very loosely connected2 * *. Some say the 

Terayffa section of the Homrdn are properly Bedayrfa—some 

that they belong to the Gamu’fa section of the Ga’alim. 

The Serayhdt too are said once to have been Serayhab—i.e. 

Ga’alim from round Metemma. According to their account 

their ancestor Serayh lived fourteen generations ago and was a 

1 So called because they used to squabble like wild cats. 

2 The exceptional degeneracy of the Gawama’a is mentioned by Prout (1876): 

he says “with them no girl has the right to marry until she shall have presented to 

her brother a child as his bondman. The father of this child she chooses when and 

where she will...” (p. 34). This custom is now in disuse, but until a few years ago 

it was said in excuse of a girl who bore a child before marriage “ C-olp ’ 

(lit. “she has helped her uncle ”), and her brother used to take the child. 
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descendant of that same Ibrahim who was “father” of the 

Ga’alii'n; and the division of the Serayhat into subsections 

appears to have been several generations subsequent to him. It 

is also said that the Serayhat all lived on the Nile banks until 

six generations ago. As regards the Ga’afirfa, it is not improb¬ 

able that they are an offshoot of the powerful tribe of that name 

who at the conquest of the Nile banks by the Arabs settled 

between Esna and Assuwdn. 

The Tuaymat section of the Awlad Bi'ka were originally 

Kawahla but it is unknown at what date they joined the 

Gawama’a. 

So soon as the Mahdi proclaimed himself the Gawama’a 

joined him and when, after the fall of El Obeid, he marched to 

Omdurman, it was the Gawama’a who formed the main bulk of 

his force. They remained at Omdurman during the time of the 

Khalifa and lost very heavily in numbers. Their best known 

amirs were Idris Tindia (of the Gima’fa), ’Omar Howar el 

Sheikh (of the Homran), Rahma Muhammad Manofal (of the 

Serayhat), Shami Habbani (of the Awlad Bi'ka), and Hamid el 

Dakhayri (of the Ghanaymi'a). 

They have now returned to their old villages and resumed 

their occupations as cultivators and collectors of gum. In El 

Taiara district and at Um Arba’a the gum forests provide them 

with an unfailing source of wealth. 

Part II. 

The Gima’a, as appears from the genealogical trees of kindred 

tribes, are closely connected with the Gawama’a: the compo¬ 

sition of the two tribes is probably similar, though the Gima’a 

in appearance and way of life shew more traces of Arab blood. 

They may have immigrated rather later than the Gawama’a. 

The Gima’a country lies to the east of that of the Gawama’a 

and near to the White Nile, and is rich in gum forests. They 

have been larger breeders of cattle than the Gawama’a, and their 

dances and their methods of hairdressing have been imitated 

from the true cattle-owning Bakkara. 

In 1876 Prout assessed their numbers at about 25,000. At 

the close of the “Turkia” they were under ’Asakir abu Kalam, 

6—2 
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and when ’Abdullahi, the future Khalifa, and his father moved 

from the west on their way to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca, 

shortly before the rise of the Mahdi, they were guests of the 

great Gima’a sheikh for some months. ’Abdullahi’s father died 

during the visit and was buried by ’Asakir at Sherkayla1. 

During the Dervish days again ’Asakir was their chief “amir” 

for they had joined the Mahdi very early in his career; but when 

in 1885 they were summoned by the Khalifa to Omdurman they 

shewed some reluctance to comply with his orders. Accordingly 

’Asakir was imprisoned and the amir Yunis wad el Dekaym 

was sent to compel them to obedience. 

Most of their wealth, which was in kind, was confiscated and 

some 7000 men of the tribe with their families were forcibly 

transported over the river to Wad el ’Abbas opposite Senn£r, 

leaving Dar el Gima’a deserted, and compelled to submit to the 

Dervish regime2. 

’Asakir abu Kalam was released and reinstated, but some 

six or seven years later he dared to disparage the Khalifa’s 

methods and was again thrown into chains, and exiled to 

Regaf3. 

Since the reoccupation the remnants of the Gima’a have 

gradually filtered back to the west bank of the White Nile. 

The tribe is mainly sedentary, and with the partition of the 

White Nile province from Kordofan early in 1905 came under 

the jurisdiction of the former. 

A small number of them, chiefly of the ’Abaysab section, are 

camel-owning nomads under Kordofdn province, and spend the 

year with the Dar Hamid section of the Kawahla. 

The following sections are represented in Kordofan at 

present:— 

’Abaysdb (Kabuiab and Saylab) El Rowashda 

Mesaddb Huluf 

Ddr ’Awdb Tina 

1 See Slatin, Bk i, Chap. iv. 

2 See Slatin, Bk 2, Chap. xi. 

3 See Slatin, Bk 3, Chap. xvi. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE NORTHERN HILLS 

At the present day the only hills in Northern Kordofan that 

are inhabited are El Haraza, Abu Hadi'd, Um Durrag, Kaga1, 

Katul, Abu Tubr, and El Atshan. The last named is inhabited 

by Zaghdwa, and is mentioned in treating of that tribe. Gebel 

Mfdob to the west lies in Darfur, and is dealt with separately. 

In earlier days many other hills were inhabited, and ruins of 

old stone villages are to be seen as far north as Gebel Nisab 

el Husan, and as far west as Um Badr2; but the gradual 

diminution of the water supply and the retaliatory measures 

taken by the Arabs who suffered from the depredations of these 

thievish communities of hillmen, has caused the abandonment 

of all but the hills specified3. 

In addition it is indicative of the increased security that 

whereas until a few decades ago the villages were invariably 

perched upon the sides of the hills or hidden in the recesses, 

where they could be easily defended, they are now with very 

few exceptions built in the open near the foot of the hills and 

1 Kaga includes Kaga el Surrug on the Darfur frontier, Kaga el Hufra, Kaga 

Soderi, and, according to many, a number of the uninhabited hills lying between 

the places mentioned. 

2 There are said to be ruins on a large scale at Abu Sofian north-west of the 

Wadi el Melik, but I have not seen them. 

3 The KaMbish of the third to the seventh generations from the present are said 

to have exterminated many of the Nuba from the most northernly hills. 

As there are no signs of wells having been dug,—and in fact the hard nature of 

the ground would make it difficult—it is probable that the people of such hills as 

were once populated, but are so no longer, subsisted on rain-water stored in “gulut” 

up in the rocks. 
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among the cultivation. It is uncertain whether at any time 

a single homogeneous race inhabited all these hills. As has 

been mentioned earlier the Anag are almost unanimously said 

to have formed the aboriginal population in these parts. In 

the lack of more data it is hard to say whether there is good 

foundation for the tradition, or whether the name Anag has 

been borrowed from elsewhere and become by habit synonymous 

with aboriginal: or again it is possible either that the whole of 

these hills were inhabited by Anag, or that Anag lived at 

El Haraza, though not in the more westernly hills. It is 

commonly said that the ancestors of the present inhabitants, 

as distinct from the aboriginal Anag, who are extinct, were 

Nuba of the same race as those in Southern Kordofan: the 

term used by the Arabs to designate the people of all these 

hills is always Nuba: and finally, in many cases, and in fact 

more usually than not, a native of El Haraza, Kaga, etc., if 

asked his race will at once say Nuba: (the terms Kagawi and 

Katulawi are also used). The stalwart physique of the southern 

Nuba is noticeably absent in the north however. 

It is probable either that in the old days before the Nuba 

had been driven from the Nile, these hills and their environs 

were conquered by the Nuba from another race, or that they 

were seized by such other race from the Nuba, and in any case 

remained in the hands of the conquerors, who no doubt became 

fused with the conquered, until the Arabs arrived. 

The Arabs then exterminated all whom they could, and 

drove the remainder to take refuge in the larger hills, where 

they have remained until the present, though again and again 

modified in race by alien infusions of blood1. 

To this day there exist, though in less numbers each year, 

“ Kugura ” (sing. “ Kugur ”), i.e. rainmakers, in all the inhabited 

northern hills, with similar functions to those of S. Kordofan. 

1 Prout (1876) speaks of “colonies of negroes” from the south at Kaga, Katul 

and Gebel Kon (in El Taiara district to the east of El Obeid). Ruppell (1829) says 

the inhabitants of El Haraza, Um Durrag, and Abu Hadfd are “a mixture of Nuba 

with Ethiopian or Dongolawi.” Note that Lepsius while holding that the Nubians 

of the Nile valley were originally homogeneous with the Nuba of Southern Kordofan, 

suggests that the name Nuba has incorrectly been extended to the population of all 

those regions which provided negro slaves for the inhabitants of Egypt. 
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At Kdga, Katul, and El Haraza they have very little power and 

only appeal to the most ignorant of the people. At Um Durrag 

and Abu Hadid, however, until a few years ago the “ mek ” who 

was also the rainmaker of the “ gebel ” was deposed at once if 

the harvest was a failure. 

It will be as well to give here an account of what little is 

known of the Anag. 

Before 1286 A.D. we have no historical mention of them, 

though they may have existed for centuries. 

In the year mentioned1 ambassadors bearing a complaint 

against the King of Dongola came to Egypt from “ Ador King 

of the Gates and of the princes of Barah (Bazah), A1 Takeh, 

Kedrou, Denfou, Ary, Befal, Anedj and Kersah2,” and the 

following is an incident in the course of the second expedition 

sent by the Sultan Kalaun against Shemamun King of Dongola 

in 1269 A.D.:—“ les Musulmans trouverent au bord de cette eau 

des hommes qui leur apprirent que le roi Any etoit parti depuis 

deux jours, pour se retirer du cote dAnedj. Ils le poursuivirent 

encore quelques temps et retournerent sur leurs pas, charges de 

butin, apres avoir partout sur leur route massacre les Nubiens.... 

Le roi Any echappa...La disette d’eau empecha les Musulmans 

de l’atteindre. D’ailleurs le pays qu’ils auroient eu a traverser 

6tolt un desert affreux, qui servoit de retraite aux dlephans, aux 

singes, aux sangliers, aux giraffes, et aux autruches....” So rife 

are mentions of the Anag in the hills of Northern Kordofan 

that it is possible that it was there that the folk known as Anag 

dwelt and that Any sought refuge. 

At the same time, on the Nile and east of it Egyptian 

temples and Coptic monasteries, tumuli and wells, are all freely 

ascribed to the Anag,—a fact which merely proves that Anag 

existed in the neighbourhood and that nothing is known about 

them. Mr Crowfoot found families at the Shabluka cataract 

and in the Mesallamfa district on the Blue Nile who were 

1 See Quatremere, Vol. 11, pp. 100, 101. 

2 Some of these places are identified by Mr Crowfoot in a paper read before the 

British Association in August 1907 as follows :—The Gates = Kabushia near the ancient 

Meroe; Barah (Bazah) lies to the east of Kabushia; A1 Takeh = Kassala; Kedrou = 

Kadaru, a little north of Khartoum; Kersah lay between the White and Blue Niles. 
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supposed to be Anag1. He also mentions that learned Arabs 

have told him that the Anag were akin to the Nuba of 

Kordofan. 

Popularly connected in some very vague way with the 

Anag is a race called Abu Kona’an. I am told that in Sennar 

and at Gebel Ginis are a people who call themselves Anag and 

Abu Kona’an indifferently: thus too there are to be found at 

El Haraza, Um Durrag, and Abu Hadid, but not at Kaga nor 

Katul, numerous rings of stone (granite felsite and sandstone) 

and hollow conical ornaments (or implements—no one could 

tell me the use of them2) which have been found on the sites 

of old settlements and hung up as curios or amulets in the huts, 

and which are called “ Haggar Abu Kona’an ” or Anag relics 

indiscriminately. Similar stones have, I believe, been found in 

the “ Island of Meroe.” 

As these stones are not found at Kaga and Katul they are 

presumably the work of a people who settled at El Haraza, 

Abu Hadid, and Um Durrag, but not at Kaga and Katul; and 

this settlement would be prior to the coming of the Bukkera, 

Shabergo, Matara, etc. (of whom more later), because these 

tribes are distributed more or less evenly over all the five hills 

mentioned, and, in addition, know nothing of the origin of the 

stones. The shape and workmanship of these stones, as will be 

seen from the accompanying illustrations, suggest northern and 

Egyptian rather than southern and negroid influences. In fact 

it is not unlikely that they represent somewhat crude attempts 

to imitate, so far as circumstances permitted, the bead ornaments 

that were in fashion among the more civilised people of the 

north until mediaeval times. 

The tale at El Haraza is that the Abu Kona’an lived “in 

the days of the prophets,” i.e. before Islam, and were a rich and 

very godless folk who amassed wealth galore, but a great famine 

1 See Mr Crowfoot’s paper referred to above. In January, 1909, Mr Currie 

hearing tales of the Anag ruling the Gezira till about 1400 A.D. from their capital at 

Goz Bakhit, visited that place and found a large non-Moslem burying ground and 

many remains which are said to be Anag. 

2 Dr Seligmann suggested to me that they might be ceremonial mace heads. One 

native at El Haraza averred that they were used by the aborigines in order to avert 

lightning. 



Plate II 

Felsite. 2 and 4. Soft yellow sandstone. 3. Hard sandstone 

(i?r inches deep, unfinished). 5 and 8. Granite. 6. Dioritic 

gneiss (a stone of like shape in red sandstone, 2^ inches in diameter, 

also found). 7 and 10. Fine grain sandstone. 9. Hard red 

sandstone. 

(.Illustrations two-thirds of actual size.) 
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came upon them, and the price of corn was its weight in gold : 

finally they perished of hunger and became extinct. 

Now there are at El Haraza examples of rock pictures 

belonging to different periods1: firstly, there is at Gebel Shalashi 

highly finished work full of life and movement, representing 

men, horses, giraffes, and hyaenas portrayed in white or red 

pigment: these resemble the “Haggardt Maktubat” of N. Africa. 

Secondly, there is at Gebel Karshul a rough and inartistic form 

of conventional pictography almost exactly corresponding to 

the common “ Libyo-Berber ” rock pictures found over the 

greater part of North Africa and the Tuwarek country2. 

Thirdly, at -Gebel Kurkayla there are pictures of animals very 

roughly chipped on lumps of granite. It is true that rock 

pictures of a similar nature are to be found almost all over 

Africa, but it is more probable that those at El Haraza should 

be connected with a non-Nuba race than with the Nuba. 

Both the Blemmyes (the Beja of the middle ages, and 

probably the Bisharim etc. of the present) and the ancestors 

or precursors of the Berber and Tibbu tribes of the deserts 

roamed the country round El Haraza in past days. The former, 

for instance, in 200 A.D. were settled on both sides of the Nile, 

and were assisted in their raids on Egypt by the Nobatae 

(Nuba) ; and, as regards the latter there can be no doubt that 

the Bayuda desert and Northern Kordofdn, which together 

roughly formed what used to be known as the desert of Gorham 

or Goran, was once the home of roaming tribes probably con¬ 

nected on the one hand with the ancient Garamantes and 

on the other with the Tibbu and Eastern Tuwarek,—part 

descendants of the old nomad Berbers3. 

It is just possible that there may even be a connection 

between the names Gorham (Goran) and Abu Kona’an. It is 

to these old nomads of the desert that I am inclined to attribute 

the rock pictures at El Haraza which are said to be the work 

of Anag or Abu Kona’an. 

1 See article “Rock paintings in KordoHn,” in Vol. xxxix (1909) of the 

Journal of the Royal A nthrop. Institute. 

2 Similar examples are found at Gebel el AHrit close to Gebel um Shirsh in Dar 

Hamar. The Shalashi pictures were seen by Lejean (see Hartmann, Nigritier, p. 41). 

3 See Appendix 4. 
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Whether Anag and Abu Kona’an are identical or not; 

whether either includes the other or not, cannot be said. The 

Anag are said to have come from the north and settled for 

the most part in the now unpopulated country north of the 

Wadi el Melik: they are also said to have been a fair-haired 

race, and it is curious that occasionally there is born at 

El Haraza, but nowhere else that I know of in Kordofan, a 

yellow-haired, pink-skinned child from parents living in the 

mountain. Such children are said by the people themselves 

to be a survival from a fair race of ancestors who came from 

the north and are spoken of as Hur —a name used for the 

Turks not only here but in Asia. These children are generally 

delicate. In 1909 I saw a boy about seven years old and 

another of about 18 months, of this description: both had 

curly flaxen hair and grey-brown eyes. The fathers in each 

case were said to be Doah'b and the mothers “ Nuba.” Whether 

this is merely a case of albinism or whether it is a xanthochrous 

type similar to that still found recurring among the Berbers in 

Morocco and the Atlas, I am quite unable to say1. Evidence 

that the Anag are connected with the old Berber tribes is to be 

found in the theories put forward in Les Origines Berberes, by 

L. Rinn. This author is a strong advocate of linguistic and 

ethnological affinities between both the Turanian stock and also 

the Soudras and Aryans of India on the one hand and the 

Berbers on the other,—and indeed the resemblance between 

Vedic and Berber tribal names is remarkable,—and holds that 

the latter immigrated to Africa from the east. The great god 

or goddess of the Turanians was An (Enn, Enni, Anou) and 

Anou likewise was an ancient Numidian deity whose name 

survives in several mountains in Barbary. Rinn discovers this 

root An in a most surprising number of words—in fact in 

almost every proper name containing an “ n,” e.g. Luna, firjv, 

Diana, Dionysus, Britain, Caledonian, Erin, Aquitain, Hun, 

1 “The Egyptian monuments of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries depict the 

Libyans (Berbers) as pink complexioned, blue eyed, and fair or red haired”.— 

“the occasional fair haired and light or grey eyed families found among these people” 

[Berbers]. These two quotations are both from Dr Brown writing in the Hakluyt 

Society’s edition of Leo Africanus (Bk I, pp. 202 et seq. note), and seem pertinent to 
the question under discussion. 
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Hellene, Aino, Annam, Menes (the Pharaoh) and Canaan1! 

Had Rinn come across the word Anag he would have been 

delighted and undoubtedly added it to his list, and seized upon 

the fact that in the quotation given above from Quatremere 

with the Anag is mentioned Kedrou, and that Kadrou was 

one of the daughters of Brahma and the personification of the 

people of the mountain. 

Another and perhaps more reliable fact in support of the 

connection between the primitive inhabitants of El Haraza and 

the old desert nomads is that there are still traces of matrilinear 

descent being reckoned at El Haraza, Abu Hadfd and Um 

Durrag, as it was among the tribes of the eastern deserts. For 

instance, the present “ mek ” of Abu Hadfd was chosen because 

his mother was the daughter of a previous “ mek ”: she married 

a Zaghdwi, but the son counts his connection with the Zaghawa 

as less than that with the “Nuba” of Abu Hadfd. Again, the 

mother of the “mek” of Um Durrag was daughter of a “mek,” 

but his father was of no rank at all. 

Another ancient people is also spoken of at El Haraza, viz. 

the Henana. This may possibly, though it is by no means 

likely, be a corruption of Hilala and relate to the fabled in¬ 

vasion of Abu Zayd and the Beni Hilal2. Nothing whatever is 

known of the Hendna beyond the fact that they were later than 

the Anag and Abu Kona’an ; and the name is only used in one 

connection, viz. to call the old iron implements (chiefly hoes and 

arrowheads) which are occasionally found “Hadfd Um Henana3.” 

To turn now to later times; what little can be learnt is as 

follows:— 

1 According to Rinn, Galla, Bakkara, Tekali, Darfur, Wadai and Bornu are all 

Berber names ! Certainly the -ag of Anag may well represent the Tuwarek prefix 

meaning “son of.” 2 See Chapter 11. 

3 A superstition prevails now that if the iron implements are allowed to lie on the 

land they will attract the strong north wind and the corn will be overwhelmed by the 

sand: in consequence they have diligently been collected and with due formalities 

stowed away by “fekis” in deep fissures in the rocks: it was here I unearthed a lot 

of them, covered by stones. 

I notice that in El Mas’udi’s Meadows of Gold... (translated Sprenger, 1841), the 

Zang (a name commonly used for all the black races) are said to be under the astro¬ 

nomical influence of Saturn and “to him lead and iron are sacred,” or, probably a 

better translation, “he is the enemy of iron.” May this have any connection with the 

above-mentioned traditions of El Hardza? Cp. Chapter ill, note on p. 67. 
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In the early parts of the eighteenth century a small colony 

of Rikabfa from Mundera near the Blue Nile migrated to 

El Haraza and expelled most of the previous inhabitants; and 

intermarried with the remainder. In the latter part of the same 

century the kinsmen of these immigrants on the river fought 

with the Shafkfa and were badly defeated. Accordingly 70 

or more of them joined their relations at El Haraza. Thus the 

present inhabitants, so far as any hard and fast line can be 

drawn, are a mixture of Rikabfa and the earlier races1. 

The Rikabfa claim to be Husaynfa Ashraf, and therefore 

claim relationship with the Nurab Kababfsh, the Shabwab 

Danagla at El Tawfl and El Bashfri, and the Arab element 

in G. Abu Tubr. 

They are now called “Doalfb” after Muhammad Dolfb one 

of their ancestors, and are a particularly acute and capable clan; 

and it will be remembered that Doalfb were largely employed 

by the Turks after the conquest as tax-collectors. 

The following is a family tree shewing their alleged descent2:— 

’Ali = Fatima (daughter of the Prophet) 

II Imam Husayn 
I ’ 

Zayd el ’Abdfn 
I 

Muhammad Tughi 
I 

Muhammad Naghi 
I 

Muhammad Turki 
I 

Hasan el ’Askari 

’Ali el Ridda 
I 

Muhammad el Baghir 

Ga’afir el Sadik 
I 

Musa el Kathim 
I 

1 It was probably of these immigrants that Browne wrote “the inhabitants of 

El Haraza are idolaters of mixed complexion, but most of them of a reddish hue.” 

He twice mentions that the people of El Haraza (and Abu Hadfd) were neither 

Arabs nor Muhammadans. (See Browne, App. 6, p. 566.) 

2 As my informant considered himself the 35th in descent from ’Ali the son-in- 

law of the Prophet, there are several generations left out in the pedigree. 
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Zamil 

I 
Makbul 

’Aid 

Ghulamulla1 

I—1-1 

Rikab2 (Rikabfa) Rabdt2 

I-1-1—1-1-1 I 
’Abdulla ’Abd el Nebi Habib ’Agfb Zayd el Fend Salim 

r-1-! H-i* 
Hag Hag Mashir Shakara 

: i i i i i ] 
• Ruzayn Dah- Muham- ’Abd el Hadhlul Misbah 

Hammad Muhammad mash mad ’On Razak 
• • • 

i . i 
’Arabi Hammad 

I * I 
Turki Mahmud3= Hamra 

I 
Muhammad Kurdi 

I 
Muhammad Dolfb Nesi 

I, 
Idris 

I 
Muhammad Dolfb 

! 
Muhammad 

' i 
Sughayerun 

I 
Idris 

I 
Muhammad Dolfb 

Yasfn4 * Idris Wad Abo6 

Muhammad 
Muhammad el Khalifa 
*I 

’Abd el Hadi6 

r T 
Gazuli ’Abd el Rahman7 El fiki Dardfri8 Dolfb 

I 
Ibrahim9 

Sirkati 

, i 
Nf’ama10 

1 Author of the first part of the “Dongola nisba.” He is said to have been the 

first of his family to come from Arabia to Africa. 

2 The various sons and grandsons of Rikab and Rabat according to the “Dongola 

nisba ” were ancestors of the following people: 

Hag ancestor of the Doalfb. 

Hag (or Hagag) ,, ,, El Ashfbab in Dongola. 

,, some Kawahla at Tekali. 

,, the El Hadahfd on the river. 

,, ,, El Ginana ,, ,, 
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These Doali'b at El Haraza are at present easily distinguish¬ 

able from the rest of the population by their sallow complexions, 

but they are intermarrying to such an extent that the same may 

not be true a few generations hence. 

Of the tribes into which the people of El Hardza divide 

themselves an account will be given later; but before leaving 

El Haraza some account of its natural features may be given. 

The range known generally by this name measures in all about 

by 13 miles as the crow flies, and is by the natives them¬ 

selves commonly divided into two parts, of which the western 

is called Kailum and the eastern El Hardza, the most easternly 

part of the latter again being differentiated under the name of 

Kobd. Again, each of the scores of peaks comprised in the 

Mashir 

Shakara 

Habib 

’Agib 

Zayd el Ferid 

Ruzayn 

Dahmash 

Muhammad ’On 

’Abd el Razak 

Hadhlul 

Misbah 

yy 

y y y y 

yy 

yy 

Hag (or Hagag) ancestor of the El Simriab on the river. 

some families incorporated with the Shaikia. 

the El Sadikab on the river. 

El ’Abidab 

El Nurab (Kababish). 

El Sababia in Dongola. 

El Halimab ,, ,, 

El Shabwab at Khor Tawil and El Bashiri in 

Kordofan. 

El Akazab in Dongola. 

El Tamarab ,, ,, 

Awlad Habib Nesi. 

Bederia Dahmashia in Dongola and Kordofan. 

Awlad el fiki ’Ali Manofal in Dongola. 

Awlad Gabir in Dongola. 

El Kenania ,, ,, 

Awlad el Sheikh Hasan Belli in Dongola. 

Awlad Da’iid at G. abu Tubr in Kordofan. 

Awlad Mahmud at G. el Haraza. 

Awlad walad Da’ud with the Kababish. 

3 This Mahmud was the leader of the first Rikabia immigrants from Mundera 

near the Blue Nile. He married Hamra of the Shabergo section at El Haraza. His 
grandson was the contemporary of Wad Abo. 

4 The “Sheikh Mashaikh” and “muowin” mentioned in Chapter 1. 

5 Wad Abo was the leader of the second Rikabia (Doalib) immigration. 

6 Pallme met ’Abd el Hadi and says he had 24 children living at the time (1838). 

His people were employed in thieving and hunting giraffe (see Pallme, pp. 96 and 
240). 

7 The present “’omda” of Bara (1910). 

8 One of the heads of the Tigania “tanka” in the Sudan and a very holy man. 

9 Present “’omda” of El Haraza (1910). 

10 Present “nazir ” of Kaga and Katfil. 
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“ Old iron-workings on G. el Haraza.” 
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whole has its own particular denomination. The nomenclature 

of the “ gebels ” is generally non-Arabic, and the proportion 

of foreign to Arabic names probably roughly represents the 

relative proportion of non-Arab and Arab blood in their 

inhabitants. Good examples of the former are Atki, Ang-al, 

Kaludi, Karshul, Turelli, Fandung, Kuriddi, Kurkayla, Tutu, 

Artozik, Arangog, Kaysay, and Tugungandu. Old ironworks 

are still to be seen. It is not known if these date back to 

the Kura’an (see App. 4), or the Tungur (see p. 60), or 

only to the Kungara. Some are at Arangog on the south of 

El Haraza; others at Kaysay: the former are at the foot of 

the mountain in an inlet, the latter are some 400 feet above the 

plain and the old stone village, in a high pass in Jebel Kaysay. 

The backwalls (which are of fine burnt brick and two feet high) 

are arranged in tiers like the seats of a circus, each higher up 

the slope than the other, and in the form of a shallow semi¬ 

circle. This backwall is in each case about 20 yards from point 

to point, and consists of four or five smaller consecutive concave 

divisions, each of which was presumably used by a different 

person. The refuse was thrown on to the top of the backwalls. 

The ground is strewn with cylinders of very hard burnt clay, 

one end of which obviously rested among the molten iron, 

and to the other the bellows were presumably applied. These 

cylinders lay horizontally side by side on a low brick rest built 

with a series of hollows on its upper surface, into which the 

cylinders fit. There are similar ironworks at Kobe at the east 

end of El Haraza: the village beneath them in no way differs 

from half a score of others which are dotted about the range. 

It is situated as usual in a deep narrow ravine in the hills and 

built of loose boulders; a khor flows through it, and the entrance 

to the ravine was defended by a rampart (single, double, or 

treble) of piled stones. Until the last few years the people still 

resided on these old sites, and built huts of stone mortared with 

mud. They have now ventured out into the open and build 

straw huts. 

The water-supply of the mountains is very varied. Firstly 

and best there are two very fine “sawani’ ” wells of 100 feet cut 

through the rock stratum by the Doalib to the N.W. of the 
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“gebel.” Secondly, there is one ordinary well of 20 or 30 

feet dug yearly near the foot of Gebel Gozi down to the rock 

stratum (which elsewhere prevents the opening of wells except 

after great trouble). Thirdly, there are two springs, one called 

Shegmal, on the south of Kailum, and the other Shungul, on 

the north side of G. Sighi. These two springs are in the nature 

of “gulut,” i.e. they are large holes of 6 feet to 10 feet deep in 

among the rocks at the foot of the “ gebels.” The herds water 

at them daily, and they are said to refill themselves at any time 

of the year within one day. 

Fourthly, there is “ Khashim el Leban,” a wonderful great 

well in G. Kobe, which some former people cut through 

rock stratum for over 100 feet. It lies in a funnel surrounded by 

high rocky hills, and the usual approach to it is by jumping 

from rock to rock for half a mile. The water when I saw it 

was only 40 feet down, but later in the year the drift is cleared 

out of it down to 90 feet. Even so the bottom is not reached, 

there being no need for this since some 15 feet down a side of 

the well seems to have fallen in and formed a great chamber 

with a wall of rocks and stones. 

Fifthly, there is Belbelday in G. Kobe—a shallow “ tumut ” 

of about 10 feet in a “khor” fed by the rocks all round it: but 

this supply sometimes fails in summer if the flocks have watered 

much from it. Sixthly, there are numerous waterholes or “kulut” 

up in the rocks all over the “ gebels ” and dependent on the rain 

for their water, and not lasting over the summer months. The 

largest of these is called Koi, and is a great hole at the top of 

Gebel Kailum. 

The system adopted for watering the flocks from one of 

the last mentioned “kulut,” viz. El Tuba, is most extraordinary. 

The water is some 150 feet up in the mountain, in a hole on 

the top of a precipitous mass of rock which rises at an angle of 

about 80 degrees. A man climbs up this sheer face of rock, 

draws the water, and then pours it like a waterfall over the 

edge. So much of the water as is not wasted forms a small 

pool in the earth at the foot of the precipice, and is there drunk 

by the goats. In the dryest part of the year this method is 

discontinued as slightly wasteful. 
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Now whereas the foreign elements at El Haraza, and 

probably (though in a less degree) at Um Durrag and Abu 

Hack'd, came from the north and east, it was from the west that 

many of the immigrants to Kdga and Katul arrived. From 

their position near the Darfur border it was only natural that 

the black races of Darfur should spread to them. 

However, the names of the various clans in all these hills are 

alike: some of them may represent names of old races; some 

of tribal divisions, either original and authentic, or formed by 

imitation of the surrounding peoples. They are as follows :— 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
io 

11. 

12. 

13- 

14. 

>> 

Matara, chiefly at El Haraza. 
Dugaga 
Udungfa 
Derham 
Beringirri 
Dugaros 
Kerrak 
Asadab 

„ „ (closely related to the Bukkera). 
„ Abu Hadfd. 

>» 

Beni Hilal „ 

„ „ (the ruling family). 
„ Um Durrag and Katul. 
„ Katul. 

Shabergo, now chiefly at Kaga and Katul: there are also some at 
Abu Hadfd and Um Durrag. These people are said to have 
come from the river, before the advent of the Doalfb, under 
one Salah. It is said there are still some of them at Wad 
Medini on the Blue Nile. Salah found the Bukkera at El 
Haraza and fought with them: eventually he married one of 
their women and his people spread westwards. It will be 
remembered that when the Doalfb immigrated their leader 
married a Shabergo woman in similar manner, and no doubt 
for the same political reasons. There are now a number of 
them in Darfur1. 

Serar Bukker (i.e. “the cattle aristocracy”) or Bukkera. Chiefly 
at Kaga and Um Durrag. 

Ser&r Far (i.e. “the rat aristocracy”). Chiefly at Kdga and Katul. 
Their subdivisions are: Um Dow; Um Gu’; Serar Ghorab 
(i.e. “the crow aristocracy”); Abu Khayrfn; Abu ’Umrfa. 
They are said to be a remnant of the Bedayrfa who were with 
Balul at Kab Balul and after his defeat by H&shim2 to have 
fled to Kaga and settled there. Their camel brand (i.e. the 
“usbu’a”) is similar to that of the Bedayrfa. 

Serar Ghanam (i.e. “the sheep aristocracy”). Chiefly at Kaga. 
Serar Khashab (i.e. “the wood aristocracy”). }j >> 

1 They are said to be connected with the Towal section of Kabdbfsh. Their 
camel brands are similar. 

2 See Chapter IV, on the Bedayrfa, etc. 

M. 7 
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15. Serar Khayl (i.e. “the horse aristocracy”). Chiefly at Kaga. 

16. Berangdl. Chiefly at K&ga. They are of Bedayrfa origin. 

There appear to have been numerous settlements of aliens 

at Kaga and Katul. Kungara, Birged, and Kerobat1 from 

Darfur or west of it, and Bedayrfa from Central Kordofan have 

all settled there and intermarried at different times. The last 

named came about the middle of the eighteenth century, and 

shortly afterwards Hashim el Musaba’awi attacked Katul, cut 

off its supplies, killed a large proportion of its people, and sold 

many more into slavery. It was Hashim too who after killing 

Balul went to Kaga and there opened a number of wells 

through the rock at Soderi, a feat said to have not previously 

been effected. He is also said to have cut wells through the 

rock at Foga, Mazrub, Katul (bfr Tinnf), Kugum (by G. abu 

Fas el Mufettih) and El Magaynis2. 

A curious custom found at Kaga is worthy of notice: this 

custom is non-Arab, but it cannot be said to what element in 

the population it is more especially ascribable:— 

At the time of the threshing of the corn the general desire 

is for sufficient wind to blow away the chaff from the grain, and 

it is customary to raise a wind in the following manner:—One 

of a pair of twins, whether male or female, takes a stick and 

with it rummages in the holes of the field mice, the idea 

apparently being that the prevalent sand-charged wind has its 

home therein, and may be annoyed or released into activity. 

After doing this the twin proceeds to the village dustheap, and 

beats upon it with a stick until there is a plentiful supply of 

powdered ash, etc., and then casts up handfuls of it into the 

air—as a lure to the wind to come and whirl it away. A second 

plan is also adopted for the same purpose of raising a wind. A 

live hen is ducked into water and then released : its frantic 

1 A Darfur race: they only settled temporarily. They are mentioned by Barth 

(Vol. hi, p. 543) among the Arabs of Wadai. 

2 Hamid Gabr el Dar lineal descendant of Hashim, living in El Obeid, actually 

sold his well, thus inherited, to the Nuba of Kaga in 1908. 

The wells at the places mentioned were certainly cut through rock: the present 

generation until 19 n were too lazy to do more than open wells in softer ground or 

else find and reopen the site of old “sawani”’ (sing, “sani’a,” i.e. a well cut through 

rock). In 1911 a new sani’a was dug at Mazrub. El Magaynis is now waterless. 
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u Girls from Katul at ’Id el Asoda, 1911.” 
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shakings with a view to drying its feathers are considered likely 

to induce a wind to blow. 

In the Turkish days El Haraza, Um Durrag, and Abu Hadfd 

were all under the Dolabi ’Abd el Hadi, but Kaga and Katul 

were not. It is said that the yearly tribute of Katul was £260. 

The first “nazir” or “’omda” of Kaga of whom there is 

record was Ahmad Surur. In his day El Dow was “ ’omda ” of 

Katul, but when El Dow died Katul was placed under Ahmad 

Surur. It soon became independent, however, and since 1841— 

i.e. for 70 years—has been under Tamar Agha, the nephew of 

El Dow, and said to be son of a Turkish official who visited 

Katul1. 

Ahmad Surur was succeeded at Kaga by Salim wad el Kir, 

who was followed in succession by El Safi Sigayr and El Safi 

abu Gambil. The last named was in power at the outbreak of 

the “ Mahdi'a.” 

Ibrahim Doh'b, descendant of ’Abd el Hadi, was left as 

“’omda” of El Haraza at the reoccupation: his brother Yasin 

was at the same time made “ ’omda ” over the “ meks ” of 

Abu Hadi'd and Um Durrag; and Ni’ama Sirkati, another 

descendant of ’Abd el Hadi, was sent in a similar capacity to 

Kaga (excluding Surrug) and Katul. Ibrahim Karrad, a rascally 

and cunning dwarf, was made “ ’omda ” of Kaga el Surrug. 

At present Ibrahim Dolib and Ni’ama Sirkati still hold 

their respective positions, Yasin Dolib was deposed and his 

“ gebels ” are under the control of their own “ meks,” and 

Ibrahim Karrad has been succeeded by a less dishonest 

Kagdwi. 

The natural features of Kaga and Katul are as follows:— 

The rain-water from the hills at Kaga, which are only some 

200 feet in height, drains into the “ Wadi ” of Soderi which 

runs along their southern face. In this “Wadi” the water 

usually lasts in pools until about January, and is much used 

by the Arabs on their way back from the north-west grazing 

grounds to Central Kordofan. The Kababish also use Soderi 

1 Tamar Agha remained at Katul till 1885, then spent seven or eight years as a 
Dervish in Darfur. He was wounded at the battle of the Atbara with Mahmud, and 
at the reoccupation was reinstated at Katiil. 

7—2 
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wells in the dry weather. The ground rights belong exclu¬ 

sively to Kdga1. 

When the rain-water dries up, the old wells are reopened at 

depths curiously varying according to the uneven level of the 

hardest rock stratum beneath. 

Until 1910 there were no other wells at Kaga, but in that 

year the Kababi'sh found water at El Gibayldt on the north 

side of it at a depth of only 40 feet. They opened between 

IOO and 200 wells, which lasted them from the beginning of the 

year until the rains of July. 

In addition to the well supply there are many natural tanks 

slightly adapted in past ages by human agency, and known as 

“ kulut ” (sing, kelti) in fissures up in the hills. These are filled 

by the rains and hold a great deal of water. 

Katul, about 23 miles E.S.E. of Kaga, is a rather higher 

and much more solid “gebel.” It is provided with “kulut” in 

the same way as Kaga, but most of the flocks water at Girgil, 

Tefallung, ’Id el Asoda, and Bfr Tinnf, all close to the mountain; 

while others are sent farther afield to El Gemama, Um Nawi, 

and Soderi. The area that has been dug for wells at all these 

places except the last two belongs exclusively to Katul. 

Kaga el Hufra, a range of low hills, with a high drift of 

sand on its west side, is so called from a large depression in the 

plain to the east of the hills. This depression fills after heavy 

rain and provides water for the neighbours and for nomad 

Arabs coming south-eastwards, until about the end of the year. 

If the rains are not very heavy El Hufra is dry by the end of 

October, and the people have to fetch their water from Soderi 

or Abu Agaga2. Occasionally a deep well or two yields water 

for a short time after the standing water has dried up. 

Kaga el Surrug lies farther west, on the present Darfur 

boundary. Its water during the dry season is almost entirely 

1 By local custom the Arabs have free rights of watering so long as the rain-water 

stands, but so soon as the mouths of the old wells appear they leave the place to its 

owners, or pay for such water as they take. Exceptions are only made when circum¬ 

stances of great amity prevail. 

2 The name Abu Agaga comprises the site so marked on the maps and all the 

country up to G. Bakalai. Wells are sometimes dug at Abu Ag3ga proper, some¬ 

times at El Shwayb near G. Bakalai, but they never last long. 
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from “kulut” in the rocks, but wells are occasionally opened 

at El Kashta to the north. 

Um Durrag and Abu Hadfd lie between El Haraza and 

Katul. Between them they have a scanty water supply from 

’Id el feki and some “ kulut ” in the rocks. 

The names of some of the peaks at these hills are curious, 

e.g. Kuburkunkur, Sfkf, Si, Tegmalidid, Kilman, Selingawar, 

Dasi, Karshennad, Maynanni, and Sillig. Close to the S.E. 

of Um Durrag and the N.E. of Abu Hadfd is a large and 

rich salt pan known as El May’a. 

Abu Tubr is a pair of small hills covered with boulders, 

lying to the S.E. of El Haraza and overlooking the open 

country which lies to its south. 

The Nuba of Abu Tubr contain some elements of the same 

Dongolawi blood as is found at El Haraza, but are a dark and 

evil-featured people, with characters to match. Until lately 

Abu Tubr was no more than a nest of brigands. 

The non-Nuba element there is connected with the Magfdfa. 



CHAPTER VII 

GEBEL MIDOB1 

The “gebel” of Mfdob lies almost due west of Omdurman 

and covers about 27 miles east and west and 37 miles north and 

south, according to the French service maps1. Round about it 

are scattered a considerable number of villages of which the 

inhabitants cultivate crops of “ dukhn ” in its season, and for the 

rest of the year tend their herds of sheep, which are very con¬ 

siderable. The depression on the west side of the “ gebel ” and 

known as El Malha contains valuable deposits of “ natrun ” 

(rock-salt) lying one or two feet below the surface of the water: 

it is said to be about half a mile or more square. 

The nearest neighbours of the people of Mfdob are,—on the 

east the nomad Kababfsh Arabs, on the north the Zaghawa, and 

on the west and south the Berti of Darfur. The “ gebel ” and its 

various watering places have for the most part both an Arabic 

name and a native name; e.g. the native name for “ gebel ” 

Mfdob itself is “Tiddi or,” a Mfdobi is “Tiddi,” the watering 

place known to the Arabs as El Serayf (“Zerrif” on the French 

maps) is “Kundul” to the Mfdobis. 

The subdivisions into which the people of Mfdob divide 

themselves are as follows :— 

K&geddi Turkeddi 

Urrti Usutti 

Torrti Ordarti 

1 The writer has not visited Gebel Mfdob. It lies in the territories subject to the 

Sultan of Darfur. The information given was obtained from Mfdobis who came to 

Kordofdn to trade in sheep or work for hire and who understood Arabic sufficiently 

well to render conversation easy. 
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They speak of themselves as an ancient colony of Mahass 

and Danagla from the Nile, but have no idea at what date their 

migration westwards occurred. 

They say that some of them who have visited the river have 

found that the language of Mi'dob greatly resembled the dialect 

of the Mahass or the Danagla, and give as an example the 

word “ Kosi ” meaning a wooden bowl (for eating from) both in 

the tongue of Mi'dob and of the old inhabitants of Dongola. 

The names of a number of the peaks in gebels El Haraza, 

Um Durrag and Abu Hadi'd closely resemble Mfdobi words, 

and it is undoubted that immigrants of cognate race to the 

ancient inhabitants of the country round Dongola have settled 

in the three hills mentioned, as they are alleged to have done at 

Mi'dob. 

The common prefixes Ka, Kur, Kar, found in the names of 

several of the peaks in El Haraza and Um Durrag—e.g. Karshul, 

Kuriddi, Kurkayla, Kaludi, Karshennad—may correspond to the 

Mfdobi word “Karr” meaning a village. 

On the other hand the word “Tiddi” at once suggests the 

Teda (or Tibbu) who to a large extent include the Zaghawa; 

the Zaghawa language appears to resemble that of Mi'dob1; the 

Zaghdwa are close neighbours of Mi'dob; and there is no doubt 

that the nomad Tibbu used to roam the country including 

Northern Kordofan and the Bayuda desert, and known in the 

middle ages as the desert of Gorham or Goran2. These Tibbu 

are themselves of partly Berber stock, as are many of the in¬ 

habitants of Dongola and Mahass, and herein perhaps may be 

found the source of the alleged migration of Danagla and 

Mahass to Gebel Mi'dob. 

The Mfdobis themselves disclaim all relationship with the 

Zaghawa and say they do not understand their language. It 

is quite possible they are in some way connected with the 

mysterious Anag3 who are fabled to have inhabited Northern 

Kordofan. 

1 A number of notes on the language of the Zaghawa of Darfur and the people of 

Midob were sent by me to the Royal Anthropological Journal for publication and will 

probably appear about the end of 1912. 

2 See Appendix 4. 

3 See Chapter vi. 
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At present, in addition to the village headmen they have a 

supreme “mek” or “nazir” (Arabic) over them. Their tribal 

customs shew traces in certain points of an old system of matri- 

linear succession such as was in vogue among the ancient nomad 

tribes on either side of the Nile (e.g. the Beja) thus :—It is said 

that if a “ mek ” dies, the succession passes not to his sons but to 

his sister’s son, or, in default, to his maternal aunt’s son; and 

again if A murders B, B’s relatives take vengeance in the first 

instance upon A; but, failing him, upon his sister’s son or his 

maternal aunt’s son. On the other hand, in the case of in¬ 

heritance the sons are given two shares to the daughter’s one. 

I have heard Arabs say that they can remember a time when 

Mfdob was under a female ruler. 

Before any enterprise is undertaken a soothsayer is consulted 

for omens. This soothsayer is always a woman and is called 

“ todi.” She takes seven cowries and throws them down together 

at random on the ground : from the position in which they lie 

relatively to one another the “ todi ” deduces good or bad luck 

for the venture in hand. 

Note. Having regard to the possible connection of the people of 
G. Mfdob with the tribes to the west of them, it is worth remarking that 

Maydobi (or Mfdobi) is a common place-name in Hausaland and Bornu ; 

and that, similarly, all over the western Sahara “Gar” is a common prefix 

denoting a mountain or village, and so may be connected with the prefix 

Kar (etc.) mentioned on p. 103. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE ZAGHAWA1 

It is undisputed that the Zaghawa are closely connected 

with the Tibbu (or Teda) family, but discussion has at times 

arisen as to whether these Tibbu are of a negro or Hamitic 

descent. 

As regards the Zaghawa at any rate examination of some of 

the allusions to them by writers of various ages help to prove 

that they contain large numbers of both negroes and Hamites, 

as Professor Keane holds. Professor Keane in his article in the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica2 in speaking of the Hamitic and Semitic 

stocks as superimposed on a negro race in the Sudan, classifies 

as Hamitic the Fulah3, the Tibbu, and the Berbers, but allows 

that the Hamitic peoples have more readily mixed with the 

negro than have the Semitic peoples. He rejects Mullers 

assumption that the Tibbu are negroes, but, as regards the 

Zaghawa, calls them and the Ennedi a mixture of Tibbu and 

negro. Cust, however, while admitting the affinity of the 

Zaghawa to the Tibbu (“Teda”) classes the Tibbu with the 

negro on linguistic grounds4. 

That the Zaghawa actually are a blend of Hamitic Tibbu, 

and negroes, seems to be borne out by the allusions to them in 

the pages of the old Arabic writers, but it will also appear, 

I think, that they contain other elements as well, and that the 

term Zaghawa was often used to include a large number of 

the tribes of north-central Africa: it will also be seen that 

“ Zaghawa ” is derived from the town or principality of Zaghai, 

2 See Article “Sudan.” 

4 See Cust, Vol. I, p. 253. 
1 See p. 103, note 1. 

3 I.e. Fellata. 
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the name being also used for the people inhabiting Zaghdi; and 

that this term Zaghai was of very wide and indefinite use. 

One of the first mentions of the Zaghawa is to be found in 

the geography of Idrfsi, written in 1154: he says :—“ the two 

most important residences of the Zaghawa are Sakwa and 

Shama. There is there a nomad tribe called Sodraya who 

pass as Berbers1.” These Sodraya, he says, resemble the 

Zaghawa in their habits and customs, identify themselves with 

them racially, and are commercially dependent upon them. 

He also mentions a mountain called Lukiyya in the Zaghawa 

country, and lays peculiar stress upon the fact that the Zaghawa 

do not eat serpents. Witness is borne to this connection of the 

Zaghawa with the Berbers by Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406) who, 

in speaking of the Tuwarek (“ mulethamfn ”—“ veiled ones ”) says 

they are a section of the Sanhaga Berbers, who include the 

kindred tribes of Lamtuna, Zaghawa, and Lamta, and have 

frequented the tracts separating the country of the Berbers from 

that of the blacks since a time long previous to Islam2. 

Sultan Bello (c. 1816) says “adjoining to it (i.e. the country 

of the Most) on the north side the province of Sanghee 

lies. Its inhabitants are remnants of the Sonhaga (Sanhaga), 

wandering Arabs and the Felateen3,” and Cooley holds that the 

situation and features of “ Sanghee ” as described by Bello are 

sufficient to identify it with the Zaghdi of Ibn Khaldun4. 

So much for the Berber affinities of the Zaghdwa. Now 

Mas’udi includes the Zaghawa among the descendants of Cush 

the son of Canaan and among the tribes whom he vaguely 

designates “ Habsha ” He says that after the deluge the 

Zaghawa and the Demddem went westwards, separating from 

their kinsfolk the Nuba, Beja, and Zang5. 

1 See Jaubert’s translation. 

2 See Ibn Khaldun, Bk 11, p. 64. The Almoravides who conquered part of 

N. Africa and Spain were chiefly Lamtuna Berbers, though they were assisted by 

many Arabs. Various Arab writers declare the Sanhaga were originally Himyarite 

Arabs from Yemen. Ibn Khaldun (Bk II, p. 105) quoting Ibn Sa’fd speaks of the 

Zaghawa as Muhammadans and including a section called “Tadjua” (Dagu?). 

3 See Denham, Clapperton and Oudney. Sultan Bello succeeded his father 

’Othman Dan Fodio, the founder of the Fellata dynasty, in 1816. See also Davis. 

4 See Cooley, pp. 97 et seq. 

5 For note see next page. 
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Makrizi too, or Ibn Sa’fd from whom he copies, says that 

all nations between Abyssinia (to the south), Nubia (to the 

east), Barka (to the north), and Takrur (to the west), are 

called “ Zaghai1.” Takrur itself, roughly about 1040, was the 

first principality to be converted to Islam, and it was apparently 

known as Zagha (a word presumably connected with Zaghai) 

to Ibn Batuta, since his description of the place and its con¬ 

version to Islam could only apply to Zaghai2. This supposition 

is confirmed by the statement of Ibn Khaldun, who heard in 

Egypt from the Mufti of Ghana that his people used the name 

Takrur to designate the Zaghai3. 

Leo Africanus also states that the “ Sungai ” (i.e. Zaghai) 

language was used in five states4. 

In still later days Muhammad Masfni, the follower of Sultan 

Bello, speaks of a tribe of “ Sokai,” dwelling under the rule of 

a king on the mountains near the western source of the Niger 

above Timbuctu, and also in the desert among the Tuwarek 

between Kagho and Sokkatu. Muhammad Masfni’s “ Sokai,” 

it can hardly be doubted, is, as Cooley says, the same as Zaghdi, 

when one calls to mind the previously mentioned connection 

between the Tuwarek and the Zaghawa and the similarity of the 

names Sokai and Zaghai. 

5 See Mas’udi, Vol. ill, p. 1, where the following occurs:— 

^3 jLo L5“* “As <3WJ 

Jijji 1 

1 See Hamaker, p. 209. Ibn Sa’fd’s date is 1214-1286 A.n., Makrizi fl. c. 1400. 

2 See Cooley, pp. 97 et seq. The various negro kingdoms were converted at dates 

which different accounts fix at various times. See Leo Africanus (Pory) in which 

208 A.H. is given as the date when “all the Kingdomes of the negros adioyning 

vnto Libya received the Mahumetan law” (Vol. 1, p. 163). 

Barth (Vol. iv, pp. 407 et seq.) writing subsequently to Cooley and after discover¬ 

ing Ahmad Bdba’s history of Songhay deduces from the latter that Tilutan the 

Lamtuna chief adopted Islam and converted the negroes about 837 A.D.; and 

that Za-Kasf early in the eleventh century was the first Muhammadan king of 

Songhay. 

Ibn Batuta’s date was 1302-1377. See Vol. iv, p. 441. 

3 Bk 11, pp. 105 et seq. 

4 See Cooley, pp. 97 et seq. 
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In view of the above and the racial complexity of the various 

peoples whose offshoots seem after further fusion to have been 

known as Zaghawa, it seems vain to dogmatize on the subject 

of the original race to which the Zaghawa belong, and one can 

only regard them as a blend of negro and Hamite taking both 

words in as broad a meaning as may be admissible. 

Whether Barth is correct in identifying those ancient Gara- 

mantes who used to hunt the Troglodytes of Egypt in chariots, 

as Herodotus describes, with the Tibbu who used to reside in 

Fezzan till they were forced southwards, or whether Mr E. T. 

Hamy is more correct in identifying the Tibbu with the Troglo¬ 

dytes, rather than with their oppressors, there is cause to suppose 

that some at least of the ancestors of the Zaghawa have inhabited 

the country where they are at present for thousands of years, and 

equal cause to assume that they have suffered very great racial 

modifications and admixtures during that time1. 

To come to more recent days:— 

According to both Makrfzi and Abu el Fida, in the latter 

half of the fourteenth century the Zaghawa were subjugated by 

the great tribe of Bulala (who were themselves probably related 

to the Tibbu), and earlier in the same century, according to 

Barth, Mansa Musa the king of Melle had subjugated Zagha, 

Songhay, and other neighbouring states2. From then onwards 

there is little known of their history, and it may be assumed to 

be much the same record of “ blood and thunder ” as that of 

their neighbours. 

About the end of the eighteenth century they emerge as 

a vassal state in Northern Darfur under practically independent 

rulers3, and we also hear of some of them as trading with caravans 

from their station at Bfr el Melh4. During the following century 

1 See Cust, Vol. I, p. 253. The reference to Barth is Bk iv, pp. 168 et seq. 

Muller in his edition of Claudius Ptolemaeus (Bk iv, p. 743) identifies the Gara- 

mantes with the Tibbu (“Teda”). For the opposite view see L'Anthropologies 

Vol. II (1891), in which Hamy speaks of Nachtigal’s having found in Tibesti the 

caves of the “Toubous, descendants directs des Ethiopiens Troglodytes, qu’Herodote 

representait comme les victimes des Garamantes.” 

2 See Barth, Vol. m, Ch. 51, p. 428; and Vol. iv, pp. 407 et seq. 

3 See El Tunfsi. 

4 See Browne, p. 205. On p. 566 (Appendix vi) Browne speaks of “Zerawy” 

(between G. abu Hadid and Shershar) as being reported to be neither Arabs nor 
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they are mentioned as being rich in flocks and living quietly 

in N. Wadai and N. Darfur1, while others were probably 

pursuing the more congenial occupation of alternately pillaging 

and guiding trading caravans between Fezzan and Bornu2. 

It was probably early in the eighteenth century that a party 

of Zaghawa first immigrated to the hills that lie close to the 

north of Kagmar in Kordofan, and settled there. According 

to their own account their leader was El feki ’Obayd the son 

of one of the smaller Zaghawa “ meks ” of Darfur, and the cause 

of their migration was a family quarrel; but the Dar Hamid tribes 

say that one of the Sultans of Darfur sent a body of Zaghawa 

and Kura’an to assist ’Abd el Hamayd, the sheikh of the Awlad 

’Akoi, who was acting in place of Kirialo the Mermeri chieftain 

of Dar Hamid and the temporary holder of the tribal “ nahass,” 

in the work of collecting his tribe and bringing them to Tendelti 

(El Fasher): they say that ’Abd el Hamayd after leading these 

Zaghawa and Kura’an into Kordofan, won them over to his 

cause by bribery and force combined, and never having had 

any intention of returning to Darfur, he settled the Zaghawa 

round Kagmar, enslaved the Kura’dn, and himself went to 

Sennar. 

It is possible that there were two distinct immigrations. The 

Zaghawa say that on their arrival in Kordofan they found the 

Magi'di'a in occupation of the Kagmar hills, and drove them 

eastwards to Shekayk. As the present generation is said to 

be the seventh in descent from El feki ’Obayd, we may count 

this as having occurred about 1700 A.D. 

At some later time in the same century, or the beginning of 

the next, when the Zaghawa had increased in numbers and 

power, they quarrelled with the Awlad ’Akoi about the watering 

rights at Kagmar, which had originally been possessed by the 

latter. The Zaghawa say that the Awlad ’Akoi demanded 

tribute, which was refused: the Awlad ’Akoi say the Zaghawa 

Muhammadans: he apparently did not connect these “Zerawy” with the Darfur 

Zaghawa, though his informants no doubt were referring to the Zaghawa colony near 

Kagmar. 

1 See Barth, Vol. in. 
2 See Carette, pp. 312 et seq. It is only the Tibbu who are specifically mentioned 

but no doubt Zaghawa were among them. 
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tried to prevent their watering at Kagmar. At any rate a fight 

ensued, the respective leaders being Meragha (Awlad ’Akoi) 

and El mek Mansur1 (Zaghawa), and “99” of the Zaghawa 

were slain. The Zaghawa went and complained to the Fur 

ruler at El Obeid who gave judgement. Both parties again 

differ as to what the judgement was: the Zaghawa say that 

he decreed that either “ 99 ” of the Awlad ’Akoi should be 

executed, or that they should hand over Kagmfir to the Zaghawa 

in satisfaction ; and that the Awlad ’Akoi chose the latter alter¬ 

native : they add that the boundaries then fixed for the Zaghawa 

were as follows :— 
South—Gebel el Milaysa 

East —Um Gurfa 

North—Khor el Zull2 

West —El Showa 

The Awlad ’Akoi of course deny this and say that the Sultan 

ordered them to pay “ dia ” (blood-money), and that after much 

haggling they agreed to give Gebel el Fflfa and Gebel el Sirayf 

in settlement, and did so, stipulating at the same time that the 

Zaghawa should abandon all rights to Kagmar and Gebel el 

Gehanfa, though by kind leave of the Awldd ’Akoi they were 

allowed to water at the former. The best comment on these 

stories is that the Zaghawa were certainly not ousted from 

Kagmar, as they must have been had the facts been as the 

Awlad ’Akoi state, and the Awlad ’Akoi do not at present so 

much as claim any right west of Um Gurfa. 

Very soon after the Turkish conquest of Kordofan, the 

Zaghawa at Kagmar were attacked by the nomad Kababfsh 

Arabs from El Safia, but a settlement of the matter was arranged 

amicably. The Kababfsh since that date have had the right of 

watering at Kagmar, though for long the Beni Gerar nomads 

were also claimants. The latter have now retired but the feud 

between the Kababfsh and Zaghawa is not yet dead. 

For the greater part of the Turkish regime the Zaghawa 

round Kagmar, inhabiting Gebels El Roy’ian and El ’Atshan, 

were officially reckoned as subject to Dolfb ’Abd el Hadi the 

1 The fourth generation from ’Obayd. 

2 Spelt but pronounced El Dull. 
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Dolabi who from Gebel El Haraza ruled over the northern hills, 

and paid their tribute through him. Shortly before the outbreak 

of the “ Mahdia,” however, they made themselves independent, 

and their “mek” El Tom Muhammad paid direct to government. 

These Zaghawa at Kagmar are now entirely cut off from 

their western kinsfolk and none of them can so much as speak 

a word of any language but Arabic, nor name a single Zaghawi 

of Darfur: in fact they have taken unto themselves the following 

pedigree:— 
Khalid el Guhani1 

I 
Zayd 

I 
’Atd 

r 
Ahmad el D era wish 

’Ali el Mukashif 

i 
Hasan el Makdub 

I 
Ibrahim Dellum 

i 
El feki Hasan 

r 
El Sultdn Ahmad Doura 

f 
I 

Hasan Kurai 

I 
’Omar 

I 
El feki ’Obayd2 

I 
Ahmad Koko 

i 
’Agub 

Habib 

' I 
Mansur3 

I--1 
Muhammaddni Muhammad 

’Agub El Tom4 

HadhKU Muhammadani Muhammadani6 

1 The usual faked “nisba” of Northern Kordofan tribes begins with “’Abdulla el 

Guhani.” Feeling the need of making some slight distinction between themselves 

and the Arabs, the Kagmar Zaghawa have adopted “Khalid, brother of ’Abdulla” as 

their ancestor. 2 Said to have brought the Kagmar colony to Kagmar. 

For notes 3—5 see next page. 
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Of the Zaghdwa they say there are nine sections represented 

in Kordofan, viz.:— 

Awl ad Doura 

Awldd Sherif 

Awlad Takarnu 

Awlad Kuayn 

El Mirra (Mirera) 

Awlad Butra 

El A’ildwi 

El Mill's 

El Bedaydt 

Of these the Bedayat are not in a sense true Zaghawa by 

origin, but only by adoption3 4 * 6, and the only sections known by 

name to the few Darfur Zaghawa that I have questioned are 

the Awldd Doura and the Mirra : the remainder are probably 

sections that have been formed since their migration to Kordofdn. 

The following sections were mentioned by the Zaghawa from 

Darfur as composing their tribe; but no doubt the list is very 

incomplete:— 

Awlad Dikayn 

Artavt7 

’Agaba 

Mirra (Mirera) 

Negri 

Kourra8 

Kaitinga 

Awlad Doura (i.e. the Kagmar people) 

From the facility with which the Darfur Zaghawa speak 

Arabic and the apparent prevalence of Arab customs and 

Awlad Sherra (Sharira) 

Awlad ’Adi 
Kah'ba 

Dangari 

Bug’a 

Kobera 

Toba9 

3 “ Mek” at the time of the fight with the Awlad ’Akoi. 

4 “Mek” at the time of the quarrel with the Kababfsh. He succeeded Hadhlul 

since the latter had only one child, which died. 

6 The present “mek” at Kagmar. 

6 So say the Kagmar people, but the Darfur Zaghawa say they and the Bedayat 

are all one and the same race. Note that the Zaghawa call the Bedayat “Toba,” 

i.e. I ibbu. 

7 The following quotation from an article by D. A. Cameron, Esq. (Journ. 

Archeol. Instit., Feb. 1887) is especially interesting:—“Hamdany relates that Kenan 

the son of Ham married Arteyt the daughter of Benawyl ibn Ters ibn Yafeth. She 

gave birth to Haka and El Asa wed, and the Nouba and Koran and Zendj and 

Zaghawa, and all the tribes of the Negroes.” 

8 The Zaghawa in their own tongue speak of themselves as “ Korra” or “ Kourra,” 

and Darfur as “Korra dar.” 

9 I.e. the Bedayat. An account of the Bedayat and some of their strange customs 

will be found in Slatin, Chap. in. 
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manners it is evident that they are rapidly becoming arabicized1. 

They do not however like to be called Arabs as yet, and when 

asked, for instance, to what race the Dagu (whom they despise) 

belonged, they said they (the Dagu) were “only Arabs,” and 

that their own (Zaghawa) ancestor was a slave (ju£) from the 

East called Mi’amia. However they said that all their names 

for men and women were Arabic, and I found none with a 

non-Arabic name. 

They all professed strict Muhammadanism, stated that the 

only written language of their people was Arabic, and that 

religious “ fekis ” were more numerous in their country than in 

the countries to the east of it. 

Adam and Howa (Eve) represented to them, as to the Arabs, 

the forefathers of mankind. 

According to Muhammadan custom a corpse for burial is 

laid facing the east, and is placed at full length on the right 

side with the head to the south and the feet to the north. The 

corpse of a murdered person, however, is placed with the head 

to the east and the feet to the west. No reason for this could 

be elicited. The grave is in two sections : a broad hole is first 

dug to a depth of about three feet; at the bottom of this a narrow 

hole, just sufficient to take the corpse, is hollowed out, and the 

body put in it, wrapped in its cerements. Over this second 

cavity, which contains the body, logs of wood are placed close 

side by side so as to form a roof to the second cavity and a floor 

to the larger one above. Earth is then heaped over the wood 

and the upper hole filled up. A stone is erected at the head 

and the foot of the grave, and sometimes a circle of small 

stones is put all round. No objects of any sort are buried with 

the dead man; and he is apparently considered to have no 

further existence now or hereafter. 

As regards inheritance and marriage;—a man is succeeded 

in the first instance by his sons, beginning with the eldest. If 

he had no sons his brothers inherit. If he had no brothers the 

inheritance goes to the Sultan. Daughters get nothing under 

1 I can give no full account of the Zaghawa of Darfur, since my only informants 

have been young men who have come to KordoHn to work for hire, and I have had 

no opportunity of seeing the people in their own country. 

M. 8 
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any circumstances. Women are regarded as an unfortunately 

necessary evil, and not to be encouraged. 

An ordinary prosperous man marries four, five, or six wives. 

A great man has ten or more: a very poor man only one or two. 

The dowry is paid in kind by the man (generally in the form 

of sheep). 

The usual blood money for killing a man is 100 bulls; for 

killing a woman 50 bulls ; for killing a slave about 20 or 30 bulls 

payable to the master. 

The murderer when caught is tied up until his relatives are 

thought to have had sufficient time in which to pay the blood 

money: if undue delay occurs the murderer is knocked on the head. 

In case of theft no penalty is exacted by custom provided the 

stolen goods are returned. If the local ruler, however, catches 

the offender, he fines him: if the Sultan catches the offender he 

either puts him to death, or cuts off his right hand and left foot. 

A man found in adultery pays a cow or eight sheep to the 

injured husband each time he is caught in the act. 

There are a large number of rainmakers (“hogi1”). The 

means employed by a “h6gi” to cause rain are said to be reading 

(the Kuran) and spitting repeatedly on his rosary. These “hogi” 

are popular and respected, and not, apparently, held in any fear. 

It is said that when they cause rain to fall, they can so arrange 

that they themselves and the place whereon they stand is left 

entirely dry. 

Various sections of the Zaghdwa in Darfur are under separate 

“ muluk,” who act as deputies of the Sultan of Darfur: the 

following are the names of some of these “muluk”:— 

Section 

Awldd Doura 'j 

Awlad ’Agdba > 

Awlad Dikayn) 

Kaitinga 

Artayt 
(subject to Kaitinga) 

Mirra 

“Malik" 

Mustafa • • 

Wad Bahr 

Hasan wad Kunjuk 

Taha wad Nurayn 

Hasab Tor Jikayl 

Section or 
Tribe of “Malik 

Awlad ’Ag&ba 

Fur 

Kaitinga 

Mirra 

1 “Hogon” is the word used on the Hombori plateau (Upper Niger) for 

a rainmaker or sorcerer. 
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CHAPTER IX 

DAR HAMID 

DAr Hamid are a composite tribe, and the name is 

commonly used to include the following communities:— 

Ferahna Naw&hia Gilaydat 

Hab&bfn Awl&d ’Akoi Meganm1 

Merdmra ’Arfffa 

The sections generally assumed to possess the most exact 

right to the title of Dar Hamid are the Ferahna, the Hababfn, 

the Meramra and the Nawahia. The remainder, excluding the 

Meganm, are regarded by all except themselves as of inferior 

distinction and as later accretions. On the other hand all tribal 

genealogies, chiefly out of compliment, shew a certain relation¬ 

ship between all the eight tribes, but it will always be found 

that each of the eight tribes has so adapted the “ nisba ” as to 

suit its own convenience or glory. This factor and the lack of 

reliable records have caused great confusion, and though the 

same names occur in each “ nisba ” they appear in various 

orders, and the father in one “ nisba ” is the son or brother in 

another. The following are a few of the various “ nisbas ” 

collected from the heads of the tribes:— 

i. The 'Arifta version is:— 

’Abdulla el Guhani2 

I . 
Dhubian 

I 
Hamid el Afzdr 

I 
1 The Meganin are sometimes inaccurately spoken of as separate from Dar 

Hamid. 2 See Chapter I. 

8—2 
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Abs 
I . 

Sabir 
' i. 

Sarim 

Sha’uf 

Mazin 

Ma’&li ’Abd el ’Ali El Hag ’Aw&li Salim el Hammam 
(the Ma’alia) (the Ma’akla) 

Sahal 
J 

Mus-hal 

(the Baza’a ; Beni Ger&r ; 
Dwayh ; Shenabla ; and 
others) 

“l l-1-1 --i i-- 
Na’aym Dahmash G&ma’i Nafa’a Salayt Sultan 

/ r i 
’Amir Sanad 

(the ’Arfffa) 
JAtwa 

2. The Maalia say Ma’ali their ancestor was son of Sahal. 

3. The Megdnfn give the following two versions, of which 
the former is the more usually followed :— 

Sahal 
(Dar Hdmid proper) 

Mus-hal 5Ali Simih 
(the ’Ariffa) 

Salayt 
(the Megdnfn) 

-, 
Sultan 

(the Mesallamfa) 

or else 

Mazin 

Sahal Mus-hal el Magnun 
,-1 1 1-L_i-;-1 

Na’aym Dahmash Ma’dli ’Abd el ’Ali El H£g ’Awdli 
(the Zayddfa) | (the Ma’alia) (the Ma’akla) 

_1_ ' 1 
1 ; 1 1-1—1 

Hamid Hammdd Salayt Sultdn 
(the Ferdhna; (the Awlad’Akoi) (the Meganfn) (the’Arfffa 

Naw&hia; and Mesallamfa) 
Gilaydat; 
Hababfn; 

and Meramra) 

The former Meganfn tree, at least as regards Sahal and 
Mus-hal and their descendants, is in closer agreement with the 
“ nisbas ” of other Dar Hamid tribes. 
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The Meramra and Ferahna arrange the tree thus:— 

’Abdulla el Guhani 

i. 
Dhubian 

I 
Sofidn 

I 
Sdrim 

I 
Sabir 

* I . 
Mazin 

I 
El Hag ’Awali 

I 
Sahal 

I 
Dahmash 

I 
Na’aym 

r~-1-( 

Hdmid (Ddr Hamid proper) Hammdd (Awlad ’Akoi) 

Turning to the genealogies provided by other tribes we find, 

for instance, the Humr Felaita (Bakkara) giving the following 

table:— 
’Abdulla el Guhani 

r-1--—i 
Dhubian Sofian 

I-1-1 
Ahmad el Agdum (the Bakkdra) Hdmid el Afzdr (Ddr Hamid) 

and the Ta’disha (Bakkara) the following1:— 
Shaker 

I I 
Ahmad el Agdum Hamid el Afz&r 

(the Bakkdra) 

Hamid Hamar Zayad Ma’ala 
(Dar Hdmid) (the Hamar) (the Zay&dia) (the Ma’dlia) 

1 See Handbook of the Sudan; and compare the table given in Dr Helmolt’s 
History of the World, p. 585, chiefly on the authority of Nachtigal, viz.:— 

Mohammed el Hauri 

I- 
Hammed el Afzer, ancestor 

of the Fezdra, who are 
among the oldest Arab 
colonists of Africa (Ziadiya, 
Kurumsiya, Qasarina; 
Maliya, Aulad ‘Abdun, 
Ma‘aqila; Habbabin, Djel- 
ledat, Mejanin, Aulad Igoi, 
Beni Umm Ran, and Beni 
Djerrar) 

’Abdalla el Dja’anis, ancestor of the Djoheina 
-1-j----p--, 

Hammed el Ajzem Shakir daughter 

. I I 
Djuned Dahmesh 

I 
Bedr, 

ancestor of the 
Bedriya 
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The generations beyond Hdmid are as confused as those 

following him, in the “ nisbas,” and the names used are merely 

echoes of half-forgotten traditions. 

In fact though the eight tribes of Dar Hamid may be closely 

connected by origin in antiquity and certainly are so by inter¬ 

marriage in later times, it is likely that their grouping together 

under a common designation was due in the main to their 

occupation of a single tract of country under the leadership of 

a single chieftain. Thus “ Hdmid ” (known as “ El Khuayn ”— 

“ the cunning rascal ”) probably had as his immediate entourage 

the closely-connected families of Ferahna, Hababfn, Meramra 

and Nawdhia, and at the call of his “nahass” could count on 

the support of the other four tribes (if not others such as Ma’alia 

and Ma’akla). 

The usual form in which the traditions are couched is that 

the Ferdhna and Habdbin were Hamid’s descendants by one 

wife, the Nawdhia by a second, and the Meramra by a third. 

The only clue to the date at which Hamid lived is afforded 

by the “nisbas.” According to these he is about the 12th, 13th, 

or 14th progenitor of the present generations—i.e. he lived from 

about 300 to 500 years ago. The fact that he is generally called 

a descendant of ’Abdulla el Guhani is quite unimportant, since 

’Abdulla is indiscriminately named as ancestor by nearly every 

tribe in Kordofdn. 

The people of Gebel Katul say that when Hamid came from 

the north he asked the advice of Abu Zayd el Hilali as to 

where he should settle. Abu Zayd replied that Darfur would 

be unsuitable, for it was “ dar ’abfd wa meli kibdak ” (a land 

of slaves and belly-filling); that Southern Kordofan was also 

useless since “kan matarat inmuggat, wa kan yibisat in- 

shekkat ” (if there is rain it becomes a swamp, and if it is dry 

As regards this table, of course “ ’Abdalla el Dja’anis ” is ’Abdulla el Guhani. 
Most of the tribes said to be descended from “Hammed el Afzer” are at once 
recognizable as the present sections or subsections of Dar Hamid tribes. There are 
Beni’Omran (“Beni Umm Ran”) living among the Bedayria (“Bedriya”) at present, 
whatever their origin; but they are regarded generally as a Darfur race with little 
Arab blood in them. The children of “Djuned” and the tribes of the Bakkara 
descended from them will be found in Chapter xi on the Bakkara. For “the 
Fez£ra” see Chapter xv on the Kababfsh. 
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the ground cracks): he therefore recommended the Khayrdn 

(where Dar Hamid chiefly reside at present) since it was 

“ merkaz salati; magerr buati ” (the land always chosen by 

rulers to settle upon; a rich land of waters). Hdmid followed 

Abu Zayd’s advice. As not only the fact that Hdmid and Abu 

Zayd were contemporaries is doubtful, but even the existence of 

Abu Zayd at all, this does not greatly help matters. According 

to the usual Dar Hamid account Hdmid came with his brother 

Hammad through Egypt along the Nile, and settled west of the 

present site of El Fasher in Ddrfur at a place called Um Dufun: 

here he married and begot his children. The mother of the 

Ferahna and Hababfn was Ferahdna, a woman from Gebel 

Mfdob. Hadaya, a woman of the wild Bedaydt of N. Ddrfur 

was mother of the Meramra, and Um Kassawayn of the 

Nawahia. This Um Kassawayn was a woman from Baghdad, 

and was found by Hdmid (some say in Upper Egypt, and 

some in Ddrfur or Kordofdn) wandering about with a small 

child astraddle her hip : Hamid married her and became by her 

ancestor of the Nawahia: the child found with her later became 

father of the Baghadda1, of whom there are numerous villages in 

Kordofdn. 

Hamid’s brother Hammad was ancestor of the Awlad ’Akoi. 
• • » 

The Gilaydat are said by some to be descended from the union 

of Hamid with a slave woman, by others to have been slaves of 

Dar Hdmid from time immemorial : they will be alluded to later. 

The story of the Dar Hamid “ nahds ”—the war drum, the 

possession of which invests its holder with the chieftainship, is 

complicated and confused, but it is clear that the right was not 

hereditary in practice, but fell to the most powerful chief in the 

confederation. 

It is said that the first to hold the “nahas” after Hamid’s 
• • 

death was his son Muhammad Mermer or Meraymir (so called 

from the cooing noise he made as a child when crawling 

about on the ground). Muhammad Mermer was nicknamed 

Kirialo, and it is by this name that he is generally known, 

though it is from the other that the Meramra take their desig¬ 

nation. This is what appears from the Meramra “ nisba,” but 

1 Singular Baghdadi. 
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it is quite likely that Muhammad Mermer is a legendary name 

invented to account for the name of the tribe, whereas Kirialo 

is a genuine and more modern personage. At any rate, Kirialo 

was at some date at the head of the Dar Hamid tribes in 

Darfur, and at this time they were all nomad, and not mainly 

settled in villages as at present. Unfortunately he fell foul of 

the Sultan of Ddrfur1, who either distrusting the Dar Hamid 

or else wishing the more easily to levy impositions upon them, 

gave orders to Kirialo to collect his scattered nomads and settle 

them round the capital. Kirialo demurred and was cast into 

prison. Before his imprisonment however he had been warned 

by one of the Mahamfd Arabs who was high in the Sultan’s 

councils what was likely to be the result of his attitude, and had 

found time to send for his sister’s son ’Abd el Hamayd, chief of 

the Awlad ’Akoi, and to hand over to him the “ nahas ” and 

suggest to him the best line of conduct to observe. Whether 

this transfer of the “nahas” was absolute or whether ’Abd el 

Hamayd was merely appointed as Kirialo’s agent and locum 

tenens, is still discussed with interest by the Meramra and 

Awlad ’Akoi. 

Kirialo was never released from prison, but he pretended 

repentance and diverted all suspicion from ’Abd el Hamayd, 

whom the Sultan trusted and sent to enforce his previous 

orders. With Abd el Hamayd the Sultan sent a body of 

Zaghawa and Kura’an2, Tibbu (or Teda) and negroid people 

from N. Ddrfur, to assist him in collecting the Dar Hamid tribes. 

’Abd el Hamayd led these troops into Kordofan, where many 

Dar Hamid were settled on their present sites, and then partly 

by force and partly by bribery won them over to his cause, and 

settled the Zaghawa round Kagmar (where there is now a 

colony of them) and enslaved the negroid Kura’dn. 

1 It is impossible to say which Sultan is alluded to. If, as appears later, he was 

nearly contemporary with Ba’adi abu Shilluk of Sennar he may have been any one of 

the following:—Muhammad Doura (1722-32); ’Omar Lele (1732-39); Abu el 

Kasim (1739-52); Muhammad Tirab (1752-85). But if Kirialo was really the 

son of Hamid who, according to the “nisbas,” lived 12 to 14 generations ago, then 

all these Sultans are too recent. It is far more probable that Kirialo was a chieftain 

in the eighteenth century, far recent to Hamid, but connected with him in vulgar 

report in order to add lustre to his name. 

a See Chapter vm. 
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This done, ’Abd el Hamayd went to Sennar to ask for 

protection from the “ mek ” of that country against the Sultan 

of Darfur: this was a natural step to take because Darfur and 

Sennar during the whole of the eighteenth century were con¬ 

stantly on bad terms, and Central Kordofan passed from the 

domination of one to the other repeatedly, Southern Kordofdn 

being more permanently subject to Sennar and Northern 

Kordofan to Darfur. ’Abd el Hamayd was favourably received 

by the Fung ruler, said to have been Ba’adi abu Shilluk, but 

had to promise in return to give his allegiance to Sennar and 

pay tribute. This was agreed to, and most of Dar Hamid 

moved from Darfur to their present position in Central Kordofan. 

After a few years the Fung, it is said, invaded Kordofan, and 

remained in power till Hdshim the Musaba’awi from Darfur 

ejected them: the invasion of Kordofan here alluded to 

probably took place about 17481. 

On the death of ’Abd el Hamayd the “ nah£s ” passed to 

his descendants in a direct line for three generations, the three 

holders being El Nur, Meragha, and Yusef: the last named is 

the great-grandfather of Muhammad Ibrahim ’Aif, one of the 

present “’omdas” of the Awlad ’Akoi. Now until the time of 

Yusef the Awlad ’Akoi had been sufficiently powerful to with¬ 

stand the demurs of other claimants, but now the Meramra, 

Ferahna and Hababin all disputed his rights and elected 

Um Beda wad Simdwi the sheikh of the Hababin to hold the 

“ nahas ” as being the richest and most powerful sheikh in the 

confederacy. As might have been expected the Meramra and 

Awlad ’Akoi both dissented from this arrangement and seceded 

for a time from the league: the former at this time were under 

’Ebayd wad Hamduk. 

From Um Beda the “nahas” passed to Tumsah his son, 

and afterwards to Simawi wad Tumsah. This Simawi was 

head sheikh of all Dar Hamid at the close of the Turkish rule, 

and became a prominent “amir” under the Mahdi and the 

Khalifa. He served in Kordofan and Darfur under ’Othman 

Adam and finally died a natural death in Darfur in 18912. 

1 See p. 10, note 2, for this date. 

2 He is generally called Simawi Um Beda, or “ Giraygir.” 
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After the Dervish revolt the Hababfn reasserted their right 

to the “nahas” over the whole of Dar Hamid, but at present 

each of the various' tribes is independent of the others and 

admits no allegiance to any save its own particular sheikh. 

However, when the sheikh of the Meganin, whose tribe has 

increased very largely and remained more nomad than the rest, 

got himself a “nahas” for the Meganin alone in 1906, he was 

generally regarded as very presumptuous, and his own tribe 

would not let him use it, even for ceremonial and pacific objects. 

Some attention must now be paid separately to the tribes 

composing Dar Hamid. 

At present the most numerous of the Dar Hamid tribes is 

the Ferahna. They have about 60 villages, own rich flocks 

and herds and hold most of what is certainly the best land in 

Kordofan, viz. the “ Khayran ” (sing. “Khor”) or low-lying 

cultivable basins that stretch from north to south from near 

Shershar to the vicinity of Bara. The water in these basins is 

sufficiently near the surface to permit of irrigation by “ sakia ” 

and “shaduf.” It has already been mentioned that they derive 

their name from Ferahana the Midobi wife (or concubine— 

some say) of Hamid ; but it is also stated that their name is 

connected with Fara’on (Pharaoh) and that they are mainly 

descended from Egyptian traders who filtered up the Nile, 

pressed inwards to Kordofan, and settled and intermarried with 

other tribes to the north of Bdra1. The subdivisions of the 

Ferdhna are as follows:— 

El Sherama AwlAd Hizma El Na’umia 

El Tursha El Kerimia El ’Awamra 

El Akarib El Beraykat El ShowAl 

El RubshAn El Filtet ’ 

In the latter days of the “Turkfa” the most prominent 

sheikhs of the Ferahna were ’Omar Muhammad Kash, the 

late “ ’omda,” who was the official “ ’uhda ” of the tribe, and 

’Azra ’Abdul. In the “Mahdfa” 'Omar became an “amir,” 

and on Simawi Um Beda’s death in 1891 succeeded him as 

head “amir” of Dar Hamid under ’OthmAn Adam, pending the 

1 Compare—“the mongrel race now inhabiting the valley of the Nile is con¬ 

temptuously named by Turks and Arabs ‘Jins Firaun’ or ‘Pharaoh’s breed’”— 

Burton, Pilgrimage to Al Medina..., Vol. 1, p. 10, note 1. 



Plate VII 

“ ’Omar Kash ‘’omcla5 of the Ferahna, Khor abu Dullum, 1911.” 
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coming-of-age of Simawi’s son Tumsah. Rizayka ’Ali was 

another of their “amirs” in the “ Mahdfa.” From the fact that 

they are seldom if ever mentioned by travellers it may be in¬ 

ferred that they have been less nomadic in their habits, if not 

less important also, than most of the other Ddr Hamid tribes:— 

in fact they are “ nouveaux riches.” 

Allusion has been made to the descent and former power of 

the Habdbfn. At present they reside on the north-west side of 

Dar Hamid round Um Hashi'm. They have some twenty-five 

villages, but a large proportion of them are nomad for a great 

part of the year. Jealousy and territorial contiguity has now 

converted the close sympathies between them and the Ferahna, 

based on their supposed common stock, into mutual distrust. 

Their subdivisions are as follows:— 

Nas el Sheikh 

Awl&d Anis 

Awlad ’Awana 

A wield Sakfran 

Awldd Zagh&wa 

Awl&d Nakur 

Um Sa’adun1 

Abu ’Amar 

Awlad Wasik 

El Kiran 

Awlad Bilal 

Awlad Hamid 

Awl&d Selman 

El Fas 

Nas Hamir 

Felata 

Awl&d Milayt 

N ugh ura 

Kakko 

Awl&d Muhammad 

Awldd D&ir 

Ruppell mentions them as one of the chief tribes of Kordofan 

about 1829, and as having lately moved to Darfur together with 

the Megam'n, Ma’alia, and Gilayddt to avoid the oppression of 

the Turkish governor at El Obeid2. 

Werne seems to have confused them with the Habbdm'a, a 

tribe of Bakkara, with whom they have no connection3. 

Pallme does the same. Mansfield Parkyns by Habdbfn 

denotes the whole of Dar Hamid including Meganfn, Ferahna, 

etc.: the explanation is that in his day the Ddr Hamid “nahas” 

was held by Simawi wad Um Beda the Habbani. 

The Nawahia claim descent from Muhammad Nahi son of 

Hdmid by Um Kassawayn. Their subdivisions are as follows:— 

Awlad Muhammad 

(a) Awl&d ’Egayl 

(d) Rushdana 

1 The Um Sa’adun reside among the ’Arifia. 

2 It must be remembered that the boundary between Kordofan and Darfur was 

then more to the east than now. See p. 21, note 1. 

3 “ Habbani ” is the singular of both “ Habbania ” and “ Hababin.” 
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(c) AwlAd Sa’ad 

(cf) Kanafid 

(e) AwlAd Keraym 

El Bilah'a 

(a) El Berabi'sh 

El Gamu’ia 

Mufettih 

Hamdana 

Awlad Gima’an 

(a) Abu ’AlwAn 

(b) AwlAd Ferayha 

Awlad ’Abd el Daim ’ 

Um Burur 

El Nusaria 

Awl Ad Ma’afa 

They have about 35 villages in Bara district and others to 

the east in Um Dam district: they also own one or two of the 

“ Khayran.” In the past they have never been of any great 

importance and have been generally unnoticed. 

At the close of the “Turkia” their official “’uhda” was 

Sa’ad abu Sail. Prominent sheikhs under him were Abu el 

Hasan Belfla, father of the late “ ’omda ” Beh'la abu el Hasan, 

Ahmad abu el ’Abbas, and Hamid Manofal. In the “Mahdfa” 

their chief “amir” under Simawi Um Beda in Kordofan was 

Ibrdhi'm Takruri who is at present “’omda” of the Nawahia in 

Um Dam district. The present “’omda” of the tribe in Bara 

district is Isma’fl Zeyatfa. 

The Meramra are still largely nomadic in their habits and 

have only about 12 villages in Bdra district and about the same 

number in Um Dam round Gebel Maghanus. They, like the 

Hababfn, own none of the “ Khayran.” Their country is to the 

east of that of the other Dar Hdmid tribes and to the south of 

the Awldd ’Akoi. Small colonies of them also are to be found 

in other tribes, viz. among the Gawama’a (in the Ghanaymfa 

section) and the Hamar (in the Beni Badr section of the 'Asdkir). 

The subdivisions of the Merdmra are as follows:— 

Samnfa 

(a) Nas Hadhlul 

(b) Nas Ma’afa 

(c) NAs Nusar 

(d) SellAm ’ 
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(e) Awl ad Hatim 

(/) Nas Bihayl 

(g) Gezay’i 

(,h) Abu Tinaytim 

(/) Dowashna 

Mesdbfh 

{a) Turku 

Dar el Ba’ag 

(a) Rubshan 

(d) Nasabu’Ali 

(c) Kurumusfa1 

At the end of the “ Turkfa” the head sheikh of the Meramra 

was Muhammad Mansur the brother of the late tribal feki • • 
Mud’ak Mansur and father of the present “ ’omda ” Hamid 

Muhammad. The latter and Belal Ahmad were their chiefs in 

the “Mahdfa,” the former under Simawi Um Beda in the west 

and the latter in Omdurman with the Khalifa. In 1906 the 

tribe split into two portions, those in Bara remaining under 

Hdmid Muhammad, and the Meramra of Um Dam district 

(chiefly Mesabfh) choosing Ahmad Belal, son of Belal Ahmad, 

as their “ ’omda.” 

The Awlad ’Akoi, as has been seen, are not descendants of 

Hamid but of his brother Hammdd: they are thus in the 

position of cousins to the true Dar Hamid. Most of them live 

to the east in Um Dam district, but a number of them are at 

Um Gurfa, a rich tract of land in the north-east of the Dcir 

Hamid possessions in Bara district. A portion of them are 

nomad and wander farther to the west under an “ ’omda ” called 

Muhammad ’Abdulla. 

There are a few of them among the Gawama’a, viz. the 

Zerazfr subsection of the Terayffa section. 

Their chief sheikhs at the close of the “Turkfa” were 

Ibrahim Zeratfa, Ishayra, and Dakfk. In the “ Mahdfa,” most 

of them with El Kfr Muhammad and Ahmad Dukka as “amfrs” 

resided in Omdurman: the rest, with Ishayra, a “ low fellow of 

the baser sort” served under Simawi Um Beda. Ishayra died 

before the reoccupation : the other two ex-“ amfrs ” are still 

1 Note that the Kurumusfa (“Kurumsiya”) are mentioned as a distinct division 

of Fezdra in the genealogy quoted in note i, p. 117. Others of them are among 

the Zayadfa, to whom they are closely related. 
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alive. About 1906 Ahmad Dukka made an abortive attempt 

to supplant El Kir as “ ’omda ” of the Awlad ’Akoi in Um Dam 

district. The subdivisions of the Awlad ’Akoi are :— 

Awlad Hamayd Awldd Gami’a Awlad Hammud 

Fadli'a Awlad Gamu’a El Turshan 

Muglan ’Utug Awlad Rays 

Hugag 

The ’Arifia sojourned for long in the countries west of 

Darfur and are probably only loosely connected with Dar 

Hamid originally. They are much mixed in blood with the 

natives of Borgu. Their villages number about 25 and their 

lands lie in a central position to the south of Dar Hdmid and 

contain a few of the “ Khayran.” The ’Arifia explain their 

name by saying that their ancestor Gama’i as a boy wore a 

long tuft of hair on his head and was therefore called “ Abu 

’Uruf”; and his descendants ’Arifia. They also own some 

gum gardens west of El Gleit. 

Adam Wad el feki Muhammad was their chief sheikh and 

“’uhda” at the close of the “Turkia,” and with him were ’Abd 

el Salam abu Gebarulla and ’Omar Sultan father of the present 

“’omda” Ahmad ’Omar. In the “Mahdia” Ahmad ’Omar 

succeeded his cousin Adam as “ amir ” and served under Simawi 

Um Beda. The subdivisions of the tribe are as follows :— 

’Aamir 

(a) Awlad Ramadan 

(b) Nas Um Birsh 

(c) El Khansur 

Sanad 

(a) Abu Su’ud 

(,b) Nas el Dow 

(c) Nas Kiddu 

{d) ’Abd el Salim 

(e) El Hag 

(/) Abu Hammad 

’Atwa 

(a) Nas Belal 

(ib) Nas Balul 

(c) Nas Bilayl 

(<d) Abu Kusayra 

(e) Abu el Roy’ian1 

1 The 14 subsections here given are only of recent origin, i.e. from four, five or 
six generations back. The three main sections are older and more clearly defined. 
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The Gilaydat are an interesting people and were, after the 

Nuba, undoubtedly among the earliest inhabitants of Kordofan. 

It is probable that they immigrated with those now debased 

tribes such as the Ghodiat and Gawama’a who apparently 

crossed from Sennar soon after that kingdom had seen com¬ 

pleted the blend of Fung and Arab and had attained to power 

on the Blue Nile. On arrival in Kordofan they settled south 

of the present site of El Obeid and on the northern fringe of 

the southern mountains, and were no doubt overcome by later 

hordes of Arabs who had not mixed with the aborigines to a 

like extent. Hence the disdain with which the Gilaydat are 

sometimes spoken of, though a sense of loyalty has ascribed 

to them the paternity of Hamid. At present they live round 

Gebel Um Shidera (or Shagera) on the south-west borders of 

Ddr Hamid and south of the Ma’akla and Ma’alia of El Gleit: 
• • 

others of them are in Darfur. They have some 25 villages and 

own some gum forests. The only watering places owned by 

the Gilaydat are in the valley known as Shek el Gilaydat, 

viz. at Um Keraydim and El Gebir. They also own baobab 

trees near Um Shidera and use them for water storage. They 

were known by name at least to Burckhardt, Riippell, Parkyns, 

and Prout. Their subdivisions are as follows:— 

Rudana Awlad Erbud Um Badiria 

Nasi'rat Awlad Walid Harbfa1 

Akashi'a Awlad Deffn 

Goda Edoma was their head sheikh in Turkish times and 

was succeeded by his son Bukr Goda. Bukr and his brother 

Tddm were their “amirs” in the “ Mahdia,” the former in 

Omdurman, the latter in Kordofan under Simawi Um Beda. 

’Idam’s nephew Malik Bukr succeeded his brother Muhammad 

as “ ’omda ” soon after the reoccupation. 

As regards the Meganin :—When Baron J. W. von Muller 

visited Kordofan between 1847 and 1849 he found some Meganin 

settled at Hashaba and thought that he had discovered an 

unknown race of Arabs2. He says they wore long curled hair 

1 A number of the Harbi'a who were entirely nomad at the time of the reoccupa¬ 

tion were then placed under the “’omda” of the nomad Ma’alia. 

2 See R. Geogr. Journal, Vol. xx. 
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plaited into tresses behind the ear; traded in gum; grew dukhn; 

and were “entirely isolated.” There are still Megam'n at Hashaba 

but the bulk of the tribe is, and always has been, farther to the 

west and is mainly nomad. 

Being now practically cut adrift from Ddr Hamid they are 

somewhat chary of allusion to the time when they were subject 

to the Ddr Hamid “ nahas.” 

Their name is to be found in any list of the important tribes 

of Kordofan in the nineteenth century. 

At present their winter and summer headquarters are round 

El Mazrub and Deh'l and Shabuha and Shikayla on the western 

side of Dar Hamid. El Mazrub is the only watering place they 

possess since El Magaynis has run dry, but they have rights at 

Girgil and by arrangement with other tribes are allowed to 

water at various places such as El Rakib and Um Gemdri. At 

Deh'l they own some hollow water-bearing baobabs. In the 

rains they nearly all move north-west with the other nomads. 

In latter Turkish times their chief sheikhs were Leban of the 

Tibo’ section, Guma’a of the Awlad Madi, and Hammad 

Beh'la; while the Mesa’i'd, not then subject as now to the 

Meganfn1, were under Sulayman Dardab and Um Beda Sulayman 

(the father of the present sheikh Nasrulla Um Beda). 

In the “ Mahdi'a” they had three chief leaders, viz. Hammad 

Beh'la, who died in Omdurman soon after the Khalifa’s acces¬ 

sion ; Gema’an ’Ali, the brother of the present “ ’omda ” 

Muhammad ’Ali el Akhayder and successor of Hammad Beh'la; 

and ’Agabna Guma’a the father of sheikh ’Ali ’Agabna of the 

Awlad Madi section. ’Agabna remained in Kordofan and 

served under Simawi Um Beda. 

The origin of the curious name “ Megam'n ” or “ madmen ” 

is said to be as follows :—The children of Sahal and ’Ali Simih 

(see the genealogical tree) used to squabble together after 

the wont of children and one day Salayt (or Mus-hal according 

to another account) interfered and took the part of one child 

against another. Sahal reproved him for taking part in a 

children’s quarrel at his time of life, and called him “ magnun ” 

(“ madman ”). Salayt (or Mus-hal) said he did not care if 

1 Until 1883 they paid their tribute of ^214 odd separately (see Stewart). 
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he was “ magnun ”—he would do what he pleased ;—and as 

“magnun ” he was henceforward known, and his descendants as 

“ Meganin.” 

The following are the sections of the tribe :— 

1. ’Aiadi'a 

(a) Awlad Gimfa 

(b) Awlad Gima’a 

(c) Awlad Garni5 

2. Hamaydia1 

(a) Awlad Geray’u 

(b) Awlad abu Zayd 

(c) Tagula 

(d) Raywat 

(e) Awlad Gam’un 

3. Tibo5 

(a) Nas el feki 

(b) Nas Rakuba 

(c) Nas abu ’Agub 

4. Awlad M adi 

(a) Nas Muhammad 

(b) Nas Hammatulla 

(1c) Awlad el Hamman 

5. Awlad Rumia 

(1a) Nas Kitra 

(b) Awlad Muhammad 

6. Hayadira 

7. Ghadianat 

8. Awlad Sa’id 

(a) Awlad Radi 

(b) Nas ’Omara 

(c) Awlad abu ’Isayla 

9. Awlad Fadala 

(a) Abu Rishayd 

(b) Markuk 

10. Mesa5id 

(a) Awlad Harran 

(b) Awlad abu Dikayna 

(c) Awlad Mindik 

(d) Awlad Gam’i. 

1 The Hamaydia trace their descent thus :— 

Hamayd 
1 

i--1-1 
Bishr* Abu Zaydf Geray’u t 

!-1~]-1 I , I 

the Tagula the Raywat the Awlad the Awlad the Awlad 
Gam’un abu Zayd Geray’u 

* By one wife. f By another wife. 

M. 9 
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The present “’omda” Muhammad ’Ali el Akhayder gives 

his pedigree thus :— 
Sahal 

Edhaymer wad Tabi’oi 

I 
Hasan 

' I 
Musa 

I 
Kitr 

I 
Gama’alla 

I 
Gerari 

. I 
Gima’a 

,i 
Gotulla 

I 
’Ali 

i-1-1-1— -1 
Leban Muhatmnad Gumaa Guma’dn 

Ahmad Muhammad Fadl el Sid ’Ali Gad el Rub • • • 

To leave the Meganin and revert to Dar Hamid as a whole:— 

Among some of the northern nomad tribes are to be found a 

number of families who originally belonged to Dar Hamid. 

Notable examples are the large Dar Hamid section of the 

Kawdhla, and the Dar HAmid section of the Kababish in 

Dongola province. 

The Kawdhla are an eastern tribe and quite distinct from 

all the other Kordofan tribes, being related to the Bishariin and 

’Ababda etc., but until the outbreak of the “Mahdia” a great 

number of them were enrolled among the Kababish: to these 

Kawahla there attached themselves a large body of Dar Hamid 

tribes, chiefly Meganin of the Awlad Mddi and Awlad Faddla 

sections, and when the Kawdhla broke away from the Kababish, 

most of these Dar Hamid went with them and became a section 

of Kawahla: others remained behind as a section of Kababish 

in Dongola. To this day the tribal camel-brand of the Awlad 

Fadala is the same as that of the Nas wad ’Omara subsection 

of the Ddr Hamid Kawahla; and the Awlad Madi generally 

use the “dami’ ” and “kilada” that distinguish practically all the 

Dar HAmid Kawahla camels. Of course these Dar HAmid who 
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are Kawahla or Kababfsh by adoption neither own nor claim 

any rights at present to the lands of the Dar Hamid proper; 

but are as much “ strangers in the land ” as the rest of the 

Kawdhla are, in spite of the fact that they graze their herds for 

a large part of the year in Ddr Hamid territories. 

9-2 



CHAPTER X 

THE MA’ALIA, MA’AKLA, AND ZAYADIA 

Part I. The Ma’alia. 

The Ma’alia are related to the Dar Hamid tribes and both 

parties generally claim Hamid el Afzar and Sahal among their 

ancestors1. However the Ma’alia were not among the actual 

descendants of Hamid el Khuayn though they are said to have 

been subject to his authority and that of some of his successors. 

Most of the Ma’akla, whom the Ma’alia choose to include among 

their subtribes and in their genealogies, are of a distinctly 

different stock, as will be seen ; but they were for a long time 

subject to the Ma’alia. 

The following is the pedigree of the head sheikh of the 

Kordofan Ma’alia according to himself:— 

Sahal (“descendant of ’Abdulla el Guhani, 
and ancestor of the Zayadfa and 
Dar Hamid”) 

Um Hammdd married (ist) Ma’ali married (2nd) Um el Hatasha 

1-1-”1 1-rz-1 
Muhammad el Keraym Ukdl Khabur ’Alak 

(ancestor of (ancestor of (ancestor of 
Hamdulla Ma’akla) Khawdbfr) ’Alayka) 

’Awanulla 

1 
Gamil 

1 
Elu 

I 
Farag 

1 
1 E.g. in the Handbook of the Sudan, Hamid, Hamar, Zay£d and Ma’ala are 

quoted on the authority of a Ta’afshi sheikh as being the four sons of Hamid el 

Afzar. 
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Gidam 

i. 
Lci.zim 

i 
Sulaymdn 

r~J-—-1-1 
Rughmulla Hanatir Muferrih 

’Agab ’Agabulla Ghubush Muhammad Ismd’fl 
Kumbal el feki el Bulok 

Musa ’Abdullahi Muhammad Rahmatulla |-1--1 
(present Sulayman Gotulla Gadulla 
“ndzir”) 

Though one can assume that the Ma’alia are related to the 

Dar Hamid tribes and migrated with them from the north 

or north-east to Darfur and Kordofdn, little else is known of 

their early history. 

They are widely scattered in Darfur and Kordofan now, and 

the same was the case under the Turkish regime. Burckhardt 

mentions them among the principal tribes of Kordofan and 

gives their habitat as between El Obeid and the Shilluk country, 

i.e. south-east of El Obeid : he also mentions that they supplied 

incense to the markets1. A certain number of the Ma’alia still 

reside in this direction, in El Taiara district; but we hear from 

Riippell that many of them, soon after Burckhardt wrote, were 

driven to Darfur by the oppression of the Turks: they no doubt 

joined the bulk of their kinsfolk there. 

In 1876 Col. Prout put the number of the tribe (whom he 

calls Mahalia) in Kordofan at about 2000, and describes them as 

wandering, as they still do, from south-west of Abu Haraz as 

far north as Kaga. That the bulk of them were in Darfur is 

shewn by the fact that in 1883 they were assessed for tribute at 

^1450 in Darfur as against ^149 odd in Kordofan. 

The Ma’alia in S. Darfur were held in great contempt by the 

Bakkara, as being drunken and immoral2. 

At the first outbreak of the “ Mahdfa,” ’Ali wad Higayr, 

who had been appointed sheikh of the Southern Ma’alia in 

Darfur by Slatin Bey, remained loyal, but the bulk of his people 

1 See Burckhardt, Nubia.... 

2 Slatin, Fire and Sword, Bk I, Chap. 5. 
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revolted in company with the Rizaykat and Habbania ; and in 

1882 ’Ali was killed by the Rizaykdt. 

Muhammad abu Salama the sheikh of the Northern Ma’Mia 

in Ddrfur, who had been made a bey by Gordon, also remained 

faithful at the very beginning of the revolt; but seeing most of 

his people joining the Dervishes, and Slatin Bey hard pressed by 

the Rizaykat, he concluded an alliance with Madibbo the sheikh 

of the latter tribe. 

Practically all the Ma’alia were converted to Mahdiism before 

the end of 1882, though it is true a few fought on Slatin Bey’s 

side at Um Warakat. Hanatir Sulaymdn, a Ma’ali sheikh in 

Kordofdn in Turkish days, was a prominent “amir” in the 

“ Mahdi'a,” and it was he who was sent by the Khalifa with Wad 

Nubdwi of the Beni Gerar to try and persuade Salih Bey 

Fadlulla of the Kababish to come to Omdurman and make his 

peace. 

Handtir succeeded his elder brother Rughmulla in the 

sheikhship: he is said to have married 84 wives and to have 

had over 100 children. He is still alive, though his second son 

’Abdullahi is at present head sheikh of the tribe in Kordofdn. 

The Ma’dlia are very scattered still: apart from those in 

Ddrfur there are colonies of them near Sherkayla, Sungukai, 

El Odaya, G. abu Sinun, and El Gleit. Though they have 

numerous villages many of them remain nomad. Their chief 

wealth is in camels and sheep. 

At El Gleit among the Ma’akla and at Um Serfr among the 

Gilaydat they have some eleven villages, but they are not 

reckoned by other tribes as the original owners of the land. 

The following are some of the subsections of the Ma’alia, 

descended from Um Hammad and Um el Hatdsha respectively 

(see above in the genealogical tree):— 

1. Um Ham?ndd 

A. Mukraym1 

(a) El Ak&riba (including Nas Farag) 

(<h) Um ’Egayli ( „ El Harbi'a2) 

1 I.e. descendants of Muhammad el Keraym (see genealogical tree above). 

2 The Harbfa are really more Gilaydat (D£r Hamid) than Ma’alia. This list of 

tribes was given by the Ma’ali “’omda,” and since some of the Harbia are subject to 

him he counts them Ma’jflia. See Chapter ix, on Dar Hamid. 
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(e) Ddr el Khadim 

(id) Awldd Um Gima’a 

(e) Awlad Khayara 

(/) Awlad ’Atdalla 

(g) Awlad Um Hamda 

(k) El Sururia 

(/) El Rishaydat 

if) (others) 

B. El Ma’akla1 

2. Um el Hatasha 

A. Khawabfr2 

(a) Um Felah 

(b) Guayl 

(c) Awlad Rishddt 

(d) Hidayba 

(e) Khawabir el Humr 

(f) Genabla 

B. ’Alayka 

(a) Abu Kusayer 

((b) (others) 

Part II. The Ma’akla. 

As has been remarked, the Ma’akla are of a quite different 

stock from that of the Ma’alia, but their previous incorporation 

with that tribe accounts for their having escaped the notice of 

travellers. 

In Kordofan they are roughly divided into Samd’fn3 and 

Bisharfa, each under its own “ ’omda,” but the two sections are 

dovetailed into one another and the subdivisions of both are in 

the list which follows given all together. 

Sama’m 

’Abadia 
Amamir 

Sheala 
Um Selman 

BilAl 
Nds Lazim 

Awldd Hasabulla 

Dar Wailid \ 
El Sherak 

El Ribayddt l (closely connected) 

El Na’asna 

El Kelaba 1 

Kenakil4 

1 It has been explained that the Ma’akla are not really by birth Ma’alia at all. 

Their subsections are given later. 

2 There are no Khawabfr in Kordofan and I do not know if they are really 

Ma’alia at all. In the “Mahdfa” they generally acted in conjunction with the 

Mima (see Slatin, Fire and Sword...). They live in Darfur. 

3 From Ismd’fl, pronounced Ismd’fn. 

4 This section is not in Kordofan but in Darfur. 
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Doura 

Tarum 

Nas Selldm 

Awlad Dahir 

Shilaymat 

Bisharfa 

’Aial Shambul 

Bishara 

Kagabfl 

Awlad Harayz1 

Awlad Gima’a 

Awlad abu Hammad 

Um Zaydda 

’Abd el Habib 

El ’Alowna 

Gharayr 

Now the Sama’fn despise the Bisharfa because the ruling 

family of the latter traces its descent to the founder of the tribe 

through a woman only:—that is to say that Khadra the 

“ mother ” of the Bisharfa, and herself a Ma’aklfa of sheikhly 

blood, was married to El Hag Bishari a feki from the East, and 

the present head sheikh2 is descended from their union. 

We may perhaps see traces here of the old matrilinear 

custom of the eastern tribes such as Bisharifn and ’Ababda3. 

When we find among the subsections both “ Bisharfa,” “ Bishara,” 

and “’Abadfa,” the idea of connecting many of the Ma’akla 

with the tribes of the Eastern Sudan is strengthened. In addition 

too most of the Bisharfa say that many of their kin are in the 

eastern deserts, and many admit frankly that by origin they are 

not Arabs at all, but Bisharifn who have migrated westwards 

and intermarried with the Ma’akla and other tribes. 

It is curious that a large proportion of the Bisharfa Ma’akla 

can read and write and are counted fekis: of hardly one of the 

Sama’fn, however, can this be said, and the fact of this difference 

is no doubt due to the difference in their origin. 

The head sheikh of the Bisharfa says the Ma’akla are the 

sons of two persons called Kali and Wali, but is vague as to 

further details4 and fights shy of over-close enquiries. 

The stereotyped account of the origin of the Ma’akla is, as 

usual, that their ancestors were ’Abdulla el Guhani and his 

descendant Sahal, and that they are therefore closely related to 

Dar Hamid, the Ma’alia, and the Zayadfa. 

1 This section is not in Kordofan but in Darfur. 

2 El Safi Sulayman. 

3 See C. B. Klunzinger’s Upper Egypt, pp. 257 et seq., and Sir G. Wilkinson’s 

Modern Egypt and Thebes, p. 386, etc. For the Beja matrilinear system see 

Quatremere’s Mhnoires..., Vol. II. 

4 Kali is said to have had two sons, Hubaysh and Ramadan. 
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In the Turkish days there were few Ma’akla in Kordofan, 

and they were much scattered. At present there are some 15 

villages of Sarna’m and allied subsections round El Gleit in the 

west of Bara district, and about the same number of Bisharia 

etc. round El Sa’ata to the south-east of El Gleit. 

A number of Ma’akla too are still residing near Shakka in 

Darfur, and in the gum-picking season many of these latter visit 

their kinsfolk in Kordofan and rent “ gardens ” from them. 

The Sama’fn etc. in Kordofan were until 1906 under the 

Ma’alia and paid tribute through the Ma’ali sheikh. In 1906 

they broke away and were allowed to appoint an “ ’omda ” of 

their own—viz. Bashir Dow el Bayt. 

Two years later they were subjected to taxes in place of 

tribute, much to their disgust. 

Bashir Dow el Bayt was succeeded by ’Othman ’Ali in 

1910. 

Part III. The ZayAdia. 

There was a tradition told in Darfur that Zayd the ancestor 

of the Zayadia was a slave of the first Tungur immigrants 

to that country1, but perhaps the tale emanated from a hostile 

source for the Zayadia, though not a great or famous tribe, to 

judge by appearances have at least as much claim to be con¬ 

sidered Arabs as the great majority of the so-called Arabs of 

the Sudan. 

They are mentioned by Burckhardt2 as being in his day one 

of the principal nomad tribes of Kordofan and Darfur, but the 

greater part of the tribe has always lived in the latter country 

and roamed the northern “ wadis ” with their camels, or ac¬ 

cumulated wealth as breeders of horses3. 

In the tribal genealogies they are grouped with the Dar 

Hamid tribes and especially with the Meganfn, for both tribes 

claim descent from Sahal. The Zayadia state that Sahal had 

two sons, Dahmash and Na’aym, the former ancestor of the 

Zayadia, the latter of Dar Hamid4. Those in Kordofan say 

1 See Slatin, Chap. 11. 2 Nubia.... 

3 Ensor who met some of them at Um Badr in 1875 also mentions some of them 

as settled at El Fasher. 

4 See Chapter ix, on Dar Hamid. 
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that the tribe is divided into three main divisions and many 

subdivisions: the following are said to be their names:— 

Awlad Girbu’ 

(a) Nds Hasan 

(b) Nds Adrag 

\c) Nds Shok 

{ci) Nds Sherri 

(e) Nds abu Hammdm 

(/) ’Aidl Sulaym 

(g) El ’isawfa1 

(,h) Nds el Tom 

(z) Nafd’fa 

(f) Nds Kirtub 

(k) Um Derdwa 

(/) Awldd Fdris 

(m) El Imayrfa 

(«) El Misdnrir 

(<?) El Getdrna 

(J>) El Kurumusia2 

Awlad Mufaddal 

{a) Awldd ’Awanulla 

(b) Awldd Imdma 

(c) Awldd Baybush 

(d) Awldd Zayn 

\e) AwlddWdfi 

{/) Awlad Shahawfn 

(g) Awldd ’Awdda 

(/z) Awldd ’Awddfa 

(z) Awlad Um Gam’un 

Awldd Gabir 

(a) ’Aidl Sabt el Nur 

(b) ’Aidl Rikay’a 

(c) ’Aidl abu Mis-him 

(d) Awldd Tdtun 

(e) Awldd abu Ma’ali 

(/) Awldd Hammud 

(g) Awldd Gubardt 

{h) Awldd Zayd 

(z) Awldd Berbush (or “Berdbfsh”) 

(j) Nas Um Gema’a 

1 There are some other ’Isawfa living on the west side of the Nile and tributary to 

the Kababfsh “nazir.” The ’Isawfa with the Zayddfa and those with the Kababfsh 

are related. 

2 Other Kurumusia are with the Meramra (see Chapter ix), but it is to the 

Zayddfa that they are more closely related. 





Plate VIII 

“ Zayadi'a, 1907 5 
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At the close of the “Turkia” practically the whole tribe was 

in Northern Darfur1. They were not among the first tribes to 

revolt, but late in 1883 they and the Mahrfa became disaffected 

and shortly after joined the Dervishes. 

After the reoccupation a number of them gradually found 

their way into Kordofdn and settled among a scattered colony 

of Gawama’a at Um Arba’a to the east of Gebel Um Shidera 

on the borders of the lands of the Gilaydat and Arfffa sections 

of Dar Hamid and to the north of the Baza’a. In 1906 they 

were allowed to elect Mu’azib Idris2 as “ ’omda” over themselves 

and were collected and allocated lands for cultivation at Um 

Arba’a. They own no gum forests however3. The majority of 

the Zayadia are still in Darfur, nomadic in habits, and intimate 

with the Zaghawa and other neighbouring peoples. 

1 In 1883 their tribute in Kordofan was only ^55 odd, whereas those in Darfur 

were assessed at £2500 (see Stewart). 

2 Mu’azib immigrated with a considerable following about 1904. He is of the 

Nas Hasan subsection of the Awlad Girbu’ and traces his descent thus:— 

Girbu’ 

I 
Mufaddal 

I 
Salim 

I 
Hasan 

' I 
Idris 

I 
Um Beda 

I 
Selman 

I 
Idris 

I . 
Mu’azib 

3 With one exception, viz. :—the Gawama’a of Um Arba’a, having gained a few 

gum “ gardens” at the expense of the Baza’a, gave them to the Zayadia in Nov. 1911. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE BAKKARA TRIBES 

PROFESSOR Budge remarks in his History of the Sudan1 

that the Bakkdra of Kordofan “ are undoubtedly the descendants 

of the terrible Menti of the Egyptian inscriptions.” 

This remark can hardly be taken in any but a highly 

metaphorical sense: the Menti may have lived in much the 

same country as that now inhabited by the Bakkara, and probably 

bred cattle for that reason—the conditions being eminently 

suitable ; but this fact and a truculency common to both peoples 

is hardly sufficient foundation for an assumption of common 

descent. The Bakkara, though they have in their veins a deal 

of black blood, are at least predominantly Arab,—which the 

Menti presumably were not. 

From their traditions and those of other tribes it appears 

that they came to their present position from the north2 through 

the old kingdoms of the blacks, and only contain in their ranks 

comparatively few Arabs from the river and eastwards. 

A very large number of them are still farther west than 

Kordofan. 

A few travellers who have met them in Darfur and westwards 

have given fragmentary notices of them : thus Muhammad el 

Tunfsi who went to Tendelti (El Fasher) in 1803 speaks of 

1 See Vol. 11, p. 397. 

2 The Arabs invaded Egypt under ’Amr ibn el ’Asi in 641 a.d. and extended 

their conquests over the northern fringe of Africa at the expense of the Berbers in 

the succeeding centuries. As the Berbers were swept away by or coalesced with the 

Arabs, further migrations southwards by the Arab tribes took place in increasing 

numbers (see Barth and Fournel). 
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“Blue Messina” (Messina Zurruk) as camel-owning nomads in 

Darfur, and mentions the difficulties the Sultan Muhammad 

Fadl experienced in getting tribute from the Rizaykat and 

Messina Humr. 

Barth also1 mentions that in his day the Messina were the 

third largest tribe of Arabs in Wadai, had their headquarters at 

Domboli, and were divided into Messina Zurruk and Messiria 

Humr: he found other cognate tribes, e.g. Awldd Rashid, 

Salamat, Awlad Hamayd, Ziud, etc. in Kanem, and Salamat 

close to the south of Lake Chad. 

Part I. Messiria and Humr. 

The Messina and Humr are really members of the same 

tribe. The true Messina are divisible into Zurruk and Humr ; 

but in Kordofan the two divisions have become so distinct that 

the Humr have ceased to rate themselves Messiria at all2. 

The subdivisions of the Messina are as follows :— 

A. Awldd Um Salim 

1. Awldd Sulayman 
2. Awldd Hammuda 
3. Awldd abu Zaydan 
4. Awldd Musbdh 
5. Awldd Ebdo 

B. El Ghazdya 

1. Awldd Um Rayddn 
2. Awldd Khayr 
3. Awlad Bildl 
4. Awldd Agman 
5. Awldd 5Awada 
6. Awldd Mismdr 
7. El Ku’uk 
8. Awldd Um Kerdbfg 

C. El Dirawi 

1. Awldd Kudum 
(a) Awldd Fadla 
{&) Awldd Del6t 
(c) Awldd Ghdli 

1 See Vol. ill, Chap. 40. 
3 I have used the term Messiria throughout in a sense exclusive of the Humr 

except where the contrary is stated. 
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2. Awldd Serfr 

(a) Abu Khorays 

\b) Awldd Bokhdt 

D. El Enendt 

1. Awlad Heglfga 

2. Awlad Kidayba 

3. Awldd Hildl 

4. El Kurun 

5. El Shukria 

6. Awlad Nusar 

7. Awldd Um Fdris 

E. Awlad abu N a’am an 

1. Awldd Mahddi 

2. Um Hayub 

3. Awlad Dow 

F. El Zurruk 

1. Awldd Ghanim 

2. Abu Alwan 

3. El Diraymdt 

4. Beni Sa’Id 

5. Awlad Hinayhi 

6. Awlad Kd’id ' 

7. El Kurbdg 

8. El Genahdt 

G. Awlad Hay ban 

1. Awldd’Isa 

2. Awlad Gabril 

3. Awlad el Shdib 

4. Awldd Fatr 

5. Awldd Oda 

By the middle of the eighteenth century the Messina, pushing 

eastwards, had occupied lands to the east of the present Dar 

Messina and were paramount between Dar Humr and El Birka, 

El Rahad, and Sherkayla. Gradually however the Hawazma 

allied themselves with such tribes as the Bedayrfa, Ghodiat, 

Tomam, Birged, etc., and drove the Messina back towards their 

present position. 

Since then the Hawazma have been entirely separate from 

the Messina, but, as will be seen, have absorbed much of the 

foreign blood of their allies. 

During the earlier years of the “ Mahdfa ” many of the 

Messina remained loyal: in 1880 they had assisted Slatin Bey 
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against the Sultan Harun in Darfur, and later a contingent 

assisted him at Um Warakat in 1882. In 1883 the Beni Helba 

revolted and under Bishdri Bey wad Bukr fell upon the loyal 

Messina who resided round Ddra under ’Abdulla Um Dramo 

and killed many of them. Stress of circumstances forced 

’Abdulla to join the Rizaykat in the same year at the siege of 

Dara, but he kept up his communications with Slatin Bey until 

the evacuation of Darfur1. 

In subsequent years a considerable portion of the tribe 

contrived to avoid obeying the Khalifa’s orders to the tribes to 

join him on the river, and in consequence they rendered them¬ 

selves liable to frequent raids and forced levies. 

After the fall of Omdurman in September 1898 a number of 

the Messina under Muhammad el Fakir wad Gaburi2 their 
• • * 

present “ nazir,” employed themselves in looting the disbanded 

Dervish forces who were retiring pellmell to their homes in the 

west. 

Though not a large tribe, in Kordofan, they are comparatively 

rich, especially in cattle and horses ; but they labour under 

a great disadvantage in the smallness of their territories and 

have insufficient room for normal expansion: the result is, 

naturally, continuous quarrels with their neighbours. Their 

cultivation is chiefly round El Sinut and Mafura, and their flocks 

and herds water in the Wadi el Ghalla. 

The Humr are divided into two separate divisions, viz. 

Agaira and Felaita. 

1 See Slatin, Fire and Siuord. 

2 Muhammad el Fakir is of the Um Salim section. His pedigree is as follows:— 

Sulayman 

I 
Ramadan 

I * 

Hasan 

' I 

Muhammad 

' I 

’Othman Aygal 

El Gaburi 

Muhammad el Fakir 

I--1-1 1 * I 1 l 1 
Ahmad Adam ’Abd el Bashir Fatima Bakhita Um Um Fdtima 

Rahim Bukhayn Adaz 
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The subdivisions of the Humr Agaira are1:— 

A. Awldd Kdmil 

1. Kalabni 

2. Ddr Muta 

3. Ddr Um Shayba 

4. Dir Salim 

5. Awlad Kimayl 

6. El Mizagina 

7. El Fayarim 

B. Awlad ’Omrdn 

1. Awlad Ghigidayr 

2. Awlad Nigayr 

3. Awlad abu Hammad 

4. Awldd N owasa 

5. Awldd Hamayd 

6. Awlad abu Ismd’fl 

7. Awlad abu Um Gud 

(a) Awldd Ma’ala 

(1b) Awlad Hammuda 

(c) Awldd ’Alydn 

8. Dar Zabali 

9. Ddr Haybulla 

10. Ddr Bindt 

11. Rahma 

12. Fadlfa 

The subdivisions of the Humr Felaita are1:— 

A. El Metamn 

1. Awlad Zidda 

2. Shamia 

3. Shabfb 

4. ’Arafa 

5. Arif 

6. El Zawayt 

B. Awldd Surur 

1. Awldd abu Khaim's 

2. Awldd Gima’a 

3. Awldd ’Alydn 

4. Awldd Um Bokatr 

5. Ga’afir 

6. El Geriffn 

[CHAP. 

1 From material supplied by Capt. W. Lloyd. 
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c. El Gubarat 

1. Awlad abu Hilal 
2. Awlad Mahdmid 

3- Awlad Budrdn 

4- Abu Gikdk 

D. El Salamdt 

1. Awldd ’Ali 

2. Awlad Sa’ada 

3- Awlad abu Idris 

4- El GeMbara 

It is said that both the Messina and the Humr are descended 

from ’Atfa the general ancestor of the Bakkdra, as appears in 

the table1 on p. 147. 

1 This table was given by Mekki Husayb “nazir” of the Humr Felaita. For 

comparison with it one should compare the tree given by Dr Helmolt, viz.: — 

Mohammed el Hauri 

’Abdalla el Dja’anis, ancestor of the Djoheina 

r* 
Hammed el Afzer Hammed el Ajzem 

(ancestor of the group 
of El Djuzm) 

. I 
Djuned 

Shakir daughter 
(wife of one Turrudj) 

Dahmesh ancestress of the 
Hamr (Homr) 

Bedr, ancestor of the Bedriya 

Raschid, 
ancestor of the Aulad 

Rdshid in Wada'i 
and Bornu 

Heimat, ancestor of 
the Heimat (Heiyimat or 
Heyimat); Ta’ai'sha and 

Habaniya 

I 
Rakal, ancestor of the 

Er$q&t (’Oreqat) 

’Atia 

Messir, ancestor of the Messiriya 

I 
Ta’aleb, ancestor of the Ta’aliba 

Rizq, ancestor of the Rezeqat 

I- 
Mahar, 

ancestor of the Mahariya 
Mahmud, 

ancestor of the Mahamid 
Nai'b, 

ancestor of the Nawaibe 

Scheiq Barik 

I 
Yasin, ancestor of the Aulad Yasin 

“Abdalla el Dja’anis” is of course ’Abdulla el Guhani. 

For the descendants of H£mid el Afzar see Chapter ix, on Dar Hamid. 

“Ta’aleb, ancestor of the Ta’aliba” is interesting: cp. note 4, p. 148. It is 

possible that these Ta’aliba (i.e. Tha’aliba) may be only a section of Messirfa descended 

from Tha’alib who is mentioned in both trees as a son of Messir; but on the other 

hand there is probably involved a reminiscence of the ancient Tha’aliba from whom 

the Messina are said to be descended. 

The insertion of “(Homr)” after Hamr explanatorily is probably a mistake. 

The Hamar are an entirely distinct tribe and not to be confused with the Humr 

(Homr). 

It may be convenient to add here the tree printed in the Handbook of the Sudan 

M. 10 
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It is added that the sons of ’Abdulla el Guhani emigrated to 

Fezzan from Arabia and that his great-grandson Ginayd died 

and was buried in Egypt. Of ’Abdulla’s descendants who went 

to Fezzan it is said some stayed there and others pushed south 

to Borgu. 

The story is that Agair the ancestor of the Humr Agaira 

was left exposed as a child by his father Dai in the desert: 

Messir the cousin of Dai found Agair and handed him over to 

his son Muhammad Felait to educate: the point of this story of 

course is that the Humr Agaira are deeply indebted to the 

Felaita. 

Before leaving the Humr it is amusing to note that the 

“ Dongola nisba ” remarks of their origin, “ They are descended 

from the master of the Ass, El Aswad, the Liar, the False 

Prophet who appeared in Yemen, of the tribe of ’Ans, whose 

name was Aihala1.” The animosity here displayed is due to the 

and based on the statements of Kubr ’Abd el Rahman sheikh of the Guberat section 

of Ta’aisha:— 
Shaker (of the Beni Abbas) 

Ahmed el Agdum Hamid el Afzar 
j 

l 
Shaker 

L 
Hamid 

(Dar Hamid) 

r n 1 
Hamar Zeiad Maala 

(Hamars) (Zeyadia) (Maalia) r 
Salama 

—stepson— 
(Salamat) 

Ge 
r 1 
:nayd Helba 

(B. Helba) 

Ras 
L 

hid 
1 

Heimad 
1 

’Atia 

Zebada Ziut Hamda Azid Hasabulla Habban Firan Hameid 
--v"’' ” “— | | (Feierin) (Awlad 

Awlad Rashid—chiefly Amr (Habbania) Hameid) 
in Bergu 

Ahmed Ta’aish 

I 
(Ta’aisha) 

Rizeig Messir (Hawazma) Talab Reiyan 
(Rizeigat) (Messiria) (Taelba) (Rowaina) 

All these trees are of course partly faked, but this last one has an even more 

spurious air than the other two. 

The “Dongola nisba” says, “The Salamat Arabs in the west are descended from 

Kuda’a” [one of the old Arabian tribes] “and blacks”.... Ibn Dukmak mentions a 

tribe of the same name at the siege of Fostat by the Arabs (c. 640 a.d.): Barth 

(Vol. Ill, p. 455) mentions them as one of the chief tribes of Bagirmi. 

1 See Sale’s Iforan, p. 139. A later gloss in the “Dongola nisba” says the 

Humr are descended from the Arabs of El Helb in Upper Egypt. 
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fact that the Humr were particularly rabid Dervishes during the 

whole of the Khalifa’s rule. The present “ nazir ” of the Agaira, 

’Ali Gula, was one of the Khalifa’s “ mulazimin5.” 

The tribe suffered very severely in the “ Mahdia ” from war 

and pestilence, but their country—a vast sandy plain north of 

Muglad and another great plain of black soil covered with thick 

bush and crossed by sandy belts to the south—is sufficiently 

spacious to admit of their eventually settling down and re¬ 

cuperating without the necessity of quarrelling with their 

neighbours on each side as the Messina are almost compelled 

to do. 

They cultivate chiefly round Muglad and Baraka, but in 

the dry season flock southwards to the Bahr el Humr, where 

raids and counter-raids with the Dinka occur yearly. 

1 He gave his name to the Maliki school of Islam. He is obviously out of place 

here and has only been dragged in as a suitable figurehead. 

2 See note 1, p. 145. 

3 The “Dongola nisba” says, “The Rizaykat are descended from Rizayk el 

Thakifi and belong to the Beni Thakif.” The Beni Thakif were a great Arabian 

tribe and are frequently mentioned in histories, etc. See also Sale’s Koran, pp. 14 

and 83. 

4 The “Dongola nisba” states that the Messina are descended from the tribe of 

Tha’aliba: “The Messerfa Arabs properly so called are the children of Messir son of 

Tha’aliba son of Nusr son of Sa’ad son of Nebhan, which [i.e. the tribe of Tha’aliba] 

is a section of the tribe of Tai.” Tai was a great Kahtanite Arab tribe in the old 

days. The tribe of Tha’aliba is mentioned by Makrizi as settling in Egypt at the 

time of the conquests of Salah el Dfn (Saladin). See Quatremere’s Mdmoires, 

p. 190. The Kenana also told me unprompted that the Messirfa were originally an 

offshoot of Tha’aliba. See also note 1, p. 145. 

5 Ali Gula’s pedigree is as follows :— 

’Abd el Rahman Na’ala 

I 
Sadfk 

‘ I ‘ 
Gid 

Muhammad Gamar 

1-1—1- 
Ahmad ’Ali Gula 

'I 
Um Gabfr 

1-1--i- 
Muhammad Nimr ’Othman Ahmad 

l 
Maunis 

I 
Idrfs 

I 
Gamar Khadiga 



Plate IX 

“’Ali Gula ‘nazir5 of the Humr Agaira, 1906A 
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Part II. The Hawazma. 

The Hawazma are at present divided into three main 

divisions, each of them again subdivided as in the following 

table. Though known under the single name of Hawdzma 

they are originally of very composite formation as will be 

shewn. 
A. ’Abd el ’Ali 

1. Ddr Gawdd 

(a) Ddr Bakhoti 
(b) Ddr Shalango 

2. Awldd Ghabush 

{a) Dar Bat’ha 

(b) Awldd Ba’ashom 

\c) Dar Debl 

(,d) El Ma’andt 

(e) Awldd Gama’a 

3. Ddr Bayti 

(1a) Awldd abu Adam 

(b) El Kura’dn 

(c) (two other sections) 

4. Ddr Na’ayli 

B. Halafa 

1. Ddr ’Ali 

2. Ddr Fay’at 

3. El Asirra 

(a) Um wad Gdza 

(b) Awldd Gomer 

(c) El Zurruk 

(d) Awldd Mesheri 

(e) Awldd Serdr 

(_/*) Awldd Ma’ada 

4. Awldd Ghonaym 

(a) Ddr Iga 

\b) Awldd Tadu 

\c) Ddr Tangal 

5. El Togia (there are four subsections) 

C. Rowowga 

1. Ddr Gamd’i 

(a) El Towdl 
(b) El Kusdr 
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2. Awldd Nuba 

(ia) Awlad Rahma 

(b) Dar Bildl 

(c) El Foghra 

3. Delamia 

(a) Awldd Tayna 

(b) Sulaymdma 

(c) Um Maginda 

(1d) Dar ’Agul 

(e) El Muminm 

To take these sections in turn:— 

A. The ’Abd el'Ali claim to be descended as shewn in the 

following table1, and thus consider themselves the true Hawazma, 

and the rest of the tribe as later accretions. As a matter of fact 

even they are of by no means pure descent:—Hammad Asosa 

their head sheikh, and many others, are by race rather Takarfr 

than Arabs. 

’Abdulla el Guhani 

. 1- 
Ginayd 

1--1 
’Atfa Haymdd 

(“El ’Atowa” (Ta’disha and 
viz. Rizaykdt; Habbdnfa) 

Humr; Messina; 
Hawdzma; Beni Helba2) 

Magnud Rdshid 
(Awldd Rdshid) 

Agdum Afzdr 
(Hamar (“El Fezdra” viz. 
’Asdkir) Kabdbish; Ddr 

Hamid; Beni 
Gerar; Ma’dlia) 

The “ Hawazma ” referred to in this table are the ’Abd el ’Ali 
section, whose descent is as follows:— 

Abu el Hum 

\-1-1 
(a son) Na’ayl 

j_l_1_ 
^Gawdd *Bayti tGhabush 

* By one mother, f By another mother. 

It is related that the three brothers Ginayd, Magnud and 

Rdshid were settled in Ddrfur, whither they had come from 

1 This table and much of what follows was obtained from Sheikh Ghanowi of the 
Dar el Gaw£d section of the ’Abd el ’Ali Hawazma. 

2 The “Dongola nisba” says, “The Beni Helba Arabs in the west belong to the 
Beni ’Amir Arabs in the Hegdz.” 
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Tunis. They and their sons owned a wonderful she-camel 

whose udder was like an ever-running waterspring: she used 

to roam the country at will with a pail tied under her, and the 

people used to drink therefrom. Now the tribe of Khuzam1 

stole this “ naka,” and a battle ensued : in this battle there 

perished so many of Khuzam that the wedding rings (worn by 

the young men for only a week after marriage) alone covered 

the haft of a long spear. After the defeat of Khuzam their 

conquerors became supreme and gradually worked their way 

eastwards to Kordofan with their camels. It was at this time 

that they first bought a bull and a cow from a Felldti pilgrim 

bound for Mecca. Those descendants of the three brothers 

who settled in South-west Kordofan bred cattle for the future 

and abandoned camel rearing as unsuited to the local con¬ 

ditions. 

A different version of the story of the wonderful “naka2” 

relates that it belonged to ’Atfa and Haymdd, the sons of Ginayd. 

Haymdd, the younger of the two, was under his brother ’Atfa’s 

rule but dared to seize the naka for himself and his people. 

The brothers and their respective adherents fought: ’Atfa was 

victorious and his people spread into Kordofdn and were the 

progenitors of the present Kordofan Bakkara, viz.: Messina, 

Humr, and Hawdzma. Haymad and his people stayed in the 

west and from them are descended the Rizaykat, Ta’dfsha, 

Habbam'a and Beni Helba3. 

B. The Halafa. It is said4 that the Halafa are composed 

of six different tribes, none of them Hawazma by origin. About 

the middle of the eighteenth century, in the days of the Fung, 

certain heads of families from six tribes, finding themselves 

unable to stand alone, came to the Hawazma and asked for 

protection and agreed to join the Hawazma : their suggestion 

1 Settled in the Western Sudan. There was a very famous Arabian tribe of the 

name Khuzam. It is said by some that the Dekakfm section of the Hamar are an 

offshoot of this tribe. 
2 Told by Dai H£shi a sheikh of the Dar Gawad Hawdzma (Dar Bakhoti sub¬ 

section). 

3 Which of the Bakkara are descended from ’Atfa and which from Haymdd is 

always a vexed question. 

4 The following is sheikh Ghanowi’s version. 
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was followed and the six heads of families swore a solemn oath 

binding themselves to the Hawazma: hence they were 

called “ Halafa.” The six tribes represented were as follows:— 

Bedayria Gawama’a 

Takarir1 Zenara3 

Gelldba2 Slaves 

Among these strangers were scattered a few original Hawdzma. 

The Asirra were a separate tribe in Kordofan until early in the 

nineteenth century and joined the Hawdzma en bloc. It is likely 

that they are connected with the Bedayria. At first they were 

not subject as at present to the Halafa, and the latter pretend 

that in Turkish days the Halafa paid half the tribute of the 

Hawazma and the Asirra the other half:—the implication 

(a false one) being that the Awlad ’Abd el ’Ali and the 

Rowowga were subject to the Halafa. 

C. The Rowowga themselves seem very vague about their 

origin. Some say their descent is thus4 5:— 

’Atfa 

r 
Rdshid el Wullad 

l-1-1 
Abu el Hum a son 

l--1-1 (all the Bakkara 
Hdzim, Hamd el Muderr except the Hawdzma) 

(’Abd el ’Ali6 (Rowowga Hawazma) 
Hawazma) 

1 All Fellata and other tribes that come from the west and pass through 

Kordofan on their way to Mecca for the pilgrimage are included in the general 

term “Takarfr.” 

2 The Gellaba Howara are meant. El Nur Hanua, head sheikh of the Halafa, 

belongs to the Togfa section and is by race a Gellabi Howari. 

3 The Zenara are an obscure and debased people. Makrizi, Ibn Khaldun and 

Mas’udi all mention Zenara as one of the Berber tribes who, like the Howara, 

settled in Egypt and in the deserts. See Chapter iv. 

4 H£mid el Likka of the Awlad Nuba section gave me this table but with some 

hesitancy. He went on the pilgrimage in 1907 and on returning declared he had 

there met Hawazma with tribal pedigrees similar to his own. I know of no mention 

of Hawazma as a tribe in Arabia at any time (though the Hawazin are very frequently 

mentioned). Doughty (Wanderings in Arabia, Vol. 11, 135) mentions “ Hazim an 

ancient fendy of Harb.” Makrfzf mentions Awlad Hazm as a subsection of the 

Arabs of Senbes (a branch of Tai) settled in Egypt. 

5 The attribution of the name of Hazim to the ancestor of the ’Abd el ’Ali is 

evidence that the ’Abd el ’Ali, as said above, are considered original Hawazma. 
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Others however1 deny that the Rowowga are Hawazma by 

origin and say that they came from the east, and, as definite 

examples, state that the Sulaymania section belong properly to 

the Beni Sulaym on the Nile, and that Somi Towr himself, the 

head sheikh of the Rowowga, is by race a Kenani. Probably 

many of the Rowowga are really Kenana. 

Shortly before the Dervish revolt, in 1874, the Rowowga 

fought with the rest of the Hawazma ; the quarrel being caused 

by the alleged unjust distribution of the tribute. Nawai was then 

head sheikh of the ’Abd el Adi and Halafa, and Towr of the 

Rowowga. The Hawazma took part in the Dervish siege of 

El Obeid but when the Mahdi proposed transplanting them to 

Omdurman to assist in the attack on Khartoum, the bulk of the 

tribe retired to Gebel Goghub in the south and remained there¬ 

abouts till the reoccupation, fraternizing to a large extent with 

the Nuba of the mountains. A number of Messina also joined 

them there. 

The Hawazma sheikhs however were not all so fortunate. 

The Mahdi got hold of Nawai and Ibrahim Gaydum of the 

Halafa, Gotfa Hammad of the Dar Bayti, and Muhammad el 

Tom of the Awlad Ghabush, and proposed taking them to the 

river with him. Nawai and Ibrdhim escaped later, but the latter 

was recaptured and put to death, and the former died of small¬ 

pox shortly after his escape. Gotfa died at Omdurman, and 

Muhammad el Tom, the last survivor, was killed at the battle of 

the Atbara. 

The Hawazma are a good instance of the composite nature 

of most of the Sudan Arab tribes and their status is well 

summed up by the “ Dongola nisba ” which after stating that 

the Hawdzma “ are a subtribe of Buglla and descended from 

Hazim,” proceeds “ but a number of Arab tribes and blacks 

attracted by the advantages of being with them, mixed with 

them, and the original stock and its accretions became indis¬ 

tinguishable ”; and again, “ The Hawazma include Bedouins 

from the Hegaz, and Bedayrfa, and Takdrfr, and many other 

tribes.” 

1 E.g. sheikh Ghanowi. 
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Part III. The Habbania. 

The Habbania in Kordofan are merely an offshoot of the 

Habbania Bakkdra of Darfur, a tribe related closely to the 

Rizaykdt, Ta’disha, Beni Helba, etc., and claiming descent from 

Haymdd1 2. 

They migrated eastwards from Kalaka some four or five 

generations ago and made their home in the first instance at 

El Rahad by leave of the Gawama’a. They were very shortly 

afterwards attacked by the Hawazma: the Gawama’a succeeded 

in effecting peace between the two parties, but the Habbania 

were compelled to move farther east, and finally settled round 

Sherkayla, though sending their cattle to graze into the sur¬ 

rounding country and especially southwards to the vicinity of 

Tekali. Prout in 1876 mentioned them as being between El 

Rahad, Sherkayla, and Tekali, and assessed their numbers roughly 

at 8000. 

Being naturally a quarrelsome and restless people, and being 

also considered as outsiders, they have at various times been 

involved in hostilities with most of their neighbours. Very soon 

after their removal from El Rahad they had a fight with the 

“ Mek” Nasr of Tekali, and again the Gawama’a intervened and 

settled the quarrel. 

With the Gima’a too they have several times come into 

conflict, the last occasion of importance being during the 

governorship of Hasan Pasha Helmi, when a pitched battle was 

fought at ’Akayla. 

In 1881 the tribute of the Kordofan Habbania was reduced 

from ^748 odd to ^215 odd: the main tribe in Darfur were 

assessed at £26^0*. 

The “amir” of the Kordofan section in the Dervish days 

and their “ ’omda” until his death in 1910 was El Tom ’Owdun. 

Their main subdivisions are as follows :— 

1 The “Dongola nisba” says, “The Habbania are the children of Habban son of 

El Kulus son of ’Omar son of Kais, a subtribe of Bahila [which is] a tribe descended 

from Kais ’Aildn....” Kais ’Ailan was one of the chief tribes of Arabia. 

2 See Stewart. 
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A. El Tdra 

El Shaybun 

El Selmania 

El Hila^dt 

Awldd ’Aid 
Awldd Zdid 

Awldd abu ’Amir 

Awldd Gargar 

El Derdbfn 

Awldd Belo 

El Kamdrsa 

Awldd Rihayma 

Awldd Idris, or Um Idris 

El Kigama 

Awlad Ma’afin 

El Mahadi 

El Hadayli 

El Merirdt 

B. El Sot 

El Shabul 

El Raydfa 
El Mesd’fd 

El Feraygdt 

Awlad abu ’Aydd 
Awldd Um Sunta 

Awldd Borgdwi 

El Ghandydt 

Awldd Sa’addn 



CHAPTER XII 

THE HAMAR 

The Hamar are a large but loosely connected tribe having 

closer affinities with the group containing Dar Hamid, the 

Ma’alia etc., than with the Bakkara or Gawama’a—Bedayrfa 

group. As a tribe they are of comparatively recent origin, and 

until about five or six generations ago the name of Hamar was 

apparently unknown or at least not worthy of mention. They 

vaguely claim an ultimate descent from ’Abdulla el Guhani and 

a common parent in one Ahmdr from whom they derive their 

name1; but the first important name among them is that of El 

Hag Munaym, of the ’Asdkir division of the tribe who lived so 

recently as the beginning of the last century. Until his time the 

Hamar had been an unimportant tribe living in Darfur round 

Um Shanga. Then quarrels arose between them and the 

Ma’dlia and the bulk of the Hamar migrated eastwards to what 

is now Kordofan,—some, including El Hag Munaym’s own 

family, settling in villages for part of the year, but the main 

body remaining permanently nomad and roaming from El Odaya 

to the open country north of Um Badr, and as far east as Abu 

Haraz, Um Sumayma, Gebel abu Sinun, Um Shidera [Shagera] 

and Gebel abu ’Asal. As was to be expected, they were not 

welcomed by the nomads of Kordofan: feuds sprang up between 

the Hamar on the one hand and the Kababfsh, Dar Hamid, and 

1 The Hamar Gharaysfa say they came from Yemen in the Khalifate and settled 

in Darfur between Kebkebia and G. Maria. At a much later date, they say, they 

tried to migrate eastwards again, but perished from thirst in great numbers near 

G. el Serg and G. Audun. See also pp. 150 and 151 (note 1). 



“ Sheikhs of Western Kordofan, 1906.” 
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Zayadfa, (who in addition were at feud with one another), on 

the other hand, and in the northern grazing grounds between 

Um Badr and Um Sonayta, far from all government authority, 

forays and counter-forays continually occurred to the very end 

of the Turkish regime. 

The Hamar multiplied prolifically in Kordofan and not only 

did their herds of camels in the “Turkfa” exceed those of most 

other nomad tribes on the west of the river, but their villages 

occupied extensive tracts between El Nahud and Gebel abu 

Sinun. The greatness to which the tribe attained in so short a 

space was almost entirely due to the enterprise of the family of 

El Hag Munaym, and it is therefore important to know who 

they were :— 
El Hag Munaym 

Ismail Mekki 

1- 
Ibrahim Muhammad el 

Sheikh 
Gidia = El Melih 

1 r 
Ahmad Ibrdhim Bey 

Ismd’il 
1-r-1-r-i_ 

Muhammad Ahmad Yasin Yusef 
el Sheikh 

1 
Mekin 

I 
El Bekri 

I 
Sdlim 

IsmTil succeeded his father El Hag Munaym, and after the 

conquest of Kordofdn by the Turks was maintained as “nazir” 

of the ’Asakir in Kordofan, while his brother Mekki, and later 

Mekki’s son El Melih, acted as head sheikh of the Hamar 

’Asakir in Darfur (the boundary between the two countries at 

that time being Gebel Ba’ashom1). Isma’il resided at Firshaha 

and proved the best and most powerful ruler the tribe ever had, a 

bold fighter, a just judge, and a capable and generous adminis¬ 

trator2. He was for some time kept in prison by the Turks for 

refusing to furnish lists of the wealth in kind possessed by his 

tribe, but as the removal of his strong hand from the tribe 

caused more trouble than advantage, he was afterwards released 

and restored to power. 

As being large camel owners the Hamar were frequently 

requisitioned by the Turks for transport purposes, and, in 

1 See p. 21, note 1. 
2 See Petherick, Upper Egypt..., Chap. xix. 
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addition, to guard the Darfur frontier : in return they were given 

a free hand to raise their tribute by sending looting expeditions to 

Darfur, and were in fact encouraged and even assisted in these 

raids1. It was they too who late in the “ Turkfa ” undertook the 

contract for the work involved in laying the telegraph line from 

El Obeid to El Fasher2. 

Petherick in 1847 estimated that the Hamar could mount 

2000 men, most of them in mail shirts and helmets3. Pallme 

describes the Hamar as “one of the most amiable class of people 

in this province” and says “I never heard of their having ill- 

treated or robbed any stranger, much less of their having 

committed murder4.” One can only remark that they have now 

degenerated into a dirty drunken community of thievish habits. 

In fact by 1876 Ensor had heard of them as “the most warlike 

and thievish of all the tribes in Ddrfur,” and himself found them 

“ an ill bred and surly lot of fellows.” He also says of them 

“ the Hamar are the richest of all the nomads in this part of 

Africa, far exceeding in number the nomad portion of the 

Kabbabbeesh, and almost equally [equalling ?] the whole of that 

tribe including the settlers on the banks of the Nile.” Most of 

their women were “ of the semi- or full negro type, more or less 

pronounced. The Hamr keep their thoroughbred Arab wives at 

home in seclusion ; they have not many of them, and they prize 

them accordingly...To be a Hamr wife is a lot envied by many 

of the women of other tribes5.” 

In 1874 the Turks annexed Darfur, and Ibrdhfm the son 

and successor of Ismd’fl now became “ ndzir ” of the ’Asakir in 

Kordofan and Darfur: the Dekakim division, however, were not 

under his authority: they claim to have been independent of the 

’Asakir since before the days of El Hag Munaym. The “nazir” 

Ibrahim was succeeded by his nephew Ahmad el Melih, son of 

1 See Pallme, p. 143. 

2 See Ensor, p. 114. 

3 See Petherick, Upper Egypt..., Chap. xix. 

4 See Pallme, p. 114. 

5 See Ensor, p. 86. 

Ensor in 1876 found great numbers of Hamar at Um Badr. He mentions that 

just before the annexation of Darfur (1874) they attacked Munzinger Pasha and 

drove him from Um Badr (see Ensor, Chap. ix). 
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the old sheikh of the Hamar ’Asakir in Darfur before the con¬ 

quest of that country; and Ahmad was succeeded by his brother 

Ibrahim Bey el Melfh, who owed his title of Bey to the Turkish 

government. 

In Isma’fl Pasha ’Ayub’s time a further subdivision took place: 

’Abd el Rahim Bey abu Dukl at the head of the Gharaysfa sec¬ 

tion which had represented a third part of the Dekakim separated 

himself from the control of the Dekakim sheikh Hammad Bey 

Fatfn and has remained independent. Thus at the outbreak of 

the “Mahdfa” Ibrahim Bey was “nazir” of the 'Asakir; Ham- 

mad Bey Fatfn in the west ruled the Dekakim, and Abu Dukl 

the Gharaysfa. All three became Dervish “ amirs ” : the first 

named fell under the Khalifa’s displeasure towards the end of 

the “ Mahdfa ” and was thrown into prison : he died four or five 

years after the reoccupation of the country. Hammad Bey died 

about 1905. Abu Dukl is still alive and “nazir” of his people. 

During the Dervish days the Hamar lost all their wealth and 

were more than decimated in numbers. To add to their woes, 

as soon as the power of the Khalifa was broken, their old foes the 

Kababfsh carried off most of the camels remaining to them, and 

as a result the camels of the Hamar at the present day are an 

almost negligible quantity. Their population has again increased 

but is practically all sedentary1, and only concerned with cultiva¬ 

tion, gum picking, drinking, and quarrelling. 

They have large areas of cultivation and gum forests round 

Rihaywa (the birth-place of the present “ nazir ” of the ’Asakir 

section, Isma’fl Muhammad el Sheikh, nephew of the Ibrahim 

wad Isma fl mentioned above), but most of them are further west 

round Nahud and Foga. 

They cannot yet realize that “the glory is departed,” and 

that the whole of the country over which they roamed as nomads 

in the palmy days of IsmTfl wad el Hag Munaym and his son 

does not belong to them. 

The Dar Hamar of the present is an almost waterless area 

of sandy steppes covered with bush. The water supply of the 

population, excepting a few isolated wells, e.g. at Nahud, El 

1 The Gihaysat section who are reckoned Hamar are really by descent Shenabla. 

They are nomads and own many camels. 
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Odaya, and Um Bel, is from the baobab trees that they use as 

reservoirs. Their herds depend chiefly on wild melons. Un¬ 

fortunately for them their decadence as a tribe has synchronized 

with a disappearance of their chief watering places :—Foga once 

the site of many hundred good wells, and a large garrison 

town and “ mudfrfa,” is now dry in winter and summer; and Um 

Badr, where Ensor in March 1876 found 500 wells with 10,000 

camels watering daily, and of which he said “just before the 

rains again begin to fall there is sometimes not more than suffi¬ 

cient water for a thousand camels to drink per day1,” is now 

entirely dry in summer and winter, and in a bad year is not even 

flooded in the rainy season. 

At present Ismail Muhammed el Sheikh is sheikh of the 

Hamar ’Asakir, Hammad Bey Fatfn’s son Abu Geluf of the 

Dekakim proper, and ’Abd el Rahim Bey “ Abu Dukl ” of the 

Gharaysfa : the two latter are related as follows:— 

Abu Ruba 

Hdmid 

Yunis 

I 
Ndil 

(1) a Hamar woman = Sdlim abu Dukl = (2) a Felldta woman 

Hammad Bey = El Toma ’Abd el Rahim Bey “Abu Dukl” 

I 
Abu Geluf 

1 See Ensor, pp. 80 and 134. 

In Northern Kordofan the alterations that are taking place in the underground 

water supply are remarkable (see notes on pp. 28 and 98). The general tendency 

is to a decrease in the water supply at the old watering places: at the same time 

fresh sites are now and then discovered (e.g. at El GibayHt, see p. 100). This 

phenomenon throughout Kordofan is noticed by Escayrac de Lauture in his Le 

Desert et Le Soudan. He was convinced by the unanimous testimony of the people 

that in many places it was necessary of late years to dig three or four times as deep 

for water as it was in the time of previous generations. It is now over fifty years 

since Escayrac de Lauture wrote and yet the same phenomenon is still noticeable: 

e.g. it is an acknowledged fact that at Shershar the water level is very considerably 

lower than it was so recently as the days of the Mahdi. 

De Lauture says (p. 67), “Je suppose, toutefois, que ces changements de niveau 

et de nature sont dus a l’action violente des courants souterrains se mouvant sur des 
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“ Abu Dukl ” was made a Bimbashi by Gordon Pasha and a 

Bey by ’Abd el Kadir Pasha. When the Sudan was abandoned 

he joined the Dervishes and was employed as an “ amir ” round 

Kassala. After the defeat of Ahmad Fadil he surrendered and 

served against the Khalifa. The ’Asdkir, Dekakim and Gharaysia 

are mixed together to a great extent but, generally speaking, the 

’Asakir own all the country lying west of a line drawn through 

Gebels Um Shirsh and El Ba’ashom and continuing through 

Ghallabarra and Gareban, and also the districts of Shallota, El 

Kul, and parts of Shek el Dud, El Sa’ata, Huoi, and Firshaha. 

The Dekakim and Gharaysia claim the country lying east of the 

line mentioned above as far as El Nahud and El Odaya, and 

also Shek el Hafiza and parts of the districts of Shallota etc. 

(excepting Firshaha). 

The main subdivisions of the tribe are as follows :— 

i. El ’Asdkira 

A. El Ghishfmat 

1. Awldd Gamfa 

(a) Awldd Ma’ayz 

(b) El Shendbir 

(c) El Gharara 
\d) El Merdzfg 

2. El Sidayrdt 

3. Awlad Ma’ali 

4. Awldd Ghdsi 

5. Awldd ’Ali 

B. Beni Badr 

1. El Merdmra1 

(a) El Mildha 

2. El Sa’addt 

(a) Awldd Ghanum 

(b) Mahalhil 
(c) Nds Zayd 

(d) Nds el Sul 

(e) Nds Matlub 

grandes pentes, alterant profondement les couches qu’ils traversent, et se frayant a 

chaque instant des routes nouvelles, en entamant surtout les depots salins, qui offrent 

a leur energique action une moindre resistance.” 

1 Dar Hamid in origin. 

M. II 
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C. El Khamsdt 

1. El Maydmin 

(a) Awlad Subuh 

(d) El Bedrdnia 

2. El Menddfr 

3. El Gihaysdt1 

(a) Um Haysin 

(1b) Awldd Didb 

(c) Abu Dan 

(d) Merahil 

(<e) Nas Muamar 

4. El Mendna 

5. El Khayraysdt 

D. El Tardddt 

i. El Dama’i 

(a) El Subayhdt 

(1) Nas Soderi 

ip) El Gelada 

(c) El Tayaysa 

(1) Awldd ’Ali 

(2) El Gawdbra 

(3) El Nowara 

(4) El Abbasfa 

W El Fawddil 

w El Ghanaymfa2 

(1) Nds abu Gebel 

(2) Nds ’Ali 
(3) Nds Beldl 

(4) Nds Gumu’a 

(/) El Noaygdt 

(g) Awldd Khadra 

w El ’Abadfa 

(1) Nas abu Guma’a 
(2) El Gerayni 

El Dekdkfm 

A. EiWdilfa3 

1. Nds Hdzil 

2. Nds el Hurr 

3. Nds abu Hamayddn 

1 The Gihaysat were originally Shendbla of the ’Aw£mir section but split away 

from that tribe and joined the Hamar. 

2 Gaw£ma’a by origin. 

3 Alleged to be originally related to the Kaw£hla. 
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4. Nds Hamfr 

5. Nas Harush 

6. Nds Raha 

7. Nds abu ’Awfn 

8. Abu Gemanm 

B. Nas abu Zayd 

1. Nds Sdri 

(a) Nds Gabr 

{b) Awldd Subayh 

2. Nds ’Abd el Salam 

3. Nds Farakalla 
4. Nds abu Tenu 

C. El Sha’ibdt 

D. Awldd Shad wan 

E. Awldd ’Amir 

F. Awlad Bur’as 

G. Awlad Sihaia 

1. Nds el Sod 

2. Nas Feraywa 

3. Nas Ribayh 

4. Nds abu Na’amir 

5. Nas Musellam 

6. Nas Khala 

H. El Gema’ama 

J. El Gharaga 

3. El Gharaysfa 

A. El Hadahda 

1. Awlad Hammdd 

2. Awlad Um Butnayn 

3. El Dububa 
4. Awldd Sherif 

5. Awldd Nimr 

6. El Bard’fm 

B. Awlad Shighan 

1. Nds Ismd’il 

2. Um Kisayba 
3. Nds Nusr 

4. Nds abu Merdkih 

5. Nds Muhammad 

6. El Homrdn 

11—2 
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C. Awldd Guayd 

1. Nds abu Higaywa 

2. Nas Turfa 

3. Awldd ’Adi 

4. El HaMbi'sh 

5. Nds Murmi 

6. El Sa’adia 
7. Awldd Gdbir 

8. Nds Sahdrif 

D. El Subaha1 

1 El Subaha are not Hamar by race at all, but are subject to them. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE MIMA 

The Mima probably represent one of the old half Arab and 

half black tribes of the Western Sudan, and those in Kordofan 

are merely a branch of the main tribe. 

Needless to say they claim an exalted Arab descent, and even 

speak of the third Khalifa of Islam as their progenitor. 

So early as the eleventh century the state of Ghana was at 

war with a people called Mima, and three hundred years later 

Timbuktu was “peopled chiefly by natives of Mima1.” These 

Mima were in all probability the ancestors of the tribe now 

bearing the same name. 

In the reign of Muhammad Fadl, Sultan of Darfur, when 

Muhammad el Tunfsi visited that country, the Mima were still 

under a Sultan who paid tribute to Darfur but was semi-inde¬ 

pendent: the Zaghawa, Dagu, Tungur, etc. were in similar case. 

The Mima have shewn themselves in later days a turbulent 

unsettled tribe. Soon after Gordon’s appointment as Governor- 

General of the Sudan they and the Khawabfr revolted, and 

though quelled remained disaffected2. Again in 1883, after the 

outbreak of the “ Mahdfa,” they ejected their Sultan Da’ud, 

appointed another, and with their old friends the Khawabfr, 

broke into rebellion. ’Omar Darho was sent against them by 

Slatin Bey and defeated them, and posts were established at 

Fafa and Wuda in their country; but before the year was out 

they had again rebelled and annihilated ’Omar Darho and his 

men at Wuda. Further efforts to subdue them proved abortive 

and for the rest of the “Mahdfa” they were fervent Dervishes. 

1 See Cooley, p. 86. 

2 See Slatin, Chaps. 2, 7, and 9. 
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At present the bulk of the tribe is in Darfur, but there are a 

number of them scattered in Upper Egypt and Dongola1. In 

Kordofan some are to be found round El Rahad and Tekali 

among the Ghodiat: others again are to be found settled rather 

farther north among the D&r Hamid tribes, the Awldd Murg 

Gawama’a, the Baza’a, and the Zaghawa: the latter tribes have 

in each case granted the Mima land to cultivate on condition 

of the payment of small dues. 

The Kordofdn Mima say that the Mima in the west migrated 

thither from North Africa direct2—but that many other Mima 

came to Kordofan via the Nile under one called El Hag Musa, 

and were granted lands and wives by the Gawama’a and Ddr 

H&mid. 

They also say that their tribe is a branch of the ’Amuia 

(singular ’Amawi), and that they called themselves Mima after 

the letter mim, which by its shape typifies solidarity and 

cohesion. 

1 They also allege there are Mima in abundance at Mekka. The “Dongola 

nisba” connects them with the Beni Tha’aliba of the Heg£z. 

2 They may possibly have come with the Tungur. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE KENANA 

The name of Kenana is familiar as that of one of the 

greatest and most famous tribes of Arabia, for not only were 

they a numerous and powerful community, but the tribe of 

Kuraysh itself was but a branch of them. 

The tribe of Kendna probably came into being some ioo 

years after the beginning of the Christian Era, and took up its 

abode in the Hegaz round the site of Mekka and in Yemen. 

In these early days its members were worshippers of ’Ozza. 

Little is known of their early history, but we hear of them as 

defeating the Himyarites of Yemen between 270 and 272 A.D. 

In 580 A.D. began the internecine wars known as “El Figar” 

between the Kenana and cognate tribes on the one hand, and 

the Beni Hawazin on the other. 

At the rise of Muhammad, Islam received no support from 

Kendna and Kuraysh, and it was they who in 625 A.D. under 

Abu Sofian defeated the prophet at Ohod. 

Five years later ’Ozza’s image was broken down by Khalid 

ibn Walid, and the Kenana submitted to Muhammad after the 

capture of Mekka. 

Their allegiance to Islam, tardy as it had been, was not 

strong, for they revolted during the Khalffate of Abu Bukr1. 

When Africa was invaded great numbers of the tribe migrated 

thither, while others stayed in Arabia, where their descendants 

1 See Caussin de Perceval, Vol. 1, pp. 193 to 241. 
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are still to be found scattered over the northern and central 

districts, and more especially in the Hegaz1. 

In 1249 the Kenana formed the garrison of Damietta and 

greatly distinguished themselves in defending that town against 

the attacks of Louis IX’s crusaders2. 

A part of the Kenana in time pressed southwards through 

Egypt, and others westward as far as Morocco. 

Makrizi (fl. 1400 A.D.) mentions many Kendna settled round 

Sakia Kolta in his day and offshoots of them scattered elsewhere 

in Egypt. They were divided into three sections, viz. Leith, 

Damra, and Feras3. 

As regards those who had moved westwards from Egypt, 

according to Leo Africanus they had by the beginning of the 

sixteenth century become subject to the kingdom of Fez4. 

Marmol, writing a little later, mentions that they could raise 

over 23,000 armed men in Morocco. 

It was probably the Kenana settled in Egypt whose descen¬ 

dants are generally met with in the Sudan. 

The tradition of the Kenana in Kordofan is to the effect that 

their ancestor was El Sayyid Ahmad Zubbad el Bahr, a “fekfr” 

of Mekka, descended from Hamza the youngest son of the 

prophet’s grandfather ’Abd el Muttalib. After his death one 

of his sons, Mansur, quarrelled with the other sons as to the 

succession and left Mekka for Egypt with his younger brother 

’Abdulldhi. Hence he was nicknamed “ El Hardan ” (one who 

sulks and isolates himself). 

From Egypt Mansur passed up the Nile to the Sudan. The 

Gamu’fa (of Ga’alifn extraction) and the Mahass of Dongola each 

provided him with a wife and he begot six sons, Yasfn, ’Ali abu 

el Fahra, Hammad Asla’a, Sowar, Idris Serag, and ’Alwan. 

These were the forefathers of the sections of Kenana now in 

the Sudan, excepting the Da’udfa, who are descended from 

’AbdulHhi. 

1 E.g. see Palgrave, Vol. 1, Ch. ix, p. 459. Note that Ibn Batuta (fl. 1353) 

when he crossed from Suakin to Yemen found a Kenani Sultan at the port of 

Hali and Kenana and Beni Haram inhabiting the neighbourhood. (Vol. II, pp. 162 

et seq.) 

2 See Lane Poole, History of Egypt, p. 232. 

3 See Quatremere, Vol. II. 4 See Leo, Bk 1, p. 146. 
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The Seragab section of the Kababfsh are also said to be 

descended from Idris Ser&g1, and indeed there are probably 

many other claimants to Ken&na parentage scattered among 

the various tribes. 

The earliest Kenana arrivals in the Sudan are said to have 

settled finally at Gebel Kurun, south of Tekali, and subsequently 

to have come into conflict with a party of Kawahla2 settled in 

the neighbourhood, and to have driven them to the south. 

According to the Kenana “nisba” Mansur lived 16 genera¬ 

tions ago and 17 generations after ’Abd el Muttalib. This total 

of 33 generations, if the generation be reckoned at 40 years, 

gives a total of 1320—i.e., approximately the number of years 

that have passed since the time of ’Abd el Muttalib. The 

Kendna “ nisba ” therefore is not necessarily so incredible as 

the majority of those produced by other tribes. It may then 

be supposed that the truth is that some Kenana, following the 

example set by their kinsmen in previous centuries, emigrated 

from Arabia into Egypt about the beginning of the fourteenth 

century and pushed their way up the river as far as Dongola, 

and there temporarily settled and intermarried, and later split 

into various sections, of whom a party went south to Kurun, and 

a part eventually attached themselves to the Kababfsh. 

The bulk of the tribe at present is on the east side of the 

White Nile, and it is not improbable that in addition to the 

influxes that occurred at various times from the north some 

Kenana have crossed to Africa by the straits of Bab el Mandeb, 

for the Arab forces that were mustered round Sennar under 

’Abdulla el Kerinani and ’Amara Dunkas about 1500 A.D.3, 

and that coalesced with the Fung and adopted to some extent 

their name, are said to have included Kenana and other tribes, 

who had fled from Arabia about 750 A.D., as a result of the 

struggle between the Beni Ommayya and the Beni ’Abb&s, 

and gradually filtered through Abyssinia to the vicinity of 

Senn&r4. Others may have crossed the Red Sea to Africa at 

various dates from very early to most recent times. 

1 See Chapter xv, on the Kababfsh. 2 See Chapter xvi, on the Kawahla. 

3 See Chapter 1, and Appendix 2. 4 See Na’um Bey Shukayr. 
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The main subdivisions of the Kenana in the Sudan, as known 

to those in Kordofan, are as follows:— 

A. El Sowdrdb1 

1. Awldd Yasm*2 

2. El Zoayda 

3. El Isayba’a* 

B. El Serdgfa3 

1. Awldd Ddli4 

2. Um Belal 

3. Awldd Roaya 

4. El Zayddn 

5. El Ndmia* 

6. El Habaylfa* 

7. Abu Rihdn* 

8. El Koatil* 

9. El Gilayrdb* 

10. El Baylab* 

C. El Asala’a6 

1. Awlad Guberdn* 

2. Awlad Huzll* 

3. El Su’udla* 

4. El ’Amarla* 

5. Awldd Rishayd* 

D. El Da’udia* (including El Monasir, who again include 

Nds Hamduk) 

E. El Fahna*6 

F. El ’Alowna*7 

Those marked with an asterisk are mainly inhabitants of the 

Gezfra: the others and certain of the Asala’a are in Kordofan; 

but no hard and fast line can be drawn. 

During the Turkish days, as now, part of the tribe appears 

to have been in Sennar and part near Abu Haraz in Kordofan8. 

That the latter were not very numerous is shewn by the fact that 

1 I.e. descendants of Sowar ibn Mansur. 

2 I.e. descendants of Yasfn ibn Mansur. There are a few Sowarab at Tekali in 

addition to those mentioned. 

3 I.e. descendants of Idris Serag ibn Mansur. 

4 Some Awlad Dali live at Tekali; others are with the main body of Kenana in 

Kordofan. 
6 I.e. descendants of Hammad Asla’a. 

6 I.e. descendants of ’Ali abu el Fahra. 7 I.e. descendants of ’Alwan. 

8 Sir C. Wilson speaks of Kenana having been in Sennar in 1821, and of Kenana 

60 years later S.W. of Abu Har£z. 
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previous to 1881 their nominal tribute was ^293 odd, and that it 

was then reduced by £2001. 

Before the Mahdi had gained his first successes in open war, 

and while he was still at Abba Island in 1881, he was joined by 

many Ken&na, and it was with a retinue of them that he set out 

for “Gebel Mdsa” (as he was pleased to call Gebel Gedfr). Many 

more Kenana joined him there, and with their aid he defeated 

the force under Rashid Bey2. 

In 1885 when the “amir” Musa wad Helu met the British 

advance guard at Abu Telayh (“Abu Klea”), the bulk of his 

force was composed of Kenana, Berbers, Ga’alifn, and Deghaym. 

The Kenana and Deghaym were almost annihilated in this 

battle3; but they have to some extent recuperated since, and 

those in Kordofan certainly own no inconsiderable herds of 

cattle between Dilling and Abu Haraz. That the bulk of the 

tribe is to be found on the east side of the Nile has already 

been mentioned. 

1 See Stewart’s Report. 

2 See Slatin, Bk 1, Ch. iv. 

3 See Slatin, Bk 11, Ch. x. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE KABABISH1 

The Kabdbi'sh are not a homogeneous tribe in the sense 

that they are descended within comparatively modern times 

from any one single family and that there is any definite dis¬ 

tinctive racial difference between them and all other tribes in 

the country—it will be made clear that such is not the case— 

but at the same time the several elements of which the tribe is 

compounded, if considered as a whole, will be found to be less 

contaminated with non-Arab blood than are those of any other 

Sudan-Arab tribe to which a single name is now applied2. The 

1 Part of the matter contained in this Chapter appeared as an article in Vol. XL 

of the Royal Anthrop. Instit. 1910. 

2 Mr Parkyns says, “the Kababish date their origin from the Howara, a tribe of 

Upper Egypt said to be of Mogrebfn extraction, and who fled from Tunis, being 

driven thence by Abou Zeyd-el-Hillaly.” This tradition is reproduced by Petherick 

and Sir C. W. Wilson on the authority of Mr Parkyns. Now the Howara are a 

well-known Berber tribe whose prolonged struggles with the invading Arabs in the 

seventh and subsequent centuries are recounted by Arab historians, and there is 

no doubt that the present Howawfr represent these Howara (see chapter on the 
Howawfr). 

The Howawfr, at present in Dongola, though neighbours of the Kababish, are 

now separate from them; but since in Mr Parkyns’s time the Howawfr (whom Sir 

C. W. Wilson, by the way, speaks of as being “of pure Arab blood”) were only 

counted a section of Kababish, though under a separate chief, it seems most probable 

that the tradition of the descent of the Kababish from the Howara either originated 

from one of these Howawfr who was anxious to glorify his own people in the eyes of 

Mr Parkyns, or at least referred exclusively to them. It is quite certain, at any rate, 

that any tradition which gives a single origin to the whole of the Kababish must 

necessarily be inaccurate. 

The mention of Abu Zayd el Hilali is of no weight, since with the Arabs of 

Kordofan almost any important event that occurred in the dim past is in some way 
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fact is sufficiently accounted for when one remembers that they 

are desert nomads as their fathers and their fathers’ fathers were 

for generation after generation both since the Arab conquest of 

Northern Africa and in the centuries that preceded it, and the 

nomad has changed but little since the days when Jacob watered 

the flocks of Laban at Haran. 

At present the following are the subdivisions of the Kababish 

in Kordofan1:— 

A. El Nurdb 

I. El Ribaykat 

(a) El Aydyid 

V) El Deraywdb 

(4 El Feruhab 

W) El Ahaymerab 

(*) El Bdtab 

(/) Um Sirayh 

2. Dar Kabir 

3- Ddr Um Bakhlt 

4- Awldd el Kir 

5* El Nekdda 

6. Dar Sa’id 

or other connected with the names of this wholly or half mythical and altogether 

extraordinary hero and his Hilala (see Chapter 11, and Appendix 3). 

Sir C. W. Wilson hazarded a guess that the Kababish were the ancient Zingani 

(referred to by Leo Africanus) whose descendants in the desert of Goran (Bayuda 

desert) were constantly at war with the king of Nubia. “May not this reference,” 

he says, “be to the Kababish not then arabicized. The view that the Kababish are 

not Arabs is supported by the fact that they say the Kawahleh, one of their clans, is 

not Kababish but was affiliated to them many years ago. Kawahleh is a name of 

Arab formation and Burckhardt.mentions them as a distinct tribe. It seems 

not unlikely that the Kababish received Arab rulers, like the Ababdeh, after their 

arrival in the Sudan.” Sir C. W. Wilson’s theory cannot be supported: in the first 

place we have seen how confusion arose from the Berber affinities of the Howawir 

and their supposed connection with the Kababish, and in the second it is admitted 

that the Kawahla are not properly Kababish (see Chapter xvi, on the Kawahla) but 

it is the Kawahla who are more nearly related to the ’Ababda in spite of the Arab 

formation of their name : thus the racial difference between the Kababish and the 

Kawahla lies not in the fact that the latter are pure Arabs and the former not so to 

the same extent, but in the converse proposition. That the Kababish probably 

contain Berber and Bija elements is not denied; but the Arab predominates. 

1 The names bracketed together belong to sections that are either closely allied by 

race or subject to the section which in each case is placed at the head of the bracket. 

It is not always easy now to draw a hard and fast line between the bonds that have 

been formed by consanguinity on the one hand and by force of arms on the other. 
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7. El Kibbayshdb 

(a) Nds wad Yusef 

(d) El Mesd’fd 

(c) Nds wad Shet’han 

(d) Nds wad Dukushayn 

8. Awldd ’Awad el Sid 

9. El Howdrdb 

(a) Awldd Ddbo 

\b) Awldd 5Ali 

(c) El Rahuda 

10. Awldd Nudi 

B. Awldd Howdl 

1. Ddr Hdmid 

2. Ddr Mahmud 

C. Awldd ’On 

1. El Labdbis 

2. El Berdsha 

3. El Kurundb 

4. Ddr el Hdg 

5. El Tamdsfh 

6. El Likayritdb 

D. Awlad Terayf 

1. El Meraykat 

2. El Ishdb 

3. El ’Alowna 

4. El Gerdmda 

E. El Ghilaydn 

F. El Towdl 

G. El’Awdida 

1. El ’Awdfda el Zurruk 

(а) Nds Walad Rahma 

(б) Nds Walad Makbul 

\c) Nds Walad el Hildli 
(d) Nds Walad Rdbih 

(e) Nds Walad el Bashir 

(/) Nds Walad el Nfama 

2. El ’Awdida el Bayyid 

(a) El Bishdrdb 

(b) El ’Adldndb 

(c) El Sunundb 

H. El ’Atawia 

1. El Fdrisdb 

2. El Bakardb 
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3. Ddr ’Ali 

(a) Ddr Sulayman 

4. El Manufaldb 
5. El Kufdr 

6. El Shigaydb 

J. Awldd ’Ukba 

1. El Daridb 

2. Ddr ’Ali 
3. El Shilaywdb 

4. El Hdmdab 

5. Ddr ’Omar 

6. Ddr abu Nisay’a 

7. El Kardsob 

8. El Shendshfm 

9. Ddr Muhammad 

10. El Sa’aduldb, or Sa’adia 

K. El Berdra 

1. Um Ghaybish 

2. Nds Atayrinna 

3. El ’Asayfir 
4. Nds wad Matar 

5. Ddr ’Ali 

6. El Zerdgni 

L. El Serdgdb 

1. Dar Sa’ad 

2. El Ganddba 

3. El Derimfa 

4. El Mahalab 
5. Nds wad el Fezari 

6. El Ghegayria 

7. El Shukhundb 

M. El Ruwdhla 

1. Ddr abu Ginna 

2. Ddr Gami’a 

3. El Nishaba 

4. El Mesdrab 

5. El Gegddil 
6. El ’Awafdab 

N. El Hammaddb 

1. El Rahuddb 

2. El Teraykdt 

3. El Bishdra 
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O. Awldd Sulaymdn 

1. El Ghandwab 

2. Ddr Musa’ad 

3. El Abbdtfn 

4. Awldd Hamdulla 

P. El Bashir 

The following are the main subdivisions of the Kababfsh in 

Dongola :— 
Um Matu1 

El Meraysab 

El Gungondb 

El ’Awdfda 

El Bayudab 

El Ahaymerab 

El Bilayldt 

Ddr Bashut 

El Deladfm 

Dar Hdmid 

Now many changes in the composition of the tribe have 

befallen in the last two centuries :—sections or subsections have 

broken away from it or joined it, permanently or temporarily, and 

it is consequently difficult to give any exact or coherent account 

of the history of the tribe, and many confusions are apt to arise. 

Two hundred years ago the very name “Kababfsh” may 

not yet have been assumed. The Kababfsh themselves if asked 

will often say they had an ancestor called Kabsh : this person 

occasionally appears in “ nisbas,” generally as son of Afzar son 

of Dhubian son of 'Abdulla el Guhani. More frequently Kabsh 

does not appear in the “ nisbas ” at all. He has no doubt been 

simply invented as a convenient ancestral figure-head with a 

view to proving the racial unity of the tribe. Nothing further 

is ever related of him, nor is insistence laid upon his having 

ever existed. There is little doubt I think that (as Mr Parkyns 

says) “ Kababfsh ” is simply derived from “ Kabsh,” i.e. “ a male 

sheep” : the tribe was once perhaps a weak and poor community 

and owned no great herds of camels as they do at present, and 

may have been given their name slightingly at first2. 

1 The Um Matu are said to be closely related to the Seragab. They are the 

paramount section in Dongola. The other Dongola-KaMbfsh tribes are said to be 

considerably mixed in blood with the various ancient riverain tribes. 

2 Little importance need be given to Muller’s statement in his edition of Claudius 

Ptolemaeus that the Gapachi mentioned as living beyond Meroe are the present 

Kababfsh. 

The nomenclature of one or two Arabian tribes may be adduced perhaps as 

supplementary evidence of the derivation of “Kababfsh” from Kabsh if such be 

needed: e.g. the name Ma’aza would seem to be derived on similar lines from 

ma’az (goats), and ’Aneza is suggestive of ’anz, another word for a goat. 
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Tribes that even a few years ago fell under the denomination 

of Kababish are now either separate or included in other tribes, 

and groups of families and individuals that were once reckoned 

part of other tribes are now to be found calling themselves 

Kabdbish1. 

As an instance of this, in the list of the subdivisions of the 

tribe given in 1850 by Mr Parkyns, there appear among others 

the names of the following :— 

Ahamda (“Lahamdy”), Guhayna (“Jeheyna”), Kawahla 

(“Koahly”), Batahin, Shenabla, Geridt, and Ghazaya: of these 

the Ahamda, the Geriat, the Kawahla, the Batahin, and the 

Shenabla have now for years been entirely independent tribes, 

and it was no more than a portion of them that ever joined the 

Kababish. The Guhayna rejoined the independent Guhayna 

on the east of the Nile in 1909 and 1910, and the Ghazaya are 

counted a section of Kaw&hla. 

The looseness of the ties connecting this complex conglome¬ 

ration—the Kabdbish—became most apparent in the Dervish 

days. The tribes that had long been living together as Kababish 

mostly remained firm and loyal with Salih Bey Fadlulla. Those 

later adventitious recruits who had only attached themselves for 

the sake of protection and the advantage accruing from a parti¬ 

cipation in the rights and privileges of the Kababish as a rule 

broke away and joined the revolt. After its suppression, some 

of them—e.g. the Guhayna and Berara—returned to the ranks 

of the Kababish, and others, being strong enough to stand 

alone, remained permanently separate—e.g. the Kawdhla and 

Shenabla. 

But on the other hand it must not be supposed that the 

numerous tribes alluded to above as distinct from one another 

differ radically in their composition: they do not. The fact 

of importance is that the numerous points of connection 

between these communities of different names, and also the 

points in which they differ from one another, equally forbid one 

1 Escayrac de Lauture gives the following as the subdivisions of the Kababish:— 

Nurab, Ghilayan, ’Atawia, Kibbayshab, Berara, “Gheiat,” Amer, Awldd ’Ukba, 

Um Matu, Seragab, Shenabla, “Fazala” [Fez£ra?J, Ruwahla, Sawalma, Ghazaya, 

“Hedouza,” “Refaia,” “ Debaina,” AwMd Abu Rdf [i.e. Rufd’a under the Abu Rdf 

family], Howarab. 

M. 12 
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to deal with the past history of the Kababish as though the 

Kababish formed an entirely distinct racial entity. In conse¬ 

quence it is advisable to commence by treating of certain 

sections separately. 

Kordofan traditions unanimously point to the Awlad ’Ukba 

as being the original Kababish or the foundation upon which 

the present tribal structure has been built. I will try then to 

explain first the origin of the Awlad ’Ukba so far as possible. 

Investigation has been somewhat obscured by the fact that 

there were several Ashab of the name of ’Ukba, e.g. ’Ukba ibn 

’Amir, ’Ukba ibn ’Othman, and ’Ukba ibn Wahhab; and in con¬ 

sequence it has generally been considered polite to say that the 

Awlad ’Ukba are descended from one of the above—preferably 

the first mentioned, who was a Guhani and became governor of 

Egypt in A.D. 665. Often they are said to be descended from 

an “’Ukba ibn Yasir, governor of Egypt and Sahib of the 

Prophet ”; but in whatever form the story may appear there 

is little to support it. 

Whether their ancestor was governor of Egypt or not it is 

practically certain that the Awlad ’Ukba did reside for some 

time in Northern Africa. 

All accounts to-day unite in saying that of the Awlad ’Ukba 

who crossed into Egypt from Arabia a large portion passed 

through Tripoli and eventually drifted into the ranks of the 

Fellata in West Africa; this branch of the Awlad ’Ukba are 

said to be known nowadays as “Nas el Sheikh ’Omar el Futa” 

and “Nas el Sheikh ’Othman ibn Fodia1.” Others of the tribe 

are said to have stayed in Egypt and to be known there as 

“Awlad ’Ali2”; while a third portion settled in the Syrian 

desert near ’Akaba. This, I think, is quite sufficient to identify 

the Awlad ’Ukba now in Kordofan as being connected with 

those Beni ’Ukba whom Dr Wallin met near ’Akaba in 1848. 

Dr Wallin says of these people that they claimed to have 

1 See note 3, p. 106. 

2 There is a powerful camel-owning tribe of nomad Arabs called Awlad ’Ali 

between Cairo and the Siwah oasis. They revolted in the first half of last century 

and were suppressed. See Junker, p. 33. At the present day the Awlad ’Ali are 

the chief tribe in the Libyan desert. Their subdivisions are given by Klippel 

(q.v. p. 10). 
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“ Kababish (Awlad ’Ukba) sheikhs at Um Inderaba, 1911.” 
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once been a very large tribe owning the country between the 

Syrian desert and Ddmd, and that they still held the important 

seaport of Muweilah, and were accustomed to escort pilgrims 

bound for the holy cities as far as their border at Zoba 

They also told Dr Wallin that they had early in the history 

of Islam been divided into Musalima and Beni ’Amr and that 

these two sections quarrelled and the former expelled the latter 

from Muweilah and forced them to join the Hegaya, with whom 

they still resided near Tafila. They added that numbers of their 

tribe had passed over into N. Africa and that others had mixed 

with the Egyptian Fellahin. 

Probing further into the descent of these Beni ’Ukba, 

Dr Wallin quotes numerous Arabic authorities whose evidence 

further strengthens the assumption of connection between the 

two tribes whom it is my object to identify: the author of 

aVIbar corroborates the author of al Mesdliku-l-Absdr in saying 

that the Beni ’Ukba are bound to secure the road between Egypt 

and Medina, and adds “ In Afrikia in the West there are some 

of them as well as in the neighbourhood of Terabulus” (Tripoli). 

The same authors both mention “the Beni Wasil whose abodes 

are in Egypt as being a branch of the Beni ’Ukba son of 

Moghraba, son of Gudham of the Kahtania,” and Dr Wallin 

also quotes El Kalkashendi in support of the descent of the Beni 

’Ukba from Gudham the Kahtdni. • • • • 

A word must be said here as to this Gudham :—He and 

Lakhm are said by Abu el Fida to have been the sons of ’Adi 

son of ’Amr son of ’Abd Shams Saba son of Yashhub son of 

Ya’arib son of Kahtan the brother of Faligh. Now Faligh is 

of course the ancestor of the prophet Ibrahim and through him 

of IsmTi'l and thus of all the Must’arib Arabs including ’Adnan 

and the Prophet himself. Kahtdn, on the other hand, is known 

as the ancestor of the true “ ’Arab el ’Ariba.” These latter lived 

at first in Southern Arabia but at some very early period many 

of their tribes (notably Tai) migrated north to the parts round 

Gebel Shdmer, where they mixed with the Nejed tribes, and to 

a great extent became nomads. 

The Kahtdnites of S. Arabia have a large amount of African 

blood in their veins from intermarriage with Abyssinians, Galla 

12—2 
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and other tribes on the African mainland; and probably the 

early Kahtdnites who, as we saw, displaced the Must’arib Arabs 

in the north had even more. 

The Beni ’Ukba then may roughly be said to be descendants 

of the Kahtanite Arabs who came north and became fused with • • • 
the impure Syro-Egyptian Must’arib stock (personified by Isma’fl) 

who, in their turn, no doubt already contained a plenteous leaven 

of Kurds, Copts, Turcomans, Phoenicians, Armenians, etc., in 

their ranks. At what time the Beni ’Ukba crossed into Egypt, 

and how long they have taken to reach their present home is 

difficult to say. 

Marmol (c. 1520) calls the “ Oulad Okba” a branch of Beni 

Hilal and estimates their military forces at 11,500 men in Algeria. 

They were also previously mentioned by Leo Africanus (c. 1495- 

1552) under the name “ Hucben ” as a branch of the same tribe 

and as being in the pay of the king of Tunis—“a rude and wilde 

people and in very deade estranged from al humanitie1.” 

So much for the Awlad ’Ukba at present. 

Now the Guhayna, as has been noted, do not now contribute 

at all to the composition of the Kababfsh, but since the Lahawifn 

section of Guhayna were reckoned Kababfsh till 1910 and their 

history illustrates well the general process that has been in force, 

they will be dealt with next. 

There is no doubt of the identity of the Guhayna with the 

great western Arabian tribe of Guhayna. These Guhayna are 

also Kahtanites, being a section of Kuda’a. 

They are still a large tribe in the Hegaz mountains, and 

Burton says that they extend from the plains north of Yanbu’ 

(which were granted them by the Prophet in 624) into the 

Sinaitic peninsula, and are a noble race and good fighters. 

Mr C. M. Doughty also mentions them among the “ strong 

free tribes” near Tayma, and speaks of a village about forty 

miles east of Khaybar where intermarriage with Guhayna and 

Hetaym had made the villagers lighter in colour of late years. 

Guhayna were well represented among the tribes which 

flocked into Egypt, and Makrfzi, early in the fifteenth century, 

1 See John Pory’s translation of Leo, Brown’s edition, Bk I, pp. 144 et seq. 
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mentions them among the six most numerous and potent tribes 

of Upper Egypt. They were established at this time at Manfalut 

and El Siut. 

They are mentioned too by El Nuayri as taking part with the 

Fezdra and others in the expedition of 647 A.D., and by Ibn Sa’fd 

as settled in great numbers between Syene (Assuwan) and 

Abyssinia. Again, it was Guhayna and Rabfa who in 869 

formed the main body of the Arab horde that invaded the 

Beja country and settled there and intermarried with the Beja 

and within a century were supplying their clans with sheikhs1. 

Great numbers of them are still living east of the Nile 

and many of these have immigrated within the last few years. 

Others are to be found in Bornu and Darfur. In this connection 

too one may call to mind the claim that is so extremely common, 

to be descended from “’Abdulla el Guhani2.” 

Until the last century the Guhayna formed no part of the 

Kababfsh, and they have never been more than temporary 

adherents. A sign of this fact is their branding their camels 

on the left side, whereas every one who reckons himself a true 

Kabbashi by birth brands upon the right. 

With regard to the ’Atawfa (i.e. Beni ’Atfa) I do not know 

of any direct evidence that they are connected with the Beni 

’Atia of Arabia, but it seems very probable, since Beni ’Atia 

have long been a great tribe and are frequently mentioned 

together with Guhayna and the other tribes whose names 

recur again and again among or alongside of the Kababfsh3. 

The Beni ’Atfa, like the Fezara, joined the invasion of 

N. Africa by the Beni Hilal, being at that time counted a 

branch of the great Hilala tribe of Athbeg. Ibn Khaldun 

says they resided in the province of Constantine but became 

enfeebled and few in numbers. In spite of this, however, we 

1 E.g. the case of the ’Ababda. See Chapter xvi, on the Kawahla. 

2 See Introduction. 

3 Klippel (p. 5) mentions ’Atawany (elsewhere called ’Atfat—both of which words 

are essentially the same as ’Atawfa or Beni ’Atfa) as a nomad tribe occupying the 

banks of the Nile near Thebes at present. Among others mention is at the same 

time made of Beni Wasil, Awlad Sulayman, Awlad ’Ona, Guhayna, Shenabla, and 

Fezara, as represented among the nomads of Egypt. As all these names are found 

also in connection with the Kababfsh in this chapter, it is the clearer that many of 

the Kababfsh split away from Arab tribes of Egypt. 
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have the authority of M. Carette, the Algerian explorer, that 

in the middle of the last century there were some 3000 of them 

in Constantine among the Arab and Berber tribes and 500 or so 

in the Sahara. 

Palgrave computed their numbers in Gebel Shomer at about 

6000, and says they and Harb infest the pilgrim road to 

Medina. 

Mr Doughty mentions them also as subject to the “ amir ” 

of Hayil and living with Guhayna near Tayma and on the 

western borders of the Hayil dominions. Dr Wallin too found 

’Atfa in the plains of A1 Hisma east of Muweilah, and they 

claimed large territories round Tebuk (where Guhayna also 

lived in the times of the Arab historians). 

The ’Atawfa in Kordofdn are always counted as closely 

related to the Kawahla, one of the largest tribes in the Sudan. 

Of the latter, who claim descent from Zubayr ibn el ’Awam el 

Kurayshi (the famous butcher cousin-german of the Prophet), 

the greater part were subject to the Kababish until the outbreak 

of the “ Mahdfa.” 

It may be noted that the Kababish ’Atawfa have kinsfolk of 

the same name among the Rizaykat Arabs of Darfur. These 

Rizaykat are Bakkara and of the same descent as the majority 

of the Kordofdn Bakkara. It may be a mere coincidence that 

the Kordofan Bakkara unanimously name as their common 

ancestor ’Atfa, whom, if pressed, they somewhat perfunctorily 

connect with the inevitable ’Abdulla el Guhani; but in the 

course of years and in their movements from North Africa 

through the western kingdoms, they have forgotten all details 

of their history and origin, and merely remember a few 

names. 

Perhaps it would be fantastic for no other reason than this to 

assume that they are connected with the Arabian Beni ’Atfa: it 

is just possible however that the Beni ’Atfa, after entering Egypt, 

divided their forces, some going on west through Tripoli and 

finally moving south till they became Bakkdra in Kordofan 

and Darfur, and others staying awhile in Egypt and gradually 

drifting up the Nile till they joined the conglomeration of tribes 

that is now called Kababish. 
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Another well-known Arabian tribe that has certainly con¬ 

tributed largely to the formation of the Kabdbfsh, as of most 

of the camel-owning nomads of the Sudan, is Fezara. 

Fez&ra are said by Arab historians to be among the des¬ 

cendants of that Dhubidn (of the Ismd’flitic tribe of Kays ’Ayldn) 

who though in reality son of Baghfdh of the tribe of Ghatafan, 

is quoted in the “ nisbas ” of the present as son of ’Abdulla el 

Guhani and therefore ancestor of so many Kordofan tribes. 

In was in 627 A.D. that Fezara, Guhayna, and other tribes 

marched against Medina, and gave continuous trouble to the 

Prophet till their final subjugation. They mixed extensively 

with the Kahtdnites and colonized the eastern coast of Arabia 

when driven from Nejed. 

Now the Fezdra were in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries one of the best-known tribes in Northern Kordofan, 

as travellers have testified, and until very recently the term 

Fezara was used by the Bakkara Arabs to denote any camel¬ 

owning nomads. 

Whether the mentions of Fezara in books of travel of the 

last century referred to any separate tribe as they appear to 

do, or whether they are merely due to a misunderstanding, is 

not clear; nor is it very important to know. The latter view 

is more probable1. 

Mentions of the Fezara are by no means lacking in the 

Arab writers:—From El Nuayri we know that some of them 

took part in the expedition of ’Abdulla Ibn Sa’ad westwards 

from Egypt in 647 A.D. Ibn Khaldun tells us that a number 

of them were with the Beni Hilal in their great invasion of 

the eleventh century; and Idrfsi (c. 1154) speaks of the terri¬ 

tories of old Ptolemais as inhabited by Zenata and Fez&ra, 

whom he calls Berber tribes arabicized. Ibn Said and Maknzf 

mention a colony of them near Barka from the thirteenth 

century till the fifteenth. In 1853 there were still some of 

them in the province of Constantine according to M. Carette. 

1 El Tunis! speaks of camel-owning nomads called Fezara comprising the Maha- 

mid, Meganin, Beni Gerar, Beni ’Amran, and Blue Messina; and the map appended 

to Perron’s edition also includes most of these under the general denomination of 
Beni Fezara. 
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Other sections of the Kabdbfsh are again of varied origin. 

The earliest recruits to the ranks of the original community 
/ 

are said to have been the Ruwahla and the Awlad ’On. Not 

long afterwards the Seragab, Howal, and Nurdb, unwilling to 

relinquish the nomad life and settle permanently on the river, 

sought safety in numbers and attached themselves to the Awlad 

'Ukba, Ruwahla, and Awlad ’On. 

Since the Nurab are the ruling clan they will be dealt with 

first. 

By race the Nurdb claim to be Rikabia, as shewn in the 

following tree:— 

’Ali ’Abdulla el Guhani 
I I . 

Husayn Dhubian 
: p-*-1-1 

: Shatfr Afzar 
i r 
• Sultan 

• Rikdb (ancestor of Rikabia of Upper Egypt) 

Ghul&mulla = daughter 

Rikab 
I 

’Abd el Nebi 
I 

Shakara 

This Shakara is called by the “ Dongola nisba ” ancestor 

of the “Nurab who live at El ’Afat in Dongola, some of whom 

joined the Kababfsh and multiplied with them and became 

nomads.” 

We may then assume that the Kababfsh (even if they did 

not at that time possess the name) after reaching Dongola in 

their southward movement were joined by some Rikabia calling 

themselves Nurdb1. 

Were it known whether the Nurdb at once assumed the 

chieftainship of the tribe or not, it would be comparatively 

easy to fix roughly the date of their adhesion, since the pre¬ 

sent Sheikh ’Ali Walad el Tom, nephew of the great Salih Bey 

1 It may be noted here that this affixing -ab to denote a patronymic is not so 

used among any of the Kordofan tribes or sections which have not come from the 

north-east; e.g., it is unknown among the Bakkara proper. 
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Fadlulla, represents the ninth generation from Kurban. This 

Kurban was of the Ribaykat section and the first of that family 

to hold the chieftainship. Before his death he surrendered it to 

his sister’s son Keradim (of the Nurab) from whom it has since 

been handed down from father to son. 

It is said that Kurban had attained his position by pur¬ 

chasing the headship of the tribe from one ’Abuda of the Awlad 

’Ukba for twenty young she-camels each with its foal and each 

pure white, twenty cows each uniformly red in colour, twenty 

pure white sheep, and a horse with its henchman; and to have 

parted with it on account of the fewness of his adherents as 

compared with those of his kinsmen the Nurab. 

Another very large and scattered section of the Kababfsh 

is the Seragab. The Kenana of Kordofan who are Arabs of 

what is comparatively speaking pure descent from the noble 

Kenana of Arabia, of whom Kuraysh themselves were but an 

offshoot, say that their tribal “ feki ” traces his descent to ’Abd 

el Muttalib through a certain Idris Serag who lived fifteen 

generations ago—i.e. about 1300 A.D. This Idris Serag the 

Kenana declare to be the ancestor not only of the Ser&gfa 

(one of the main divisions of the Kenana in Kordofan) but of 

the Seragab who are incorporated with the Kababfsh : addi¬ 

tional proof of this is afforded by the fact that the Seragab in 

the Dervish revolt split away from the Nurab and joined the 

Kenana with whom they claimed kinship. This is the more 

worthy of note since the Kenana are better informed than is 

usual as to their past history; and the fact of the identity of 

the ancestor of the Seragab Kababfsh (or their nucleus at any 

rate) with Idris Serag, if established, gives us some idea of the 

time and circumstances of the migration of these particular 

Arabs to Africa1. 

This Serag lived, according to the “nisba,” fifteen genera¬ 

tions ago and eighteen generations after ’Abd el Muttalib: this 

total of thirty-three generations, if the generation be reckoned 

at the allowance of forty years, gives a total of 1320—i.e. ap¬ 

proximately the number of years that have passed since the 

time of ’Abd el Muttalib. The Kenana “nisba” therefore is 

1 See Chapter xiv, on the Kenana. 
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not necessarily so incredible as the majority of those produced 

by other tribes. So, if it be allowed that the Kenana Seragfa 

and the Kababfsh Seragdb are identical in origin, it may be 

supposed that some Kenana emigrated from Arabia into Egypt 

about the beginning of the fourteenth century and pushed their 

way up the river as far as Dongola, and there temporarily settled 

and intermarried, and later split into various sections, of whom 

a part went south with their kinsmen and a part eventually 

attached themselves to the Kababfsh. In fact they probably 

had many ties of kinship with some sections of the Kababfsh 

already, since the Kenana are of Nejedean origin and have 

long been settled on the east coast of Arabia among the 

Kahtanite tribes and Fezdra1. 
•. • • 

To take another section of the Kababfsh:—the ’Awafda are 

so called because their founder’s name was ’Aid. This ’Aid 

was a famous sheikh who lived, as tradition says, at Aden, and 

it is related of him that some unbelieving “Turks” doubting 

his powers asked for a sign. He promptly declared he would 

do anything that was suggested. The “Turks” said, “Draw 

milk from the air”: ’Aid did so. The still incredulous “ Turks” 

then demanded blood from the air: this also was miraculously 

performed. The “Turks” not yet convinced said that they 

would not believe in ’Aid’s powers until he brought the dead 

to life: ’Aid at once took a sword, cut off the heads of seven 

of the bystanders and then gathering up the heads off the 

ground replaced them on the necks of their owners, who had 

suffered no harm at all from the performance and shewed no 

signs of doing so in the future. The “Turks” were perforce 

convinced at last and ’Aid was deservedly known thenceforward 

as ’Aid el Ruus (’Aid of the Heads). 

An investigation of the names and origins of the subsections 

of these ’Awafda however clearly shews that all of them are not 

of the same race. They are divided first into two divisions— 

’Awafda Bayyid and ’Awafda Zurruk. These distinctions of 

colour refer not to the men of the tribe but to their camels. 

The Zurruk when they joined the tribe brought with them a 

1 It is not suggested that there were no Kenana to speak of in Africa before the 
fourteenth century. We know that there were. 
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very dark breed of camel and received their nickname in con¬ 

sequence. The fact, mentioned by Mr C. M. Doughty, that 

these dark camels are peculiar to the southern and middle 

tribes of Arabia, such as Harb, Metayr, and Atayban may 

possibly afford a clue to the direction whence the ’Awafda 

Zurruk came to Africa. Another and more direct clue as to 

their antecedents is furnished by Bruce, who noted in his 

Journals, “The camels of the Refaa [i.e. Rufd’a], near Haseeb, 

on the Rahad and Dender, are black; those of Atbara are 

white.” 

Not only are there numerous ’Awafda in the vicinity of the 

Rahad and the Dinder and the Atbara still; but Rufa’a and 

Guhayna are, as Bruce1 also remarks, closely connected. It is 

not unlikely therefore that the ’Awafda are an offshoot of the 

Rufa’a who joined the Kababfsh in the same manner as did 

a section of the Guhayna. 

The Bayyid include some Bisharifn of Beja origin from the 

eastern desert, and some of the Awlad Kanz who lived round 

Assuwan. A third division is for the sake of euphony called 

“ ’Adnalab ”; the name is written however “ ’Adlanab,” and the 

presumption is that its bearers are of Fung or Shafkfa origin, 

since the name ’Adlan was common in those tribes2. 

Living among the Kababfsh also is a small offshoot of 

another famous tribe—viz. the Awldd Sulayman. These Awlad 

Sulayman had originally settled between the great Syrtes and 

Fezzdn, but owing to dissensions with the ruler of Tripoli they 

migrated in large numbers to Egypt. About 1811 they returned 

to Fezzan but were almost annihilated four years later. When 

they had sufficiently recovered their strength they began moving 

southwards upon Borgu and Kanem and again became the 

terror of the country. However in 1850 they had so seriously 

provoked the Tuwarek Berbers that the latter attacked them in 

force and almost annihilated them for the second time. After 

this they apparently remained in Bornu and recouped their 

energies until they were again sufficiently strong to terrorize 

1 Vol. vi, Appendix xlvi, pp. 411 and 413. 

2 The name ’Adlanab was held by the most powerful of the Shaikia sections in 

Burckhardt’s time. 
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every tribe with whom they came into contact. Some of them 

are said to have been employed as mercenaries by the “Turks” 

in the nineteenth century. 

Another of the Kababfsh sections which is clearly distin¬ 

guished from the rest of the tribe is the Berara. These people 

are Ga’alifn, who have joined the Kababfsh comparatively 

recently and become subject to them: a sure indication of this 

is the fact that they, like Guhayna, brand their camels on the 

left side. 

Now we have seen that roughly speaking the Kababfsh of 

the present may be said to represent a congeries of various tribes 

of more or less pure Arabs, leavened with remnants of the old 

Nilotic population of Dongola, and that in the course of several 

centuries they have gradually penetrated southwards, generally 

following the course of the Nile. 

The ancestors of that portion of the tribe which in past 

generations as in the present has formed its constant backbone 

and includes such sections as the Nurdb, Awlad ’Ukba, and 

Ruwahla were a century ago in occupation of much the same 

country as that they now inhabit; but the possession of the 

grazing grounds was continually and fiercely contested among 

Kabdbfsh, Beni Gerar, Dar Hamid and Zayadfa. The main 

result of a century of vicissitudes has been to leave the Kababfsh 

virtually supreme. 

The Beni Gerar have been pushed southwards and largely 

become sedentary: Dar Hamid have built villages in their own 

country to the south and only send a small proportion of their 

population to the grazing grounds of the north and west: and 

the Zayddfa nomads confine their activities to Darfur. The 

Howawfr are on amicable terms with the Kababfsh and graze 

where they will with them. 

In the days when the Fung power was at its zenith and 

when Dongola and Kordofan were tributary states of the 

kingdom of Senn&r, the Kababfsh were reckoned subject to it 

and in theory paid tribute through Muhammad wad ’Agfb, the 

“ hereditary prince of the Arabs1.” 

1 See Bruce. 
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As a matter of fact their dependance was but nominal: 

little tribute but what was seized by force was ever collected, 

and Kababfsh, Beni Gerar, etc., not only in the days of the Fung 

power but for half a century after its wane, were little more 

than wild raiders ready to intercept any caravan that tried to 

cross the Bayuda desert or to journey from Shendi or El Siut 

to Darfur: and in like manner they infested the locality of Bfr 

Natrun1 far to the north-west. 

Though well mounted they appear to have never at any 

time owned many firearms2. They are said to have assisted 

Hashim the Musaba’awi in his wars against Tirab the Sultan 

of Darfur3. 

When the “Turks” conquered the Sudan in the first quarter 

of the nineteenth century the Kabdbfsh pretended to submit, 

“ mais un fois rentres dans leurs deserts ils avaient sans doute 

oubli6 qu’ils devaient payer un tribut en chameaux, car ce tribut 

n’arrivait point4.” 

However after a generation or so despite their wildness and 

inherent tendency to raid they affected certain more peaceable 

pursuits. They had already tried their hand at exporting salt 

from Northern Kordofdn5, and as the value of the gum forests 

of Kordofan became appreciated, it was to the Kababfsh and 

their immense herds of camels that the transport was largely 

entrusted. To what extent they were swindled and maltreated 

by the rapacious Turks has been already mentioned6. 

At the same time their inability to protect their herds in the 

summer when drought compelled them to move to the river or 

well-known watering places rendered it comparatively easy for 

the government to collect tribute in kind from them. 

Mr Parkyns’s paper on the Kababfsh read before the Royal 

Geographical Society in 1850 divides the Kababfsh into three 

rough divisions, viz.:— 

1. Sections that remain all the year “ in the desert ” and 

only occasionally send to the cultivated country for supplies of 

1 Also known as “Bfr el Melh” and “Bfr el Sultan.” See Bruce, Burckhardt, 

and Browne. 

3 See Browne, p. 205. 3 See El Tunfsf. 

4 Cailliaud. 6 See Cailliaud. 6 See Chapter I. 6 See Cailliaud. 
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corn. It is said they were ordered by the government thus 

to remain in the desert in order to prevent incursions of raiders, 

especially Beni Gerar, on to the caravan routes : of the loot 

taken a quarter was supposed to be handed to the government 

and three quarters to be retained. These sections were El 

Howarab, Dar Sa’id, and El Ahamda. 

2. Sections that reside during the dry season on the river 

or other cultivated parts, passing only the rainy season in the 

desert. These were fifteen in number, and included El Nurab, 

El ’Awaida, AwHd ’On, Awlad Howal, El Ruwahla, El Seragab, 

El ’Atawfa, El Ghilayan, and El Hammadab. The remaining 

sections mentioned are here omitted as they are not now 

included in the Kababish. 

3. Sedentary sections inhabiting villages and cultivating 

the land. These were fourteen in number and the names 

included among others the Howawir, Um Matu, El Gungonab, 

El Meraysab and Dar Hamid (i.e. most of the Kababish now 

subject to Dongola and not now under the hereditary “nazir” 

of the main body of Kababish), and also Awldd Sulayman, 

Awlad ’Ukba, El Berara, El Ahaymerab, and Awlad Terayf. 

Now it would appear that in Mr Parkyns’s time the Kababish 

were considerably more sedentary than they are at present. In 

the first place, parts that Mr Parkyns includes in the term desert, 

e.g. El Safia, Bakkaria, Abu Sabib, and G. Abu Hadid, where 

only his purely nomad portion of the tribe remained in the dry 

season, are, with the possible exception of Bakkaria, not to be 

reckoned as at all far afield to any of the Kababish of the 

present. There are large numbers of the Kababish at these 

places in the dry season, but they are not at all the most 

nomadic portion of the tribe. 

Were Mr Parkyns writing now he would put the great 

majority of the Kababish under his first heading and even so 

use the word desert for less hospitable tracts than he actually 

does. 

Again reference is made to the Kababish villages, e.g. those 

of the Nurab, Kawahla, and others round Shekayk, of the 

’Awaida at Kagmar, of the Awldd ’6n and Awlad Howal at 

Gabra el Sheikh, of the Seragab at Um Kan^tir, of ’Atawia 
0 . • 7 . 
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and Ghilayan at Kerreri, of Shenabla at Shatt and Zerayka, of 

the present Dongola Kabdbfsh in the Wadi el Kab, of Awlad 

Sulayman near Shendi, of Awlad ’Ukba, Berara, etc., at the 

northern Gabra and near Kerreri, and of Awldd Terayf at Abu 

Haggar. It is true that the Kawahla and Shenabla (now no 

longer Kababish) still have considerable cultivation at Shekayk 

and Shatt respectively, but even so the main body of both (and 

more especially of the Kawahla) is purely nomad. The Nurab 

have a few dependants who cultivate at Gabra el Sheikh, Abu 

Sebfb, and El Magerr, but are themselves entirely nomad. The 

’Awdi'da are purely nomad ; and no Kabbashi cultivates at 
/ 

Kagmdr. There are still Awlad ’On at Gabra el Sheikh in the 

dry season but they have practically no cultivation. The Awlad 

Howal remain as a rule far north-west and never cultivate. The 

Seragab have quitted Um Kanatfr and live as nomads to the 

north round Um Sonayta1 and ’Id el Merakh: near the latter 

they generally plant a few acres of corn. The bulk of the 

’Atawfa and Berara remain permanently on the Wadi el Melik 

and do not cultivate; nor do the Awlad Terayf. The Dongola 

Kababish though owning crops on the river send large herds 

westward and most of the men and women are nomads pure and 

simple. Among the Kordofdn Kababish it is only the poorest 

of the poor, and they are very few, and the dependants of the 

nomads, also not numerous, who remain behind when the rains 

fall to plant corn. The tribe as a whole migrates far afield and 

sends caravans at intervals to purchase corn for themselves and 

their horses from the sedentary tribes of Central Kordofan. At 

present the most entirely nomadic sections in the rains pene¬ 

trate a week’s journey or more north and west of the Wadi 

el Melik, and in the dry season come but little east of it:— 

such are the Awlad Howal, ’Atawfa, Berara, Howarab, and 

others. 

In the rains the great majority of the remaining sections, 

e.g. Nurab, Awlad Terayf, ’AwMda, Seragab, Awldd Sulayman, 

etc., send large herds and most of their families with the pre¬ 

viously mentioned sections to the north-west until the “ gizzu ” 

1 The dependants of various Kababish cultivate a few acres here as a rule, but 

not every year. 
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grass1 is finished; and in the dry season shift their camps from 

place to place round Um Sonayta, Kaga, ’Id el Merakh, Gebel 

Um Dam, Gebel Abu Hack'd, El Safia, Wadi el Mukaddam, 

Gebel el Hardza, and Kagmar—all of which localities, except 

Kagmdr, were counted “desert” by Mr Parkyns. 

The Awldd ’Ukba and Awldd ’(3n are chiefly sheep owners, 

and though a number of them go far north-west in the rains 

with the rest of the tribe, many of them spend the year between 

Abu Tubr, Um Inderaba and Um Sidr, and round Gabra el 

Sheikh respectively. 

The only portion of the tribe that can be really reckoned 

sedentary are some few scattered poor individuals in the east 

near Helba and Um Gurfa, and some of the Dongola 

Kabdbi'sh. 

Thus it would be a mistake to expect the Kababfsh to 

become at all sedentary in the near future: that certain tribes 

are more settled now than in the Turkish days is chiefly due 

to the loss of all their wealth in kind under the Dervish regime, 

and some of them as their herds increase may again become 

nomad. 

It is only in the desert and during the rains or in the winter 

while water is still on the surface that the Arab is really happy. 

The whole desert is his to roam and he sees his animals fatten¬ 

ing on lush grass. Pie is not bothered by the petty thefts of 

villagers and he is far beyond all control. He feels a free man 

and an Arab, and this frame of mind is reflected in his behaviour 

to a stranger: he greets him joyfully and with full ceremonial, 

1 “Gizzu” is a generic name for three or four kinds of grass that grow in the 

winter in the far distant deserts north and west of Gebel Midob. The Arabs “go to 

the gizzu” generally about October or November, i.e. the time when the rain-water 

has mostly dried up and those who have no taste for hardship are being compelled to 

move south-eastwards to the wells. The main herds of camels and of sheep are sent 

to the “gizzu” with sufficient men to look after them and the animals subsist entirely 

on this grass and are not watered at all until they return to the south about February. 

Horses cannot be taken because of the lack of water. Donkeys can only be taken to 

such parts as bear the little wild melon known as “khandal.” Life on the “gizzu” 

is a hard one: the cold is comparatively intense, clothing is scanty, corn and water 

to drink has to be fetched on camel back from distances two to eight days away, 

there is practically no fuel and no cover, and camel’s milk is the staple support of 

life. The advantage far outweighing all disadvantages is the complacent pleasure of 

seeing the animals put on flesh ! 





Plate XIV 

“A Kababfsh camel with ‘’utfa’ ready to transport the daughter of the 

wife of a sheikh from one camping ground to another. (Note the 

leather work and cowrie shells.) ” 



Plate XV 

“The same—Nearer view.'5 



t 
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whereas had he been camped near some frequented wells in the 

country of the sedentary villagers he would have been listless, 

suspicious, and inclined to take no more trouble than he need. 

In the desert in the rains his primitive instincts derived from 

far-off ancestors, and never killed, assert themselves, and to meet 

him is to return to the patriarchal days. Exultingly I have 

heard it exclaimed, “ Strong is the sheikh of the Arabs in the 

season of the rains.” 

To return to Mr Parkyns:—he speaks of the Nurab as being 

the most wealthy of the sections and the best armed. He adds 

that the Kababfsh under the “ndzir” Fadlulla wad Salim (i.e. 

the whole tribe except a negligibly small portion living in 

Dongola) were “ taxed 2000 camels, which impost is now 

changed into the carriage of 4000 loads of gum from A1 Obeid 

to Dongola. Last year, besides these, they voluntarily carried 

3000 loads for wages. The government pays for each load 

delivered 80 piastres (16s.)....Besides this the people of Fadl Allah 

have to pay 100 horses, and 2000 dollars of 15 pt. each, not 

taken in money (which would be a great relief to the poor 

Arabs), but principally in ‘ umless ’ or choice camels for his 

highness, Ibrahim Pasha, which are valued by the government 

at 8 dollars each, while they are worth perhaps 30 to the Arabs. 

This year alone 100 were taken. The remainder of the tribute 

is made up in sheep....Besides these they pay 50 slaves, or rather 

their value, reckoned at 30 dollars each.” 

Mr Parkyns then gives an account of the migration of 

the nomads to the north-west over the Wadi el Melik at the 

beginning of the rainy season, of their habits and customs, and 

of their warfare with the Beni Ger&r1. 

One point may be noticed:—Mr Parkyns speaks of certain 

localities as though they were invariably the yearly resort of 

certain sections. This is to some extent misleading: many 

of the sections which he mentions as frequenting certain places 

no longer frequent them. Increase or decrease in cattle and 

flocks accounts for this. In the dry season the various sections 

1 The “Mahamfd Wald al Sany” referred to as killed by the Beni Gerar was 

Muhammad wad Sani the first cousin of Fadlulla Salim. See genealogical tree on 
p. 195. 

M. 13 
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part their ways and go in different directions in different years. 

The years are only known to them by the name of the place 

in which they spent the hottest season just before the rains1; 

and it will generally be found that they have been, for instance, 

one year at one place, three at another, one at a third, and two 

at a fourth. Certain sections however almost always go to the 

same place because of their owning wells there; e.g. Awlad ’Ukba 

to Um Inderaba and Um Sidr, and Awlad ’On to Gabra. The 

Nurdb in the dry season are always to be found between Kaga 

and Kagmar, which is however a distance of some eighty miles. 

The “nazir” owns land at Gabra el Sheikh. 

The chief summer watering places of the Kababish are 

Bakkaria, El Kulga, and Abu Za’ima on the Wddi el Melik2; 

Um Sonayta, ’Id el Merakh, El Habfsa, El Safia, Gabra el 

Sheikh, Abu Umayra, Um Inderaba, Um Sidr, various wells in 

the Wadi el Mukaddam, and El Magerr. 

They also have watering rights at Kaga Soderi and Kagmar, 

but do not own the country there. 

At numerous other places wells are dug in various years, but 

the supply of water at these is precarious and often fails in the 

first few months of the year. 

To return now to the history of the Kababish. 

In the Turkish days we have seen that the sheikhship of the 

tribe was vested in the Nurab to whom it passed in the time of 

Keradim. On the opposite page is the genealogy of the family 

of Keradim, whose family still holds the sheikhship. 

Accounts of the succession previous to Salim Fadlulla vary, 

but El Sani, Fadlulla Muhammad, Abu Saybir, and El Kfr all 

appear to have held the sheikhship at one time or another. 

It was Salim Fadlulla whom Muhammad ’Ali in 1838-9 

summoned to Khartoum and conciliated by concessions as has 

been narrated3. In the same years a number of Kababish 

migrated to Darfur in disgust at their treatment, but they 

1 To settle down into the hot weather camp is called “damara” and the place is 

“damira.” 

To migrate northwards in the rains is “nashaka” and the migration is “nushuk. ” 

2 El Kulga and Abu Za’ima wells do not always last till the rains. 

8 See Chapter 1, page 26. 
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were hunted back by the Sultan after he had seized their 

camels. 

Salim was succeeded by his son Fadlulla. In his day ac¬ 

cording to Petherick the tribe paid annually to Egypt a tribute 

of 5000 camels. He ruled for 40 years. Escayrac de Lauture 

in 1853 reckoned Fadlulla’s own camels alone at the lowest 

estimate to be 5000 males and 5000 females, in addition to a 

like number of sheep and some 300 horses. He was the richest 

Arab chieftain in the Sudan. The Kababfsh at this time were 

at deadly feud with the Hamar, who by now had taken to dis¬ 

puting the ownership of the western grazing grounds10. 

At the time of Fadlulla’s death the tribe was probably at the 

zenith of its power. Their tribute in 1880 was ^8482 odd and 

the amount was not reduced in 1881. 

Fadlulla was succeeded with General Gordon’s sanction by 

El Tom his eldest son; but Elias Pasha wad Um Berir while 

governor of El Obeid deposed him and appointed in his place 

his brother Salih Bey Fadlulla. Gordon on his return from 

Dfirfur rescinded this action and reappointed El Tom, who was 

thus the official “nazir” at the outbreak of the revolt. 

The Mahdi after the capture of El Obeid seized El Tom and 

beheaded him11. The greatest confusion now arose among the 

Kababfsh: most of the sections joined the Dervishes, but the 

Nurab and their subtribes, with some exceptions, defied the 

Mahdi and Khalifa alike, and retiring into the desert carried 

on desultory hostilities and raids, now suffering a reverse and 

now effecting a coup. The career of Salih Bey between 1885 

1 The Kabablsh say that in the days of ’Ali, his sons, and grandsons they were 

largely occupied in extirpating the “Nuba” from the smaller hills in Northern 

Kordofan. See Chapter VI, on the northern hills. 

2 See note on p. 193. 

s “Amir” in Omdurman in the Khalifa’s day. 

4 Known as Ibrahim Gunkul Gehennum. He was executed by the Mahdi at 

El Obeid. 

5 Killed by Dervishes at Um Badr. 

6 Belal, Musa, and El Mahbas all died of smallpox. 

7 Executed at Gabra el Sheikh. 

8 Killed with Salih Bey. 

9 Killed by the Nuba of Um Durrag. 

10 See Petherick and Ensor, and Chapter XII, on the Hamar. 

11 See Ohrwalder, pp. 62 and 73. 





Plate XVI 

“’Ali Wacl el Tom, ‘nazir’ of the Kababish, 1911.” 
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and May 1887 has already been sketched1:—An expedition at 

the Khalifa’s directions was sent by ’Othman Adam from Kor- 

dofan and pursued Salih Bey from Um Badr to Gebel el ’Ain in 

the far north and there killed him and many of his family. The 

victors were chiefly Dar Hamid Arabs: on their way back to 

El Obeid they found a number of Kabdbish round Gabra el 

Sheikh. These latter were driven to El Obeid and there exe¬ 

cuted. It is alleged that four wells were filled with their dead 

bodies and the rest were left to rot outside2. 

After the death of Salih Bey the Kababish seemed to have 

ended their existence as a tribe: some of the Nurab remained 

outlaws and others joined the sections that had become Dervishes 

and were sent to Omdurman. Here ’Awad el Sid Kiraysh was 

appointed “amir” of the Kababish by the Khalifa, and the 

family of Salih Bey and El Tom were kept in confinement. 

At the reoccupation ’Awad el Sid was killed in battle, and 

the Kabdbish decamped to their beloved deserts and amused 

themselves by cutting off small parties of flying Dervishes, and 

raiding Hamar and Zayadia camels. The Ribaykat, Seragab, 

and ’Atawia were particularly successful at this time. 

El Tom’s son ’Ali3 was appointed “nazir” of the tribe, and 

as the country became settled most of the scattered sections of 

the Kababish rallied to him. 

The era of intertribal raiding among the Arabs is now past, 

although from time to time wild Ddrfur tribes, such as Bedayat 

and Kura’an from the north-west carry off a few score of Kabd- 

bish camels before the latter have returned from the grazing 

grounds of the rainy season, and retaliation ensues. 

The Kabdbish country is bounded to the south by an 

imaginary line drawn from north of Um Badr, between Gebels 

El Senakir and Abu Fas to Kaga Soderi, and thence over Katul 

and close to the north of Shershar to Kagmar, and from Kagmdr 

north of Um Siala and El Fadlia to Shekayk close to the river. 

1 See page 46. 

2 See Ohrwalder, pp. 250-253. The camels and sheep of the tribe were 

confiscated and mostly killed for meat. 

3 ’Ali el Tom is now aged 37 (i.e. in 1911). He is of dark complexion but Arab 

featured. He is a fine type of the highbred enlightened Arab, and is regarded with 

the greatest awe by his people. 
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The Kawdhla and Shenabla remain south of this line unless 

permitted by the Kababish to cross it; but Hamar, Dar Hdmid, 

Howawir, and all the lesser tribes roam at will where they please 

on either side of the boundary, subject only to certain restrictions 

as to where they may dig wells. 

The western boundary of the tribe is the Darfur border, its 

eastern the land of the riverain tribes, its northern the desert 

wastes only. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

THE KAWAHLA 

The Kawahla do not properly belong to Kordofan or Darfur 

at all, and only later accretions to the tribe claim relationship to 

any of the tribes inhabiting either country1. 

Their real home is on the east side of the Nile and their 

connection is with the eastern tribes. 

It is a relief to find they do not even claim ’Abdulla el Guhani 

as their forbear, but invariably trace their descent to Zubayr ibn 

el ’Awam, the cousin of the Prophet. Their name has been 

known for some hundreds of years on the east of the Nile, and 
* 

it is among the ’Abdbda and kindred tribes, with whom they 

are still mixed, that one must look for their origin. 

There is an interesting notice of the Kawdhla or “Beni 

Kahil ”—the first so far as I am aware—in Ibn Batuta’s works2. 

That traveller, who flourished about 1353 A.D., sailed from Jedda 

to Ras Dowdfr, between ’Aiddb and Suakin, and visited the 

Beja tribes there living on the coasts: among these Beja he found 

a camp of Awlad Kahil speaking the Beja language3; and again 

at Suakin he found the Sultan’s troops included Beja, Awlad 

Kahil, and Arabs of Guhayna4. 

1 The ’Atawia section of the Kababish and the Wailia section of the Hamar are 

said to be Kawahla by origin, and the insignificant Tuaymat section of the AwMd 

Bika Gawama’a claim that their ancestor Tuaym was grandson of the Kahli Budr£n. 

The large section of Kawahla, Dar H£mid, are said to be closely related to the 

Meganin (see p. 130). 

2 See Defremery and Sanguinetti’s translation, Vol. 11, pp. 161-2. 

3 alswJb -J>Al£=> 
J 

4 “ dbwJt 
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The Kawahla at present claim the ’Ababda and the 

Bisharifn of the east among their numbers: the Bisharifn 

likewise claim Kahil as the ancestor of themselves and the 

’Ababda1. The fact is that as these eastern tribes became 

subject to the Arab invaders after the conquest of Egypt, they 

intermarried with them to a large extent and a certain number 

of the resultant medley formed themselves into a tribe which 

came to be known as Beni (Awlad) Kahil (Kahel; Kahl) or 

Kawahla. The majority of these Kawahla remained on the 

east of the Nile, on the banks of the Rahad and the Dinder2, 

but a part crossed the river and joined the nomad Kababfsh. 

Burckhardt and Cailliaud both mention that the Shukrfa and 

Kawahla3 living in the neighbourhood of the Atbara were at 

deadly feud with the Ga’alifn about 1814-19: at this time 

the nomad Arabs owned little allegiance to any government 

and the collection of tribute from them was no easy matter; but, 

on the other hand, Bruce4 speaks of “Arabs Cohala” [Kawahla] 

on the Rahad as a stationary tribe tributary to the “mek” of 

Sennar and regular and obedient taxpayers. 

For some generations previous to the “Mahdfa” a great 

number of the Kawahla lived with the Kababfsh and were 

reckoned as a section of that tribe. Many others remained 

independent on the Rahad and the Dinder5. 

1 See Handbook of the Sudan, p. 91, where the Bisharifn are said to claim descent 

thus: 
Kahl 

. 1-L“1-1 
Bishar ’Abad Amar. 

Sir G. Wilkinson (p. 386) speaks of the ’Ababda as apparently aborigines and 

Arabs only in habits: among their chief divisions he mentions the Gowaleeh (i.e. 
Kawahla). 

2 See e.g. Cailliaud...“La pai'tie est du Dinder, et dela vers le Rahad, est habitee 

par des tribus d’Arabes Kaouahlehs.” He also mentions some others near El ’Atshan 

on the White Nile. 

3 Burckhardt {Nubia...) gives the Arabic as instead of aJUb 

Cailliaud says, “Les tribus Arabes du voisinage [S.E. of Shendi] sont toutes indepen* 

dantes. Les Choukryehs et les Kaouahlehs vivent dans une continuelle inimitie 

avec les Dja’leyns [Ga’alifn], qui sont la tribu la plus nombreuse.” 

4 Vol. iv, p. 416. 

5 See Stewart’s Report. He also mentions that the nominal tribute of the inde¬ 

pendent Kawahla under the Turkish regi?ne previous to 1881 was about ^2759, but 

that it was then reduced to ^1300^. 



. 



Plate XVIII 

“Ahmacl JAbd el Kadir el A’aiser, ‘nazir’ of the Kawahla, 1911.” 
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On the outbreak of the “Mahdfa” the Kawahla among the 

Kababish broke away from that tribe and joined the insurgents1, 

and therein lies the root of the ever latent hostility between the 

two tribes. The Kawahla would claim to have grazing and 

watering rights over the Kababish country because for many 

years they exercised such rights: the Kabdbfsh, of course, 

contend that they did so by virtue of their being Kababish at 

that time, but that now, having become independent, they have 

surrendered their privileges. Hence in the dry season of the 

year (i.e. from December till June) the Kawahla in Kordofdn 

camp in the vicinity of the villages and especially in the Khayran, 

where wells are plentiful; but so soon as the rains fall they and 

their herds with one accord move north-westwards to the Wadi 

el Melik and the neighbourhood of Um Badr: there they 

remain till the water supply again gives out: then they move 

south-eastwards again, for they are “strangers in a strange land” 

and those few places in the north-west where wells can be dug 

belong to other tribes who guard jealously their privileges2. 

The Kawahla are very rich in flocks and herds and pay a 

tribute of ^1225, but they own no cultivation at all in Kordofdn3. 

The principal subdivisions of the tribe in Kordofan are the 

following:— 
A. Ddr Hamid 

1. Hashuna 

2. Awldd Gerays 
3. Awldd Shinaytir4 

4. Awldd Zayd 

B. El Berdkna 

C. El Haldyifa 

1. Nas wad el Matayrik 

2. Nas wad el Azrak 

1 Their chief “amirs” were Gadulla Balilu of the ’Ababda section and Ahmad 

’Abd el Kadir of the Dar Hamid section. At the reoccupation ’Abdulla the son of 

the former was chosen as “n£zir.” In 1910 he was deposed and Ahmad 'Abd el 

Kadir appointed in his place. 

2 Concessions to strangers to graze or water from wells dug by the owners of the 

land are extremely common, but concessions to dig wells are rare unless the parties 

are on very intimate terms. 

3 They have cultivation at Shekayk on the border of the White Nile province 
with KordoHn. 

4 Shinaytir is the diminutive of Shinatir, which is the Himyaritic word for earrings. 
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D. El Beddrifn 

1. Awldd Rahal 

2. Awldd ’Arabi 

E. El ’Abdbda 

1. Nds wad el Misayk 

2. Nds Bab 

3. Um Radi 
4. Nafar 

F. Um ’Amdr 

G. Ddr Bahr 

1. Awldd el Sheikh 

2. Awldd el Dibayd 

H. El Bekayrab 

1. Awldd Sulaymdn 

2. Awldd Adam 
3. Kurun 

J. El Gihaymdb 

K. El Ghazdya 

1. El ’Omardt 

2. Awlad Terayf 

L. El Nifaydfa 

1. El Utidb 

2. El Mulkdb 

3. El Kuara 

Many other subdivisions of Kawahla live in the Gezfra and on 

the Blue Nile, but these are more sedentary. It is generally 

said that Kdhil the ancestor of the tribe had thirteen sons, but 

the names of these thirteen vary in different accounts. In the 

following pages are two pedigrees of the Kawahla1. 

From what has been said, and especially from the pedigrees 

given, it may be clearly seen how closely the Kawahla consider 

themselves connected with the semi-Arab or non-Arab tribes of 

the Eastern Sudan between the river and the Red Sea. 

It is curious to find that there is a colony of debased Kawdhla 

settled among the primitive Nuba in the southern mountains of 

1 These two pedigrees were found among the papers of the ex-“ndzir” ’Abdulla 

Gddulla : several names of subtribes were illegible and are omitted. 
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Kordofan at Werna and the vicinity7. How many of the 

Kawahla have at various times split away from the parent stock 

and joined other tribes or become independent communities is 

difficult to say, but the number must be large. 

1 El Ahamda. A tribe of this name is mentioned by Burton (.Pilgrimage to 

Mecca...) as a section of the B. Harb in the Hegaz. Parkyns met them (“Lahamdy”) 

among the Kababish. Stewart mentions them as a separate tribe. There are many 

of them on the Blue Nile and in the Gezira now. 

2 The Nurab are the ruling section of the Kababish and probably have no con¬ 

nection with the Kawahla. Their name is only inserted from vanity. 

3 See page 200, note 1. Descriptions of the ’Ababda of Eastern and Upper Egypt 

may be found in Burckhardt, Klunzi'ger, Wilkinson (p. 386) and Sir C. W. Wilson, 

and numerous other travellers. They are said to represent the ancient Troglodytes 

and are in a great measure of Beja blood. They were of course in Africa long before 

the Arab invasion of ’Amr ibn el ’Asi. The singular of ’Ababda is ’Ab£di, and of 

Bishariin Bishari. “ ’Abadi ” was also the word used to denote a Christian Arab, and 

“ Bishara ” means gospel or annunciation. Whether this is mere coincidence I do 

not know, but it is curious when one remembers that there was a Christian Kingdom at 

Dongola till about the fourteenth century. The present ’Ababda section of the Kordofan 

Kawahla is a large and rich one and after the Kawahla split away from the Kababish 

and until 1910 it was a member of the ’Ababda that acted as chief of the whole 

tribe. 

4 Hammad is sometimes spoken of as “El Nuaykir.” 

5 The ascription of Hilal as father of ’Abad reminds one of Burckhardt’s remark 

that the ’Ababda pretend to be descended from “ Selm£n an Arab of the Beni Hilal.” 

6 The Shenabla are probably not connected originally with the Kawahla: they 

were however a section of the Kababish at the same time as the Kawahla and split 

away at the same time. 

7 They are said to be descended from the Budran mentioned in the pedigrees. 

Ohrwalder (p. 8) says those of them living at G. Gedir “are possessors of a very 

celebrated and holy stone, on which there is a tradition that the prophet Mohammed 

sat and prayed. ” 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE SHENABLA 

The Shenabla as a tribe are of no great antiquity, and their 

name does not occur before the nineteenth century1. 

The tribe said to be most closely related to them in the Sudan 

is Dar Hamid2. Some time in the eighteenth century when all the 

Northern Kordofan tribes were nomad camel-owners the Shenabla 

severed their connection with Dar Hdmid: part migrated to the 

east banks of the White Nile and settled near Shatt and 

Zerayka: others joined the Kababish in the north. Of the 

former colony again some afterwards joined the Mesallamfa, and 

some, namely the Gihaysat, attached themselves to the Hamar 

’Asakir in the west3. 

The party who joined the Kababish remained nomads with 

that tribe until the “Mahdfa.” They then espoused the Dervish 

cause and threw in their lot with their kinsfolk on the river. 
/ 

Their chief “amir” at Omdurman was Tsa Bakhayit el Humrani. 

He died before the reoccupation and was succeeded by Munhal 

Khayrulla. The latter was appointed “nazir” of the tribe at the 

reoccupation. 

The bulk of the tribe are still nomad camel-owners, but they 

also own land near the White Nile. In the rains they roam 

1 Burton mentions (see Unexplored Syria, Vol. I, p. 148) that Burckhardt in 1810 

found some “Esshenabele” close S.E. of Damascus, partly subject to the Druses: 

they were notorious robbers and had been so since the time of Herod son of Antipater. 

Since at the present day there are Shenabla living east of the Nile valley in Egypt 

(see Klippel, p. 8), there is a fair presumption of some connection between the 

Shenabla of Kordofan and the afore-mentioned tribes. 

2 See the tables of descent given in Chapter IX, on Dar Hamid. 

3 See Chapter xii, on the Hamar. 
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with the Kawahla in North-west Kordofan and return via Kaga 

el Hufra, Girgil, and Dar Hamid about October and November. 

During the winter and summer they remain round Bara, Um 

Bosha, El Taiara, and Sherkayla. 

They own no land except near Shatt and Zerayka, and the 

conditions there are unsuitable for their herds: they are therefore 

in the same position as the Kawahla with regard to watering 

and grazing facilities. 

In 1911 it was found necessary definitely to divide the tribe 

into two: the nomads with ’Ali Mukhammas as “’omda” were 

placed under Kordofan province, which provides them with their 

grazing grounds, and the sedentary members of the tribe were 

left subject to the White Nile province. 

The subdivisions of the tribe are as follows:— 

A. Um Braysh 

1. 
r 

El Amira 
2. El Ga’aba1 

B. Um ’Abdulla 

1. El Goara 

2. Nas Guma’a 

3- Nas Um Gdd el Kerim2 

C. Awlad Ndsir 

1. Nas Mukdbil 

2. Nds Nukmusha 

D. Awlad Dani 

E. Nds Haddd 

1. Nds S alias 
2. Nds Haddd3 

3- Nds Fenayha 

F. El Awamira 

1. Awldd Fddil Zowrdb 

2. Nds wad ’Abdulla 

3- Nds wad el Nur 

4- El Shuwayhdt 

G. Awldd Howdl 

1. Nds Merra’i 

2. Nds Ma’ak 

1 The section of Munhal Khayrulla. 

2 The section of ’Ali Mukhammas. 

3 The original sheikhship of the tribe was vested in this section. 
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H. El Hamdfa1 

J. El Subayhdt 

1. Awlad Arrnra 

2. El Khamisdb 
3. El Ndfa’db 

4. El Kuwidb 

5. Nds Um Ladta 

K. Abu ’Imayr 

1. El Nagdgfr 

2. El Taibdt 

3. Nds wad Zayn 

L. Awldd Hashun 

1. Nds Na’i'm 

2. Abu Ruddi 

3. El Mendn 

4. N ds Gharayra 

1 Originally a subsection of Abu ’Imayr. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE BAZA’A AND BENI GERAR 

Part I. 

The Baza’a are a small tribe scattered over Central Kordofan. 

There is a colony of them in the waterless tracts lying in the 

south-east part of Um Dam district, another with the Beni Gerar 

at Kadmul near Bara, a third owning a considerable number of 

gum gardens round Um Shihayta and Um Gozayn, south of 

Gebel Um Shidera, and a fourth near Abu Zubbad to the west. 

A number of the last-mentioned colony are nomad throughout 

the year. There are also a few of them at Tisoma in E. Darfur. 

In race they are closely connected with the Beni Gerar and 

both tribes trace descent to one Salim el Hamam. This Salim 

is usually reckoned a descendant of Hdmid el Afzar, and it is 

probable that both Baza’a and Beni Gerdr are offshoots of the 

great tribe of Fezdra1. 

The name Baza’a is explained as being derived from Abza’a 

the son of Salim el Hamam. 

It is said that their original settlement in Kordofan was at 

the site they still occupy in Um Dam district and that they dis¬ 

placed certain Kendna there. 

1 For the Fezara see Chapter xv, on the Kababfsh, and the account of the Beni 

Gerar that follows in this chapter. There is no warrant of which I am aware for 

connecting the Baza’a with the Baza whom Barth speaks of as a powerful independent 

tribe with a dialect of their own and living in the east of Bornu, nor with the Bazah 

of whom Makrizi speaks as living in the Eastern Sudan between the Beja and the 

people of Aloa on the Blue Nile (see Quatremere, Vol. n, pp. 17 et seq.) and in 

later days described by Werne in his African Wanderings. It must surely be pure 

coincidence that the Baza’a trace descent to S£lim el Hamajn and that it was from 

the country of the Bazah came the birds called “pigeons bazin” (see Quatremere, 

loc. cit.). For Salim el Hamam’s alleged descent see Chapter ix, on Dar Hamid. 

14 M. 
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There appear to be none of them to the east of the Nile nor 

to the north of Kordofan. 

They have intermarried to a great extent with the Beni 

Gerar and to some extent with the Hamar. 

The following are the subdivisions of the tribe :— 

A. El Mahmudfa1 

1. El Hamdilla 

2. Awlad Ndsir 

3. Awldd el Ahaymer 

4. El Sa’Ida 

5. Awlad ’Abd el Mahmud 

B. El Shafa’ia 

C. El ’Aiddfa (or Abu ’Aiad) 

D. El Ga’adfa2 

1. Awldd Hasan 

2. Awlad Husayn 

E. El Nowagia, or, Nowdgat 

1. El F&risia 

2. El Subayhat 

3. Awlad ’Abd el Rahman 

4. Awlad el Bashir 

F. El Husana 

G. Awlad Dan 

H. El Keraymat 

J. El Razaka 

K. Um Timan 

L. El Fuayta 

Part II. 

The Beni Gerar more than any other tribe probably represent 

the old Fezara Arabs who are frequently mentioned in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as roaming Northern 

Kordofan and Darfur3. 

They appear to have extended over a considerable extent of 

country towards the end of the eighteenth century. Bruce 

1 The Mahmudfa are descended from ’Abd el Gibar Mahmud who married 

Wadida bint Howal of the Awlad Howal section of Kababish. Their son was 

Hammad and Wadida is consequently spoken of as Um Hammad. 

2 The Ga’adia are the nomad section of the tribe. The remainder are sedentary. 

3 For remarks on the Fezara see Chapter xv on the Kababish. 
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travelling on the east of the Nile from 1768 to 1773 speaks 

of the crossing of the Bayuda desert, between Gebel Kerreri and 

Korti, as being unsafe owing to the truculency of Beni Fezara, 

Beni Gerar and Kababfsh, “which come from the westward near 

Kordofan from fear of the black horse1 there”; and at the same 

time speaks of these three tribes having “lately...expelled the 

ancient Arabs of Bahiouda” [Bayuda] and being nominally 

tributary to the kingdom of Sennar through Muhammad wad 

’Agfb “hereditary prince of the Arabs.” He also has an entry in 

his Journals dated August 1st, 1772, to the effect that news had 

been received that as the people of Darfur were marching to 

attack Abu Lekaylak in Kordofan “the caravan, which was 

bringing all the valuable effects from Kordofan, was plundered 

at the Bahar el Aice [i.e. the White Nile], or near it, by the 

Beni-Gerar, a tribe of the Beni-Faisara.” In like manner we hear 

from Burckhardt that about 1814 these three tribes were still 

dangerous raiders in Northern and North-eastern Kordofan. At 

the same time the Beni Gerar and the Beni Fezara are mentioned 

by Browne among the Arab tribes of Darfur2 in the years 

1792-1798, and by Muhammad el Tunfsf in similar terms in 

1803. 

At this time and for some years to come the Beni Gerar 

probably paid little allegiance to any power and were entirely 

occupied in raiding and in grazing their herds in the Northern 

deserts. 

We hear of them again in 1850 from Mansfield Parkyns who 

spent some time among the nomads. He says “the Beni Jerar, 

ancient enemies of the Kubbabfsh, and former co-inhabitants 

of the desert between Dongola and Kordofan, are now scattered 

to the westward, on the frontiers of Darfur. The oldest tradi¬ 

tions assert them to have been from all antiquity the sworn foes 

of the Kubbabfsh, though sometimes a treaty between them 

allowed them both a short time for peaceful occupations.” He 

proceeds to narrate a raid committed by the Beni Gerar on the 

1 The black horse may refer to the black cavalry of the Fung who were at this 

time nominal rulers of Kordofan. It might however refer to the cavalry of the 

Musaba’at who were then coming into power. 

2 See Browne, p. 325. 

14—2 
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Kababfsh “one rain season while the Mamelukes were governors 

at Dongola,” and revenged by the Kababfsh in the following year. 

A continual bone of contention between these two tribes in 

the old days before the Turkish occupation appears to have been 

the great watering place of Kagmar. The Beni Gerdr still 

regard it as being theoretically theirs by right, although they 

were ousted from it probably almost a century ago1. 

At some time probably in the first half of the nineteenth 

century a number of the Beni Gerar became sedentary and built 

their villages on the west bank of the White Nile and farther 

inland, especially at El Busata. A number of them also settled 

in Central Kordofdn with the Baza’a at Kadmul. In 1876 Prout 

estimated the number of them in Kordofan, east of Khorsi and 

round Gebel el Tius, at 2500; but the figure is probably greatly 

underestimated. 

The tribute of the Beni Gerar previous to 1881 was fixed at 

^1134 odd, and though in 1881 a number of reductions were 

made in tribute, that of the Beni Gerar was left unaltered. 

In the time of the Dervishes the chief “amfr” of the tribe 

was Muhammad Nubawi. He was killed by the Kababfsh near 

Gebel el Haraza in the time of the Khalifa and succeeded by 

his son Hammad Nubawi: the latter gave place to his brother 

Muhammad Ahmad temporarily and then again succeeded to the 

sheikhship. 
w / 

The name Beni Gerar is said to be derived from “to draw,” 

and is due to the fact that their ancestor was a notorious freebooter 

who spent much of his time “drawing” along the ground by the 

leg the sheep he had stolen in order to take them to a place of 

safety2. 

The main subdivisions of the tribe are as follows:— 

A. El Mahabfb 

B. Awldd. Rabfu 

1. Nds el Ahaymer 

2. Nds el Sha’iba 

3. Nas Khalafa 

1 It is sometimes recorded that the Beni Gerar were, like the Kawahla and 

Shendbla, subject to the Kababish previous to the “ Mahdia.” This is an error. 

2 This is the story given proudly by the Beni Gerar. 
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C. El Gubdrdt 

1. Nas Abu’a 

2. Nds Guayd 

3. El Sinut 

4. Urn Simayra 
5. Nds Salim 

6. Awlad Giut 

D. Awldd Hayla 

1. Nas Musa 

2, El Bilayldt 

E. Abu Hagud 

F. Awldd Barakat 

The nomad portion of the tribe wander north-west with the 

Kawahla in the rainy season, and return south-east to the 

Khayran and the vicinity of Kadmul in the winter and dry 

summer months. 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE HOWAWIR AND GELLABA HOWARA 

In the north of Kordofan and in the deserts west of Dongola 

roam the nomad camel-owning tribe of Howdwir. 

In Central Kordofan near El Obeid are settled a colony of 

people known as Gellaba Howara. The latter are by origin an 

offshoot of the former though now debased by admixture of black 

blood and completely cut off from the nomad Howawir of the 

north. Reference will be made later to the connection between 

these two peoples, but first some account of the antecedents of 

the Howawir must be attempted. 

They are the remnants of the great Berber tribe of Howdra. 

The history of North Africa for many years after the Arab in¬ 

vasions of the seventh century A.D. is mainly a record of wars 

between the Berber tribes and the Arabs. 

To what stock the Berber are ultimately attributable is 

uncertain and need not detain us here. Suffice it to say that 

ancient traditions generally held that the Berber were a Hamitic 

race from Syria and connected with the Philistines1, and it was 

held by a majority of writers that certain of the Berber tribes 

were once Yemenite settlers round Mdrib. 

Ibn Khaldun gives a long account of the various theories 

as to the origin of the Berber, and quotes El Bekri as saying 

that the tribes of Ketama and Sanhdga were Yemenite as 

opposed to the Himyaritic Howara, Lamta, and Luata2. He 

1 E.g. see Mas’udi, Vol. in, pp. 240 et seq.; and Ibn ’Abd el Hakam quoted by 

Gelal el Din el Siuti, etc., etc. 

2 Ed. de Slane, Bk I, pp. 167 et seq. 
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himself is disposed to admit the Arabian origin of Ketdma and 

Sanhaga, but dismisses as unreliable all traditions that deny 

that the remaining bulk of the Berber were descended from 

Canaan son of Ham and related to the Philistines. It is how¬ 

ever interesting to note that so early as the time of the great 

Arab historians the Berber were inclined, like the Howawir 

have been for centuries and are now, to claim an Arabian 

descent. 

In later days Rinn has claimed an Indian origin for the 

Berber and finds linguistic affinities between them and the 

pre-Aryan races of the third millenium B.c. and even more so 

between the Berber and the Aryans, “ Et il sera facile de 

montrer que la langue Berbere a eu longtemps des origines 

communes avec celles qui parlaient les premiers Aryas, avant 

leur entrde dans lTnde.” The resemblance between Berber 

tribal names and Vedic names is certainly very marked. 

This theory in no way clashes with that of the old Arabic 

writers for Rinn would claim an Indian origin equally for 

Canaan, and indeed does explain “Canaan” as meaning “the 

peoples of Enn ” (the great Turanian deity). 

The actual word Howara (“Haouara”) is said by Rinn to 

be found on the inscription of Behistoun in Assyria—a Turanian 

country—as a proper name1. 

Others have held that the Berber were the stock that in¬ 

habited Spain, France, and the British Isles prior to the Celtic 

invasion, and that they retreated through North Africa and 

settled there. 

Whatever the origin of the Berber, the Arabs found them 

in possession of North Africa in the seventh century. 

M. Carette in 1853 contributed a paper on the origin and 

migrations of the chief tribes of North Africa. As regards 

the Howdra, he quotes El Bekri and Idrfsi as mentioning 

“ Awlad Haouar ” in the province of Oran in Algeria, and 

many writers for their presence in large numbers with the 

Zenata in the province of Constantine (Algeria). The greatest 

number of the tribe would appear, however, to have lived till 

the fourteenth century at least in Tripoli and the Fezzdn. In 

1 Rinn, p. 342. 
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Tunis only one town of Howara is mentioned by the Arab 

writers, and none in Algiers itself at all: the few Howara now 

in Algiers are said to be mixed with the Arabs there and 

forgetful of all Berber descent. It is only Idrisi that mentions 

a village of them in his days in Morocco, and he speaks of them 

as “ naturalized Berbers by cause of their nearness to and rela¬ 

tions with the indigenous population.” M. Carette comments 

on this, “ one must conclude from this that the Haouara were 

strangers in the country.” He lays stress on the fact that the 

same tribes which to the east in Tripoli are regarded as Berber 

arabicized are in the west in Morocco spoken of as Arabs 

berberized, the reason for this being that the original home of 

the Berber was to the east where their true race was well known 

to be Berber, and that they settled at a later date in the west 

and were able there to pose as Arabs. He accounts for the 

scanty mention of Howara and Zenata in Morocco, where they 

abounded later, by supposing that between the death of I bn 

Khaldun in 1406 and the Portuguese conquests in the middle 

of the same century there was an extensive migration of Berber 

from east to west, and holds that the present “ Chaouia ” repre¬ 

sent the old Howara and Zenata. 

The prolonged struggles between the Arabs and the Berber 

in North Africa have been recorded with great detail, and we 

are only concerned here with one tribe of the Berber. 

The Howara took a prominent part in these wars and as 

usual not only fought but intermarried with the Arabs and 

very soon shewed a tendency to join them as allies. Thus, 

though the bulk of the tribe remained unsubdued and implac¬ 

able, a number of Howara accompanied the Arab forces that 

invaded Spain, and others at a later date assisted in the con¬ 

quest of Sicily1. 

Their power was great from 640 A.D. and earlier till the time 

of the Fatimite dynasty (908-1171 A.D.), but then received a 

series of reverses from which it never entirely recovered2. 

1 See Ibn Khaldun, Bk 1, pp. 273 et seq. 

2 Their chief revolts were in 741-2 and 772; but they were on each occasion 

crushed temporarily (see Fournel and Ibn Khaldun). In 8n they took Tripoli but 

were subsequently defeated (see Ibn Khaldun, Bk 1, pp. 273 et seq.). 
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In 1049 the Fatimite Khalff El Mustansir summoned the 

great Arab tribes of Beni Hilal and Sulaym from the Sa’fd 

to crush Moizz the rebellious chief of the Sanhaga at Kairudn. 

The Zenata and others assisted Moizz, but most of his natural 

allies abandoned him to his fate and the Arabs laid waste the 

country and utterly crippled the strength of the Berber1. 

The Almohades (“ El Muwahhidfn ”), who were chiefly Mas- 

muda Berber, in the following century destroyed the Sanhaga 

kingdom of the Almoravides (“ El Merabitfn ”) in Morocco. 

The Howara, who had already adopted the Arabic tongue, now 

followed the example of the Almohades and adopted Arabic 

manners and customs, paid tribute to the Almohades and as¬ 

sisted them in their wars against Ibn Ghania, the last of the 

Almoravides in Africa. 

Fourteen years after the death of Ibn Ghania when Abu 

Zakarfa of the Hafsite dynasty was in power, they refused to 

pay their taxes and committed a number of acts of brigandage. 

Enraged at this, Abu Zakarfa slaughtered a vast number of 

them in cold blood and so temporarily at least broke their 

power in the north-west of Africa. 

Leo Africanus (1495 [or 1496]—1552), however, mentions the 

Howara and Zenata and Sanhaga as still inhabiting Temseena 

(Tlemsen) in N.W. Algeria2 and the modern Taffla3in Morocco, 

and being so powerful in Morocco that they could put 6000 

horsemen in the field and owned 200 castles. 

According to Marmol Caravajal4 (1520) the Howara were 

subject to the Zenata. 

But while many of the Howdra appear to have moved 

westwards through the northern provinces of Africa, others 

went to the east. Thus Ibn Khaldun mentions a colony of 

them in his day near Alexandria5; but the majority of those 

who moved eastwards were either forced or voluntarily migrated 

1 Ibn Khaldun (Bk 1, p. 197) speaks of the Howara as subject to the Arabs of 

Sulaym. 

2 See Leo, Vol. 1, p. 131 and Vol. 11, p. 396. 

3 See Leo, Vol. 11, p. 780. 

4 See Bk 1, Vol. 1, p. 69; but the authority is an unreliable one. 

5 See Bk 1, pp. 9-11. 
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further southwards, and a large colony of them about 1382 A.D. 

were settled in Upper Egypt by the Sultan Barkuk1. Here 

they abode and set about cultivating tracts previously desert, 

and at the same time established their power to a considerable 

extent; and we learn from Makrizi that before the end of the 

century some of them, in league with the Ahmadi and Awlad 

Kanz Arabs, attacked and pillaged Assuwan2. 

In 1412 A.D. (Muharrem 815 A.H.), when Egypt was dis¬ 

tracted by internal disturbances and Assuwan no longer subject 

to her, the Howara attacked the town, then in the hands of the 

Awlad Kanz, and destroyed it3. 

After Makrizi’s time the Howara remained in Upper Egypt 

for several centuries. Burckhardt (c. 1814) found them still 

settled in villages on either side of the Nile from El Siut to 

Farshiut on the west and to near Keneh on the east, and still 

remembering their Moghrabi descent. 

They were extremely powerful during the Mamluk regime 

in Egypt, and the Hammam, their principal section, in the 

eighteenth century had assumed the whole government of 

Upper Egypt and the Northern Sudan south of El Siut as far 

as Mahass, and the Mamluks had been obliged to cede this 

great territory to them by treaty4. 

They appear to have used their power reasonably well, but 

were given to oppressing and enslaving the Copts : they were 

also in a practically permanent state of rebellion against Egypt 

and of war with the Beduins of the surrounding districts. In 

the latter Mamluk days when ’Ali Bey was in power, he attacked 

the Hammdm and defeated them in several battles5. 

The power of the Howara was not finally broken however 

till the time of Muhammad ’Ali. That ruler spent several years 

reducing the Howara, and it was his son Ibrahim who in 1813 

slew over 2000 of them and finally subdued them. 

1 See Makrizi in Quatremere’s Mimoires. 

2 Makrizi mentions the Berber origin of these Howara, their claim to have come 

originally from Yemen, and their previous settlements from Sort to Tripoli. 

3 See Makrizi {El Khetat)\ Quatremere; and Burckhardt [Nubia). 

4 See Burckhardt [Nubia). 

5 Hamilton (1801-2) speaks of these Howara as Arabs and of “Hamam” as a 

sheikh, not a section of the tribe. 
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Burckhardt, and Hamilton (1801-2), both mention the rich¬ 

ness of the tribe in horses, and the latter records that at the 

time of the defeat of Hammam by the Mamluks they are said 

to have had 36,000 horsemen in the field. 

Again, Sir G. Wilkinson writing in 1843 comments on the 

fame of the Howara as breeders and trainers of horses1, and 

mentions that the large rough wire-haired sheep-dogs of Upper 

Egypt were a Howari breed. 

That the Howawfr (sing. Howari) of the Northern Sudan are 

a remnant of the powerful tribe of which some account has been 

given above is attested to not only by the identity of names but 

by the fixity of the tradition still current that the Howawfr were 

originally not Arabs but Berbers descended from Ham : they 

have also manners and ways that are non-Arab but approximate 

more nearly to those of the Danagla and Berber of the Northern 

Sudan. Singing and dancing, so dear to the Arab, have little 

attraction for them; and they are to a notable degree more 

“ feki”-ridden than the nomad Arabs such as the Kabdbfsh with 

whom they now roam the desert for most of the year. It may 

be noted too that Sir C. Wilson (1887), while speaking of the 

Howawfr as nomads of pure Arab blood roaming over the 

Bayuda desert, mentions at the same time that they claim to 

be related to the “Huweir” [Howdra] of Egypt, who, as we have 

seen, were certainly more Berber than Arab. 

The Howawfr at present are almost entirely nomad, though 

a few of them are settled on the river in Dongola at much the 

same places as those occupied by their more powerful ancestors 

in Mamluk days. 

The nomad Howawfr and their herds in the season of the 

rains move westward with the Kababfsh from the Wadi el Kab 

to the borders of Darfur, and in the dry weather they return 

eastward, either to the river or at least as far as the Kababfsh 

wells of El Safia and El Habfsa, etc. Only a few scatterlings 

remain west of El Safia. 

1 See Wilkinson, Vol. 11, p. 114. He says the name Howari means properly a 

horseman and is applied to native horse-breakers in Egypt. This is probably an 

inversion of the facts. It would be the fame of the Howara that caused the appella¬ 

tion of Howdri to be given to a skilled horseman. 
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Their main divisions are:— 

Hardrfn 
Mudlka 
Rubab (or Um Ruba) 

Hobdz^b 
Hamdsfn 
Salh&b 

Gotdb 
F ezardb 
Tamasfh 

The Gellaba Howara who were mentioned previously as 

residing near El Obeid, viz. round Khummi and Um Delayka 

and elsewhere, give the following account of themselves:— 

They say they are an offshoot of the same tribe as the 

Howawfr and that their ancestors lived in Upper Egypt 

(“El Rif”) and were almost white in colour. The first of 

them to come south to Kordofan proper was one El Hag 

Tsa wad Muhammad wad Mansur, a pedlar from Manfalut 

(near El Siut): he was followed by other Howara pedlars, 

and hence it happened that the immigrants were called Gellaba 

Howara (“ Pedlar Howara ”). 

They obtained a grant of land from the Gawama’a at 

Khummi and settled there; but the first generation after El 

Hag Tsa, finding themselves oppressed by the rulers of Kor¬ 

dofan started to return to Egypt under El Hag ’Isa’s son El 

Hag Muhammad abu Menana: they did not get far however, 

for when they reached Dom el Khatrab near Sheraym, after a 

single short day’s journey, the people there persuaded El Hag 

Muhammad to stop and be their “ feki.” He died and was 

buried there and his people returned to Khummi and remained 

there. A few years ago one of their headmen received an 

invitation from the Howawfr of Dongola to pay them a visit 

since it was held a pity that the old ties of relationship should 

be neglected, but the project was found impracticable. 

The sections of Gellaba Howdra in Kordofan differ from 

those of the Howawfr and are:— 

Kawamna (including the descendants of El Hag Muhammad 

abu Menana—at Khummi, and a few near Gebel Kon), 

Adawfa (at Um Delayka, and a few at Um Ruaba). 

El Dikayrab (at El Obeid). 

Awlad Kaysan (near Abu Hardz). 

But since the present is said to be the eighth generation from 

El Hag Tsa these divisions may well have been formed since 

the time when the Gelldba Howara left the main tribe. 
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The Gellaba Hovvara of the present are a dark and dirty 

people of indifferent morals and shew obvious traces of plentiful 

admixture of black blood. 

The Howawfr on the other hand, being nomads and less 

brought into contact with the baser races of the south are com¬ 

paratively light complexioned, with lank black hair. 



APPENDIX I 

THE WORD “KORDOFAN ” 

There are four theories regarding the origin of the word 

Kordofan. 

i. That it is identical in origin with the name of the district 

of Goran (or Gorhan or Gorham) referred to by Leo Africanus 

and others. An advocate of this theory is Cooley, who says 

“Gorhan can be no other spot than Kordofdn. This name might 

easily by negligent writing become Korhan, or, as Leo, uniformly 

writing Kej with a g and omitting the aspirates, would represent 

it, Goran” Dr Brown in his edition of Leo quotes Cooley, 

apparently with approval. 

Now there is sufficient evidence that the district of Goran in 

part represented the northern portion of what is now loosely 

called Kordofan, but it is a hard proposition to say that the two 

names Goran and Kordofdn are connected from the philologist’s 

point of view; and it is surely doubtful whether the theory will 

hold water: for the following reasons— 

(a) Goran is certainly a corruption of Kura’an—the name 

of the heathen tribe of Tibbu origin, who probably represent the 

ancient Garamantes. But though “Kordofdn” and “Kura’dn” 

may be superficially alike to the European ear, they are very 

different in reality: in Arabic one is jjland the other 

a difference by no means negligible. 

(b) Every one in Kordofan knows the Kura’an—at least by 

name; and yet neither does anyone now suggest any connection 

between the words, nor did they do so to Petherick and Riippell 
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who made enquiries as to the origin of the name Kordofan in 

the last century. 

(c) There is no doubt whatever that the name Kordofan as 

applied to the province is derived from the hill of that name 

south of El Obeid where it is unlikely that the Kura’an ever 

penetrated : the name Kordofan was never applied to the deserts 

and open country north of latitude 140 30', and to this day the 

Arabs north of that latitude speak of “going to Kordofan,” and 

it is nothing to them that for administrative purposes under the 

Turks and the present government the whole country from 

Dongola to the Bahr el Arab has been officially styled 

“Kordofan.” To the Arab Kordofan is only the low-lying 

country between the southern Gebels (Dair, Tekali, etc.) and 

the northern Gebels (Kaga, Abu Hadfd, etc.). It was not so 

much to this comparatively fertile tract that the term “desert of 

Goran” was applied by old geographers as to the wild country 

north of it, where the Kura’an roamed, and to which the term 

“desert” is applicable. Were Kordofan connected with Goran 

it were natural to suppose that the country where the Kura’an 

lived would have longest kept the name derived from them. 

2. Petherick (p. 262) says: “The province [i.e. Kordofan] 

takes its name from a...mountain...to the south-east of El Obeid, 

and perhaps 10 miles distant from it. The name Kordofan is 

evidently of Nuba derivation: the meaning of the last syllable, 

‘fan,’ is country, but the signification of the two preceding 

syllables I was unable to learn.” Petherick is a dubious authority 

who plagiarizes from Pallme, and I have my doubts about “fan” 

meaning country. The Zaghawa of Darfur and many of the 

Arabs pronounce the word Kordofal; and Major Denham 

quoted from a letter from a sheikh in the Western Sudan (in 

1824): “...the Turks who are in Kordafal or Kordofal....” 

The use of the form Kordofal for Kordofan may be a corruption 

only or it may represent the older form of the word: if the 

latter then it also provides a further argument against identifying 

and 

3. Now curiously enough, while Petherick thought he knew 

the meaning of one syllable—viz. “ fan,” and not of the others, 
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Riippell, after corroborating the fact that the country was named 

after the “gebel,” says Kordu means “man,” and the meaning of 

“ fan ” is unknown. 

In support of Ruppell’s statement is the fact that the word 

for “man” in the Dilling group of hills is “Kortando.” 

4. The Ghodiat of Southern Kordofan, an old people chiefly 

Fung by origin, but mixed with Nuba and debased Arab blood, 

who were probably, as they say, the first to invade the country 

and wrest the land round Gebel Kordofan from the Nuba, allege 

that “Kordofan” is a corruption of Kuldu far meaning “ Kuldu 

is boiling-wroth.” Kuldu they say was the name of the last 

king of the Nuba who ruled from G. Kordofan, to which 

he gave his name. The weak point in this theory is the fact 

that “far” is apparently connected with the Arabic jli (to boil). 

However the name Kuldu may be genuine; or it may possibly 

be connected with Kordu or Kortando. 

Of these four theories that of Riippell seems to have the least 

against it. If Petherick too is to be trusted, “Kordofan” in 

toto may mean “the land of men,” i.e. “the inhabited country” or 

“the cultivable country.” The Ghodiat story may have some 

foundation or be only the work of ingenious invention. 

It is at least most probable and natural that a Nuba origin 

should be attributed to the word Kordofdn, considering that the 

Nuba ruled the land from round G. Kordofan and that the 

country takes its name from the Gebel. 



APPENDIX II 

THE FUNG 

Considerable confusion has existed at times with regard 

to the question of who the Fung are. The chief cause of this 

confusion has been that two peoples have been spoken of under 

this name, viz.: (i) the original and comparatively pure Fung, 

(2) the mixture of these Fung with Arabs formed at and after 

the time of ’Amdra Dunkas (1493 or thereabouts). 

To deal with the second first:—Some of their own accounts 

naturally pretend that they are Arabs on the strength of the 

Arab blood that was certainly in them. As Gleichen {Hand¬ 

book...) says, they represented themselves as orthodox Muslims 

connected with the most venerated Arab tribes, and forged 

pedigrees for themselves tracing back their descent to the relatives 

of the Prophet:—“They were a mixed race forced into an Arab 

mould and in varying degrees modified by Arab blood.” 

Naum Bey Shukayr {History of the Sudan) says, “Their 

traditions and claims are that they are of the Beni Ommayya, 

and they say that the ’Abbdsfa after conquering the Ommayya 

in Syria and wresting the power from them in A.H. 132 captured 

many of the Ommayya, while those who escaped spread all over 

the world: some went to Spain and established the kingdom of 

Andalusia and some went to the Sudan and settled in Sennar”: 

the manner of this settlement in Sennar was, he says, as follows:— 

The Ommayya first went to Abyssinia, but on the ’Abbasi'a 

protesting against their being harboured there, the king of 

Abyssinia turned them out and settled them in the Sennar 

mountains “whose inhabitants were blacks, including the Fung.” 

15 M. 
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The Ommayya then intermarried with and subdued these 

black Fung and gradually themselves got darker in colour and 

called themselves “Fung.” Traditions of the present day 

generally corroborate this account. 

Bruce (Vol. VI, App. XLVI, p. 417) also records, though in¬ 

credulously, that the “mek” of Sennar claimed descent from the 

Beni Ommayya. 

So much for the Arab strain in the later Fung; but we are 

still no nearer knowing who were those black tribes in the 

Sennar mountains, also called Fung. 

Now Bruce who was in Sennar in 1772 heard more about 

the descent of these Fung on the negro side and not so much 

about their Arab descent. He says, “ The royal family were 

originally negroes and remain so still when their mothers have 

been black like themselves, but when the king has happened to 

marry an Arab woman, as he often does, the black colour of the 

father cedes to the white of the mother and the child is white.” 

Not only so but “An Arab who is white, marrying a black 

woman slave, has infallibly white children.” King Ismd’fl was 

“white in colour as an Arab1,” but his father and grandfather 

were blacks. 

Poncet nearly a century earlier had remarked that the king 

of Sennar in his day though black in complexion was well 

shaped, “not having thick lips, nor flat nose, like the rest of his 

subjects,” and later (p. 70) again speaks of the people of Senndr 

as “flat-nos’d, thick-lip’d, with very black faces.” 

Of the general population of Sennar Bruce gives rather a 

confused account, if one consult not only the text of his work 

as published but also his Journals and MSS. The following 

quotations may be taken from the latter. 

1. (Vol. vi, App. xlvi, p. 416.) 

“The king of Sennaar commands both sides of the Nile, all 

the way up to near Agow-midre. There are Shangalla, and 

thence comes the gold...and they are governed by Shekhs 

1 If, as appears, Bruce means by “the mek of Sennaar” the king of Sennar he is 

guilty of a contradiction for he speaks of the “mek” as having “woolly hair and 

black flat features” in his manuscript notes (Vol. VI, p. 417), though in the text he 

twice calls him white. 
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appointed by the king of Sennaar, or rather the vizir. These 

are Shangalla, or natives of the place, relations of the king and 

great men at court; and are, as they are called, Funge, that is, 

Shangalla converted to Islamism, of the country whence those 

Shangalla came who drove out the Arabs under Wad Ageeb 

[i.e. about 1493-1504]. Of these the government is composed. 

The common Shilook, or troops of the king, are mostly pagans 

even yet, and have their priests. They worship a tree, etc., as 

God. Between the Nile, or Azergue, and the Abiad, or Bahar 

el Aice, is another sort of Nuba, and this is Nuba Proper and 

the Gold country. Also, beyond the Bahar el Aice, in the same 

parallel, are likewise gold, ivory, etc., and the inhabitants are 

also Nuba, Pagans, and their language is a distinct one.” That 

the terms “Shangalla” and “Nuba” are used very vaguely is 

seen from a remark later (p. 419)—“South of Darfoor are the 

Shankala, or Nuba, of Darfirteet.” 

2. (Vol. VI, App. XLVI, p. 420.) 

“The people of Sennaar have all the mixed features of all 

the negroes. The Shilook, or Funge, seem to have the head 

longer and broader at the base; the cranium tending to conical, 

high raised; the nose long and pointed downwards...the lips not 

in any way remarkably thick...the southern Hamidge have the 

head large and well shaped...the nose flat at the end, and turning 

rather upwards; the nostrils large and open; the nose broken in 

the middle, which feature their children born at Sennaar imme¬ 

diately lose; the lips thick and blubber....They are much 

stronger made than any of the blacks; longer lived, and better 

inclined; and these qualities all increase as they go farther 

south, so that the best of all are those between Guba and 

Agow-midre....” 

3. (Ditto, pp. 420-421.) 

“The Nuba [are] bounded on the east by the river El Aice; 

on the west by Darfoor, or the desert between that and 

Kordofan; on the south by the high chain of mountains, Dyre 

and Tegla; and on the north by Harraza....The Funge occupy 

the river El Aice, and extend themselves up it to the moun¬ 

tainous tract south, which is but a continuation of the mountains 

15-2 
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of Fazuclo and Kuara, where they end. The Hamidge are those 

to the west of Kuara, bounded on the south by Agow; and by 

the river Yabous on the south, on the other, or western side of 

the Nile; all then is Fazuclo to Dyre and Tegla, confining with 

the Nuba.” 

4. (Vol. vi, App. XLViii, p. 471.) 

“The Abyssinians call all the black nations which surround 

them on the north, west, and south-west‘Shankala’; a generic 

name, which they apply even to the people in the provinces 

belonging to Sennaar. The Nuba, Funge, Shilook, Dinga, 

people called Fertit, the Doba, and Dobena, and, in short, all 

perfect blacks, go by this appellation. These nations form a 

race of men distinct from the Arabs and Galla, and seem to be 

the aborigines of Africa.” (N.B.—The actual words quoted in 

this last extract appear to be not Bruce’s own but his editor’s.) 

In his text Bruce says that the Fung pretend to be Muham¬ 

madan but so far from attempting to convert their Nuba slaves, 

pay pagan priests in every village. The Shilluk, he was told, 

invaded Sennar in 1504 in canoes from the west of the White 

Nile (“about latitude i3°”)and founded the capital: they were 

pagans and only nominally adopted Islam for the sake of trade: 

they then took the name of “Funge,” which means “Lords” or 

“Free Citizens.” 

As regards the more difficult question of the race to which 

these blacks, the original and true Fung, belonged:—Naum 

Bey Shukayr also mentions the tradition that they were a branch 

of the Shilluk, and Cust (.Modern Languages..., Vol. I, p. 142) 

includes in the Nuba-Fula group the Nuba, Kungara, Fung, 

Hameg, NiamNiam, and Monbutto. 

But the fullest accounts giving a theory of their origin from 

earliest times is given by Cailliaud in his Voyage a Meroe, in 

1819; and by Tremaux in his Voyage en Ethiopie..., in 1863. 

Cailliaud says: “La tradition rapporte que le royaume de 

Sennar dtait l’antique Macrobe, au temps de Cambyse; qu’apres 

lui regnerent douze reines et dix rois; qu’ensuite vinrent les 

Foungies, qui donnerent leur nom a un partie du royaume dans 

le Bouroum nommd aussi Djebel Foungi, ou habitent les soldats 
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du mek....Les Foungis, dit-on, venus du Soudan, traverserent le 

fleuve Blanc et arriverent a Arbaguy: la fut livre un grand 

combat dans lequel ils furent vainqueurs et qui les rendit maitres 

du pays.” 

Tremaux says: “Dans les temps anciens, la race negre devait 

done occuper le Sennar, et les Foun ou Fout qui habiterent plus 

tard ce pays, devaient encore etre dans les regions sahariennes; 

car une stele d’Osortasen nous les montre vers Fan 2000 environ 

avant notre ere, resistant encore vers le Sud a FEgypte, qui 

voulait les chasser au loin.” He adds : “A Fepoque de Cambyse 

des peuples de race semitique, deja noircis par Faction clima- 

terique. ..etaient etablis non seulement dans le royaume ethiopien 

dont la capitale etait Napata, mais encore dans File de Meroe, 

ou ils etaient distingues sous le nom d’Ethiopiens-Macrobiens: 

et la ville de Meroe devait etre leur capitale, puisque, toujours 

d’apres Herodote, cette cite etait la capitale ‘du reste des 

Ethiopiens.’...le degr6 de civilization et des coutumes egyp- 

tiennes que trouverent chez les Macrobiens les envoyes de 

Cambyse ne permettent pas de les classer dans la race negre.” 

His theory is that as they cannot be negroes and yet were dis¬ 

tinguished by name from the rest of the Ethiopians, they may 

be the Fung. He also says: “Ces Fout, repousses d’Egypte 

depuis Osortasen et anterieurement, et que nous retrouvons 

aujourd’hui dans plusieurs regions du Sudan, etaient venus en 

partie s’emparer des regions voisines du fleuve Bleu, d’ou ils 

auraient repousse les negres vers le Sud, ainsi que nous verrons 

plus loin, par le retour qu’ils firent au Nord pour revenir au 

Sennar sous le nom de Foun, qu’ils se donnaient eux-memes. 

Comme appartenant a la race semitique, ils devaient etre, sinon 

reunis, au moins allies, au besoin, a Fempire des Ethiopiens pour 

mieux maitriser la race negre.” He adds that these Fung at 

first preserved many Egyptian customs (e.g. in their coiffure, and 

that their king, as Bruce also relates, always owned and sowed 

a patch of land himself), but that they lost these customs when 

they went south, and on returning amalgamated with the Arabs 

and adopted a nominal form of Islam. This “return from the 

south” spoken of by Tremaux would correspond to the invasion 

of ’Amdra Dunkas, and explain more or less the extremely 
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widely differing accounts of the Fung, according as the original 

race or the later mixed stock is being spoken of. 

Now as regards the Macrobian Ethiopians alluded to above:— 

They are described by Herodotus as tall handsome men with 

customs differing from those of the other nations, and inhabiting 

“that part of Libya which lies upon the South Sea” (Bk III, 17). 

Cambyses of Persia about 525 B.C., while Nastasenen was 

ruling most of the Sudan, quarrelled with Amasis II and 

Psammetichus III of Egypt and tried to invade the Sudan, 

and attacked the Macrobian Ethiopians. He failed however to 

effect anything definite1. ~ 

Bruce (Vol. II, p. 562) identifies these Macrobians with the 

western section of Shangalla living on either side of the Nile 

north of Fazuglo. 

Professor Budge considers that the black tribes of Sennar are 

no doubt the representatives of those “Automoloi” described by 

Herodotus as follows:—“Between Elephantine [Assuwan] and 

Meroe one reaches the country of the Automoloi whose origin 

dates from the time of Psammetichus. In his day there was a 

garrison at Elephantine against the Ethiopians. These garrison 

troops, numbering 240,000, were not relieved for three years. 

They therefore revolted and joined the Ethiopian king, who 

gave them the land of some of his own rebellious subjects to the 

south. These Automoloi taught the Ethiopians the manners of 

Egypt and helped to civilize them.” (See Herodotus, Bk II; also 

see Strabo, Bk XVI, p. 770: the latter calls the Automoloi 

“Sembritae” and says they were ruled by the queen of Meroe. 

See also Diodorus Siculus, Bk I, p. 77.) 

Whether however the Fung in their origin are to be connected 

with Automoloi or Macrobians or with both or with neither can 

hardly be successfully decided: Professor Keane in his article on 

the Sudan in the Encyclopedia Britannica speaks of the Fung as 

“a very mixed negroid race”—and the matter must be left at 

that for the present. 

1 See Budge. Exaggerated accounts of Cambyses’s successes are given by Strabo 
and Diodorus. 
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STORIES TOLD OF ABU ZAYD EL HILALI 

1. Abu Zayd came from the East through Kassala with a 

great host, and each of the places where he camped in his 

march is known as Muhatta abu Zayd. He crossed the White 

Nile near the present site of Kosti (see page 58, note 2) and 

continued westwards. Many of his adherents and many of his 

slaves fell away from the host on the march and settled among 

the Bakkara tribes, with whom they intermarried. [From 

Guma’a Bakhft—Tomami—Alloba, Nov. 3, 1908.] 

2. Abu Zayd of the great Arabian tribe of El Hilala came 

to Darfur from the East. He had a brother named Ahmad, 

and the latter tried to seduce Abu Zayd’s wife: the infuriated 

Abu Zayd bade his slaves attack Ahmad, and they did so and 

wounded him in the leg : hence Ahmad is known as “El Ma’akur.” 

Abu Zayd, dissatisfied with Darfur, now marched northwards to 

Tunis, leaving Ahmad behind. The latter married the daughter 

of the Tungur Sultan and in time succeeded to the throne of 

Ddrfur. [From “El Sultan” Hdmid Gabr el Dar, Musaba’awi. 

El Obeid, 1907.] 

3. Abu Zayd el Hildli marched through Kassala, and 

crossed the White Nile at Muhatta abu Zayd, on his way to 

Tunis el Khadra: with him was his relative Ahmad, subse- 

quently known as “El Ma’akur” because of a wound he received 

from the relatives of a woman who had acted the part of 

Potiphar’s wife towards him. 
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On reaching Tunis Abu Zayd warred with the Moors 

(“ Moghrabfn ”) and subdued them: during these wars his 

nephew fell in love with a Moorish princess, and the two 

conducted their intrigue without the knowledge of Abu Zayd 

as follows:—They caused to be hollowed out a great cavity in 

the earth, well lined, and built over it a dome: the cavity was 

kept full of milk, and the whole passed for a dairy, nor did 

there seem to be any room in it for aught but milk: in this 

milk Abu Zayd’s wily nephew placed a couch raised on high 

legs, and upon the couch he conducted his amours unsuspected. 

[From the Kenana. El Gefowa, Oct. 1908.] 

4. In the days of the Beni Ommayya Abu Zayd lived 

in North Africa and fought with the Himyaritic Zenata : he 

subjugated them, but again they revolted under one named 

Khalifa (see page 58, note 1). Abu Zayd marched against 

them and drove them southwards before him till he reached 

El Adayk, about 40 miles north of Bara in Kordofan. It was 

close to here, at a rock since known as El Zinati, that Abu Zayd 

finally slew Khalifa and completed the rout of the Zenata. 

[From Misr Muhammad, a Ferahani (Dar Hamid). Serag, 

Sept. 11, 1908.] 

5. Abu Zayd el HiMli, an Arab sheikh, lived in a bare 

wild desert in Arabia or Syria, and it was with difficulty that 

he and his people could find sufficient pasture for their herds. 

The camels in consequence became lean and weak—all but one 

young foal that used to return to the camp with distended belly, 

fat and healthy. This greatly puzzled Abu Zayd, and none 

knew where the foal could have found the rich fodder upon 

which it had fed, and he determined to discover the mystery. 

Accordingly he lay awake all night near the place where the 

camels lay and pretended to be asleep. In the middle of the 

night the foal got up and after pausing to see that it was not 

observed, set off at full speed westwards. Abu Zayd leapt upon 

his fastest camel and gave chase. After a long pursuit in the 

tracks of the foal he suddenly came upon a fair rich oasis, green 

with all manner of grass and trees. This was known to later 

generations as Tunis el Khadra. Abu Zayd retraced his steps 
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marvelling and told his tribe of the wonderful land he had 

discovered. They at once determined to migrate there ; packed 

their belongings and set forth. They marched through Kassala, 

Gedaref, Sherkayla, and El Rahad to El Fasher in Darfur; and 

it was as they passed through Darfur that Ahmad the grandson 

of Abu Zayd seduced his grandmother, the mother of Abu Zayd. 

To prevent this occurring again Ahmad’s father cut his son’s 

tendon Achilles with a sword and mounted him on a camel for 

the rest of the journey. One night Ahmad, faint and weary, 

fell off the camel and lay stunned. When he recovered his wits 

he crawled for refuge under a bush and was there found by the 

heathen blacks. He was tended by them and eventually taught 

them to read the Koran and speak Arabic and converted them 

to Islam : finally he became king over them and founder of a 

great dynasty. 

In the meanwhile Abu Zayd, unheeding, had passed on with 

his tribe to Tunis and settled there. He was a valiant hero and 

a mirror of chivalry. In an encampment near his own there 

dwelt one summer a fair maiden, and Abu Zayd beckoned to 

her to come to him and be his wife. The maiden replied, “Wait 

for me under this tree near the encampment of the Arabs and 

I will come to you.” Abu Zayd, trusting her, sat under the 

tree and waited, but the maid did not appear. Then the rains 

fell and the Arabs all moved to fresh pastures and passed away 

from Abu Zayd; but he remained patiently at the trysting 

place. A full year passed and still Abu Zayd waited: then at 

the return of summer the Arabs came back and with them the 

beautiful maiden, and halted near by their old camp. To the 

astonishment of the people who had given up Abu Zayd for 

lost they beheld him, wasted and worn, still under the tree 

where they had left him, but those who knew Abu Zayd better 

had throughout maintained that he would do what he had 

declared his intention of doing. 

The maiden, gratified by this example of true love and 

heroic patience, promised to wed Abu Zayd, but some of her 

kinsfolk said there was no use in a man who had fasted 

under a tree for a year. Abu Zayd, however, confounded 

his detractors : he lived on meat and milk for fifteen days, and 
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at the end of that period reappeared in full strength and vigour 

and married his lady-love. [From Sheikh Ghanowi of the Ddr 

Gawad Hawazma (Bakkara). Sungukai, Oct. 13, 1908.] 

6. Abu Zayd and his host set out for Tunis from the 

East and passed through Kassala, Sherkayla and El Rahad : 

when he reached Dar Humr he was dispirited by the attacks 

of the tsetse fly upon his camels and the difficulty of making 

his way with camels over the cotton-soil. He therefore left 

his brother Hamid {sic) el Ma’akur there, and returning with 

his people led them to Ddrfur by the Arba’in road that runs 

from the Nile across the North of Kordofan. [From Mekki 

Husayb, sheikh of Humr Felaita, Oct. 21, 1908.] 

7. (For an anecdote of a meeting between Abu Zayd and 

Hamid el Khuayn see Chapter IX on Dar Hdmid.) 



APPENDIX IV 

KURA’AN AND GARAMANTES 

Periodically the Kura’an, a black race of heathen, sally 

forth from their country north of Wadai and Darfur, and raid the 

Arabs to the south and south-east for booty. A certain number 

of Kura’an too immigrated to Northern Kordofan about the 

same time as did the Zaghawa now at Kagmar. These immi¬ 

grants have a few villages in Kordofdn near Um Dam1 and call 

themselves Muhammadans, but they are regarded as of very 

low class and inferior to the Zaghawa. 

It may be as well to preface the following remarks by saying 

that there do not seem to be sufficient grounds for supposing 

any connection to exist between the names “Kordofan” and 

Kura’an as has been suggested2; and that Barth was no doubt 

right when he stated in speaking of the Tibbu that the Arabs 

generally add to the name Tibbu (who include the Zaghawa) 

the term Kura’an “which I think myself justified in referring 

to the district Goran so often referred to by Leo Africanus3.” 

Barth speaks of the Zaghawa and Kura’an as “ two of the great 

divisions of the Tebu [Tibbu] or Teda inhabiting the desert 

to the north of Wadai, who are very rich in flocks4.” 

1 There are also a few of them mixed up with the Taradat section of the Hamar 
’As£kir. 

2 See Appendix I. 
3 See Barth, Vol. Ill, Appendix, p. 499. 
4 Vol. Ill, Ethnographical account of Wadai. Barth inserts the Kura’an among 

the black tribes who are indigenous and the immigrant negro tribes. 
The word Kura’dn as a matter of fact is often used vaguely for any pagan blacks. 

El Hamdani includes Nuba, Kura’an, Zang and Zaghawa and other negroes among 
the descendants of Canaan son of Ham. See Cameron. 

I note that Wallin (p. 302) includes “Kor’an” among the Huwaytat clans in 
Wadi Azlam and round El Wegh in Northern Arabia. 
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To turn to Leo Africanus1:—El Hasan ibn Muhammad al 
• • 

Wezaz al Fdsi, known as Leo Africanus, was a Moor and born 

in 1495 or 1496. He visited Central Africa in 1513-15. In 

speaking of the fifteen kingdoms of the negroes which he visited 

he says they have “ many other kingdoms bordering on the 

south frontiers of them : to wit, Biro, Temiam, Dauma, Medra, 

and Gorham...2/’ He also says: “Nubia...is enclosed on the 

southern side with the desert of Goran...the king of Nubia 

maintaineth continuall warre partly against the people of Goran 

(who being descended of the people called Zingani, inhabite 

the deserts and speake a kinde of language that no other nation 

vnderstandeth, and partly against certain other people ” (sc. the 

Bugiha or Beja to the east). The Zingani are presumably the 

Zang, a generic name for blacks in the Arab writers. Marmol 

in his account of Africa, chiefly purloined from Leo, says that 

Nubia has to its south the desert of Gorhan. The capital 

(i.e. of Nubia) is “ Dangala.” “...Le prince (i.e. of Dongola) a 

guerre ordinairement, tantost contre ceux de Gorhan, qui est 

une espece d’Egyptiens qui courent par les deserts, et parlent 

un langage particulier, tantost contre les peuples qui demeurent 

au Levant du Nil dans le desert3.” 

Pory too notes that Nubia borders to the south “vpon the 

desert of Goran4.” 

The latest editor quotes from Richard Blome’s Geographical 

Description of the Four Parts of the World (1670) to the 

following effect: “ Gorham is on the Nile and on the coast of 

the isle Gueguere. Sanutus makes a kingdom, a desert, and a 

people of this name, and extends them almost the length of 

the isle Gueguere: not making any mention of the city of this 

name, nor John Leon of Afifrica, nor the Arab of Nubia [Idrisi], 

nor Vincent Blanck, who saith he has been in these quarters, 

and speaks only of the desert of Gorham. Other authors make 

mention of this city and describe it on the Nile. Sanutus 

saith that there are emeralds in these mountains, which bounds 

Gorham on the south.” Dr Brown adds “‘Gorham’ or ‘Gorhan’ 

1 I follow the edition by Dr R. Brown of Tohn Pory’s translation (1600). 

2 Page 128. 

3 See Vol. HI of Perrot’s translation (1667). 4 Page 28. 
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is clearly Kordofan1,” and cites Cooley’s evidence to the same 

effect2. He also remarks that Gueguere or Guengare is Meroe 

[i.e. the so-called “Island of Meroe”]. 

Refer now to a passage which was written in 1614 by 

El Doctor Bernardo Aldrete (Canon of Cordova) in a work 

entitled Varias Antiguedades de Espana Africa y otras pro¬ 

vinces. He says (p. 425): “ Por estar la Assyria junto a los 

Arabes Scenitas, es la duda si son dellos los Garamaeos, que 

dize Tolemeo, i juntamente si son los mismos que los Goramenos, 

de los quales dixo Stephano, ‘ Gorama regio Scenitarum Arabum, 

accolae Gorameni3.’ Siendo tan poca la diferencia que ai, i si en 

esta Garamorum regio de qua San Epiphanio habla? a esta duda 

se llega otra, si destos Garamaeos, o Goramenos tomaron su 

nombre los Garamantes, i si son todos vna misma gente que 

vino de Arabia, i poblaron en Africa ? No hallo luz con que 

poder mi determinar i affi quedara dudosa la causa a que otro 

la decida4.” 

The “ Scenitae ” or nomads of Africa are similarly coupled 

with the “ Goranites ” by Leo, who repeats gossip of a huge 

lake (which had not really any existence as Dr Brown points 

out) between Fez and Alcair (Cairo), “ vpon the bankes whereof 

the Sinites and the Goranites doe inhabite5.” 

1 Page 28. At the same time there is an editor’s note identifying “the desert of 

Goran ” as the “ Libyan desert.” 

2 See p. 128 of Dr Brown’s edition of Leo, and pp. 129-30 of Cooley. Cooley’s 

identification of the words Kordofan and Goran is dealt with in Appendix I. Leo is 

also quoted by Sir C. W. Wilson, with reference to this question, in his paper on the 

T?'ibes of the Nile Valley.... 

3 See Stephano’s Dictionarium Historicum Geographicum Poelicum (1670): 

Gorama is there described as “reg. Arabum Scenitarum”; and Arabes Scenitae as 

nomad Arabs of Arabia Petraea dwelling in tents : of course the term Arabes Scenitae 

is equally applicable to the nomads of Africa. 

4 I.e. “The fact of Assyria being joined to the Arabes Scenitae [nomad Arabs] 

raises the question as to whether the latter are the Garamaei, spoken of by Tolemeus 

[Ptolemy], and accordingly whether they are the same as the Gorameni that are 

alluded to by Stephanus, ‘Gorama regio... etc.’; and whether, the difference being 

very small, it is that Garamorum regio of which San Epiphanio speaks. Upon the 

heels of this question arises another, viz. as to whether these Garamaei or Gorameni 

took the name of Garamantes, and whether they are all one and the same race that 

came from Arabia and settled in Africa. I have no means of determining these 

questions and so the matter must remain in doubt until decided by another.” 

5 Page 173. 
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We must now consult the classical authors for what they 

say of the habitat of the Garamantes. 

I. Herodotus speaks firstly of an unwarlike tribe of 

Garamantes near the Mediterranean coast, to the north of 

the Psylli and Nasamones ; secondly, inland in the desert he 

speaks of (1) the Ammonians, (2) Augila, whence the Nasa¬ 

mones fetch dates, (3) the Garamantes who hunt the Troglodytes 

of Egypt in chariots and live 30 days from the land of the 

Lotophagi. Herodotus says all these people in the interior 

are nomads1. 

II. Claudius Ptolemaeus discussing the interior of Libya 

says: “ /cal fieytara fiev eOvrj /carave/aerac rrjv Al/3vt]v to t€ 

tcov Yapa/jLavTwv Scrj/cou diro rcov rov HaypaSa Trorapbov 

pie^pi rrj9 Novfta \ipbV7)<;.../cal to tmv ISAeXavoycurovXcov. ..2.” 

III. Pomponius Mela says: “Super ea quae Libyco mari 

abluuntur, Libyes Aegyptii sunt, et Leucoaethiopes, et natio 

frequens multiplexque Getuli. Deinde late vacat regio perpetuo 

tractu inhabitabilis. Turn primos ab oriente Garamantas, post 

Augilas et Troglodytas, et ultimos ad occasum Atlantas audimus. 

Intra (si credere libet) vix iam homines, magisque semiferi 

Aegipanes, et Blemmyae...sine tectis passim ac sedibus vagi, 

habent potius terras quam habitent3.” 

IV. Pliny speaks of “ Clarissimumque oppidum Garama, 

caput Garamantium,” and says “ ad Garamantas iter inex¬ 

plicable...4.” 

1 See Herodotus, Bk iv, pp. 168 et seq. 

2 See Muller’s edition, Bk iv, p. 743. Translated the passage runs: “and very 

large tribes dwell in Libya, both that of the Garamantes stretching from the sources 

of the river Bagrada as far as the Nubian lake...and that of the Melanogaitulae.” 

3 “Above those (tracts) which are washed by the Libyan sea are the Egyptian 

Libyans, and the Leuco-Ethiopians, and the numerous and complex nation of the 

Getuli. Then one comes to a great empty tract, uninhabited from one end to the 

other. The most easternly people beyond it are said to be the Garamantes ; next to 

them the Augilae and Troglodytae ; and furthest west the Atlantae. Inland [i.e. 

southwards], if one may believe it, are Aegipanes and Blemmyae [Beja], who are 

scarcely men, but half beasts,...they are nomadic and have no houses or fixed abodes, 

and hold rather than inhabit the country.” (De Situ Orbis, Chap, iv.) 

4 I.e. “and the most famous town of Garama, capital of the Garamantes”...“To 

the (country of) the Garamantes there is no access.” (Naturalis Historia, Bk v, 

Chap. V.) 
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The general impression deducible from these quotations 

is that the Garamantes were a nomad race covering a very 

large stretch of country from Fezzan (and even north of it) 

as far as Upper Egypt: they may have extended even further 

south, for to the historian writing in the north, the wide spaces 

of the south would naturally be foreshortened. So then, if we 

make all allowances for the vagueness of the old geographists 

it will appear that, on the west, the country at present inhabited 

by the Kura’an ; on the south-east, the “ desert of Goran ” ; and, 

on the north, the southern part of the country of the ancient 

Garamantes, may be said jointly to include those inhospitable 

tracts over which the Eastern Tuwarek (part descendants of the 

old nomad Berbers) and Tibbu still roam. The south-easternly 

boundary of this area on a modern map would be the Bayuda 

desert and Northern Kordofan: westwards it would extend to 

the deserts north of Kanem and Wadai, and northwards to the 

oases of Libya. 

Thus in support of the suggestion that the Kura’an may 

represent the ancient Garamantes we have in the first place 

seen that both probably inhabited the area of which rough 

boundaries have been given: a second point can now be 

made:— 

We know that the Kura’an are of Tibbu stock, and Barth 

definitely identifies the ancient Garamantes with the Tibbu, 

whom we know used to reside in Fezzan till they were forced 

southwards by the migrations of the Berber1. There is too 

an obvious similarity between the names of Pliny’s “ Garama, 

caput Garamantium,” and the Goran (or Gorhan or Gorham) 

which is again connected with “ Kura’an.” 

1 Mliller in his edition of Claudius Ptolemaeus also accepts the identification of 

the Garamantes and Tibbu and refers to Barth and to Hartmann’s Die Nigritier, 

Vol. 1, p. 74. On the other hand we have Mr E. T. Hamy identifying the Tibbu 

with the Troglodytes rather than with their oppressors (see VAnthropologie, Vol. II, 

1891); and Dr Schurtz (see History of the World, p. 532) saying “They [the Teda] 

are certainly not to be identified with the Garamantes, who had a kingdom in 

Fezzan....It is much more likely that they are to be connected with the Troglo- 

dytic races south of the Fezzan, which Herodotus places among the Ethiopians.” 

Why? I see too that Sir H. Johnston in his The Nile Quest (p. 20) says that the 

Romans had friendly relations with “the Tawareq people of Garama” near Fezzan. 

Now it is at least acknowledged that the Tuwarek are very largely mixed with Tibbu. 
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These facts point to the identification of the Garamantes 

not only with the Tibbu in general but with the Kura’an in 

particular, and lead one to think that the two words must be 

connected : the corruption of course would lie not so much 

in the word Kura’an as in the classical word Garamantes. 

Now it will be remembered that Sanutus was quoted above 

as saying that Gorham was “ a kingdom, a desert, and a people,” 

and extended “ almost the length of the isle Gueguere ” (i.e. 

Meroe). I believe that the city of Garama is generally supposed 

to represent the modern Gadames : if so Sanutus, supposing 

him to have meant Garama as the “ kingdom,” Gorham (i.e. the 

Bayuda and westwards) as the “ desert,” and the Garamantes 

(i.e. the Kura’an) as the “ people,” probably did not realize the 

distance from the Bayuda desert to Gadames: that however is 

not surprising nor unique: the point is that he had the con¬ 

nection between all these names before his mind’s eye. 

I think that the arguments advanced above may incidentally 

lend further validity to the remark made, in writing of the 

Northern Hills, that the country round G. el Haraza was once 

inhabited by “ roaming tribes probably connected on the one' 

hand with the ancient Garamantes and on the other with the 

Tibbu and Eastern Tuwarek,—part descendants of the old 

nomad Berbers.” (p. 89.) 

Two additional points may also be mentioned : firstly, that 

a matrilinear system prevails among the Tuwarek nomads as 

well as among the Beja tribes of the eastern desert, and the 

corresponding system traceable in the Northern Hills is as 

likely to have been borrowed from the former as from the 

latter. 

Secondly, it may be remembered that there are ancient iron¬ 

works, long disused, at G. el Haraza. Now Mr H. R. Palmer 

happened lately to mention to me the existence of an iron-working 

caste in Kdnem called Kura’an [Guraan], and it is at least 

possible that these people may provide yet another link in the 

chain of evidence connecting El Haraza with the KuraAn and 

Garamantes. 
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I may add, however, that I think it would be unjustifiable 

also to connect the name “Abu Kona’an ” (see pp. 88, 89) with 

“Kura’an”: if the two words had a common origin the people 

of the Northern Hills, who know both words well, would be the 

first to connect them. I incline to think that “ Abu Kona’an ” 

is a perversion of “ Kana’an,” i.e. Canaan, the son of Ham, 

whom Arab historians and writers of “ nisbas ” take as typical 

ancestor of the old pagan tribes (cf. p. 235, note 4). 

M. 16 



APPENDIX V 

OBJECTS FOUND AT FARAGAb IN MIDDENS 

The objects depicted on the accompanying plate were un¬ 

earthed at Faragab, a Gawama’a village some 22 miles east 

of Bara. I happened to be delayed here for a few days, and 

the natives mentioned that close by were the refuse heaps 

(“ tanadil ”) of an old settlement—of what race was not known. 

These middens I found to be of considerable size and to 

surround the ancient site of the village. I got a cutting made 

into one of them to a depth of a few feet and found the articles 

here portrayed and a number of fragments of rough thick 

pottery, generally ornamented with the common Sudanese 

trellis-work designs or roughly pitted with some pointed in¬ 

strument. 

Most of these fragments apparently belonged to shallow 

dishes with an ear at each end, each ear being perforated by 

a number of ornamental holes. Pots of precisely similar design 

have been found on many mediaeval sites in Dongola province. 

Other fragments had been broken from common “ burmas ” (the 

familiar large jar of the country). 

In addition there were many roughly shaped lumps of 

granite about four inches long and two thick, that were probably 

held in the fist and used as hammers or pestles. Some of these 

were grooved as if some pointed instrument had been sharpened 

upon them. Similar stones are often found near Gebel Geili east 

of the Blue Nile. There were also numerous lumps of granite 

rather larger than golf balls and very roughly rounded. These 



Plate XIX 

“ Ornaments from Faragab middens.” 

I. Porphyrite. 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15. Probably bone. 3, 11, and 

14. Sandstone. 4. Pottery. 5. Flint. 10. Fused glass? 

12. Chalcedony. 16. Disc beads (black and white) made of 

egg-shell (ostrich ?). 

{Illustrations two-thirds of actual size.) 
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and certain small rounded stones the size of marbles must have 

been brought to Faragab for some specific purpose, as no natural 

stone at all is to be found at less than a day’s journey from the 

site. Few iron objects were to be seen, but there was a plain 

rough iron ring, an inch in diameter, and two 

iron pins with dangling rings as shewn in the 

accompanying illustration. 

These may have been used as hairpins or 

for applying “ kohl ” to the eyelids. 

There was little iron otherwise, save a few 

indeterminate scraps that had evidently been 

parts of the blades of spears or hoes. Iron is 

procurable in the immediate vicinity and used 

to be worked so late as the middle of the nine¬ 

teenth century. 

The fragments of bone found apparently 

belonged to domestic animals: they had as a 

rule been cracked for the purpose of extracting 

the marrow. 

Nowhere did I find any of the large stone 

rings such as those that have been discovered at 

El Haraza and Um Durrag. 

As regards the objects illustrated on the 

accompanying plate, they may be said, like the 

stones found in the northern hills, to shew a 

marked connection with northern influences. In 

particular this is true of the very numerous disc 

beads [see Fig. 16] that are to be found in the 

Faragab middens. Some of them are yellowish 

white, some grey, some a pale reddish brown, and some nearly 

black. They appear to be of ostrich-egg shell; and, curiously 

enough, they bear a most marked resemblance to the ostrich- 

egg beads found in the so-called “ pangraves ” of Egypt which 

are now generally regarded as belonging to the Libyans. For 

drawing my attention to this fact I have to thank Professor 

William Ridgeway1. 

1 The following particulars I owe to the courtesy of Drs F. A. Bather and 
C. W. Andrews and Mr W. Campbell Smith, of the British Museum. 

16—2 

length 9h 
G to E 

Total 
inches, 
is cut square 
(sides less than 
i inch), F to G 
and E to H 
rounded. 
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The density of the whitish beads is 2*55. They appear to consist of carbonate of 

lime. 
The density of the blackish beads is 2*52. The material effervesces with dilute 

HNO3 but leaves a black insoluble residue: it appeared at first to be calcareous 

slate or hardened shale; but when sections of both the whitish and the blackish 

beads were prepared they were found to agree closely, and it is therefore probable 

that both are egg-shell. 

Figure 7 on the accompanying plate has a density of i'7 and was found to be 

very brittle and porous. Qualitative tests shewed the presence of calcium in large 

quantity and of phosphate. There is no trace of organic substance now and the 

object is probably made of a portion of a long bone of some mammal. 



INDEX 

1. Names of unimportant tribal sections and subsections and of persons mentioned 

only in genealogical trees are omitted from the index in cases where no explanatory 

remarks concerning them are made. 

2. The following abbreviations are used :— 

G. Gebel; i.e. mountain or hill. 

R. River. 

S. T. Section, or subsection, of tribe. 

T. Tribe, or people. 

V. Village, town, or small district. 

W. Wells, or watering place. 

3. When the page reference in the index is to a note, the number of the page is 

printed in italics. 

4. It should be remembered in looking out words in the index that the Arabic 

which is pronounced like a hard G in Kordofan, is throughout the text and notes 

transliterated K and not G. 

Ababda, (sing. ’Abadi), 7. and S.T. 
130, 136, 173,18 1, 199, 200, 201, 202, 
203, 204, 203 

’Abadia, S.T. 135, 136 
’Abaysab, S. T. 84 
Abba Island 36, 171 
’Abbas, Beni; Abbasfa 70, 7/, 76, 146, 

169, 225 
’Abd el ’Ali, S.T. 149, 150, 152, 153 
’Abd el Hadi, of El Hardza 93, 99 
’Abd el Hadi Subr 34, 34 
’Abd el Halim Musayyid 42 
’Abd el Hamayd, of the Awldd ’Ahoi 

109, 120, 121 
’Abd el Hashimi 44 
’Abd el Kadir, King of Senndr 7 
’Abd el Kadir Delfl 48 
’Abd el Kadir Pasha 41, 161 
’Abd el Kerim ibn Yame 53 
’Abd el Muttalib 169, 185, 203, 204 
’Abd el Rahim Bey abu Dukl 159-161 
’Abd el Rahim el feki Bedowi 75 
’Abd el Rahman el Khalifa 93 
’Abd el Rahman el Negumi 40, 42, 43, 

46 

’Abd el Rahman el Rashid 16, 17, 63 
’Abd el Salam abu Gebarulla 126 
’Abd el Summad, the “ndzir” 68, 73, 75 
’Abdulla Dafa’alla 37 
’Abdulla Gadulla 201, 202 
’Abdulla Gema’a el Kerinani 6, 169 
’Abdulla el Guhani vii, m, 115, 117, 

118, 132, 136, 143, 146, 147, 150, 156, 
176, 181-184, 199 

’Abdulla el Nur 37, 40 
’Abdulla ibn Sa’ad 183 
’Abdulla Um Dramo 143 
’Abdullahi Hanatir 132-134 
’Abdullahi Muhammad, the “Khalifa” 

36, 40, 42, 44-50, 83, 84, 125, 128, 

r34» i43* 148, 159» *97 
Abu ’Adel, V. 50 
Abu Agaga, W. 100 
Abu Anga 40-47, 50, 75 
Abu ’Asal, G. 156 
Abu Bukr, “ El Saclik” 167 
Abu el Dis 67, 68 
Abu Fas, G. 98, 197 
Abu el Fida, historian 108, 179 
Abu Garad, V. 31 
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Abu Geluf 160 
Abu Gemmayza 47 
Abu Girga. {See Muhammad abu Girga) 
Abu Gu’ud, V. 14 
Abu Hadid, G. 85-88, 91,9.2, 97, 99, 

101, 103, 108, 190, 192, 223 
Abu Haggar, V. 191 
Abu Hagud, S.T. 213 
Abu Hammad, V. 49 
Abu Haraz, V. 21, 34, 38, 74, 75, 133, 

156, 170, 171 
Abu el Hasan Belfla 124 
Abu ’Imayr, S.T. 208 
Abu el Kasim, Sultan 120 
Abu Klea, battle of. {See Abu Telayh) 
Abu Kona’an 88-91, 240 
Abu Lekaylak. {See Muhammad abu 

Lekaylak) 
Abu Na’aman, Awlad, S.T. 142 
Abu Sabib, V. 190, 191 
Abu Saybir 194, 195 
Abu Sheikh, title of 17 
Abu Sinun, G. 134, 156, 157 
Abu Sofian, G. 85 
Abu Sofian, opponent of the Prophet 167 
Abu Telayh 171 
Abu Tog, V. 21 
Abu Tubr, G. 85-88, 91, 92, 97, 99, 

101, 103, 108, 192 
Abu Umayra, IV. 194 
Abu Za’ima, W. 194 
Abu Zakaria, the Hafsite 217 
Abu Zayd el Hilali 54, 56-59, 70, 91, 

118, 119, 172, 231-234 
Abu Zubbad, V. 52, 209 
Abyssinia, tvar of Senndr with 9, 10 

— Trade with in Turkish days 31 
— In the Mahdla 46 

Abyssinians 179, 225, 228 
Adam Deballu, the Musaba'awi 64 
Adam Deballu, of Tekali 36, 43 
Adam wad el feki Muhammad 126 
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